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THE AUTIOES TO THE PUBLIC.

E have the honour to submit to the public a

" Book of the Thames," from its Kise to its

Fall : hopeful that our readers may share with

us the enjoyment we have so long, and so

^
often, derived from the " King of Island Rivers 1"

\l We have reprinted it from the Art-Journal, avail-

^ ing ourselves of suggestions, from time to time

received, enabling us to correct mistakes, generally to revise it, and

to make such additions (neither few nor unimportant) as our own

augmented experience, and the advice of competent friends and cor-

respondents, have naturally induced.

\Yc have traced the bountiful river from the bubbling well out of

which it issues, in the meadow by Trewsbury Mead—its lonely birth-

})lace—through its whole course, gathering tributaries, and passing with

them through tranquil villages, populous toAvns, and crowded cities ; ever

fertilizing, ever beautifying, ever enriching, until it reaches the most

populous city of the modern or tbe ancient world, forming thence the

Great Highway by which a hundred Nations traverse the globe.

Our object will not be answered if we fail to show that, although

in landscape beauty it may be inferior to other British rivers, its graces
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and its grandeur less, the Thames has attractions of its own which

phace it high above all competitors ; while it is by no means poor in

natural gifts—of hill and dale, of wood and plain, of all that makes

free Nature a perpetual charm, a never-ending delight. Aided by

several accomplished artists, we have largely illustrated this volume,

not only by engravings of its picturesque scenery, but by introducing

the various objects of interest that are found upon its banks.'-'

It is a pleasant task, and brings with it a large reward ^— that

which has for its aim and end to make manifest the advantages

that recompense a Home Tour. Any author, no matter how humble,

who writes of England, may show how manifold are its means to

create enjoyment, to convey instruction, and to augment a rational

pride of country— the instinctive patriotism that may exist without

contracting the heart or narrowing the mind.

Several circumstances have of late combined to induce acquaintance

with the charms of scenery, grand or beautiful, which our islands so

plentifully supply. The lovely lakes, the mountain-rocks that guard

our coasts, the rugged mountains, the wood- clad hills, the dense forests,

the delicious dells, the rippling burns and rapid rivers, the spacious

* It is a pleasant duty to record our grateful thanks to those by whom we have been thus assisted.

Our esteemed friend and frequent associate, Mr. F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A., has rendered this work of

value by his pen as well as by his pencil : to him we are indebted for many of the " notes," which his

extensive knowled^'e as an antiquary has enabled him to make both instructive and interesting. To
our friend, Mr. Thomas Wrigut, F.S. A., we have also to acknowledge our obligations for his revision of

those parts which involve matters concerning the early people of these kingdoms. To Mr. W. S.

Coleman—whose drawings and sketches, made in our company, have supplied us with a large pro-

portion of the engravings—we owe much, not alone because of his great ability as an artist, but for

the zeal and cordiality with which, upon all occasions, he laboured to give value to our undertaking, in

the important part of it that was mainly under his control. And to Commander Waltkr W. May, R.N.,

our thanks are due for the liberal kindness with which he contributed those pictures of sea-scape

and shipping, the value of which mainly depended on their accuracy, and which his professional

knowledge, combined with his artistic skill, enabled him to give to them. There are other artists whose

aid we gratefully acknowledge.
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harbours, the green islets, the rural villages, the luxurious demesnes

—

these and many other attractions await the traveller who journeys

through any of the shires of England, Scotland, Ireland, or Wales.

We shall be, indeed, repaid largely if we are the means of inducing

travels at Home—to natural beauties, surely not less delightful because

of comparatively easy access—to scenes that are associated with glorious

memories, and are wholesome and honourable stimulants—to places,

such as the banks of the river Thames, where every step is a reminder

that \XQ live in a free land, under the sway of a Sovereign to whom

every subject of every degree, while rendering obedience as a sacred

duty, offers the homage of the heart.

This Book of the Thames is full of evidence that justifies all who

honour
" The venerable name

Of our adored country "

in exclaiming, also with the Poet—
"Oh, thou Queen,

Thou delegated Deity of Earth,

O dear, dear England I

"

S. C. H.

A. M. H.
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES,

FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL.

'- HE Thames is " tlie King of Island

Rivers ; " if deficient in the grander fea-

tures of landscape, it is rich in pictorial

beauty ; its associations are closely linked

with heroic men and glorious achieve-

ments ; its antiquities are of the rarest

and most instructive order ; its natural

productions of the highest interest ; it

wanders through fertile meads and beside

pleasant banks, gathering strength from a

thousand tributaries ; on either side are

remains of ancient grandeur, homely vil-

lages, retired cottages, palatial dwellings,

and populous cities and towns ; boats and barges, and the sea-craft of a

hundred nations, indicate and enhance its wealth ;
numerous locks and

bridges facilitate its navigation, and promote the traffic that gives it

fame. Its history is that of England: the Britons, the Romans, the

Saxons, the Danes, and the Normans, in turn made it their " seat of

war," or, settling upon its banks, sought the repose of peace and the

blessings of agriculture and commerce. In all the civil contests of

centuries it obtained melancholy renown : the intrenched camp, the

castle, the baronial hall, the mansion, the villa, occupied adjacent steeps,
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commanded fords, or adorned its sides, as harmony took the place of

discord, and tranquillity succeeded strife. There is scarcely a mile of

its borders which may not give birth to some ha^py thought in associa-

tion with the past : abbeys, monasteries, and churches exhibit their

remains, or rear " the tall spire," consecrated by use and age ; the better

parts of their structures having endured with the purer portions of the

ancient faith. Sites and memorials of famous battles—king with baron,

lord with serf, ancient owners of the soil with its invaders, those who

warred for despotism or fought for liberty, for feudal rights or freedom
;

the cromlech of the Briton, the tumulus of the Koman, the barrow of

the Saxon, the sculptured tomb of the knight, and the simple monument

of the gentleman ;—these are to be found, in numbers, on its banks.

The names of very many of the great men of England—who "penned"

or '•' uttered wisdom"—are nearly or remotely connected with this river :

in its "fields beloved" their "careless childhood stray'd;" in its city of

colleges, " for meditation apt," their youth gathered strength for the

strife of manhood. To its banks full often came the soldier, the states-

man, the scholar, and the poet, " after life's fitful fever," to seek that

rest from labour which is labour's best recompence—to enjoy alike

" The solid pomp of prosperous days,

The peace and shelter of adversity."

Flowing through rich alluvial soil, that is never sterile, during the

whole of its course it meets not an acre of unmanageable bog, and

hardly a square yard that does not produce pasture or foliage, except

where it refreshes and prospers active villages, busy towns, or crowded

cities— venerable Oxford, regal Windsor, "mighty London," and a

hundred places, wealthy and famous. It would be indeed impossible to

over-estimate the value of the Thames to the British capital. It is said

that when one of our sovereigns, angry with the chief magistrate of the

metropohs, threatened to ruin it by removing the court, he received the

memorable answer, " But your Majesty cannot remove the Thames !"

It will require no very great stretch of imagination to pass from the

little streamlet in Trewsbury Mead to " the Pool " below the Tower.

The river, born in a sequestered nook, grows and gathers strength until
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it bears on its bosom " a forest of masts ;" em-iches tlie greatest and most

populous city of any age ; ministers to the wants and luxuries of two

millions of people—there- alone ; becomes the mainstay of commerce, and

the missionary of civilization to mankind, carrying their inmimerable

blessings throughout the Old World and the New
;
yet ever the active

auxiliary, and never the dangerous ally—keeping from its birth to its close

the character so happily conveyed by the famous lines of the poet :

—

" Though deep, yet clear; though gentle, yet not dull

;

Strong without rage ; -without o'erflowiug, full."

Few, therefore, are the poets of England who have no word for " Old

Father Thames I " Even its minor enjoyments have been fertile themes

for the muse; and numerous are they who laud the "gentle craft" of

the angler, whose "idle time is never idly spent" beside the river which,

above all others, invites to contemplation, and promotes familiar inter-

course with Nature, Here, too, the botanist and the entomologist gather

a rich harvest of instruction ; while to the landscape painter, wander

where he will

—

"By hedgerow elms, on hillocks green :

# « » *

While the ploughman, near at hand,

Whistles o'er the furrow'd land.

And the milkmaid singeth blithe,

And the mower whets his scythe "

—

it is ever an open volume of natural beauties, which are the only

veritable teachers of art.

To this River—the King of Island Rivers—we dedicate this Book.

Before we ask the reader to accompany us on our tour, we require

him to pause awhile, and consider two essential points—its source, and

the name under which it is rightly to be recognised and known.

Both are in disi^ute. The Churn, which rises at "Seven Springs,"

about three miles from Cheltenham, and joins the Thames at Cricklade,

is sometimes described as the source of the great river. Generally

speaking, the source of a river is the spring farthest from its mouth
;

and the head of the Churn is farther from the Nore than Thames Head

by perhaps fifteen miles. But old writers, old maps, and old documents,

unite in representing " Thames Head," near Cirencester, as the head of
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the river Thames. Leland (temp. Henry VIII.) tells us that " Isis

riseth at three myles from Cirencestre, not far from a village cawlled

Kemble, within half a mile of the Fosseway, wher the very head of

Isis is
;

" Stow, that " the most excellent and goodly river beginneth in

Coteswold, about a mile from Titbury, and as much from the hie way

called Fosse
;

" Camden, that " it riseth not far from Tarlton, hard by

the famous Foss-way;" Atkins (1712), that "it riseth in the parish of

Cotes;" Rudder (1779), that " it has been reputed to rise in the parish

of Cotes, out of a well." These authorities might be multiplied ; and

although Atkins and Rudder (the earliest historians of Gloucestei'shire)

both write of the Churn, and its claim to be considered the head of the

Thames, " being the highest source from whence it derives its water "

—

and no doubt such claim will have many advocates—we have treated the

river Thames as rising at Thames Head, near " a village cawlled Kem-

ble," hard by the " famous Foss-way."

With respect to the name, it is derived directly from that by which it

was known in the time of Julius Caesar, Tameses, which, as well as its

Anglo-Saxon representative, Temese, is sufficiently near the modern

Thames to be considered as identical with it. Lhwyd, the learned

Welsh scholar, believes it to be identical also with the Taf—the name

of several rivers in Wales. But there are other English rivers bearing

names almost the same. In Staffordshire we have the nearest resem-

blance in the Tame ; in Shropshire is the Teme ; and in Cornwall is the

Tamar. There are minor streams in other counties bearing similar

designations, which appear to be derived from one root, and the signi-

fication of all to imply " a gentle stream." " This," writes Camden, " is

that Isis, which afterwards joining with Tame, by adding the names

together is called Tamisis, chief of the British rivers, of which we may
ti'uly say, as ancient writers did of Euphrates in the East, that it both

plants and waters Britain." Camden thus speaks of the river as " the

Isis " until it mingles with the Tame—with which it is joined between

Abingdon and WaUingford—about a mile from Dorchester. But there

is just ground to believe that this is merely a fanciful designation, to

which currency was given by Camden, who is said by his biographer,
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Bishop Gibson, to be the author of that Latin, poem, introduced into the

" Britannia," which commemorates " the marriage of the Tame and

Isis." * Stow, Speed, and Hollinshed, his contemporaries, follow in his

wake. But Bishop Gibson effectually dispels the illusion, and shows

that from a very remote period—certainly anterior to the Conquest—the

name of the river was the Thames {cujus vocabulum Temis, juxta

vadum quod appellatur Somerford) ; thus confirming not only the fact

that the Isis was a name given to it long afterwards, but that the

Thames " near Somerford " is that Thames which rises near Cirencester,

and not the Churn, which has its birthplace near Cheltenham. " The

same appears from several charters to the Abbeys of Malmesbury and

Evesham, and from old deeds relating to Cricldade ; and perhaps it may

be with safety af&rmed that it never occurs in any charter or authentic

history under the name of Isis." By the Saxons it was undoubtedly

called the Thames : f on all ancient maps and documents it is marked

as "Thamesis Fluvius." One of the oldest streets of Oxford was

Thames Street (now George Street), anciently " Platea Thamesina."

The term " Isis " was certainly unknown to our remote ancestors ;
its

use is opposed to every principle of the English language ; while it

appears contrary to common sense to call a continuous stream by one

name in the first half, and by another name in the other half, its channel

being in no way changed, and its character in no degree altered. The

error, however (for so, after the testimony of Bishop Gibson and others,

we must consider it), has largely prevailed. It is traceable, no doubt,

to the fancy which tempted the separation of the single Latin word

* Some writers concerning the Thames have given to CamJen the credit of inventing the name Isis

;

but it is clear that it is older than his time. Leland, who preceded Camden by thirty or forty years,

distinctly refers to the Thames as the Isis, and quotes from an authority yet older—" Isa nascitur &,

quodam fonticulo juxta Tetbiriam prope Circestriam—orttis Isidas (?«."—(Joannis Lelandi de rebus

Britan. Collect.)

t The name of the river at its highest point, and forty miles above its junction with the Tame, near

Dorchester, is given in the Saxon Chronicle almost as it is spelt in the present day—that is, " Temese."

The following are two literal translations from this curious record :

—

" A.D. 905.—This year ..Ethelwold enticed the army in East Anglia to break the peace, so that they

ravaged over all the land of Mercia, until they came to Cricklade, and then went over the Thames.'"

"A.D. 1016.—In this year came Canute with his army, and Eadric the .ffildorman with him, over

Thames into Mercia at Cricklade."

It is also called Thames in the Anglo-Saxon charters relating to Eynsham, in Oxfordshire.
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" Tamesis " into two words, Tame esis or Tame isis—suggested by the

fact that anotlier Tame did arise in Buckingliamsliire, and pour its

waters into the great river, midway in its course between its source

and London. There has been much consequent confusion ; sometimes

Oxford is described "on the Thames," and sometimes " on the Isis." Even

in the Ordnance Map it is called in one place the Thames, in another

the Isis, and in another " the Thames or Isis," above the junction. The

Tame is among the least important of its tributaries
;

yielding in

importance to many streams, above and below, which "run to the

embraces" of the venerable Father. We consider, therefore, the

Thames to be the traditional, the geographical, and the legal title

of the river, and shall give to it only that name throughout this

work.*

The field iu which the Thames rises is called Trewsbury Mead, and

adjoins a Roman encampment that has long borne, and still bears the

name of Trewsbury Castle; this "castle" is a large mound, now

covered by trees, the Severn and Thames Canal separating it from a

fountain that, born in this secluded spot, becomes the great river that

" both plants and waters Britain." The birthplace of the Thames is in

the parish of Cotes, in Gloucestershire, but close to the borders of

Wiltshire, into which it soon passes. The district is usually described

as " at the foot of the Cotswold hills ;" but these hills are nowhere seen

from the dell, and are, indeed, several miles distant.^

* The Town Clerk of Oxford courteously submitted to us a list of several hundred documents he had
examined ; in no one of which was " the Thames " ever recognised as " the Isis." We state, therefore,

on his authority, that in no ancient record of the city of Oxford is the name Isis to be found ; from the

time of Domesday to the present time, it is not recognised by that name, but always as "the Thames.'"

An additional authority has just been published, namely, the first vol. of the " Chronicon Monasterii

de Abingdon," in which (p. 9), in the very first charter—that of Ina, King of Wessex—occurs the

following passage :
—" In super et de orientali parte fluminis Tamisa, xx. cassatos quos mihi Cuthredus

regulus et Merciorum Rex Ethelredus necnon et Ini rex Saxonum tradiderunt adjiciam x. quoque
cassatos secus vadum Bcstlesford," &c. (a.d. 699.) The river is mentioned in many places in this book,

and is written Tamisa (as above), Tamesa, Thamisia, Tamesis, and always in Saxon, Temese. The
charters relate to many places near Abingdon, above the river Tame (which is also mentioned sub voce

by Cuddesdon, p. 200), and there are also charters relating to Wliitchurch and Kingston below. The
name of Isis occurs nowhere.

t This chain of gently-rising downs formed a territorial boundary to the early British tribes ; and
many of the camps on the ridge are probably their work. But the Romans, fully aware of the import-

ance of this line of demarkation, kept up the old landmarks and added others. In later times the
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The ancient Eoraan way—called Aceman oi' Akeman Street *

—

crosses the country within half a mile of the source, and connects Ciren-

cester witTi Bath. The source is ahout three miles south-west of

Cirencester—a famous city in old times, and still a town of some

importance, its church and town -hall being fine examples of the archi-

tecture of the fifteenth century : its Roman name was derived from

the British Caer Corin ; Ptolemy calls it Corinium Dohunorum ; Anto-

ninus, Duro-Cornovium—most probably from dior, the British name

for water. Cirencester was strongly fortified, to protect its inhabitants

from "the fierce Silures," and appears to have enjoyed considerable

wealth and importance ; these intrenchments were exclusively of earth-

work, and remains of them may still be seen, stretching across from the

Cotswolds to the Severn, on the heights forming the boundary of the

vale of Gloucester. The town of Cirencester—which name is derived

from the Saxon Cyren-ceaster—still shows many remains of Roman

greatness, and some fine tesselated pavements have been discovered, one

of which is still preserved in Lord Bathurst's park; the Museum also

exhibits relics of the same ancient people, including various memorials

of the Roman soldiery. Few English towns have afforded so rich a

field for the antiquary ;"}" but the whole district to Woodchester and

Gloucester abounds in such records ; they furnished Lysons with

some of the most important plates to his great work on Roman remains

in Britain. Several great roads branched across England from this

city, and all may yet be traced in its immediate neighbourhood. They

were known as the Irmin Street (north and south), the Akeman Street,

Cotswolds Tvere almost exclusively celebrated for their pastoral character, and the fine breed of sheep

there reared. New celebrity was given to them in the reign of Queen Elizabeth as hunting and

coursing grounds, and Shakspere has immortalized the fact in his " Merry Wives of Windsor." Sub-

sequently Mr. Robert Dovor, an attorney of Warwickshire, obtained licence from James I. to institute

country sports of all kinds there, and he for forty years presided over them in person, " habited in a

suit of his Majesty's old clothes." These games have been celebrated in the poems of Ben Jonson,

Randolph, and Drayton.
* Acman, in Anglo-Saxon, would mean an oak-man or forester. The Akeman Street would, there-

fore, be the Forester's Pathway, if translated literally.

t Corinium was certainly an important city in the Roman time; Richard of Monmouth concludes

that it was built by a Roman general in the time of Claudius (probably by Plautius), to whom the

Boduni first surrendered ; and that it had walls and a castle in the time of Constantine, and was

strongly fortified. The coins so frequently found, of the reign of Constantine, may be accepted as

evidence of the importance of the place at the period.
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tlie Ickenild Street, and the Fossway.* So admirably were they con-

structed by the Romans, that to this hour they are used, having retained

their solidity for centuries.

But the spot to which we direct the more immediate attention of our

readers—Trewsbury Castle, a tree-covered mound, at the foot of which

is the cradle of the Thames—retains nothing to indicate its long-ago

importance ; in the silence and solitude of the place, and looking across

the valley towards the great city of which this was an outpost, we

recalled the lines of the poet

—

" I was that city, which tlie garland wore

Of Britain's pride, delivered unto me
By Roman victors, which it won of yore,

Though nought at all but ruins now I be,

And lie in my own ashes, as ye see."

Having journeyed about three miles from Cirencester, along the

Akeman Street of the Romans, crossed the Thames and Severn Canal,

and arrived in sight of a railway, the shrill whistle of which broke the

solitude of the place, and sadly jarred upon the mind at the moment,

we reached a small valley, in which we had reason to believe we should

find Thames Head. But neither maps nor books gave us any aid as

guides. We naturally expected to trace the river to its source by

tracking the signs that water almost invariably leaves on the line

through which it passes along the meadow

—

" Which, with a livelier green.

Betrays the secret of its silent course."

But for such water-marks we sought in vain ; there were neither alders,

nor osiers, nor rushes to be seen ; we observed nothing that could in

any degree indicate the infant meanderings of a river. Fortunately,

The Fossway receives its name from the intrenchment which runs parallel to it, on one side or

other of its course, and which will be more perfectly understood

by the aid of the appended diagram : a a is the level traversed by

the road ; 6 represents the foss or dry ditch beside it. The earth

thus dug out was thrown up to raise the road above the ordinary

level, as seen at c. The Roman roads are generally raised higher

than the ordinary level of the land, but there is no other Instance

of the intrenchment, as in this Fossway. This is one of the most

perfect of our Roman roads, and traverses the Cotswold range in a direct line.
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however, we encounteved a venerable shepherd of the plain, who

conducted us at once to the birthplace of the more venerable father.

This is a well, which, when Boy dell published his History, in 1794, was

" enclosed within a circular wall of stone, raised about eight feet from

the surface of the meadow;" the stones have fallen, the well is now

filled in ; it was with difficulty we could ascertain that it contained

TIIF. SOORCE OF TaE THAMES.

w^ater—that water being in the sunny month of June many feet below

the surface ; but in winter it rises, forces itself through all impediments,

ascends in thick jets, and overflows the valley, making its way to

greet those earlier tributaries that await its coming to mingle with

it and journey to the sea
—" most loved of all the ocean's sons."

" Thames Head" is therefore pictured, in the accompanying engraving,

VOL. I. G
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merely as a heap of stones, overshadowed by trees of no great size.

There is not, as we have said, a single water-plant in its vicinity ; the

bank of the canal forms its background ; the dell is a perfect solitude, no

dwelling is near, the foot-path is seldom trodden—for, although there

still exists "a right of way" through the meadows which lead from

the village of Kemble below to that of Cotes above, it is rarely

used ; but its loneliness is tranquillity, and its silence peace. The fields

are fertile, and all things indicate that unobtrusive prosperity which

suggests ideas of " contentment, parent of dehght." It is still termed
'' Yeoing Field," and is a part of the parish of Ewelme, of which that

name presents the corrupted form ; the parish of Ewelme, in Oxford-

shire, is in old writing styled " New
Elme," but ^Ewilme is its proper

Saxon designation, i. e. a spring. It

thus obviously derives its name from

one of the springs which rises in the

neighbourhood, and this must be the

one known as " Thames Head." The
Hoar Stone, here pictured, is a

venerable relic of antiquity near

it : it is named in a grant of lands

here by King Athelstan in the year

931. This stone, in accordance with the most ancient usage, was

an important boundary. Mr, Akerman (in " Archieologia," vol. xxxvii.)

thus describes it :
—

" The Hoar Stone stands, and ajjpears to have stood

since the day on which the charter was subscribed by /Ethelstan and

his court, a few yards above the spring, just within the boundary wall

of the Fossway. Of its antiquity there can be no doubt. It will be

seen that it has been adapted to the purposes of a horse-block, or

'upping-stock.'" Here, doubtless, travellers in the olden time halted to

refresh themselves and their beasts, the Fossway not being then

enclosed. When Leland took his journey from Cirencester to Malmes-

bury, he passed the spring. In his " Itinerary" he says,
—

" First I rode

about a mile on Fosse, then I turned on the left hand, and came all by

ILE UOAr toT()\E.
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champaiu grour.d, fruitful of corn and grass, but very little ^YOO,d."

Drayton, in his curious topographical poem, " The Poly-Olbion," speaks

of the Thames Head as the chief glory of the district, adopting,

however, the fanciful name of Isis for the upper part of the river.

He says :

—

" But, Cotswold, be this spoke to th' only praise of tliee,

Tliat thou, of aU the rest, the chosen soyle shonld'st bee,

Dame Isis to bring forth (the mother of great Thames),

With whose delicious brooks, by whose immortal streams,

Her greatnesse is begun : so that our river's king,

When he his long descent shall from his Bel-sires bring.

Must needs, great pastm-e's prince, derive his stem by thee

From kingly Cotswold's selfe, sprung of the third degree-
As the old world's hero's wont, that in the times of yore.

On Neptune, Jove, and Mars, themselves so highly bore."

Poetry and prose have laboured from age to age to describe the

pictorial beauty and the moral power of what may be termed the

" church-landscape" of England; yet no description can adequately

convey an idea of its " pleasantness," or of its elevating influence over a

" people." The first sight of the spire of his native village after years,

long years of wandering, has shaken many a high and firm heart ; and

tears of repentance, and hope, and good resolves, have been often called

forth from comparatively hardened sinners by a sound of the church-

bell—first heard in the days of innocence and youth. There can be

no loneliness, even in imagination, equal to that which the poet pictures

in " Juan Fernandez :"

—

" But the sound of the church-going bell

These valleys and rocks never heard

;

Never sigh'd at the sound of a knell.

Or smiled when a sabbath appear'd."

In foreign countries, the richly-elaborated cathedral in the great square

commands our admiration ; but what can we say of the meagre -looking

church, with its few trees, its rampant weeds, its neglected graveyard,

its dreary interior, its dismal pictures and painted effigies, making

sometimes a feature in the scenery—but how rarely, as with us, being

the sentiment, the centre, the crown and beauty of a whole ? Whatever

may be our feelings on certain points

—

vnih which this, our chronicle

of the royal English river, has happily nothing whatever to do—we
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cannot withhold our tribute of gratitude to the spirit that has rightly

restored and fitly adorned so many of our parish churches, whether

in the crowded city, in the village, or amid the genial solitudes of our

country.

Standing beside the cradle of mighty Thames, and looking forth upon

a landscape wealthy in the gifts of tranquillity and hope, and in the

varied beauty of sunshine and shade, there rises the tower of the

village-church— the Church of Cotes."^ Solemn and yet pleasing

associations crowd upon us ; for centuries it has been the beacon to

THE CHURCH AND VILLAGE OF COTES.

thousands whose graves are at its base,—they may not have been

" village Hampdens," but they have fulfilled the mission allotted to them

by Providence, and sleep—these

" Rude forefatliors of the hamlet"—

beside the homes in which they lived, and under the shadow of the

* The cut exhibits the Church of Cotes on the rising hill in the distance : to prevent any erroneous
mpression of our pictured scene, it is necessary to remind the reader that the stream is not the Thames,
but the Thames and Severn Canal, which is upon a raised embankment, above Ewen field. The source
of the Thames lies in that field to the left, amid the trees that hang over the stone wall bounding the
towing-path.
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church in which they prayed. "What scenes of love and life, of joy and

sorrow, have alternated here—come and gone I—as time ceaselessly

passed onward ! Generations after generations have seen the soft cheeks

of youth wither into the wTinkles of age, and the step so light and

elastic over moss and harehell, become slow and heavy, then feeble and

uncertain, tottering at last from the supporting crutch into the quiet

grave ! Surely are those village spires the lights of our land : come and

gone ! come and gone ! are all around
;

yet ever enduring, ever

inviting, ever rewarding, they continue ! Age after age passes, their

peaceful bells are heard above the " crash of empires ;" while fears

of change alarm the world, " perplexing monarchs," they discharge

their mighty yet simple task

—

" Invite to heaven, and point the way."

A walk along the first meadow brings us to the great Bath Road,

under which there is a tunxel formed to give passage to the Thames

TUE FIRST TCNNEL.

when " the waters are out." In June it was dry, sheep were feeding

at its entrance ; but in winter it is too narrow for the rush of the stream

that has then gathered in force.
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Close by this tunnel, and about half a mile from Thames Head, is the

engine-house of the Thames and Severn Canal, which, by continual

working to supply water to the canal, drains all the adjacent springs,

and is no doubt the main cause of absorbing the spring -head of the

river. This engine-house is an ungainly structure, which the lover

of the picturesque may well wish away ; but although a blot upon the

landscape, it is happily hidden from the valley in which the Thames

has its birth. The course of this canal we shall describe when we reach

its terminus at Lechlade.

Half a mile further, perhaps, and the burns begin to gather into a

common channel ; little trickling rills, clear as crystal, rippling by

hedge-sides, make their way among sedges, the water-plants appear,

and the Thames assumes the aspect of a perennial stream : so it runs on

its course, and brings us to the village of Kemble, which occupies a

hillock about half a mile from the bank ; its church -spire, forming

a charming feature in the landscape, standing on a gentle acclivity, and

rising above a bower of trees ;—the railroad is previously encountered,

the river flowing underneath. This church we shall visit before we

resume our tour.

At that part of the field where the railway-arch crosses the Thames,

a cemetery of the early Saxon settlers was discovered in 1855. There

were found spear-heads and fragments of shields, hair-pins, brooches,

and rings, indicating the last resting-places of the warriors and ladies

of that powerful race, destined lords of the future greatness of England,

though at this time the hated interlopers amid the old Britannic

settlements. The' district was the stronghold of British and Eoman
rule, and coins of the successful usurper, Cavausius, were found mingled

with the Saxon relics exhumed.

The earliest mention of this parish is in the charters of the Anglo-

Saxon kings f- it is also mentioned in that most venerable record of our

country, the " Domesday Book"—the inventory of England made for

William the Conqueror, In both it is named Kemele—sufficiently close

* The earliest is printed by Kemble in his " Codex Diplomaticus ;" it is a charter of Caedwealha of

Wessex, bearing date a.d. 682.
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to the familiar pronunciation of its name adopted by tlie country-folks

of the present day. The monks of Malmesbury were possessed of this

rich manor in the olden time, it being about six miles from their

chief seat. The church is a

large structure, still preserv-

ing many features of remote

antiquity, but they occur

only in that fragmentary form

which too frequently charac-

terizes such relics. The parts

which first strike the eye are

of early English architecture,"'

the best portion being the

large porch we have pic-

tured, which, however, forms

a case, or shrine, to the Nor-

man door, with its chevron

ornament decorating the

arch.

At a little distance from

the church are the remains of

* Mr. Akerman, secretary to the Society of Antiquaries, read at one of the meetings a paper which

contained some interesting and valuable information on this subject:—"Mr. Akerman discovered two

Anglo-Saxon cemeteries in the village of Kemble, and this had led him to attempt the identification of

tlie land limits, mentioned in grants of Ewen and Kemble to the Abbey of Malmesbury, by the Anglo-

Saxon kings. His researches have been amply repaid, and he exhibited a map of the district, upon

which he had marked the ancient and modern names. Among these is the spring known as 'Thames

Head,' or the source of the Thames, and the ' hoar stone,' mentioned in the charter of King^iEthelstan,

as standing near it. This object has hitherto escaped the notice of topographers and tourists, owing

probably to its being concealed from the view of persons who pass along the Roman Fossway. Our

brethren on the other side of the Atlantic recognise the charms in our local epithets. ' The names are

excellent,' observes an American essayist ; ' an atmosphere of legendary melody spreads over the land.'

In early times there was a chapel at Ewen, but it appears to have been demolished when the church

of Kemble was built, as the north side of that edifice is still called ' Ewen Aisle.' The locality of

Kemble, its springs, and its lofty situation, favour the inference that it was an early Saxon settle-

ment, and the scene of the peculiar sacrificial rites of that race. The di>covery of two distinct burial-

places of people who had not abandoned the pagan mode of sepulture favours this inference."

A tradition exists in the neighbourhood, that the " chapel " referred to by Mr. Akerman was destroyed

beyond the memory of man, and that the materials contributed to form the south aisle of Kemble

Church, which is still called "the Ewen Aisle." Near it rises a most beautiful spring of water. Here,

doubtless, was celebrated the heathen rites of the first Anglo-Saxon settlers, until the Christian priest-

hood consecrated the spot, when a chapel was founded, and the spring dedicated to a saint.
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a grove or wood, mentioned in the early charters we have just named.

It was probably the sacred grove of our heathen Saxon forefathers, and

the scene of human sacrifices to Woden. This grove probably extended

as far as the village of Poole, where the remains of a cross stand at the

intersection of the roads ; though comparatively modern, it probably

succeeded a more ancient erection, which obliterated while it interdicted

the observance of unhallowed rites.

The water-foliage here commences to encroach upon the stream,

giving to it interest and beauty, transparency and health. Among the

earliest of the aqueous plants—and that which

is seldom out of sight until the Thames loses

somewhat of its purity—is the water Crow-

foot [Ranuncuhis aquatilis), the large white

flowers of which rise in sparkling profusion

above the surface ; and at this point the

curious variety in the floating and submerged

leaves is very apparent—the former being

broadly lobed, while the latter are cut into

minute thread-like divisions, somewhat resem-

bling the leaves of fennel, as shown in the

accompanying figure. Further down the river,

where the stream acquires increased depth and

velocity, the plant assumes a different cha-

racter-^the flat leaves entirely disappear, both stems and leaves being

drawn out by the current into mere bundles of cords, often of great

length ; in this case the flowers are only produced at occasional

intervals.

Resuming our walk by the river-bank, we reach The First Bridge

which crosses the Thames—all previous passages having been made by

stepping-stones, laid across in winter and removed in summer. This

bridge, which leads from the viUage of Kemble to that of Ewen, is

level with the road, the river flowing through three narrow arches ; it

is without parapet. Hence, along the banks for a considerable distance,

there is no foot-path of any kind ; the traveUer who would explore its

WATER CROWFOOT.
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course must cross hedges and ditches, and avoid the main road to Ewen

—au assemblage of cottages and farm-houses. And a delicious walk it

was, to us, beside the river,—pleasure being augmented by difficulties

in the way; the birds were singing blithely in small wood -tufts ; the

chirp of the grasshopper was gleeful in the meadows ; cattle ruminated,

standing knee-deep in adjacent pools; the bee was busy among the

THE FIRST BRIDGE ON THE THAMES.

clover, and, ever and anon, darted across the stream the rapid king-

fisher, the sun gleaming upon his garb of brilliant hues.

" The sofily-warbled song

Comes from the pleasant woods, and coloured wings

Glance quick in the bright sun, that moves along

The forest openings."

Perched on an overhanging branch, the Kingfisher (Alcedo Ispida)

quietly surveys the motions of his finny prey in the stream beneath,

waiting with patience the moment for a favourable plunge ; down then

descends, " like an arrow," the glittering bird, and in an instant he is

on his perch again, bearing the fish in his beak
;
quieting his prey by a

few smart raps against the branch, it soon, vanishes dowTi his capacious

throat.*

* A few years ago we had the satisfaction to find that which is seldom found—a kingfisher's nest

;

and our pleasure at the discovery was enhanced by our being able to present it to Mr. Jesse, who had

VOL. I, D
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The Thames here,

" most the poet loves :'

its entire loneliness, is precisely that which

" The rivulet, delighting in its strength,

Ran with a young man's speed."

So quiet are its nooks, into which the whirling eddies run, that it would

seem a very paradise of the angler ; it is not so, however—bait and fly

<.:j-^ will be alike unproductive

^^ ^-^'" here ; although an adventur-

ous trout will sometimes make

a journey hither, he soon

seeks his way back again, for

instinct tells him that during

the summermonths the sources

^-^'Sl^^^ ~^®^.L—1^ ^^ °^ these pleasant streams are

\r ,^f^wliNfe>r^«"^'^Jir^ dry. There are no fish to

be found, therefore, except

the stickleback and minnow;

and these may be properly

introduced here as the river's

'^^"^
earliest produce of animated

THE KJNGFISHEIi. ,.„
life.

The Minnow {Leuciscus jjlioxinus), called also the Minim and the

Pmk, is one of the smallest of fresh -water fish, rarely exceeding three

inches in length, and not often above two ; it is common in rivers and

never until then seen one. The place of incubation is a burrow in the river-bank, two or three feet in
extent, bearing diagonally upwards, at the end of which is a little chamber, in which, without making
any nest, the female deposits from five to seven eggs, of a clear pinky white. The female, while
sittmg, IS supplied by her mate with fish, the indigestible parts of which, the bones and scales, are
isgorged, so that the eggs are soon surrounded by a circle of these rejectanea, giving rise to the

erroneous supposition that the nest is composed of fishbones. The bones, however, assume a compact
Character, and are arranged in a concave form ; they become so closely knit by pressure as to be easily
removed in the mass. The colouring of this beautiful bird is as follows :—Bill blackish brown, reddish
at tne base; behind each eye is a patch of light orange-brown, succeeded by a white one. From each
corner ol he under mandible proceeds a streak of verditer-blue, tinged with verdigris-green ; crown of
ine nead deep olive-green, the feathers tipped with verdigris-green ; down the back is a stripe of verditer
Diue leauiers, tinged in some shades with verdigris-green; chin and throat yellowish-white ; breast and

r.l •
. °'"f"5f-''™"'»5

tail greenish blue; the feather-shafts black; legs pale tile-red. Length
seven inches

;
thick and compact body, large head ; the bill long, straight, and sharp.
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streams, preferring gravelly bottoms, and usually swimming in shoals

;

it lives on aquatic plants, worms, and small portions of any animal

substance. The top of the head and back are of a dusky olive, the

belly white, and in summer of a rosy or pink tint, whence one of the

names by which it is known ; its fins are of pale brown. It is a grace-

fully-formed and remarkably active fish, and feeds greedily—as the

Thames angler well knows, for in fishing for gudgeon he is frequently

compelled to leave " the pitch," because the minnows take the bait

every time it is let down. We have the ai;thority of Izaak Walton for

believing that " being fried with yolks of eggs, the flowers of cowslips

and of primroses, and a little tansie, they make a dainty dish."

THE MljraOW AND bTICKLLBACK.

The Stickleback (Gasterosteus leiurus), the common or rough-backed

stickleback (for there are several varieties, distinguished by the number

of spines, the common being the three -spined), is found in all our rivers

ponds, lakes, brooks, and canals, and inhabits both salt and fresh-water.

They are active and peculiarly pugnacious—fighting for supremacy as

fiercely as game-cocks, and rarely terminating a duel till one of the

combatants is either slain or has made off rapidly. They are seldom

longer than three inches, and not often so long. The fish derives its

name from the sharpness of its spines ; its body is without scales ; the

colour of the back is green ; the cheeks, sides, and belly, are of silvery
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white ;
" the sides are defended throughout their whole length by a

series of elongated bony plates, arranged vertically ; a small fold of skin

forms a horizontal crest on each side of the tail." If this little creature,

pugnacious, ravenous, with natural armour offensive and defensive, were

of size proportionate to his vigour and power, he would soon depopulate

the stream, of which he would be the despot. Old Izaak says of this

little fish, " I know not where he dwells in winter, nor what he is good

for in summer." A curious and very interesting statement, however,

printed by Mr. Warington, exhibits the stickleback as a devoted hus-

band and father, constantly protecting his mate and her progeny, and

actually building a nest for her comfort and accommodation—a pecu-

liarity which distinguishes him from all others of the " finny tribe." *

Among the many agreeable sights presented by the river " here-

abouts" are large wooden tanks, formed to aid the annual process of

sheep -washing; these are for the most part situate in sequestered nooks,

and are usually connected with the opposite shore by rustic bridges,

composed of large branches of trees, with a sort of hand-rail to conduct

the wayfarer across.

It is rarely we can tread these sohtary paths without the occurrence

of some simple incident worthy of record for those who love nature.

We seek it sometimes, but often it comes when least looked for and

expected. While our artist was sketching this rustic bridge a little lad

bounded from the thicket, and danced along the plank until he reached

the opposite bank ; then, pausing, he shouted, " Emmy, come, Emmy

;

* " The day after they had been placed in their new domain, the strongest of the male fish was
obsen'ed most busily employed gathering small ligneous fibres, and carrying them in its mouth to one

particular spot, where he appeared to force them into the sand and
gravel with his nose. Being perfectly unacquainted at the time with

the fact of this little creature building a nest, I watched him more
attentively. He had selected a spot behind a piece of rock-work,

almost hidden from view; but on looking down from the top of the

water I could perceive that he had already constructed a small hole

as round as a ring, and with a good broad margin to it, formed of the

materials he had been so industriously collecting, and on which he
ajipeared to have placed numerous particles of sand and small pebbles.

This spot he guarded with the utmost jealousy, continually starting
forth from his poMtion and attacking the other fish with most extraordinary fury."—

(

Vide a paper by
Robert Warington, in the " Annals and Magazine of Natural History," October, 1852.)
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now don't be a fool, Emmy ! " While speaking lie returned midway on

the bridge, and made a deliberate stand ; a little girl then moved out of

the thicket which her brother had quitted at a bound, and cautiously

put one foot, and then another, on the quivering jjlank, while the boy

see-sawed backward and forward, first on one leg, then on another, to

keep up the motion of the bridge. Poor Emmy screamed ; the little

fellow repeated, " Come, come at once
;
you know you must come—you

can't get home unless you do come;" but "Emmy" held fast by the

rail, and would not " come." Screaming at every fresh spring of the

plank, every second moment the child looked over the bridge, where

—

" The water-lily to the light

Her chalice reared of silver bright,"

and we saw her little chest heave with suppressed sobs : this was cause

for inquiry, " Why will you not cross the bridge, Emmy ?
"

THE RUSTIC BRIDGE.

" I be afeered."

" What do you fear, Emmy ? it is quite safe."

" Will you take me across ?
"— the child looked up with the sweet

confidence of childhood on her tear-washed face.

" Mother said she was to come over by herself, because it was growing

on her," interposed the boy, with the determination of young manhood.
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" What is growing on her ?
"

" Please, I do try to help it," said the girl, timidly ;
" but every time

I look over the rail I see it I

"

"But, Emmy, mother told you not to look over the rail," persisted the boy.

" If you'd only give me your hand and walk this side, I couldn't, you

know."

" Then it grows on you, Emmy, and you'll be a crazy Jane some

day—father said so."

This brought a fresh gush of tears, more abundant than the last, from

Emmy's large blue eyes.

" Emmy, what do you see when you look over the rail ? We see the

broad green leaves, and white shining cups of the water-lilies, and

floating plaits of duck w^eed, and tall waving rushes, and bright little

fish darting here and there, their quick eyes turning xipwards as they

vanish : you can see nothing else—except, indeed, the dazzling skimmer

of the dragon-fly, and the gentle ripple of that little tide-stream, trying

to keep its own pathway amid the waters of the Thames—you can see

nothing else." The child drew closer, and clenching her little hand over

ours, trembhng and white, she whispered

—

" I see her face down there—down !

"

" Mother would be very angry at your telling that nonsense to

strangers."

" No, not at all angi-y," w^e replied ;
" but look steadily, Emmy, there

is no face—that is simply a line of sunbeam on the water. Stay—if we

throw in this stone, you will see how the rays divide—the sunbeams will

dance merrily then."

The child shrieked, " No, no, no ! you would hurt her—you would

kill her. Oh ! no, no, no—don't !

"

We turned to the boy, who looked with softened eyes at his sister

—

" It's only a notion she has. There, Emmy, they won't thi*ow stones or

anything." He was no longer a boy-bully, but a sympathising brother ;

he attempted to dry her eyes with the sleeve of his jacket tenderly,

even while he told her she ought not to be a fool. " There now, don't

cry, and I'll take you over the bridge." The two went on, hand in
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Land, together; but curiosity obliged us to recall the boy; he came, and

told lis the cause of his sister's agitation :
—

" Mother does not know

rightly what to do with her ; some says she must be made to cross the

bridge, and so get used to it ; others advise sending her away to gran'-

mother's for a year or two, till she forgets it. She did so doat on Nanny

Green, and took such care of her ! And last winter the two were coming

over the bridge from school, as it might be now ; the plank was thick

with snow, and slippery : Emmy held Nanny fast, but she was a wild

little thing, springing about like a kid, and all at once Nanny slipt in,

and we boys behind heard her crash through the ice, but before we got

up, Emmy was over after her. We dragged Emmy out all cut and

bleeding, but poor Nance was drawn under the ice, and men had to look

for her, and at last she was found. I never like to think of it, she was

such a fat, merry little thing, and Emmy did love her so ; and she don't

understand death, and won't believe she lies under the churchyard

grass, because she saw her go under the water ; she won't believe

mother no more than she will me ; only everything she sees bright on

the water she says is Nanny's face—Nanny's face looking up at her I

I wish there was another road to school."

Soon after we leave the valley in which the Thames is born, and

where its infant wanderings are but promises of strength, the river

becomes well defined, and of no inconsiderable breadth and depth ; its

waters have gathered force, and are turned to profitable uses. A mile

or so of pleasant walk along its banks, and we reach The First Mill on

THE Thames—the earliest effort to render it subservient to the wants of

man, ministering to industry and producing wealth. The mill is suffi-

ciently rude in character to be picturesque : it is in an open court,

fronted by an old pigeon -house, and occupied by a pleasant and kindly

miller, who reasonably comjtlains that the engine of the canal frequently

leaves him without water to move his wheel. He was, however, busy

during our visit, and seemed well pleased to aid the artist in his efforts,

apparently much interested in the progress of his Avork.

While the artist was thus employed, we had leisure to rove about the

adjacent meadows, and to examine the numerous wild flowers and water
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plants whicli, in tliis vicinity, assume forms more than usually large.

Among the most prominent was the Comfrey {Symphi/tiim officinale),

which appears in great abundance on the river-bank, rearing its bold

form above the lowlier herbage. When in blossom— every branch

decorated with clusters of pendant bell-shaped flowers, varying in every

TUE FIRST lULL.

shade of colour from white to deep purple—the comfrey is one of the

most ornamental among the many floral beauties that grace the water-

side ; and it once held a high place in the herbal of our forefathers for

its great healing virtues : but its reputation for these qualities, whether

deserved or not, has passed away, in common with that of most of our

native medicinal herbs, to make way for the drugs of foreign lands,

which, if sometimes less efficacious, are at least more novel and costly.
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Hence a turn in the road (or through a pleasant meadow, if we

prefer to cross it) leads to the village of Somerford Keynes, with its beau-

tiful and graceful little church. It _.-;

is covered with flowers—roses and

honeysuckle intertwined with green

ivy—from the base to the roof; and

is lovingly cared for by its present

incumbent : it is a model of cheerful

aspect and simple beauty. It con-

sists only of a nave and chancel,

with a small side chapel. There is

a small piscina by the altar ; but the

most curious features within are the

fragments of paintings that once de-

corated its walls, and portray legend-

ary histories of the Romish church.

Thus, opposite the door is a gigantic

figure of St. Christopher bearing

the Saviour across an arm oi the

sea, his passage being assisted by the lantern held by a monk. So

great a value was attached to the intercession of this saint in former

times, that it was believed no peril could happen to him who during the

day had offered a prayer before his image. Erasmus alludes to this

superstition in his " Praise of Folly." *

* His legendary history declares him to have been a pagan giant of evil propensities, who used

to destroy travellers by pretending to carry them across a river; but the Saviour appearing to

him as a little child, miraculously surprised him by the almost immovable

weight he was upon his shoulder. Christopher, astonished, inquired of him
the reason, and was answered, " You bear now the whole world, and also its

Creator." With much difficulty and fear he crossed the water ; and, being ^"
'

"v
y/^ j c^

'^f:^

christianised, performed as many good deeds as he had previously done evil.

Our little engraving displays the ordinary manner in which this very popu-

lar saint was represented by mediaeval artists, who in all instances worked

to conventional rule; hence in England or upon the Continent there is a
^li!/l[\^J)\\ •i-'W V^

complete similarity of treatment for this saintly legend; in the same way ^aiiltf I i., .\ -3s.

the Greek Church at the present day preserves in its pictures the conven-

tional forms of the tenth century unaltered. We constantly find traces of

similar representations of the saint in old English churches ; but in conti-

nental ones they abound : nor is it unusual to encounter gigantic statues

of him at the gates of cities (as at Treves, on the Moselle), as if to cheer the parting traveller,

welcome him home on his return.

VOL. I. E
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From the church we traverse the river-bank, again through meadows,

until we arrive at a graceful gravel walk overarched by trees, in the

grounds of the ancient manor-house ; and soon we reach the village of

Asheton Keynes. The river here obtains a picturesque character by

being arched over in numerous instances, forming footways to the various

pretty cottages that skirt its bank. The church is old, but by no means

picturesque—the interior being thoroughly modernized, and thus form-

ing a contrast to the Church of Somerford Keynes. There are in this

village the sockets of three ancient crosses.

THE CHURCH, SOMERFORD KEYNES.

Thence our path lay to Waterhay Bridge, and then across several

sloping fields laden with corn, from the elevations of which, above the

river, are obtained many fine views ;— and so we enter the ancient mar-

ket town of Cricklade, in Wiltshire. It presents no feature of interest,

except that at the bridge—a new bridge outside the town—the rivers

Chum and Key * meet, and mingle their waters with the Thames. Its

* The river Rey is of small account, although of some importance as one of the earliest tributaries

of the Thames : It rises below Swindon, in Wilts. The Churn, however, demands especial notice.
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church-tower is, however, a "landmark" for many miles round. It was

a famous town in old times, and is said to have been inhabited by

learned monks, from whom it derived its name of Greeklade, corrupted

into Creeklade—another fanciful invention of the poets ; and Drayton,

following ancient historians, makes this town the predecessor of Oxford,

where

—

" To Great Britain first the sacred Muses sung."'

It has two churches, dedicated to St. Sampson and St. Mary ; neither,

however, advance any pretensions to architectural grace or beauty. The

two Crosses still preserved in Cricklade are unusually fine specimens of

those sacred mementoes in England. That in our first engraving now

stands beside an avenue of trees in the churchyard of St. Sampson's, but

it formerly stood in the High Street of the little town.* The finial has

been broken, and the figures which once occupied the canopied niches

have disappeared. Our second engraving exhibits the more perfect

cross in St. Mary's churchyard, nearer the Thames. This remarkably

graceful example has figures of saints in the niches, as well as a repre-

sentation of the Crucifixion. Both appear to be works of the fourteenth

century—a period when religious foundations flourished. It was at this

time the custom in England (as it still is upon the Continent) to erect

these sacred emblems not only near churches and in cemeteries, but by

the road-side, to aid the devotions of the traveller, or ask his prayers

for some other wayfarer who may have met death by accident or vio-

lence. They were also occasionally used to mark great events : such

were the crosses erected to commemorate the places where the body of

Queen Eleanor rested ; or to signify where important battles had been

fought.

inasmuch as it advances claims to the honour of being the source, and not a tributary, of the great

river. It has its rise at " Seven Springs," about three miles south of Cheltenham, and its course is

above twenty miles before it loses itself in the Thames—" Thames Head " being not more than ten

miles from the junction of the two waters. The Churn has changed its name but little: it is the

CAwj/rra of the British, signifying rapid. Drayton calls it "the nimble-footed." It passes through the

villages of Cowley, Colesbourne, North Cerney, and Baunton ; then waters Cirencester, passes through

Siddington and South Cerney, and so joins the Thames at Cricklade.

» It probably occupied the site of the old cross, which is named as boundary mark in the reign of

Henry III.
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The town of Cricklade is about ten miles from the source of the

Thames. " Thames Head," though in the county of Gloucester, is so

near to its southern border that the river, after meandering a mile or

two, enters "Wiltshire—the village of Kemble being in that county

:

and it is in Wiltshire the great river first assumes the character of a

perennial stream—for the meadows

between that village and the source

are, as we have intimated, usually

dry during the summer months
;

soon, however, the river re-enters

its native county, which it con-

tinues to fertilize during many an

after mile of busy toil and tranquil

beauty.

Having rested awhile at Crick-

lade, we pursue the river on its

course, and arrive at Eisey Bridge.*

At this bridge the traveller will

pause awhile to examine the

church, which, standing on a gen-

tle acclivity, overlooks the stream,

that here assumes a bolder aspect,

and is navigable at all seasons for

boats of small draught, A mile or

two farther along its banks, and

we reach Castle Eaton—a village

now, but once a place of size and

strength :
" the grete mines of the Lord Zouche's castelle " exist no

more ; but, here and there, some venerable walls bear records of " hoar

antiquitie." A school, so aged as to have been the seat of learning of

the great-great-grandfathers of the urchins we found within ; and a

CnOSS AT CRICKLADE.

• The Thames at this part anciently formed the boundary of the old Forest of Braden. It was one
of the earliest appanages of the Crown, and was perhaps augmented by Canute, who enacted some
severe forest laws for the preservation of the game therein. On the opposite sides the forest extended

to Wootton Bassett and Malmcsbury.
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church, very old and very curious ; with a pretty bridge, more than

sufficient for its traffic,—these are the only points that demand notice in

this secluded and most pleasantly situated spot, where the " busy hum "

is rarely heard.

The church is picturesque, but exceedingly simple in plan, consisting

merely of a nave and chancel. The chancel arch is Early English ; but

the general structure and the prin-

cipal doors are Norman. The walls

have recently been deniided of a

thick coat of whitewash, and many

of the ancient paintings that once

covered them are again brought to

light. They appear to be works

of the fourteenth century, and to

illustrate scripture history or saintly

legends. The Font is early Eng-

lish, with a simple wreath of foliage

boldly carved around the basin,

which is supported on a central

pillar of carved stone. The church

has boasted a fine cross at one

period, but only the stone grooves

now remain. Upon one of the

bells is inscribed, "God prosper this

place." The Bell-tower is the

most remarkable feature of the ex-

terior ; it stands upon the junction

of the roofs of nave and chancel,

and is entirely constructed of thick slabs of stone, the bell swinging on

a massive beam withinside.

Our readers will have perceived that while we conduct them on their

voyage down the Thames, we desire to " gossip " with them now and

then, believing that "matters of fact" are rendered more impressive

by indulgence in those "fancies" which are suggested by scenes and

CROSS AT CRICKLADE.
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incidents described. Our visit to the school at Castle Eaton naturally-

suggested a comparison between the venerable adjunct of the village in

old times, and that by which it is now-a-days usually "adorned."

There are few things so changed in character throughout England,

both internally and externally, as its village schools, which, in days not

long gone by, were nearest in picturesque effect to the village church

—

simple, contemplative dwellings, covered with climbers, coroneted with

flowers, a many-paned win-

dow at either side of the door,

which was shaded by a cov-

ered porch, sometimes solid

and thatched, or else open and

matted with woodbine— this

terminated the path whose line

was carefully marked out, and

guarded by a border of thrift

or a box edging ; while with-

in the sanctuary flourished all

kinds of " poseys "— wall-

flowers, and stocks, and sweet-

williams, and riband -grass, a

white rose, and a red rose-

bush, and, mayhap, a flaunt-

ing York-and -Lancaster, or

tower of white lilies—the gift

of sweet " Miss Mary," who married, and had children five, and now is

in the churchyard underneath a marble tomb ;
" herb rosemary " grew

there, and woody lavender, and lavender cotton

—

" The tufted basil, pun-provoking thyme,
Fresh baum, and marigold of cheerful hue,"

and streaky pinks, and rich crimson cloves; and sage (a leaf in tea to

make it wholesome), and feathery fennel, and such hot turnip-radishes,

and little onions, whose silver bulbs disdained the earth, and shot their

waving green and narrow leaves above their heads ; the row of double

FONT AT CASTLE EATON.
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parsley was a green banquet to the eye ;—all was in harmony with the

sweet low-roofed house, from which came the hum of young voices,

sometimes low and sweet, sometimes shrill and troubled. The low

palings, which divided the garden from the road, were green from age,

and had, as it were, taken root and grown their own way, some remain-

ing upright in their rectitude of purpose, others, like weak-minded

persons, leaning to the right

or left, and having no will of

their own. Often a blackbird

or a thrush hung in a wicker

cage beneath the porch ; an

old cat on the window-sill

winked at the sunbeams ; and

beyond, close to the yew

hedge, whose centre was clip-

ped into some monstrosity

called a "peacock," or "flow-

er-pot," lay a shelf of bee-

hives, more than half con-

cealed from public gaze by a

row of broad-beans, or blos-

soming peas, upon which the

bees under the straw thatch

came to banquet. Now the

school-house is generally a

new, clean, trim two-storied house, of no particular order of architecture
;

but upon the external ornamentation of which enough has been spent to

clothe, as well as educate, a rising generation. Money, it has been said,

is not wealth ; neither is size or elaboration beaiity—and as yet our

National Schools look hard and dictatorial. When the softening hand of

Time passes over those seats of embryo learning—when the bright red

brick, or the pure white stone, is toned down by the weather, and ivy

and Virginia-creeper clasp the gables, and take off the sharpness of

those corners—when, in fact, the new becomes old—the schools of the

BELL TOWER, CASTLE EATON.
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present time will better harmonize wdtli the character of our beloved

English scenery.

But, if the change is so apparent in the schools, what is it in the

teachers ? Shenstone has drawn wdth fidelity the picture of the " dame,"

in the old times of dames' schools

—

" Her cap, far whiter than the driven snow,

Emblem right meet of decency does yield ;

Her apron dyed in grain—as blue, I trow.

As in the harebell that adorns the field ;

And in her hand, for sceptre, she does wield

Tway birchen sprays."

She was old, and mild but firm ; the nod was her help, the rod was her

argument; the shake was her warning, the fool's-cap her disgrace ; a kind

smile or word, accompanied by a ginger-bread nut on rare occasions,

her reward. We cannot but wonder how those bright, clever-looking

women, sent from normal schools to diffuse education in our country

parishes, would look in close mob-caps, "whiter than the driven snow,"

linsey aprons, and " russet stoles and kirtles ! " Alas ! for the back-

headed bonnets and gay muslin— or mousseline—dresses, that sweep the

school-room floor, and the air of superiority with which our simple

questions, born of domestic wants, are often answered—making us sigh

for the days when girls were taught by dames to mend stockings, darn

invisibly, sew on buttons to remain on, and piece linen or broadcloth so

that the rent became a myth.

Some twenty summers have come and gone since we were much

interested by an aged woman, who for many years had kept a dame's

school in a quaint little village not a long way from the Thames

—

indeed, you could see its placid waters from the school-house door,

shining and shimmering through the trees. She was called " Dame

Madam," or, sometimes, " Madam "—people said that was not her real

name, but the "real name" nobody knew. She combined the calling of

nurse with that of schoolmistress ; but she would only engage to

" nurse " at night, as nothing could prevail on her to neglect the charge

of " her children." The school outside was like a garland, a tangled

mass of clematis and all kinds of climbers ; it was built on a knoll facing
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the south; the ground had never been levelled, so the school-room stood

on an inclined plane—the " top " form being considerably elevated over

the rest. The dame said that was an advantage, as, her seat being on

high ground, she could at a glance overlook every little urchin, creep he

where he might. The children, and, indeed, the villagers, held " Dame

Madam " in great respect. There had been a rumour, when she first

took the little cottage—consisting of two rooms and a shed—a quarter

of a century before our acquaintance with her—that she had been

"' somebody," who was " whispered about and watched ;" but the rumour

faded away. She would rise in the night to attend the sick poor,— if

they could pay her, well; if they could not, that was well also ; and the

most incorrigible of village children did her bidding without birching.

The time of her coming seemed so long past that it had become a

legend ; and although her delicate frame was worn and bent, and the

dimples round her sweet placid mouth had grown into wrinkles, no one

ever thought the time of her going was drawing near. She never had

much to give, and yet, when in the summer's evening she sat knitting

under her great rose-tree, the labourers or wayfarers never passed her

door without a greeting or a blessing. She said she liked that seat in

the gloaming, when there was no call for her elsewhere, because she

could hear the children's voices, as they played and shouted to each

other on the green : one would have thought she had had enough of

those "sweet voices" during the day; but no, she would listen and

exclaim, "There, that's Jimmy Grey; what lungs he has! and that's

Peggy Lloyd ; how she screams—she will hurt herself by screaming

;

and that's Bat Thompson's growl—Bat is so like a lion!" The cot-

tagers declared that Madam, under the rose-tree, was "quite a picture"

—and so she was. Her mob-cap, of spotless white, was tied beneath

her chin with a bow of soft white muslin, a white " Kockspun " shawl

folded over her bosom, the ends concealed by a white muslin apron ; she

wore an open dress of brown stuff, and a quilted black petticoat : there

was certainly vanity in those neat-fitting Spanish-leather shoes, peeping

out daintily on the straw stool. One thing I had nearly forgotten to

mention—the dame always wore a green silk over her eyes, like a pent-

VOL. I. F
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house ; so that, between the shade, and the wide border of her mob-cap,

and the great soft bow under her chin, you caught only ghmpses of her

pale face, except her mouth and the dignified tip of a nose decidedly

aquiline
;

yet nobody ever heard her complain that she was short-

sighted. For some time past Dame Madam felt the " shadow of coming

events," which is surely the shadow of an angel's wing ; she became

more silent and thoughtful, and the Bible had almost usurped the place

of her knitting. Her fame as a nurse continued, and though she was

unable to do much, yet the doctor said Dame Madam's head was worth

five pair of hands. The first sweet month of summer had passed, the

evening of the first of June closed in, and the Dame had vacated her

seat under the great rose-tree, and gone into the cottage; the birds had

ceased to rustle among the leaves—the stars were made visible by in-

creasing darkness—there were bright phosphoric lights glancing over

the placid river, giving an almost unearthly interest to the scene ; the

ray of Dame Madam's candle threw the shadow of stems, and leaves,

and tendrils across the path ; she heard her little gate " click" and open,

and a step struck upon the pavement of " pretty stones," which her

scholars had laid down, that their beloved Madam's path might be

always dry. She closed her Bible, repeating the last words she had read

therein
—" Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."

" Dame Madam," said a rough voice at the window, " a gentleman at

the inn be taken bad, and missus says please come up, for doctor wants

ye."

" Has the gentleman no servant of his own, Giles?"

" Yes, his wife and a black-a-moor ; but missus says they be fools

—

so come up. Madam, you're bad wanted."

The dame tied on her black hood, threw her scarlet cloak around her,

and, having extinguished her candle, hastened to the inn. She found

the poor lady-wife nearly as ill and worn out as the sick gentleman.

She prevailed on her to go to bed, received the doctor's instructions, and

took her seat by the bed-side. The patient slept; when he awoke, his

voice shook the dame as if she had been galvanized, and when he asked

her to move his pillows, he thought she would have fallen on the bed.
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With trembling hand she gave him his medicine—and then some instinct

prompted him to ask her name ; and that told,—as it never had before

been told in the village,—it became his turn to tremble. Excited be-

yond all power of self-control, he entreated the wife he had mai'ried and

abandoned in the days of their youth to have mercy on him. He swore

that some years after his desertion he sent from India, and heard she

had disappeared, believed her dead, and again married. The dame

heard him with seeming calmness ; she had recovered her composure
;

she knew his excuses were untrue, but still her heart yearned to the

white-headed, attenuated old man who had been the love of her youth.

"He would make her rich," he continued, "give her gold"-—anything

so she would keep silence, and not destroy the mother of his children,

and brand his sons with the name that blanches the cheek of honourable

manhood. He would have crawled from the bed to her feet for pardon

and mercy if he could. All this time she spoke not.

" If their child lived he would provide for it."

Then the mother's indignation burst forth ;—if her child had lived,

she would have broken her vow of secrecy, and spoken out her honour

to the world. No ; her child watched for her in heaven !

The excitement and alarm were more than he could bear ; he lay back

gasping on his pillows, face to face with the woman whose peace and

happiness he had destroyed ; his hands clasped in supplication ; every

limb quivering with strong emotion. The dame withdrew from beneath

the folds of her handkerchief—where they had been concealed day and

night during years of anguish—the certificate of her marriage, and

sundry letters, yellow from age, and spotted with tears ; one by one she

opened them, and held them with her small transparent fingers before

his bloodshot eyes ;—well he knew them ; and from his parched lips

came the prayer, " Mercy, mercy 1 for her and our children !
" but he

did not dare again to offer her gold. One by one she held those

evidences of his dishonour and of her honour—those treasures of her

life—over the candle, and saw them flutter and fall, in dark transparent

flakes, upon the snowy sheets. She then drew out a riband, which

passed round her neck and throiigh a wedding ring ; she tried to break
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it—it would not yield. The man's heart was touched,

—

" Noble, gene-

rous woman !
" he faltered forth, and tears, hot scalding tears of remorse,

if not of penitence, came from his eyes :
" Not that—it is enough ! Not

that
!

" She fell on her knees by his bed-side, and her cheek, if not her

lips, was pressed upon those yellow hands ! There were no more

words spoken between them ; and when in the grey light of morning

the lady, enveloped in her cashmere dressing-gown, stole gently into

the room, she thought her husband's fever increased, and the old nurse

looking so ill, that she pressed a gold coin into her hand, and entreated

her, in a soft low voice, to go home and sleep. When she turned from

the bed, a ray of early sunshine was sporting with the coin upon the

floor ; and the nurse was gone. What power sustained her trembling

steps until she arrived at her fragrant home, where every leaflet bore the

wealth of jewels that Nature pours upon the sleeping earth—who can

tell ? She never shut the door, but laid her on her bed—and died. The
" gentleman " recovered, and, much to the amazement of the village,

erected a monument to her memory ; the text upon it is there still

—

" Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."

In the meadows that lead by a somewhat steep

ascent to Cricklade, our attention was attracted

by a number of bright green insects flitting

over the long grass : on capturing one, we recog-

nised it as the moth known to entomologists as

the Green Forester {Ino statices), by no means a

common species in most localities ; but here were

thousands, either on the wing or at rest among the

grass. The prevailing colour of this pretty moth

is a very unusual one among the British lepidoptera

—the whole surface, except that of the lower wings,

being of a lustrous golden green, while the body

glitters like a gem. The caterpillar feeds on the

cardamine, dock, and some other semi-aquatic

plants which everywhere abound in this humid district ; we may thus

account for the great abundance of the moth in this locality.

THE GREEN FORESTER.
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The perfect transparency of the water, with its uniform shallowness,

gives great facility for studying the zoological, as well as the botanical

curiosities of this well-stocked aquarium. Several species of fresh-

water shells {lymneus, planorhis, &c.) were plying about in great abun-

dance on the sandy bed, or adhering to the herbage that fringed the

water -side.

Again the river flows onward—again waters flat, but fertile fields

—

again affords a rich supply of water-plants, but undergoes no change of

character
;
yielding no food for thought until re-entering Gloucester-

shire, the county of its birth, it passes under the beautiful church, and

washes the foundations of Kempsford—a palace of the Plantagenets

long ago. Of this there are some interesting remains, but of the dwell-

ing of their Saxon predecessors there exists only a vague tradition,

confirmed, however, now and then, by evidence gathered from adjacent

earth-mounds.

The manor of Kempsford was the property of the great Harold ; the

Conqueror gave it to one of his Norman soldiers ; it passed from him to

the family of Chaworth ; and from them, by marriage, to Henry Duke

of Lancaster, who, in the year 1355, presented it to "the Church;" at

the Dissolution, the crown granted it to the Thynnes, ancestors of the

marquises of Bath ; by whom it was sold to Lord Coleraine,* whose

tomb is in the church ; by him the ancient mansion, erected by Sir

Thomas Thynne in the reign of James I. (a quadrangular structure of

large dimensions, of which two engravings exist), was dismantled and

sold for the value of the materials, the trees were cut dowoi, and a host

of " fair memories " destroyed by the recklessness of one bad man. The

place is, notwithstanding, full of rare associations ; the foundations of

the castle may yet be traced, the battlements being in some places

unbroken.

The church is a noble structure, remarkable for the grand windows

which light the junction of nave and chancel, and above which rises the

* Better known as Colonel Hanger, and an Intimate associate of George IV. when Prince of

Wales. The marble tomb in which he is placed was brought from Rome, and his coffin is placed

above ground within it.
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tower. It was chiefly erected in the fourteenth century, at the ex-

pense of Henry Duke of Lancaster, whose arms, and those of other noble

famihes, are conspicuously displayed amid the spandrels within. There

are many fragments of fine painted glass in the windows, one of the

most perfect delineating St. Anne teaching the Virgin to read. There

is also a characteristic altar-tomb of a priest in the chancel, upon which

IR CHURCH AT KEMPSFORD : AND THE GUNNER'S ROOM.

is sculptured the Rood, and the Virgin in glory ; but they have been

grievously injured by the hands of iconoclasts. The floor is remarkable

for its early English tiles, and the roof for its timber-work. The porch

is Early English, forming a framework for the earlier Norman door

within it.

The vicar's garden, adjoining, was originally known as the Provost's

Garden (probably the garden of the provost-marshal), and, until the
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year 1800, the road went to the ford across it. The level field on the

opposite side is still known as " the Butts," * and marks the site of the

ground appropriated to the military exercises of the soldiery who once

garrisoned the castle. " The Butts " were mounds of earth, marked

with a ring like a target, and were used in practising archery. A strong

arrow with a broad feather was necessary to be used ; such bows and

arrows as gave " immortal fame " to the archers of the English army at

Crecy and at Poictiers.

Of the castle itself but a few fragmentary walls remain, and a portion

of a tower, which is traditionally known as " the Gunner's Eoom." The

windows command the river, and the embrasures defend the castle at an

exposed angle, which seems to have received an additional amount of

attention from the architect. The walls are very massive, and now

afford abundant room for wild plants and bushes, overshadowed by

patrician trees. We may almost imagine we are in the gloomy room of

him who guarded the approaches in days long past, when security

depended more upon stone walls than on " even-handed justice."

A horse -shoe nailed to the church-door continues to sustain the legend

that when Henry Duke of Lancaster was quitting it for ever, his steed

cast a shoe, which the villagers retained as a memorial, and placed where

it is found to-day. However much we may lament over scenes of gran-

deur passed away, it is a rare consolation to see the church, the rectory,

the grounds, and the whole neighbourhood kindly thought of, and well

* Butts, or " dead-marks," as they were sometimes called, were embankments of earth having

marks, or " bull's eyes," upon the flat face, for practising soldiers in archery. They were in constant

use in the middle ages, and erected near

great towns, or where soldiers were sta-

tioned—hence the constant occurrence of

the term " Butts," appended to names of ^^ ĵr^^ ^, ^- U 1 ^k^^^j^as

streets and places near old cities. One ^!!/'\ /T^JCv \
of the most ancient pictures of the exer- ^^^ \ // ^*A_ .

cise is copied on a reduced scale In our

woodcut. The original is a drawing in the l^JYVI VriV "^
famous psalter executed for Sir Geoffrey

Louterell, who died in 1345. It exhibits

an archer aiming at the butts, his arrow

drawn to the head ; several others are stuck in his girdle. His companion points triumphantly to an
arrow fixed in the bull's-eye, and awaits the prowess of Ids companion previous to trying again, for

which purpose he already holds his bow and arrow.
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cared for, by the incumbent, wbo preserves what time has left, and

restores where restoration is desirable.

A few miles further, but with little to detain the traveller,—unless he

linger awhile at Hannington Bridge, and hence obtain a view of the

distant church of Highworth,— and we approach Lechlade ; but,

within a mile or so of the town, we pause at a place of much interest

;

for here the Coin contributes its waters to the Thames, and here termi-

nates that gigantic undertaking—the canal which unites the Severn with

the Thames, and which, when steam was thought to be a day-dream of

insanity, poured the wealth of many rich districts into the channel that

carried it through London to the world.

The Coin—a river which the angler loves, for its yield of trout is

abundant—rises near Withington, in Gloucestershire, and, passing by

Foss Bridge, Bibury, Coin St, Aldwin, and Fairford—a town rendered

famous by the painted windows in its church *— runs its course of

twenty -three miles, and finishes by joining the Thames at the place we

have pictured, the terminus of the canal being close to " the meeting."

The nearest village, that of Inglesham, has a very ancient church, small

and rude in character, and strangely isolated in position, being at a

considerable distance from any cluster of houses. It consists of a simple

nave and chancel, a bell-tower crowning the roof, somewhat similar to

that we have already pictured at Castle Eaton. Beside the porch there

is inserted in the wall the very curious piece of scidpture we here

engrave. It represents the Virgin seated, and holding in her lap the

Infant Saviour, who rests his left hand upon a book, while his right is

extended, giving the benediction, as still practised in the Latin church.

A similar benediction is given by a hand above, which is evidently

intended for that of the first person of the Trinity. It is surprising

* Fairford is but three miles from Lechlade, and will amply repay a visit. The windows are in

number twenty-eight, and are said to have been painted from the designs of Albert Durer ; they are

certainly of his period, and are not unworthy of so illustrious a parentage. They are all allegoric, the

more remarkable of them exhibiting the persecutors of the Church, surmounted by daemons ; and its

upholders and protectors associating with angels. Although some of them are much injured, chiefly

by hail-storms, they are for the most part in a good state of preservation. The history of these

windows is curious : a sea-captain, named Tame, took them on one of his piratical voyages, and, his

conscience not permitting their personal appropriation, he built this church for their reception.
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how this sculpture (which may be a work of the thirteenth century, or

earlier) has escaped the destruction to which so many monuments of

early faith have been subjected ; but it is worthy of observation that

these old villages on the Thames banks retain many vestiges of a past

age still unmolested : thus the steps

and shaft of an old stone cross stand

close to the porch at Inglesham, and

we have already noted several such

relics of the Romish faith in the

earlier part of our tour.

The Thames and Severn Canal

was commenced in 1782, and opened

in 1789 ; but, so far back as the time

of Charles II., the scheme of thus

uniting the two great rivers of Eng-

land had been entertained ; and Pope

mentions that to effect this object

was a cherished thought of Lord

Bathurst, " when he had finer dreams

than ordinary." In 1782 Mr. Robert

Whitworth, an eminent engineer,

" formed plans and estimates," and,

in the following year, an act was

passed for carrying them into operation ; it was completed within seven

years, the first boat passing through on the 19th of November, 1789,

" This navigable canal [we quote from Boydell] begins at Wallbridge,

Avhere the Stroud navigation ends, and proceeds to the immediate

vicinity of Lechlade, where it joins the Thames, taldng a course of

thirty miles seven chains and a half. From Stroud to Sapperton com-

prehends a length of seven miles and three furlongs, with a rise of two

hundred and forty-one feet three inches ; from Sapperton to Upper

Siddington, including the branch to Cirencester, nine miles eight chains

and a half, and is perfectly level ; and from Upper Siddington to the

Thames near Lechlade. it continues a course of thirteen miles four fur-
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longs and nine chains, with a fall of one hundred and thirty feet six

inches ; the general breadth of the canal is forty-two feet at the top,

and thirty feet at the bottom."

" The Round House,"—for so the lock-house is named from its form,

—the lock, and the two rivers, at their " meeting," are pictured in the

appended cut.

JO.\CTION OF THE THAMES, THE COLN, AND TUB CANAL.

Wc have now arrived at that point in the Thames where it becomes

navigable for boats of burthen ; the canal conveys in barges, each from

thirty to sixty tons, the produce of the four quarters of the globe into

several parts of England ; the port of Bristol is thus united with that of

London ; other canals are combined with this : and so an internal com-

munication was formed, tbe value of which may be readily estimated

before the introduction of steam. But the railways have placed this

mode of traffic almost in abeyance,—the canals arc comparatively idle,

and ere long, perhaps, will be altogether deserted. The passage of a
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boat through the lock is now au event of rare occurrence : it is seldom

opened more than once or twice in a week. Greater speed is obtained

by the railway, of course, but the chief impediment arises from the cost

incurred in passing through the locks and weirs along the Thames,

—

strange as it may seem, the expense hence arising to a laden boat of

sixty tons burthen, between Teddington, where the locks begin, and

Lechlade, where they terminate, is not less than thirty pounds. The
natural consequence is, that steam absorbs all the traffic, except to places

remote from stations ; and then boats are in use only for heavy cargoes,

chiefly timber and coal. The barges here used are necessarily long and

narrow,—the appended engraving will convey an accurate notion of

their form ;—they are generally drawn up the river by two horses, and

THE BAKLiE.

down the river by one, along the " towing-path "—a footpath by the

river-side. The towing-paths between Lechlade and Oxford, in conse-

quence of the causes we have observed upon, are so little disturbed as

to be scarcely perceptible : they are for the most part so " grass-

o'ergrown " as to be distinguished from the meadow only after a careful

search. Indeed, all along the Thames bank to Lechlade, and much

lower, almost until we approach Oxford, there is everywhere a singular

and impressive solitude : of traffic there is little or none ; the fields are

almost exclusively pasture-land ; the villages are usually distant ; of

gentlemen's seats there are few, and these are generally afar off; the

mills are principally situated on " back-water;" and but for the pleasant
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cottages, nearly all of wMcli are peasant hostelries, which, in their

immediate relation to the locks and weirs, necessarily stand on the river-

bank, with now and then a ferry -house, the whole of the landscape for

nearly forty miles from the river -source would seem as completely

denuded of population as an African desert. Between Kemble and

Lechlade we did not meet two boats of any kind, and only at the lock-

houses did we encounter a dozen people—except at the few villages of

which we have taken note. This loneliness has its peculiar charm to the

wayfarer ;—it will be long ere we lose remembrance of the enjoyment

we derived from a reflective saunter beside the banks of the grand old

river, where solitude invites to thought

—

" The blackbird's note comes mellower from the dale,

And sweeter from the sky the gladsome lark

Warbles his heaven-tuned song."

The moorhen revels here in security, for it is her own domain,—if a

footstep shake the shelving bank, it is that of a peasant, of whom the

shy bird has no fear. It was a rare pleasure to note this liveliest of all

our water -fowl darting from side to side, or plunging midway in the

channels, to rise in still greater security among the reeds and rushes

farther off.

The Moorhen {Gallinula chloropus) is commonly seen not far from its

reedy haunts, swimming along with a peculiar nodding motion of the

head, and picking up its food first on one side and then on the other.

It feeds generally on aquatic plants, insects, and small fishes. Mr. Selby

mentions that he has freqixently known this bird to have been taken on

a line baited with an earth-worm, intended for catching eels or trout,

—

from which he infers that it is by diving it obtains the larger water

beetles and the larvae of dragon -flies, &c., upon which it is known to

feed. Shenstone refers to the recluse habits of the moorhen^ and its

frequent associate, the coot,

—

" To lurk the lake beside,

Where coots in rushy dingles hide.

And moorcocks shun the day."

The colouring of the moorhen, quoting from Yarrell, is as follows :

—

" The beak yellowish-green ; the base of it, and patch on the forehead,
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red; eyes reddish -hazel; the back, wings, and tail, rich, dark olive-

brown ; head, neck, breast, and sides, uniform dark slate -grey ; under

tail-coverts white ; legs and toes green, with a garter of red above the

tarsal joint. Contrary to the

almost universal rule among

birds, the female is frequently

more richly coloured than the

male. The length of the

moorhen is usually about

thirteen inches."

We are, however, now at

Lechlade, where the Thames

is a navigable river, and a

sense of loneliness in some

degree ceases ;
— effectually

so, as far as Lechlade is con-

cerned, for, as the reader will

perceive, its aspect is an anti-

dote to gloom. Lechlade is

a very ancient town. It de-

rives its name from a small river that joins the Thames about a mile

below its bridge. The Lech is little more than a streamlet, rising in the

parish of Hampnot, in the Cotswold district, and passing by Northleach

and Eastleach. The proofs of its antiquity are now limited to its fair

and interesting church, dedicated to St. Laurence. It is very plain with-

inside, but stately-looking. It contains no ol<l monuments, with the

exception of a brass of a gentleman and lady of the time of Henry VL,
and another of a man of the time of Henry VII, Close to the north

porch is an interesting relic of the olden time—" a penance stone," on

which formerly offenders against the discipline of the church stood

enshrouded in a white sheet to do penance. The spire is a pleasant

landmark all about. It is now, as it was when Leland wrote, two

hundred years ago, " a praty old toune," where those who love quiet

may be happy. It is clean and neat, and has a well-ordered inn, where

THE MOORHEN.
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a " neat-lianded Phillis " strives to make the way-worn traveller at ease

and in comfort. The priory of " Blake Chanons, at the very end of

St. John's Bridge," is gone ; of " the chapelle in a medow " no stone

remains ; the bold barons—from Baron Siward, who slew Tofte, Earl of

Huntingdon, to Ferrers, Earl of Derby, and Roger Mortimer, the

Talbots, Spensers, and Hollands—who once lorded over the district, are

LECULADE BUIDGE AND CHUBCU.

forgotten there ; but the Thames still rolls its waters round the town,

and blesses a generation to whom rumours of war are but far-off

sounds

—

" All glory to the stern old times,

But leave them to their minstrel rhymes."

A mile from the town—much less to the pedestrian—and another

and much older bridge is reached—St. John's Bridge, beside which is

" The Angler's Inn ;" and here " a hop, step, and jump " will lead from

Gloucester into Berkshire, and from Berkshire into Oxfordshire. But

bridges arc now becoming numerous. It is here we first meet a point

of greater interest

—

The First Lock on the river Thames, It is rude
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enough to be picturesque. This lock occurs, however, in a back-water,

or rather an artificial cut, the naain branch of the river flowing through

the arches of St. John's Bridge, and passing the village of Buscot,

where is found the first example of the lock and weir in combination.

Buscot has a very plain old church, Avith no other feature to notice but a

Norman chancel arch. The vicarage is a large mansion of the time of

William III., and the garden has cut trees and fir bowers in the

semi-Dutch taste of that era. We continue our voyage to the pretty

villages of Kelmscott and Eaton Hastings, and continue still by the

river-side, by green meadows, which, in their solitude, seem to pi'Ogress

THE FIRST LOCK.

unaided by the art of man. Kelmscott has a small cruciform church.

The arches, which occupy the centre, are supported by early foliated

capitals. In the chancel window is an old piece of painted glass, repre-

senting St. George and the Dragon. It may be of the time of Edward III.

Eaton Hastings church is a mile and a half from the weir. It con-

sists of a plain nave and chancel, without a tower, and is situated on

a slight eminence. The scenery around is picturesque, and most per-

fectly pastoi'al. At Buscot " the river quits the open meads for a more

secluded progress, and, having been from Inglesham a boundary of

Berkshire, it now leaves for ever its native Gloucestershire, and becrins
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to mark the limits of tlie county of Oxford." Gur next point of interest

is a venerable relic of antiquity

—

Eadcot Bridge. This bridge, built

entirely of stone, is one of the oldest on the Thames, bearing unmis-

takeable marks of early construction. The arches are ribbed internally
;

the ascent is very steep ; and over the centre arch is the socket of a

cross which once towered above the primitive structure, in accordance

with the old custom which invested bridges witli a sacred character, and

beside, or upon which, it was once usual to construct wayside chapels,

for the purpose of affording the weary traveller repose while performing

his relicrious duties.

.AMI < fJ

KADCOT BKlLi

The towing-path, which keeps on the Gloucestershire side to l»adcot

Bridge, now crosses the bridge to the Berkshire side of the stream,

w'hich here divides, and forms an island.

We have leisure, however, just now to ask the reader's attention to

circumstances and objects that will have occurred to him, or have been

presented to him on his journey. After ])assing Tjcchladc, thousands of

glittering Dragon -flies, of the species figured {Calcpterijx vlrgo), kept

up an incessant fluttering over the water-side herbage. Their graceful
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and rapid movements, with the metallic brilliancy of tlieir green and

azure colouring, gave an luiwonted vivacity to the scene. It is to these

insects, the demoiselles of the

French, that Moore alludes—

though in reference to a far

different scene

—

" Chasing -n-itli eager hands and eyes

The beautiful blue damsel-llies,

That flutter'd round the jasmine steins,

Like winged flowers or flying gems."

The Pike {Esox Lucius) is

ahundant in this neighbour-

liood, and the troller may have

ample sport. It is the wolf of

pond, lake, and river ; and any

mode by which he can be taken

is considered right. The long-

est lived of all the fish of fresh-

water, he is the largest and

the most ravenous, growing
1 HI 11 A N ^

sometimes to enormous size

—

often to fifty, sixty, or seventy pounds ; in the Thames, we believe,

none have been caught of greater weight than thirty-five pounds.

The body of the pike is elongated, nearly uniform in depth from the

head to the commencement of the dorsal fin, then becoming narrower
;

"the head is elongated, depressed, wide;" the colour dusky olive-

brown, lighter and mottled with green and yellow on the sides, and

passing into silvery white on the belly. The angler takes this fish by

trolling; but sometimes also with '"live bait;" in the latter case a

giidgeon, a small dace, or, better stdl, a small trout, is })iaced on a

double hook ; the pike seizes it sideways between his jaws, and makes

off to his lair : time must be given him to " gorge" it before the strike.

But trolling is the more common pi-actice, on the Thames especially

;

in this case, a dead fish is impaled on a '" trace" of hooks

—

i. e. six hooks

so arranged as to embrace the bait from the head to the tail, the mount

VOL. L H
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being gimp wire, for gut would be instantly snapt in twain—nay, it is

bv no means rare for tbe pike to snap the gimp asunder, and make off

with the six hooks ; but so voracious is the fish, and so insensible

to pain, that frequently another trace of hooks Avill be immediately

taken by it, and the lost trace be thus recovered. We have known

instances in which two traces have been thus expended, a third

being successful. AVhen the troller sets to work, he usually lets his

boat glide gently with the tide, or impels it very gradually ; the bait

having been dropt overboard, is drawn quietly through the water at a

distance of between fifteen and twenty yards. When the pike is

THE riKE.

hooked, and the angler has what is called '' a run," it is nut easily

taken, but makes a bold struggle for life. The trace of hooks must,

however, be mounted ^^ ith a swivel, in order that, l)y frequently turn-

ing in the water, it may more nearly imitate tlic motions of the living

fish ; artificial, or imitation fish, are in frequent use, and are of very

ingenious make—they are sometimes good substitutes, but anglers avcU

know that the actual fish is fJie thing. Uidcss a breeze ruffles the

surfafe of the water there is but little chance of a run. The ]uke is

also called tlie luce it is the lueie of heraldrv), and in Scotland its name

is the (/><I(/. The ']i\rk is, )ii-o])erly, a young jiike. The ])ike is a
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solitary fish.—even, two of iliem. are rarely seen together; his i\sual

haunt is a dark and comparatively still nook, thick with rushes or close

water-plants ; here he remains, seldom moving an incli until his eye

fixes on his prey, Avhen a sudden rush is made, and hack again to

consume it at ease and leisure. Some startling anecdotes are told of his

voracity—he will swallow a fish

of nearly his own weight. The

pike is said to be a good fish for

eating, and many are fond of it

;

the flesh is certainly hard and

sound ; much, however, depends

ui:ion the skill of the cook—old

Izaak gives a receipt for its dress-

ing, which he says " makes a dish

of meat too good for any hut

anglers or very honest men."

We have delayed the tourist

too long. At liadcot Bridge he

has a view on the right of Faring-

don Hill, and on the left of

B.\MPTON Cncnni srir.i: ; cither

place may lure him awhile fruui

the river-bank—each being dis-

tant betw^een one and two miles.

The wood -crowned heights above

Faringdon have, indeed, been plea-

santly in our sight for a long time

along our course. Faringdon is

well entitled to a jDilgrimage
;

although the house is gone which

so bravely withstood the army of

Cromwell, when the assailants were led to the attack by the owner of

the mansion himself—Sir Tiobert Pye, who had married a daughter of

the patriot, John Hampden. Of a. far older castle, which '' the favourers
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of Empress Matilda erected, and King Stephen pull'd down;' there

remains nothing Imt tradition. There sleeps, however, in the village

church a Lrave knight, whom England chronicles among the worthiest

of her worthies— that Sir Edward Unton, who, wliWc Queen Elizaheth's

ambassador to Erance, upheld her honour and that of his c(mntry by

sending a challenge, couched in memorable words, to the Duke of

Guise, who had slandered the fair fame of his adored rpieen and mistress,

and who, in speaking basely of her, had " most shamefully and wickedly

lied."

Bampton, in Uxfui'dshire, on the left bank of the river, but distant

about a mile, is a pretty village town,"'-' remarkable for its interesting

cliurch, which has the singular peculiarity that it has three rectors, who

are all presented by the Church of Exeter—" to which certain lands

were given by Leofric, cha])lain to Edward the Confessor, and tirst

bishop of the see, about the year lU-iG." Eanqiton steeple is so very

consjiicuous for many miles on this jiart of the river that Ave have

deemed it right to delineate its features, whicli are in themselves

sufficiently remarkable to warrant theii' introduction. The tower is

sfpnire, from which rises an octangular steeple Avith four belfry windows.

Pinnacles are at each corner, supported by slabs resting against the

steejile, and forming basements for statues Avhich surmuunt them. This

uni(pie arrangement is very striking ; the church is well worthy a visit,

as, in the characteristic language of Skelton, it is affirmed to contain

" exami)les of almost every period of architecture, from the Conquest to

tlie reign of King Ceorge III.;" it has, among uther "noticeable"

features, a fine Norman jiorcli, and an equally fine arch withinside, of the

same early date, some good l)rasses of jn'iests, and a very curious

series of sculptures of the Saviour and the Apo.^tles—a Avork of the

fifteenth century, highly enriched by colour.

At liadcot Bridge the Thames is divided—a circumstance of frequent

occurrence in the course of the river—a new cut and a " short cut"

having been made to facilitate navigation—thus also deepening the

» Us iiiime is pniLalilj diiiv, .1 iVi.iii llu> Aiigio-Saxoii team, a true, aiul tun, an ciicliwurc, and it is

still sunietinios called naniiitiin-in-biish.
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channel. The touvi.st will take the old stream,—which passes under three

venerable arches,—although it is considerably choked up with Aveed.-;,

and closely overhung with branches of the water-willow. He will here

have occasion to pause and admire the foliage that adorns the banks, or

rises from the bottom of the slow current : a nosegay of wild flowers

may be gathered here, such as might deck a maiden's brow, and vie in

beauty with the rare exotics of the

conservatory. We direct attention

to some of them—first asking obser-

vation to the Great "Water Dock

{Rumex aiiuaticus), the luxurious

growth of whose flamboyant foliage

gives to it a gigantic character

among its lighter and more graceful

neighbours. The astringent root of

this plant formerly had a consider-

able reputation as a medicine, but

its use is now almost obsolete.

Our course maybe rapid between

Radcot Bridge and New Bridge,

although the distance is some ten

miles; for there is no village along _

its banks, but one small bridge

—

S: '=£
^

Tadpole Bridge—and but one ferry.

There are, however, several weirs that act as pathways for foot-passen-

gers ; and these weirs break the monotony of the river, afford " rests" to

the voyager, and add materially to the picturesrpie of the scenery

—

nearly all of them being old and somewhat dilapidated. These are Old

Man's weir. Old Nan's weir. Bushy weir, Kent's weir. Ten-foot weir,

and Shefibrd weir : they occur during the first half of the voyage.

Bushy weir being the only one that has the adjunct of a lock. A stone's

throw from the river, a small cluster of houses, scarcely to be called a

viUage, points out the site of ancient Siford, or 8heflbrd
;

yet, on this

lonely and isolated spot, now a2>parent!y far removed from human
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intercourse, tlie great Alfred held one of his earliest parliaments.

'' There sate, at Siford, many thanes, many bishops, and many learned

men, proud earls and awful knights. There was Earl Alfrie, very

learned in the law, and Alfred, England's herdsman—England's darling.

He was king in England : he began to teach them, as we may hear

{i.e. as we shall hear in Avhat follows), how they should live." * What
a dream might have been enjoyed, resting under a hayrick the mowers

had raised in a corner of the meadow in Avhich this memorable event is

said to have taken place I

Arri\'ed at New Bkidge, we again pause awhile to look around us

—

to ponder and reflect. The neighbourhood is unchanged since Leland

MiW liKlUUK.

described it as '' lying in low meadows, often o\crriu\\ n by rage of

rain :" a small inn stands on the Berkshire side, and a busy mill on that

of Oxfordshire ; in the time of the venerable historian, there was here

"a fayre mylle a jtrow lengthe of;" and it is probable a hostel also

entertained the wayfarer. Age has preserved only the bridge, which

• TllC IKlCIIl, (if

ol. i. 1). 170.

cement, has been iiriiiti.
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was "new" six centuries ago, and is now, we believe, the oldest of all

that sjDan the river/'-' A short distance below, the ^Yiudrush contributes

its waters to the Thames,—one of the prettiest and most pleasant of

English rivers; it rises among the hills of Cotswold, near Guiting, and,

passing through Bourton-on-the-Water, Burford, Minster-Lovel, Witney

(so long and still famous for its blankets), fertihzes and flourishes rich

vales, quiet villages, and prosperous towns ; having done its duty, and

received grateful homage on its way, it is lost for ever—absorbed into

the bosom of the great father.

Drayton, in his " Poly-Olbion," tells, in his own peculiar manner,

the tale of these small rivers which swell the infant stream, describing

them as handmaidens, anxious

—

•• to guide

Queen Isis on her way, ere she receive her traine.

Clear C'ohie and lively Leech have down from Cotswold's plain,

At Lechlade linking hands, come likewise to support

The mother of great Thames. When, seeing the resort,

Fi'om Cotswold Wjiidn/sh scowi-es ; and with herself doth cast

The train to overtake ; and therefore hies her fast

Tlirougli the Oxfordian fields ; when (as the last of aU
Those tioods that into Thames out of our Cotswold fall.

And farthest unto the north) bright Eliiloile forth doth beare."

Again the locks and weirs pleasantly and profitably bar our progress

— the jn-incipal of these are Langley's weir and the Ark weir—until we

reach the ferry, which continues the road between the village of Cumnoi'

and that of Stanton Harcourt—the former in Berkshire, the latter in

Oxfordshire—each being distant about two miles from the river-side.

To visit one of these weirs

—

Hart's weir—we must ask the reader's

comjDan}^ before M'e proceed farther on our route. In describing this,

we shall make him sufficiently familiar with an object, to which it will

be requisite frequently to direct his attention during his progress.

Sometimes the weir is associated with the lock ; but, generally, far up

the river, where the stream is neither broad nor deep, the weir stands

* Its construction is worth noting, as it is a good example of ancient bridge building, with its

groined arches and its projecting piers, which not only give strength to the structure, but protection to

the traveller, who could shelter in their angles while the roadway was occupied by passing waggons.

As a Ijreakwatcr these piers had an additional value.
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alone. V\'c shall have occasion hereafter to picture them in comhina-

tion. The weirs are artificial dams, or Lanks, carried across the river in

order to pen np the water to a certain height, for the services of the

mill, the fishery, and the navigation, A large range of framework rises

from the bed of the river; this supports a number of flood-gates sliding

in grooves, and connected with a sill in the bottom. Our engraving

represents a group of these flood-gates as they were drawn upon land,

and resting against the sujiport rudely constructed for them beside Hart's

weir. They are thus used :—The square piles in the foreground are

first struck at roguhu' distances in the sill under water : between each of

these one of the gates is placed by means of the pole attached to it—the

boards completely stopping the space, and forming a dam across the

river. Two forms of dams are used: one with the board full uj^ou the

centre of the piles, and secured to them by strong plugs, over which the

boat-hook is sometimes passed to aid lifting ; the other has the water-

board on one side, with a groove attached to it. Both of these are

shown in the cut, as well as the rude stay for the voyc of a barge to pass
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througli, and whicli is generally formed of tlie branch of a tree. Such

arc the usual accompaniments of a weir in the upper Thames. ^Vheu

these dams, or j^addles, are drawn up, the whole body of the stream, being

collected into a narrow space, rushes through with great rapidity, and

gives a temi)orary deptli to the shallows, or, by the power of the current,

forces the barges over them. It is obvious that care is rerpiired to

prepare the boat for the descent ; for there is some danger to be

encountered.

The weir is ever })icturesque, for the water is always forcing its way

through or over it—sometimes in a hug\.' sheet, forming a striking-

cascade, at other times dribbling through with a not unphasing melody.

As we have elsewhere observed, there is usually a cottage close beside

the weir, for the accommodation of the weir-keeper
;
generally this is a

public-house, pleasantly diversifying the scenery, and not the less so

because often rugged and old.

The tourist, to visit either Cumnor or Stanton Harcourt, must moor

his boat at the very pretty ferry of Bablock Hithe. He will turn to the

right on his way to Cumnor, and to the left on his road to Stanton Har-

court ; the hitter, especially, will amply recompense him for an hour's

VOL. I. I
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delay in the progress of his voyage. Cinnnor has beeu made famous by

the novel of " Kenilworth," the scene of which is here principally laid
;

hut neither history nor tradition do more than supply a few dry bones,

to which the great magician gave life. A few vestiges only indicate

the site of Cumnor Place ; the '' haunted towers " are down ; a " Black

Bear" still exists ; and it is not likely that Cumnor will ever be

without a village hostelry so named. In the church is the tomb of

Anthony Forstcr, who has been condemned to an unenviable notoriety

10

by Scutt, but i.s lar.dcd in his L'])ita]ili as a man of honour and integrity.

The tomb is an altar tumb within the chancel railing, and has a

highly enriched canopy. A brass is inserted with figures of Anthony

and his family.

S'j'AXTuN ll.\i:((iii;i', the old seat of one of the most ancieid and honour-

aide families oi' the kingdom,— a family with much to dignify and less to

discredit it than jterhaps any other of which England boasts,—is but

a relic of its former magnificence : but that relic suffices to indicate its

early grandeui-, and retains nnieh that caiinot fail to create dee]t and

absorbing interest. The llareourts have possessed this manor of
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Stanton for more than six liundred years ; the original grant was from

Henry I. to "Milicent, the kinswoman of the Queen," whose daughter

Isabel, marrying Eoland de Harcourt, the deed of gift was confirmed by

the kings Stephen and the second Henry. It ceased to be their dwelling

in IC.SS, and fell gradually to decay, until, in 1770, it was taken down

—

all except the porter's lodge, now the residence of the rector, the

"kitchen," and one of the towers—the tower some time the residence

of the poet Alexander Pope, and where (as he has himself recorded) he

'('^£d.''/i h ";

STANTON lIABCOUaT.

translated the fifth book of Homer, On the ground floor of this tower

is a private chapel, the walls still bearing indications of painted story
;

the small room on the second floor, to which ascent is gained by a

narrow stone staircase, is called, and will ever be called, " Pope's study
;"

it commands a fine view, and must have given to the poet that happiest

of all enjoyments—quiet in the country. On a pane of glass in one of

the windows he wrote an inscription, recording the fact and date that here
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he "finished the fifth Look of Homer."* The kitchen is best described

by Dr. Plot, the old historian of Oxford county:—"It is so strangely

unusual that, by way of riddle, one may truly call it either a kitchen

uithin a chimney, or a kitchen without one ; for below it is nothing but

a large square, and octangular above, ascending like a tower, the fires

being made against the walls, and the smoke climbing up them without

any tunnels or disturbance to the cooks, which, being stopped by a

large conical roof at the top, goes out at loop-holes on every side,

according as the wind sets, the loop-holes at the side next the wind

being shut with folding doors, the adverse side open." This descri])-

tion is accurate now, as it was then ; it is still used by the gentleman

who farms the estate, whose dwelling-house, formed of the old materials.

to Xniichaui Cdint the scat the Harcourts now occuiiy, a I'ew

miles below Oxl'nid, and wliidi we shall

visit on our Toya,L:c lYnni that ilty down
the Thames. The lume nieas\ires ulicjut

six inches by two ; it is of red stained

pl.ass. We append a copy of the insciip-

tion, taken from " Ireland's rietui-esqne

Views," and which we compared with the

original, courteously shown to us by

and curious relic there can be no doubt.
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adjoins the kitclien. It is surmonntcd by a vane, the crest of the

Harconrts.

The chiirch is a fine and very interesting structure : much of it is of

Norman arcliitecture : it is among the most beautiful of the many beau-

tiful churches of Oxfordshire, Through one of the

doors the men have entrance, while the women enter

by another, in accordance with " a custom established

there from time immemorial." The decorations of the

interior are of very early date : the oak wood-screen

being considered the oldest, of wood, in England. A
small chapel contains the dust of many of the Har-

conrts*—a race honoured and esteemed, always and

Avithout exception, from the founder of the family to

its present representative. It is surely something to

be a gentleman of six hundred years I In the church-

yard is a monument to the memory of an affianced

pair who were struck dead by lightning : the epitaph

is from the pen of Pope; so also is an epitaph to the ^„^ ^ ^^.,,

only son of the Lord Chancellor Harcourt—the good

and learned peer who was the friend of Pope and the other poets of

the age. This epitaph contains the touching lines of lament

—

" How vain is reason—eloquence liow weak I

That Tope must teU wliat Harcourt cannot speak 1"

"We crept up the narrow stairs which led from the chapel, with its

remnants of adornments and painted glass,—where the poet, no doubt,

worshipped according to his f\iith,—and entered the little turret room,

a shrine where numbers, " past, present, and to come," have recalled, or

will recall, the memory of Pope, not only as a poet and a deep earnest

thinker, but as one who proved the English language as susceptible of

* The most interesting of tliese monuments are those which contain the effigies of Sir Knbert
Harcourt, and Margaret Byron, liis wife. The knight received the Order of the Garter about flie year
1463. His lady, who reposes by his side, is also, like her husband, adorned with the mantle of the
order, and has the garter on her left arm, just above the elbow. This is one of only three examples of
female sepulchral effigies thus decorated.
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grace as of dignity of expression; and tliougli "pure Doric," in our "slang"

days, lias fallen into contempt, and it may be that even those who cherish

" good English" may consider his prose somewhat " stilted," yet it was

pleasant to find ourselves within the sanctuary of the narrow chamber

where, in " the year 1718, Alexander Pope finished the fifth volume of

Homer." Pope's attachment to, and subsequent hatred of, Lad}^ Mary

Wortley Montagu, are matters of history : his first letter to this

remarkable woman, commencing their correspondence, held during the

"embassy," is dated Twickenham, 1716; and we find in a letter,

undated, that he sends his fair correspondent the tliird volume of the

" Iliad," saying, " I make not the least question but you could give me

great eclaircissements ujjon many passages in Homer, since you have

been enlightened by the same sun that inspired the father of poetry.

You are now glowing under the climate that animated him
;
you may

see his image rising more boldly about you, in the very scenes of his

story and action
;
you may lay the immortal work on some broken

column of a hero's sepulchre, and read the fall of Troy in the shade of a

Trojan ruin." As Lady Mary's reply is dated 1717, it is not unfair to

infer that this, and other more impassioned epistles from the poet to the

lady, were written within these walls. One, in particular, bearing date

September the 1st, is so interwoven with his residence at Stanton Har-

court, that we cannot refrain from copying it on this page.

" I have a mind," he writes to the lad}'-, " to fill the rest of this paper

with an accident that happened just under my eyes, and has made a

great impression upon me. I have just passed part of this summer at

an o\d romantic seat of my Lord Harcourt's, which he has lent me ; it

overlooks a common field, where, under the shade of a haycock, sat two

lovers, as constant as ever were found in romance, beneath a spreading

beech. The name of the one, let it suund as it will, was John Hcwett,

the other Sarah Drew. John was a well-set man, about five-and-

twenty ; Sarah a In-own woman of eighteen, .lohn had for several

months borne the labour of the day in the same field with Sarah ; when

she milked, it was his morning and evening charge to bring the cows to

her i)ai]. Tlicir love was the talk, hut not tlie scandal (>/ the iici)/hbovr-
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liood, for all they aimed at was the blameless possession of each other in

marriage. It was but this very morning that he obtained her parents'

consent, and it was but till the next week that they were to wait to be

happy. Perhaps this very day, in the intervals of their work, they

were talking of their wedding clothes, and John was now matching

several kinds of poppies and field- flowers to her complexion, to make

her a present of knots for the day. "While they were thus employed

(it was on the last day of July), a terrible storm of thunder and lightning

arose, and drove the labourers to what shelter the trees or hedges

afforded. Sarah, frightened and out of breath, sunk on a haycock, and

John (who never separated from her) sat by her side, having raked two

or three heaps together to secure her. Immediately there was heard

so loud a crack as if heaven had burst asunder. The labourers, all

solicitous for each other's safety, called to one another ; those who were

nearest our lovers, hearing no answer, stepped to the place where they

lay. They first saw a little smoke, and after, this faithful pair—John

with one arm about his Sarah's neck, and the other held over her face,

as if to screen her from the lightning. They were dead. There was

no mark or discolouring on their bodies, only that Sarah's eyebrow was

a little singed, and a small spot between her breasts. They were buried

the next day in one grave, in the parish of Stanton Harcourt, in Oxford-

shire, where my Lord Harcourt, at my request, has erected a monument

over them." The poet then quotes the epitaph he had written to their

memory-—lines not worthy of him, and which still stand in the church-

yard just above their grave. A few words more and our quotation is at

an end. " Upon the whole, I cannot think these people unha}>py ;
the

greatest happiness, next to living as they would have done, was to die

as they did. The greatest honour people of this low degree could have

was to be remembered on a little monument, unless you will give them

another—that of being honoured with a tear from the finest eyes in the

world. I know you have tenderness
;
you must have it ; it is the very

emanation of good sense and virtue ; the finest minds, lilte the finest

metals, dis-wlie the easiestj' Lady IMary's reply, unfortunately, proved

how little she deserved this charming compliment. She had neither
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faitli in, nor compreliensiou of, tlie nature and virtues of liumble life

;

slie tries her skill on the epitaph Pope half requested, and it lives as a

record of her Avant of sympathy in the pure and delicate—a coarse

lampoon.*

There is not much standing of the " old romantic seat," save the

spacious and stately kitchen (how important were those kitchens of old

times, both for domestic and social purposes I) and Pope's little tower

;

but we fancy the real scene, the locale is very little changed from what it

was one hundred and thirty-five years ago ; the "common field," imme-

diately round the "remains," is now a kitchen garden; and there is

a bewildering labyrinth of paths and rugged old trees, and somewhat

extensive "stews" or fish-ponds, beside whose tangled banks we saw

several " spotted snakes " in full enjoyment of land and water, literally

basking in sunshine on the stagnant pool ; they looked so happy and

inoffensive, that fear of their poison was removed by their beauty. The

tower of the venerable church, the ruin of the dwelling, the heavy and

massive foliage of the noble trees, through which the sunbeams struggled

to obtain entrance, now glaring full upon an impenetrable oak, then

glancing through the spines of a fir, or beneath the silver arm of a

beech, formed a rich sylvan scene, Avhich, even without the kindly

hos})itality at the vicarage, and the full memories of Pope, would not

have been easily forgotten.

In the immediate neighbourhood of Stanton Harcourt are two large

stones, popularly known as "the Devil's Quoits:" all earlier writers

mention three ; there are now but two, and these are distant nearly a

quarter of a mile from each other. They are said to commemorate a

battle fought at r)ampton, between the British and the rSaxons, a.u. Oli;

but this is little moi'e than a village tradition ; they are most probably

ancient boundary stones.

We rejoin the Thames at the Perry of Bablock Hrrni; ; it is a horse-

ferry, as will be observed by the appended engraving. The river is

Mrs. Sarah Josejilia llalo, nf Pliiladflphia. lias pulilislied a vi'i'y Cdiiiiirclicusivc ami interesting

iioir of Lady Mary Wurtley Montagu, accompanied by some oflier best correspondence.
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narrow hero, and for some distance, above and below, it passes by the

sides of low meadows—famous pasture land for cattle, though occasion-

ally under water in winter, and Avhen there have been heavy and con-

tinuous falls of rain. We keep in view, as we descend the stream, the

pleasant hills—those of Witliam—which environ Oxford, distant about

five miles
; but the distance is doubled to those who make "the voyage"

in boats—so continually docs the river "wind."

^%''^4'--^^^

BABLOCK IIITHE FEKIIY.

The better dressed, the more comfortable and " respectable," are our

peasantry, the less interesting and picturesrpie they become as subjects

for the pen or pencil of the tourist. We so seldom meet on our jour-

neyings any one who looks, or does, or says, what can be called

" original," that we have a delightful sensation of " freshness" when we

encounter aught that promises a departure from "every-day " existence.

While crossing the Thames in the primitive "horse-boat," at Bablock

Hithe, our attention was attracted by an unusually tall man, who was

leaning, in an attitude at once careless and gracefid, against the door of

the ferry -house ; his smockfrock, of some grey material, was elaborately

K
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pleated and worked on the shonlders ; and his heavy, but handsome,

Saxon features were expressive of the most intense mehancholy. On the

ground beside him was what looked like the foundation of an arm-chair,

crossed and recrossed by wicker-work, round which various long grasses

in seed and flower were twisted, every passing breeze bending their

heads or rustling among their stems. The chair was divided into three

or four compartments, overarched by these grasses—bower-fashion

—

and we imagined we saw something moving within each recess. We
inrpiired who the stranger was.

"That I" replied the boatman ; "oh, that is Tom Ilirsell, the owl-finder."

" Owl-finder 1—what do you mean ?"

" Why, he travels the country, from one end to the other, looking for

owls and bats : owls, especially, he catches, or steals from their nests,

and tames, and then sells them to the gentry, or may be to gardeners.

Many a one likes them in barns and granaries better than cats ; and

Tom is a man of his word— if he promises an owl lie'll be sure to bring

it, and for the price he named, even if some one else offered him twice

the sum. He don't matter a walk of thirty mile to get the owlets, and

he's as true as a sun-dial."

We asked " Tom Ilirsell" if he had any owls for sale.

" None fit," he replied-—none that he could recommend.

There was a slee])iness in the man's look ; his eyes winked in the

sun, as if light were disagreeable to him ; he moved his head, too,

slowly, in a sort of half-circle, while he spoke, and we fancied he had

imbibed some of the owl-natnre

—

" Our nature is miIkUucI to \\h;U it worlds in."

One of our jiarty laughingly observed, that in a former state of exist-

ence he must have been the bird of night. Certainly, there was much

about him nnlike any other person we had ever noted; he seemed

hardly awake, and yet it was evident he saw and observed us. AVe

impiired if there was an owl nnder sheller of those long grasses ?

'' Yes, there was, a line tamo one. He had a deal of trouble training

that owl : it was such a sulky I he had taken it at Farnham ; but it was
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promised to a lord's gardener near Marlow ; lie couldn't sell it—it was

promised." He pulled the bird out ; it fluttered, and winked, and

twisted on liis hand, and shook its feathers, and its eyes dilated and

contracted while creeping up his sleeve, gently, and hiding its great

full head in the neck of his smockfrock. He drew out another—a fierce,

spiteful little bird—who hissed like a serj^ent, and chattered, and

clapped its beak, and tried to bite, though it evidently did not see what

to bite at.

" It will take another month or two to tame this one," ho said.

"Had you ever one you could not tame?"

The owl-finder gave a grim, solemn smile, while a sort of phosphoric

light glittered in his eyes. "One I could not tame?" he repeated:

" they're all awhiles stubborn—it"s their nature ; they take different

training from other birds—not at all the same ; the younger they be the

better ; but I'd be sorry to find one I couldn't tame."

" Do you find them at night ?"

" Night and day is all the same to me : day and night— all one.

Glow-worms, owls, bats, night-hawks, snakes, fish, flesh, and fo\\'l^all

the same. I can catch anything I like ; tame anything I like ; but the

owls are my favourites—I know them best, and they know me." The

peculiar light that glittered in the eyes of the "owl-finder" Avas any-

thing but pleasant, and the more he talked (his talk was decidedly an

undertoned graveyard whisper), the more he blinked his eyes and

moved his head. "I've a young one here," he continued, "Pope I call

it ; it came from the tower where the pope lived once ; they call it Pope's

Tower." He pulled it out of its appropriate cage, and held it up : the

bird hooted and hissed, and the others took up the inharmonious notes,

and hissed in concert, flapping their Avings. "Here is a thing," said

the man, " I don't understand, though I've been among them, man and

boy, these many years, for my father was grave-digger to an old church,

and so I may say I grew up among them. I used to climb the ivy

when I was a little chap—so high—in twilight, or moonlight, or dead

darkness—all one. I knew well th.e two great nests of the big buff owl,

and the horned owl, at different sides of the old clock-tower ; and I used
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to take up bits of meat ov mice, and lay "em on the edge of tlie nest

;

and the great buff o-.vl, or the liorned owl, would come and tahe up the

things, and feed the little mnfiy owlets ; and at last they came to know

me, and would coo like doves when they heard me coming. And I had,

like many another boy, a mother-in-law—step -mother some call it

—

who had no feeling fur the child of the dead bones that were in the

churchyard ; and she'd often, when my father Avas abed and asleep,

turn me out in the shiny snow or the bitter rain, and I'd away, and just

climb up and shelter under the nest of the great buff owl in the angle

of the tower, warm and dry ; and the old owls would come and coo at

me as they did to their young ones, but never seek to hurt me ;
and

many's the star we've seen shining and falling through that darkness,

and many a blink of the moon I've got that never reached the earth
;

and seen and heard much through the broad leaves of the ivy that

nobody Avould believe if I was to tell it. There's more roams the skies

a' nights than we think of. I shall never on this earth have the

happy time again I had under the buff owl's nest." He raised his dreamy

eyes, but their brightness Avas gone ; they looked dim and heavy, and

the poor fellow sighed.

We reminded liim he had said there Avas something he did not under-

stand about that particular owl he called " Pope."

" Oh, yes ; day or night, niglit or day. whenever Pope hisses all the

rest hiss ; and if he hoots they all hoot ; he seems like a master among

them—they have their masters ; he never minds tlieir hooting."

" Is Pope bes])oke ?"

" Yes. I've only three with me ; tlie}"re all besjioke."

" Have you any at home ?"

" At home V" he repeated, then moved his head in that strange half-

circling way, and added, " home I I have no home ; but I have two or

three sets to take from different ]iarts of the country. You're from the

town, I think. I shall be en Waterloo Bridge on the 12th of November,

and if y(ai want an owl by then, I'll keep one for you ; I rest there for a

coui)le of hours between two and four."

We bespoke an owl. Tom Jlirsell replaced hij birds, tying all to
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their perches, except the senior, who seemed to liave an affection for his

master, and a desire to nestle about his person, rather than to return into

the shadows of the long grass. There was something strange and

mysterious about the " owl -finder." He did not seek even to dispose

of his game. What an unchildish chiUlhood must his have been I

—

escaping from the brutality of a cruel step-mother to shelter under an

owl's nest in the tower of an old church—finding a forbearance in those

savage birds that was denied him in his father's house—hanging like

a bat from the ivied tower above the mouldering graves—watching the

stars, and peering through the ivy at the moonbeams—wondering if the

shooting stars were angels—wondering and feeling, rather than thinking

—alone ! alone I in the mysterious universe of night, when the animate

and inanimate assume shapes, and sounds, and shadows all uidike them-

selves. If the young and the brave-—the strong-hearted and strong-

minded, knowing as much of causes and effects as it is given us to

know—become superstitious in the darkness, and often quail and quake

with undefined sensations they shame to confess, it is no suliject of

astonishment if the mind of the poor ill-used child was so shaken in

his youth as to grow up morbid and melancholy, deriving a species of

pleasure and excitement from the conipanionshiji of the unearthly birds

with whom he associated during those lonely hours.

It was a rude and evil thing of one of our friends, after we had left

the " owl-finder," to suggest that the stalwart fellow was a "Detective"

in disguise. The months passed on ; we had forgotten our tri/st on

Waterloo Bridge, and were crossing it on the 12th of January—two

months after the appointed day—with no memory of Tom Hirsell in our

minds, when a soft, quiet, clear voice, heard amid the din of traffic, said

—

" Will you please to have your owl ?"

And we did have it, and brought it home, and i(. was put in a parrot's

cage ; but it seemed so unhappy, both by day and night, that we sent it

to the country, where it has already established a good mousing repu-

tation.

From Bablock llithe we encounter no object of interest (excepting

the broad reach, and the quaint old "public" at Skinner's weir) until
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we arrive at Ensiiaji—or, as it is called in the Ordnance map, S\yiN-

FOUD

—

Bridge.

E^ HAM B iDcr

Ensliam, Eyncshani, or Einsliam, was a place of note before the

Conquest : so early as lOOo an abbey A^as founded here by Ethelmar,

Earl of Cornwall, in the reign of Ethclred,

the king " who signed the privilege of

liberty with the sign of the Holy Cross
;"

and here he held a general council in

lOO'J. At the dissolution, the abbey and

its site became the jn'operty of the Earl

of Derby. None of its remains can now

be founil : a few stones here and there

indicate its site. A venerable Cuoss stands

in the market-place, opposite the church;

l)ut its date is not very remote, although

time has much defaced its beauty.

It is in this neighbourhood we begin

to perceive the dangerous results of the

recent and rapid growth of the weed,

Aaachan's ahinastriim, commonly called
as~;^=-
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" the American weed." It lias not been known in England move than

ten years; but during that brief ]ieriod it has spread so extensively

—

almost universally—through every district of our island, as very fre-

quently to affect the traffic of rivers and canals, to impede the currents

of minor streams, and even to till up isolated ponds. It has already

rendered the Thames, in some parts, almost impassable without diffi-

culty. A small pamphlet, written by William IMarshall, Esq., of Elv,

gives its history as far as it can be given. " The

intruder is so unlike any other water-plant, that

it may be at once recognised by its leaves grow-

ing //( threes, round a slender stringy stem. The

colour of the plant is a deep green ; the leaves

are about half an inch long, by an eighth wide,

egg-shaped at the point, and hcset with minute

teeth, icJiich cause them to cling. The stems are

verij brittle, so that whenever the plant is dis-

turbed, fragments are broken off. Although, at

present, it cannot propagate itself by seed (all

the flowers being male) its powers of increase are

prodigious, as every fragment is capable of be-

coming an independent plant, producing roots

and stems, and extending itself indefinitely in

every direction. jMost of our water-plants re-

quire, in order to their increase, to be rooted in

the bottom or sides of the river or drain in which

they are tound ; but this is ludependont alto-

gether of that condition, and actuallij grows as it travels slowly down

the stream, after being cut." That this weed is "a foreigner" there

can be no doubt. "Weeds very closely resembling, if not identical with

it, are found in American rivers. ]\Ir. Marshall is of opinion that it is

an importation from North America, and that, probably, its first visit

was paid to us in a load of American timber. lie considers that all

attempts to ''get rid of it" must be futile: that it never can be eradi-

cated; and that all we shall be able to do is to •' keep it down." Its
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rapid spread is one of the marvels of nature. It is becoming .a serious

evil : the Commissioners of the Thames should lose no time in grappling

with the common enemy.

Immediately below Ensham Bridge we made the somewhat dangerous

passage of the weir, close to which, on the north side, is the site of

' The Burnt Tree," dear to Oxford citizens as the scene of many a

merry picnic. This tree was struck by lightning, and formed for many

years a very picturesque object, and an excellent excuse for making a

pleasant water excursion. We soon arrive at Canott's Ham, on the

north side, into which many a pheasant strays from the neighbouring

wood, and where in winter the snipe and wild duck abound. It is also

noticeable as one of the few places on the river where the tench is to

be found.

The distance from Ensham to Godstow Bridge is about three miles

;

between these bridges we meet the Evenlode, a pleasant river, which,

rising on the edge of Worcestershire, and passing by Moreton-in-the-

Marsh, Charlbury, and Combe, and refreshing Blenheim Park, here joins

the Thames, and proceeds with it to Oxford.-'' All along to the right of

the river highway, we keep in sight the wooded heights of Witham—

a

})leasure enhanced by the numerous windings of the river, which exhibit

tlie hill in every variety of torm. This " bit" is the more valuable because

of its rarity, as contrasting with the ordinary flatness and sameness of

adjacent lands. "j"

On the opposite side of the river is seen tlie tall spire of Cassixgton

* Tlie Evfiilodo receives Uie Glyiiie, and conveys it to tlie Thames; the Glymo takes it course

through Blenheim I'ark, and waters the ancient town of Woodstock. The palace built by Henry 11. is

entirely gone, but " Rosamond's Well" still yields delicious draughts to the wayfarer. Several naiads

of various ages arc in attendance to welcome visitors. Of the house in which Chaucer lived and

wrote, a few fragments remain in the garden of a modern dwelling. Of the manor-house, where Queen

Elizabeth was some [time imprisoned by her sister Mary, nothing now exists. Blenheim, however,

takes the place of Woodstock " unsurpassed in clumsy magnificence and untruthful grandeur." The
mansion contains many good pictures, wiiicli are heir-looms; the library is extensive, but unavailable

for any useful purpose. N.ature and Art have combined to make the grounds and gardens beautiful.

t There is .a' tradition tliat King Otta],had^ a'^castle on Witham Hill, which is confirmed by the

Chronicle of the Monastery of Abingdon, as appears by the following extract, p. 8 :—" BelUim—inter
Offam regem Merciorum et Kinewolfum regera Westsaxonum, tunc temiioris fectum er.it castellum super

montem de Witham." The Clironiclc adds that this war had the effect of driving from Witham a

colony of nuns just settled there.
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Church ; it is in view all the way to Oxford, and is ever a pleasant sight,

refreshing to the eye and cheering to tlie heart.

On the same side of the river a building has been recently erected,

which may be accepted as evidence of the progress of the age, in the

midst of so much that is eloquent of "hoar antiquitie;" it is the new

Paper-mill of the University. All makers of books are well aware that

of late years the manufacture of paper has not been what it was a

century since, or, rather, three centuries ago : while the leaves of our

great -great-grandfathers are as fresh and fair as on the day they issued

from the press, modern books, and illustrated books especially, are often

full of unsightly and diseased marks, that mar the beauty of the volumes.

The University, having experienced this evil, resolved to make its own

paper ; it is a boon which claims public gratitude. The manufactory

has a picturesque character seen from the Thames—not the less valuable

because of the purposes to which it is dedicated.

L
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GoDSTOw Bridge is highly picturesque ; the river divides here, and

at the brink of the older and more shallow channel is a pleasant inn

—

" The Trout," well known to anglers, but better to the " Oxford scholar,"

as a place accessible to the rower, who here seeks refreshment after toil,

and finds the homeward voyage with the current an agreeable and easy

THE UNIVEKSITY PAPER-SULL.

eveniu"" task. At this spot commences the meadow—" Port Meadow,"

which, containing 4?.9 acres, reaches almost to the city, whose property

it is, and has been from time immemorial, as recorded in Domesday.

Every citizen has the right of free pasturage for cattle, or, rather, a right

for which he pays the annual tribute of two pence for each horse or cow

found there on the day upon which the city authorities meet for inspec-

tion—a day of which, of course, no previous notice has been given. It

is usually overflowed in Avinter, and has thus time for repose.

Tlie 8tory of '" Fair Piosamond " has been told in a hundred ways :

the "fair and comely dame" who was loved by Henry II. was, according

to the legend, concealed by the king in a bower at Woodstock from the

jealous eyes of his queen, Eleanor. Tlie tlieme was in high favour with

the early minstrels, and historians have not disdained to preserve the

memory of her surpassing beauty and her sad fate.* Blie was, according

• " Ilor cnspbd locUes like threads of gcilcle

Appeared to each man's sight

;

Her sparkling eyes, like orient pcarles,

Did cast a hcavcnlye light.

" The blocjd \vitliin her crystal checkcs

Did such a colour drive,

As though the lillye and the rose

Fur mastorship did strive."
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to Stow, who follows Higden, the monk of Chester, the daughter of

Walter Lord Clifford, became the '• lemman " of Henry II., and died at

^^ oodstock A. D. 1177, " poisoned by Queen Eleanor, as some thought." *

GODSTOW BKIDGK.

Stow proceeds to relate that her royal lover had made for her a house of

wonderful working, so that no man or woman might come to her but he

that was instructed by the king, or such as were right secret with him

touching the matter. This house, after some, was named Labyrinthus,

or " Dsedalus' worke, which was ^\•roug•ht like unto a knot, in a garden

called a maze." Drayton, using the poet's licence, describes it as "con-

sisting of vaults underground, arched and walled." And, in the famous

ballad of " Fair liosamond," it is more minutely pictured as " a bower,"

* Lord Lyttleton tells us that Henry II. met Rosamund de Clitford at Godstow, in 1149, on his return
from Carlisle. She was at that time, in aecurdanco with the custom of the age, a resident among the

nuns here for educational purposes. She had two sons by the king : one the famous Earl of Salisbury,

whose effigy is still to be seen in Salisbury Cathedral ; the other was educated for the Church, and
became Bishop of Lincoln, and ultimately Chancellor of England.
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curiously built of " stone and timber strong," having no fewer than one

hundred and fifty doors, and so cunningly contrived with turnings round

about, that none could obtain access to it except by "a clue of thread."

But jealousy is proverbially quick-sighted : Queen Eleanor discovered

the secret, possessed herself of " the clue of thriddle, or silk," and so dealt

with her rival that " she lived not long." Authorities differ as to the

mode by which the queen obtained the necessary guide. Ilollinshed

seriously states that " the king had drawn it after him out of her chamber

withjiis foot;" and Speed, that "it fell from Ivosamond'slappe as she sate

to take ayre, and, suddenly fleeing from the sight of the searcher, the

end of her silk fastened to her foote, and the clue, still unwinding, re-

mained behind." But historians content themselves with informing us

that the lady "lived not long after," and do not insinuate that she was

wounded with other weapons than sharp words, although tradition and

the ballad -makers unite in charging the queen with the murder of Fair

Rosamond by compelling her to drink poison. She was buried at

*•' Godstow, in a liouse of nunnes beside Oxford," according to Stow, and

" with these verses carved upon her tomb :"

—

" ,¥)ic jacct in tumb;i "ilosii munbi, non Aiosanuiub;i!

|\on rcbolct, scb olct, qi'ir rcbolcrc solct."

Her royal lover expended large sums in adorning her tomb. But, in the

year 111»1, Hugh, Bishop of Bincoln, ordered the removal of her remains

" without the church ;" he was obeyed, but after his departure her bones

were gathered in a perfumed bag, and laid again in their resting-place,

"under a fayre large grave -stone, about whose edges a fillet of brass was

inlaid, and thereon written her name and praise." This tomb was

partially existing in the last century, and " from the remains of the

inscription it appears that she lived to a considerable age," setting aside

the popular tale ; the most })robable account of the close of her life is,

that she broke off her connexion with the king, and retired to Godstow,

spending there the remainder of her days in religious duties—a theory

quite in accordance with the usages of the times in which she lived, and

of which there are abundant examples.
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Of " THE House of Nuxnes" there now exist but a few ivy-clad walls;

it was consecrated for Benedictine nuns a. d. 1138, in the presence of

King Stephen and his queen ; seven hundred years and moi'e have passed

since then, and tliree hundred years since the last abbess resigned her

home to the iihysician. Dr. George Owen, to whom Henry VIII. had

RlIN-^ ( F ( OrsTJW

given it ; still the river rolls by its rugged courtyard and dilapidated

gables, recalling to mind the story of the fair and frail beauty Avho gives

the ruin a special place in history.

At the foot of AYitham Hill—the hill that has so cheerful and fair an

aspect from all points of the river within a range of several miles, and

so agreeably enlivens the view from Oxford—is the ancient village of

"VYitteham, or Wighthham, where a nunnery existed in the year G!)0.

Here the Earla of Abingdon have now their seat, partly built, it is said,

with the stones of Godstow.
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The Eel {Anguilla acutirostris) " sharp -nosed," is that which chiefly

abounds in the Thames, and the other rivers of England, although the

broad-nosed eel {AngniUa lafirostris) is almost as common ; the names

sufficiently indicate the distinction. The Thames eel is the eel par

excellence; in consequence, perhaps, of its cleaner feeding, it is far more

delicate and yet much richer than the fish found elsewhere ; but it is not

easily obtained, and is seldom offered for sale. In the Thames, the eel is

rarely caught by the angler, although in ponds, and lakes, and other

rivers it is freely taken with hook and line. " Eel-pots" made of wicker-

work, which are sunk " over-night," baited within with any sort of animal

matter, or eel-baskets, which are fixed in convenient places across by-

currents of the river, are the " traps " by which they are secured in the

Thames.

The Tluanics eel seldom grows to a very large size ; it is not often

obtained of a weight greater than three i)onnds, although occasionally

one is found to weigh as much as seven pounds ; about seven or eight

years ago, an eel was caught in a trap at Hart's weir that weighed

eleven pounds : we had some doubts as to the statement given to us by

the weir-keeper, by whom it had been caught, but it received confirma-

tion from a fishmonger at Oxford, to whom he had disposed of it, and
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Avho kept it for some time as " a show." During last year, a fisherman

brought to us, while angling on the river, a lusus naturtv—a yellow eel,

entirely and purely yellow, from head to tail inclusive. We recom-

mended him to offer it for sale to the Zoological Society ; hut, by some

accident, it was lost. Subsequently, we communicated the fact to Pro-

fessor Owen, who informed us that, though very uncommon, it was by

no means a solitary instance. The fish was remarkably beautiful, as well

as curious.

The form and character of the eel are so well known as to render

description unnecessary ; its great characteristic is its tenacity of life— it

is almost impossible to kill it, as the cook knows, to her great discomfort.

It is certain that the eel can move about freely on land, travelling through

the dewy grass for miles from one pond or river to another. It has long

been in disjiute whether the eel is oviparous or viviparous. Mr. Yarrell

seems, however, to have set the question at rest—he considers it

"oviparous, producing young like other true bony fishes;" and it is

stated by Mr. Jesse that " they have been bred artificially from spawn."

All readers are aware that for ages there existed a strong prejudice

against this fish, originating, probably, in its general resemblance to the

serpent ; the popular belief was that they were created out of decomposed

animal matter—"sprang from mud"—were produced by horse-hairs

generated in water, and so forth ; and in many places even now people

will starve rather than eat them. Perhaps, of all the fish of the fresh-

water, they form the most delicious food : a Thames eel of two pounds

weight is a dainty dish to set before the Queen.

AA'heu the eel is fished for with the hook, it is generally with the night

line, for they prowl only by night ; a line with perhaps forty or fifty

hooks, baited with lob-worms, is thrown into the river to take its chance,

and it is usually successful when the water is " coloured," or after a

flood ; but this is, of course, a practice to which the angler does not

condescend : the Thames angler can rarely obtain an eel, except by

means of " a silver hook."

One of the handsomest of British aquatics is the Arrow-head {SagK-

taria safjitta'/oUa), whether as regards the elegant spear-shaped leaves
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of glossiest green, or the flower-spikes rising in pyramidical form from

tlie water with strong fluted stems, and presenting altogether a striking

resemblance to a highly -decorated gothic

finial ; the flowers are three -petaled, white,

with a flush of violet towards the centre, from

which rises a granulated boss of green, that

adds much to the beauty of the flower. This

jilant is extensively cultivated among the

(Chinese—not for its beauty, but for the sake

of the bulb, which fixes itself in the solid

earth below the mud, and constitutes an article

of food. The roots attain a larger size in

China, it a])pears, than they do with us ; but

still we should think that, even in this country,

their cultivation might be attempted with suc-

cess in very watery localities, where other

esculent plants are not grown ; and a little attention to its culture

might produce the same improvement in the size and quality of the

root, as has been the case with most of our garden vegetables. This

very graceful plant is found in great abundance in this neighbourhood
;

but there are few parts of the upper Thames Avhich it does not enliven

by its luxuriant foliage.

Having passed through Godstow Lock, Oxford City comes in sight;

the village of Wolvercot is passed, but that of Binsey claims a moment's

thought. The voyager will pause at Binsey Aveir, for here a charming

view is obtained of ancient and venerable (Jxford—its pinnacles, and

towers, and church s])ires rising proudly above surrounding domiciles.

Nowhere do we obtain a more striking view, and here especially do we

recall the expressive lines of the poet :—

THE ARROW-HEAD.

Like n, rich gem, in circling gold onshi-iiied,

Where Isis" waters wind

Along the sweetest shore

Th.it ever felt fair culture's hands,

Or spring's cmbroidiMTd mantle wore

—

Lo .' where majestic Oxford stands."
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We step asliove awhile to visit the little village, and to ^Yalk to its church,

half a mile or so distant from the river-bank. At Binsey, a. d. 730, the

holy virgin Fridcswide had a chapel constructed of " wallyns and rough-

hewn timber;"* hither were sent of her nuns "the most stubborn sort,"

to be confined in a dark room, and to be deprived of their usual repast;

and here, too, was the famous well of St. Margaret, which St. Frides-

wide, "by her prayers, caused to be opened;" here came the people to

ease their burthened souls, and to be rid of their diseases ; consequently

the adjoining village of Seckworth became a large town, containing

OXFOKD, FROM NEAR BISSEY.

twenty-four inns,—the dwellings chiefly of the priests appointed by the

prior of Binsey to confess and absolve the penitents. Binsey has now

but a dozen poor houses ; its church has a heart-broken look ; and of the

well there is but an indication—a large earth-mound in a corner of the

* The little chapel thus constructed by the saint was evidently one of those wooden buildings, dedi-

cated to ecclesiastical services, wliicli were not uncommon in the Saxon era. The " wallyns " used by

Frideswide were the timbers which formed the mainstay of the building-, and were such as we still find

In old timber houses ; the " rough-hswa timljer " was fastened on them, and so made the outer walls.

The Saxon chronicles give many notices of similar buildings. Thus, when Edwin was converted to

Christianity in 627, he was baptized in a wooden chuvcb, on the spot where York Cathedral now stands.

The famous church of Lindisfarne was first constructed, in «:j2, of sawn oak, and thatched. The most

extraordinary existing instance of such a primitive Fjr_'lish cliurch is at Greensted, in Essex, which is

thought to have been originally erected in haste to receive the body of the martyr king, St. Edmund,

in its passage from Suffolk to London. The body of the church is farmed by a series of split trees, the

flat side inwanl, and the rough bark outward ; they fit in sockets above and below, also formed of

timber : and this is doubtless the sort of erection Frid-swide constructed, after the Saxon fashion.

M
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graveyard completely dried up, there being no sign of water ; the

spring is lost; and so, indeed, is its memory—for we inquired in vain

among the neighbouring peasantry for St. Margaret's Well, of which

they had heard and knew nothing

—

sic transit I
*

The ancient farm of Medley, which adjoins Binsey weir, is still a farm,

as it was before the Norman conquest.

Shortly before Oxford is reached, at a point called the Four Streams,

the river separates into two channels, its " divided flood " meeting again

just below the city, at the foot of Folly Bridge, at the commencement of

Clirist Church meadow.f Our course takes us by the right-hand stream,

the only navigable one, under a bridge on the highroad leading from

Oxford to the west—a road which numbers seven bridges within a mile,

and illustrates somewhat expensively the divided character of the Thames

at this part of its course.

A cluster of old houses points out the site of Osney ; we first pass,

however, through Osney Lock, one of the most picturesque locks on the

river ; although its accessories are only low houses and broken walls,

they are such as the painter loves, and to our friend, Mr. E. W. Cooke,

we are indebted for the sketch of which we append an engraving.

Osney, or (Juscney, Abbey, once rivalled in extent and architectural

beauty the grandest of the colleges that now adorn and dignify the proud

city. It was ''seated on a flat or low ground, but for the grove, and

trees, and rivulets that encompassed it not a little pleasant." It received

* A siiiici'stitious belief in the cflicacy of holy weUs was one of the most characteristic features of

the middle ages, and to them pilgriuiagos were made from great distances. Some religious establish-

ment was generally near them, which profited by the devout. There is scarcely a large town in England
without a record of some holy well near, and London had several—the most famous bchig that of

Clerkenwell, which takes its name from it, and the luily well in the Strand, whieh .-till designates the

street there. Tlie most famous of all these niclia/val wells is that still reniaiiiin- in Flintshire, and

known as St. Winifred. The marvels tn|.| dC thr niii-aenlous eiiivs I,,. re efl'eeted (.litnliicd such renown

for the waters, that a gothic chapel of sini^ nlar beauty was ere<'l( d (i\('r lliem. I'.ut it was not curative

properties alone tlicy possessed—they had other viilues. 'I'lins the well at the far-lamed Al>bey of

Walsingham gave success to the " wishes " of the pilgrim who (bank of it devoutly. Other instances

of " wishing-wells " might he quoted, and superstitious observances noted, more akin to fortunc'telliiig

t Tlie Thames, at and about Oxford, forms a complete network of streams—so nmeh so as to Ijo

puzzling even to the surveyor. Our Oxford leaders will reccdleet the vaiious names of " Scckworth,"

"the Reach," " tlie Dunge," "Tot .stream," "the Wyke Stream," "the Four Streams," and many
others.
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its first erection in 1120, by the donation of XloLert D'Oyly, at the instance

of liis wife Edith; and the legend is, that often, when walking out of

Oxford Castle by the river- side, she observed magpies chattering on a

certain tree, "as it wer to sj)eke to her;" much marvelling at this, she

asked of her confessor the meaning thereof, who told her they were not

pies, but so many poor souls in purgatory, who were complaining to her,

and entreating of her some good. Thereupon, and for their reUef, she

procured the building of the abbey where the tree stood ; her " confessor,"

of course, becoming its abbot. During after-times, it Avas enriched by

OSNEY LOCK.

other donors, until it became " one of the first ornaments and wonders of

this place, or nation;" to the great hall would often come, as guests,

kings, prelates, and nobles of the first rank ; whatever heart could wish

the monks enjoyed, "by means of the generosity of their founders and

succeeding benefactors;" the church was adorned by the gifts of the

pious— all who contributed something towards the building being en-

titled to
'•
forty days' indulgence and forgiveness from sin

"—hence it

became " the envy of other religious houses in England and beyond sea ;"

of arcliitecture exr|uisite and full of variety ; Avith hangings of most
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excellent work, windows of famous painting ; witli pillars elegant and

uniform, each bearing a statue ; with wonderful variety of carvings and

paintings, "that not only fed the eye with delight, hut struck the spec-

tator with surprise and admiration." Of this grand and glorious work

there is now not one stone remaining upon another ;
" it suffered not a

little from the Rump Parliament,"—Time did the rest, and—
" Oi" it tlierc now remains no memory,

Kor any little monument to see."

The abbots of Osney were peers of parliament. The last abbot was

Robert King, who, in loo!), " surrendered" the abbey to Henry VIII.

—

who, in 15i2, made it the see of a bishop, assigning Gloucester Hall, now

Worcester College, Oxford, for his residence. In 1546 the episcopal

chair was transferred to the conventual church of St. Frideswide, which

was then constituted the cathedral of the see, and called Christ Church,

and the last abbot and only bishop of Osney became the first bishop of

Oxford. Of Dr. King there is a portrait in the library at Christ Church,

the background of which is a jjicture of the abbey. Others of its trea-

sures are also in that college
—

" Old Tom,"' the famous Oxford bell,

being one of them. Standing upon the site it occupied in the days of

its })0\ver and grandeur, and searching in vain for a few stones to indicate

its splendour, the mind is absolutely forced to ponder and reflect.

Although, no doubt, much was gained to religion and liberty by the

suppression of monasteries, and we may rejoice that we no longer hear

in our " schools
"

" 'Jhc liarsh Javyon of contenli.ns monlis,''

something was surely lost of intellectual supremacy. Osney shared the

fate of so many wealthy establishnicnts, A\hich the cuiiidity, and not the

piety, of Henry ^TII. caused him tu sui)])ress. Although the friaries

and the lesser monasteries were destroyed by law, the more powerful

establishments were ruined by "surrender." V>y threats, cajolery, or

bribery, the abbacies came into the king's hands, or under his control.

Untractablc abbots were summarily disposed of by easily sustained

charges of high-treason, and the monks were '"sent adrift to dig, or beg,
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or starve." Osney revived somewhat in tlie clays of Queen Mary,

masses were again clianted witliin its walls ; but during the Common-
wealth its ruin was completed, and of its remains there is now notliing

but the site, which the Thames waters as freely and abundantly as it

did three centuries ago.

In tlie still recesses of the river we found that queen of water-nymphs,

the White Water-Lily (Kijmphaa alba) in the greatest luxuriance,

both in number and in the extraordinary size of the flowers and leaves

;

on dragging some of these into the boat, we found that the stems were

from eight to ten feet in length, and the leaves were of immense

breadth ; the flowers also were unusually developed, and some speci-

mens were suffused with a blush of roseate tint that contrasted delight-

TIIK WATEK-LIL-V

fully with the rich green of the calyx and leaves. It is in our aquatic

flora, certainly, that we can vie with the richness of tropical regions
;

and we should wish to see our ornamental waters better stocked with

these native beauties than, with few exceptions, is the case. "What

more lovely decoration could a small piece of water receive than a group

of Water-lilies, white and yellow, the elegant Frog -bit, and the princely

Flowering-rush, with its crown of purple and white blossoms, with a

number of other charming [ilants either growing in the \\ater or

fringing its edge ?

On the current which runs to the left are the few indications which

still exist to point out the locahty of another abbey—that of Rewley.

Rewley Abbey, " sometime seated within pleasant groves, and en-

vironed within clear streams," with its twenty-one elm -trees, and a
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tree by itself, to represent tlie abbot and the number of its monks, was

situated on tliis branch of the river ; its former splendour is, liowever,

indicated only by a doorway,

and a wall which now incloses

part of the North-AYestern

that is most picturesque ; but

there is no exit, as the current

is arrested to turn the mill

Avhich still works there, where,

by itself and its predecessors,

it has worked since the castle

first reared its strong and

stately towers and battlements

by the river's side ; indeed,

there is evidence that the

miller had precedence of the

chatelain. We pass under a

new railway bridge, close to the opening of the Oxford and Coventry

Canal ; and, at the entrance to the city on this side, as we near one of

the most ancient of its bridges—Hithe, or Hytho, Bridge—we observe a

small cluster of rude and primitive houses, the small dwellings of a race

of fishermen, who have followed that calling from father to son, in

unbroken succession, for several hundred years.

It was in this neighbourhood we heard an anecdutc, to listen to which

we ask the reader a brief delay " oi route.''

Years many and Luig must pass before " cemeteries," with their cold

marble monuments, and hard-hearted catacombs, their vaults, and gra-

velled walks, and slender trees—rational, and well-ordered, and neces-

sary as they are—can become a natural feature in our English landscape.

The village churchyard was and is a sanctuary,—however neglected,

however over-crowded, it is sanctified to us by that strong English bond,

"old association:" it has formed fur centuries the link between the

TORCH AT BAWLEY ABBKY.
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living and the dead— the present and the past. The church has been

deprived, by modern innovation, of a most imposing and attractive

ceremony, which tlie law of man has changed from a religious compact

to a civil contract—thus brealdng with a rude and coarse hand a tie that

was hitherto so sacred ; but the old English churchyard is still with us,

and still bears the hallowed fruitage of abundant memories : it is one of

the evidences of the

" Immortality that stirs witliin us,"

this craving to perpetuate the remembrance of what was dearly loved

in life. The sentiment is as strong in the lowly, when they mark a

resting-place by a simple head-stone, as in the rich when they erect the

costly cenotaph. This

" Keeping the memory green iu our souls,''

is one of the dearest of all hopes and all duties, and the humblest

natures cling to it as closely as do the highest.

"Within sight of our noble river, some ten years ago, a man named

Jabez Lloyd was considered as treading the path to independence : he

was growing from a village carpenter into a boat -builder. He was a

courteous, frank, and kindly fellow, becoming famous for launching those

canoes in which " (Jxford men" skim the surface of the Thames. Jabez

was married to a meek, dove-eyed little woman—one of those who

continue to work on silently through the world, attracting very little

attention while they are with us, but if laid up by illness, or called home

by death, leave a blank which, because we find it impossible to fill up,

we know how well it must have been filled. In this instance, however,

it was not the meek little creature—never hap})y but in the sunshine of

her husband's presence—who was taken, but the strong -handed Jabez
;

he was trying one of those painted skimmers of the Thames, and had

just got free of the reeds and weeds and rushes that weave a leafy

barrier at a particular bend of the river, when, leaning incautiously a

little on one side to disentangle his oar from the tough fibres of some

water-plants, he went over, right into a bed of lilies, and was drowned

before he could be extricated from the meshes of the golden-chaliced
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flowers and their broad leaves. Jabez left absolutely nothing, or " less

than nothing," to his widow. After the sale of spars, and paint, and

fishing-tackle, and household goods, there was barely enough to pay

the funeral expenses, and to purchase unpretending mourning. And in

the overwhelming and miserable loneliness of her first widowhood, the

little creature was forced to think of what she should, or could, do, to

keep from out the workhouse. 8he was quite uneducated ; he married

her Avheu she was but sixteen, just learning to be a dressmaker. What

could she do ? She could sew, and attend to a cottage home ; she could

be a farm servant—that little delicate pet of a woman, whom the great

boatman cherished and watched over, and tended as if she were his one

darling child— poor Mrs. Lloyd a farm servant ! She tried it I She

hired herself out at three shillings a week at the farm,—you can see the

ricks and trees of that large farmhouse from where we stood,—and the

farmer's Avife—a great glory of a woman, as far as size and good-nature

goes—trained her voice to speak gently, and abandoned altogether the

tone of an ill-used woman she was wont to assume when addressing her

domestics, saying "Thank you" to jMrs. Lloyd for every service, use-

less though she thought it, which the })oor little woman rendered. Slie

washed and she ironed, and she took most loving care of the poultry
;

chickens grew rapidly under her superintendence, and young turkeys

"cut" tlieir red heads—as children do theif teeth sometimes—with very

little difficulty. She worked too at her needle. She did all she could
;

but she was so neat and exact, so f(ind of doing everything she knew

how to do in the best manner, that the farmer's Avife considered her

" slow." She preferred her " helps " to be quick and slatternly ; she

could not bear them to be slow. The little widow felt this, but what

could she do more than she did ? and desjtite the sympathy of the

farmer's wife, her (piick tenq)er overcame her humanity, and she gave

the widow warning. Just at this time the curate of the village wanted

a housekeeper, and with a belief in her being quite unfit for such a post,

INIrs. Lloyd still felt it a duty to " try;" and so, with a trembling hand,

she raised the garden latch, and j)resonted herself as a candidate. The

curate, besides being tlie earnest, hard-working minister so suited to a
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couutiy parish, was just the person to inspire poets with a subject, and

young Ladies with the enthusiasm that leads to the manufacture and

presentation of pen -wipers, slippers, and footstools : he was pale and

thin, with a clear soft voice, and such truthful eyes I "Well, he told

]\Irs. Lloyd that he was too poor, he feared, to offer her sufficient remu-

neration : he could not afford to pay a good servant. And Mrs. Lloyd

assured him she was not a good servant, and if he would try her, very

moderate wages would be more than she deserved : indeed, she feared

she was hardly worth wages, but she had something to do before she

died, and she could not be happy until it was done. Accordingly that

evening she brought a bundle, and the clerk carried her box. She was

installed in the smallest of all kitchens, and had even a smaller bedroom
;

but there was room on the white wall for a portrait of her husband,

which some Oxford youth had painted, and though a dreadful daub,

it was a likeness. Before that she knelt, and before that she prayed
;

and at the end of the week the curate thought—such was the peace, and

comfort, and rpiiet, and neatness of his cottage—that he must be enter-

taining an angel unawares. The curate had £80 a year, and the rector,

who had £800, cautioned him, when he first came, in a fatherly sort of

way, not to be extravagant. The advice was very good, and the young

man profited by it, for he kept out of debt, and often sent his sister, who

was a governess, small sums in postage stamps. All he could pay the

little widow was about two and sixpence a week, and she had to find

her tea and sugar and ''beer" out of that. Do not pity her ! She was

bright and cheerful ; she could do very well without sugar, and as her

master could not afford " beer," surely she was better without it. She

was her own mistress—never found fault with ; her black dresses (she

had two) wore to a miracle, but she was forced to buy another, because

she must look respectable : that took away the savings of more than six

months. Yet she went on saving, adding halfpence to halfpence, deny-

ing herself everything almost which the humblest servant considers she

wants ; sitting up at night when the moon was at full (for she would not

waste her master's candle), making her caps '' do," and ironing out her

cap-strings—darning, turning, trimming, all to save perhaps twopence;

N
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but she had a purpose to work out. She rarely opened the garden gate

except to go to church or to do the small marketings. On Sunday

evenings she indulged in the luxury of tears over her husband's grave
;

and returning from market, she always paused at the stone-cutter's yard,

eyeing the tombstones. Once she entered timidly—she was timid in all

things—and inquired the various prices ; and the stone-cutter, when he

saw her threadbare but neat dress, and observed the fluttering of the

washed-out crape curtains on her bonnet, and noted how limp and poor

she looked, Avondered why she troubled him : but he was a kind man,

and did not say so. Time wore on : the curate had an ever-accumu-

lating stock of pen-wipers, slippers, and footstools ; sometimes went out

to dinner, but more frequently to tea ; and still more frequently visited

the poor and the schools, and lectured, or stayed at home ; or, as a great

luxury at IMidsummer, when there was not much sickness in the parish,

and it was holiday time in the school, took his rod to wander beside the

queenly river he loved so well. The rod was simply an excuse for

loitering, though he did sometimes bring home some little fish tliat

would have formed good subjects for the microscope. Time Avore on,

and some people wondered that the curate 2>ermitted his little servant to

wear such threadbare black ; but others—the majority—only saw the

widow's meek thankful face, and her soft hopeful eyes, and marvelled,

with more reason, how neat and pleasant she made all things in her

master's house. How different are the meanings different people draw

from the same readings !

Time again passed on, and it was now three years since the strong

boat-builder had found his death in the Thames, when the " widow "

again entered the stone-cutter's yard ; she placed a slip of paper in his

hand, and he read,

—

SACEED TO THE ME.MOltY OF

JABEZ LLOYD,
Ar.KD TWENTY-EIGHT, BnAT-BEILDKH,

WHO WAS LlROWNED IN THE SUNSHINE OF THE 24Tn OF JUNE, 18
,

AMONG THE \VATEl!-Ln,IES OF THE THAMES.

HE WAS BELOVED BY GOD AND MAN.

Slie pointed to a tombstone, the one upon wliich her heart had long

been fixed.
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"But who will pay for tlais?" inquired the stone-cutter.

The little widow put the money into his hand. The man looked at

her with astonishment, and involuntarily lifted his hat while he spoke.

" It is a very humble stone," she said, " and no one can think I have

taken a liberty in putting it up. I have worked and saved for it day

and night. I shall be able to see it every Sunday. You will put it up

at once, sir?"

" God bless the woman I" exclaimed the stone-cutter ;
" 1 would have

done it long ago if I had given it a thought. I loved Jabez ; and as to

your money, I '11 not touch it. You shall see the stone in its place next

Sunday."

Such a warm colour as came to the widow's cheeks—such brightness

as flashed from the widow's eyes 1 and how she trembled beneath her

threadbare drapery !

"You viust take the money," she said, firmly; "it inust be my doing.

Take the money, sir, or else I must go elsewhere ; only thank you for

your offer—j'ou meant it in kindness."

The following Sunday it was in its place, and the stone-cutter told the

story over and over again, interrupted occasionally by a guttural sort of

sound in his throat. The only one who did not appreciate this woman's

offering Avas the churchwarden, who stoutly contended that the poor had

no business with such fine feelings, and grew very red, and looked very

indignantly at the tombstone. Nevertheless, it excited a good deal of

interest; after evening service, even the little children retired from the

corner of the churchyard in which it is placed, knowing who had a

right to kneel there in solitude and silence.

Of Oxford Castle there remains only a solitary tower ; but the

mound, planted with evergreens, still rises at its northern side. As A\ill

be seen in our engraving (for the sketch we are indebted to IMr. Harvey,

of Oxford), the old mill and its dependant dwellings are in harmony with

the old walls with which they have been so long associated. The castle

was begun by llobert D'Oyly* in 1071, and finished in 1073, " to keep in

* There are several persons bearing- this name residing- in tlio north of Oxfordshire at the present

time, and reputed to Ije descendants of Itobert D'Oyly.
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order the neiglibouring parts, especially the city of Oxford, which gave

great affronts and proved troublesome to King William." It was

famous from that time to the Civil Wars, when it had lost much of its

strength and value ; afterwards it gradually became a ruin, which ranks

among the most interesting relics of the venerable city.

" Time's gradual touch

Has miiulilei-'d iuto beauty many a tower,

Which, when it frown'd with all it; liuttlcnicuts,

Was only terrible."

The old castle could tell many strange stories from its palmy days,

immediately following the Conquest, to the commencement of the present

century, when this tower was the jail of the county. Perhaps the most

OXFUUD CASTLE.

remarkable of its incidents is that which relates to the Empress Maud,

who, being besieged there by the army of King Stephen, contrived to

escape thence into Abingdon, The river was frozen over, and, accom-

panied by thi-ee trusty knights, all clad in ghostly white, she issued from
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its postern gate at dead midnight, and, crossing the ice, passed the sen-

tinels of the enemy unohserved.

There is Httle douht, however, that a castk% a residence of some

kind or other, existed at Oxford long prior to the Conqnest, and,

prohably, on the site which the castle now occupies, and also that it was

a royal dwelling, in which Offa, and Alfred and his sons resided ; indeed,

many Saxon remains have been from time to time discovered by digging

in the immediate neighbourhood, and it is clearly ascertained by ancient

records that a tower was standing in the time of King Ethelred.

We bring together, in the appended engraving, the Roach and Dace,

for, as all Thames anglers know, they are generally found together, and

caught with the same bait—the gentle. These fish supply the principal

sport of the angler during the summer months, the dace being more

abundant in June and July, and the roach in autumn ; biting most

freely, and being in best condition, in September and October. It is only

the skilful angler who can fill his basket with these fish, although they

abound in all parts of the Thames.

The Roach (Lenciscus riifihis) is found in nearly all English rivers,

preferring, however, those which are comparatively slow ; and living

freely in lakes, ponds, and pools, where the water has no egress.

According to Yarrell, " the colour of the upper part of the head and

back is dusky green, with blue reflections, becoming lighter on the sides,

and passing into silvery white on the belly; the irides yellow, cheeks and

gill-covers silvery wliite ; dorsal and caudal fins }iale brown, tinged with

red
;
pectoral fins orange red ; ventral and anal fins bright red ; the scales

are rather large, marked with consecutive and radiating lines." The

roach is a handsome fish, and is known at once by his bright red colour,

and especially by the marked redness of the eye. It is frequently caught

of about six or eight inches in length, and weighing between half-a-pound

and a pound. It is not uncommon to catch four or five dozen of that

size as the result of a day's sport
;
particularly in the neighbourhood of

Marlovv, where perhaps the largest roach are found in greatest abundance,

especially during the autumn months, and when the water has been

somewdiat "coloured" by rain. It is rare to find a roach in the Thames
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weighing more than two pounds. Mr, Jesse speaks of one that ^Yeighed

three pounds ; we have ourselves caught one, but only one, that weighed

a pound and three quarters.

The Dace {Leuciscus vulgaris) is like the roach, gregarious-—roaming

and feeding in shoals ; it is found in all parts of the Thames ; it bears a

resemblance to the roach, except that its body is more taper and graceful,

the scales are much smaller, and its hue is silvery Avithout any admixture

of red. It prefers the more rapid to the quieter current ; and, although,

as we have stated, these fish are usually found together, the angler knows

by experience where the one will be found more abundantly than the

THE ROACU AND DACE.

other. The dace seldom measures more than six inches in length, and

rarely weighs more than half-a-pound ; but it is by no means uncomuion

for a skilful angler to kill twenty dozen of them in the course of a day.

The dace is frequently caught with the fly, for it will rise freely.

The usual mode of angling for roach and dace is, however, by
' bottom -fishing,"' in a depth of water about six feet. The angler

moors his punt in some well-known '•pitch," where the fish are known

to congregate ; it must be free from weed, and the current neither too

rapid nor too slo^'. He fishes with a very small hook, baited with a

single gentle, or it may be two gentles; his bait should lie as near the
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ground as it can be without actually touching it ; his bottom line is of

horse -hair, or, at all events, the lower portion of his line—not plaited,

but single ; and he soon finds that, if his strike is sharp and sudden, he

loses both hook and fish
;
good hair, however, will last a whole day, if

properly used, and be of sufficient strength to land a heavier fish than

any roach or dace in the Thames. Many anglers prefer to fish with fine

gut ; but no matter how fine it may be, it is never so efficacious as the

single hair : the gut will always '• magnify " in water, and usually raises

bubbles, so small as to be imperceptible to the human eye, but which the

fish see well enough to have warning of danger. The hair has not these

disadvantages. In using either, care is taken that the colour is of a

pale tint—as near as may be to the colour of the water. It is obvious

that the angler who fishes with hair must be more skilful and expe-

rienced than he who trusts to gut ; but we answer for it, that he who

iises the oue will be twice as successful as he who depends on the other.

" When you fish for roach or dace," as honest Izaak says, "you must

have a small hook, a quick eye, and a nimble liand." And let the fly-

fisher say what he will—and he does say a deal to lower the craft of the

bottom-fisher—the skill required to secure sport is at least equal to that

which is demanded by him who throws the mimic insect under a bough

across a river fifty feet wide. The ire of the fly-fisher, however, is

chiefly induced by a common practice of the bait-fisher, who, in order

to draw the fish to his vicinage, is continually throwing in ground-bait—

•

i. e. balls composed of bread and bran mixed up with clay, which, dis-

solving and separating, attract the fish to the source from whence food

has proceeded. It must be confessed that this practice does look

unseemly, and goes far to justify the sneers which the more ambitious

anglers of the Scotch and Irish lakes so frequently aim at the simple

joys of those who are content with si;ch pleasures as are supplied by the

venerable river which gladdens and glorifies the great capital of the

world.*

* Not very long ago, roach and dace were valuable cliiefly for their scales, Tvhich were used in the

manufacture of artificial pearls ; tills trade has, however, now altogether ceased. Neither of these fish

Is desirable for the table, although some persons profess to be foud of them, and they may be good

enough when nothing better is to be had.
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Leaving- to the left tlie rugged island, once the site of Osney, and

now covered Avith houses of a low grade, with rough gardens, inclosed

by dilapidated walls or broken palisades, and to the right the fertile

meadows around which winds the ancient bed of the river, we arrive at

Folly Bridge,* but must previously pass through a lock, the river here

having a fall of about three feet. At the extremity of the little island

we have described, was the famous tower with which for centuries was

associated the once dreaded, but now venerated, name of Friar Bacon,

"Friar Bacon's Study," which formerly stood on this bridge, "near

the end next the city," Avas taken down in the year 1779 ;
and the

prophecy thus failed, that

" when a man more learned

than he passed imder it the

tower would fall,"— hence

the old warning, when a youth

Avas sent to the University,

" Beware of walking near the

Friar's Tower I" It is tradi-

tionally narrated that to this

tower the great Roger Bacon,

one of the greatest luminaries

of the middle ages, used to

resort at night " to take the

altitude and distance of the

stars." Po})ular }»rojudice ac-

cused him of practising magic,

and, according to the legend,

be was cited to "Rome on this

cliargo by the general of his order (he was a Franciscan friar) ; but

having cleared himself, ho was sent back to England. The tower was

said to have been built in King Stephen's time, as " a Pharos or high

watch-tower for the defence of the city."

The 1iii(lj;p at 1

Soiitli Hriilgo;
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We have been passing for some time through the lower parts and the

outer side of Oxford ; for these picturesque houses and gardens tliat

skirt the bank of the river are it.s lanes and alleys. Into Oxford,

however, it is not our design to enter with a view to describe the city
;

to do so at all adequately is impost?ible within the space to which we

are limited. The visitor will readily lay his hand on one of the many

books in which it is illustrated largely and described fully.

We will only, therefore, ask the reader to " step" Avith us into Oxford

before we rejoin the river, and resume our voyage between its banks."^'

Its antiquity (according to legendary lore) is as remote as that of any

existing EngHsh city. The earlier chroniclers, in the absence of fact,

had recourse to fiction ; and finding the early history of the city

* The distance from Lomlm to Oxford by water is understood to be UC J miles ; by land it is 52.

The Oarsman's Guide" calculates the water distance at 115^ miles.
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depended on tradition only, gave these traditions a lasting form in

monkish history. Of these the most amusing, but the most fanciful,

is the work of Geoffrey of Monmouth, an ecclesiastic who lived in the

twelfth century, and whoso industry and credulity were both equally

remarkable. He declares Oxford to have been originally built one

thousand and nine years before Christ, by Memphric, King of the

Britons, when it was called Caer-Memphricii, or as some write it,

Memphritii, "upon the ryver Temes," and therefore "deserves to be

reckoned not only amongst the first and most antient cities of Britain,

but of all Europe and of the world." More correct chroniclers come

to our aid, and we know from authentic history that the Saxons

" much affected this city with hurt," It was burnt by the Danes, and

suffered in a hundred ways during the wars and civil contests that

followed—from the Conquest to the struggles of Charles I. and his

parliament.

At the Conquest the citizens numbered twelve hundred. It is stated

in Domesday Book that in Oxeneford " are two hundred and forty -three

houses, as well within as without the wall, that pay or yield geld ; and

five hundred and twenty-two more, at least, which are so wasted and

destroyed that they caimot pay geld." *

Commentators differ, without any reason, as to the derivation of the

name. There can be no doubt that Oxenford, by which it was called

in early time, means neither more nor less than a ford for oxen ; much

useless controversy has been expended on this point, Avhich might, it

would seem, be at once determined by common sense : Domesday, the

old Saxon chronicles, and the city seals,f confirm the Ford. It was

called Oxford probably from the king's oxen being driven thither (for

* Domesday Book is the most impovtant and valuable monument of its kind possessed by any

nation. It was compiled under the direction of William the Conqueror, and in accordance with the

resolution passed at the council held in Gloucester, a.d. 1085. It contains a survey of all England, and

minutely specifies the extent of lands in every county, and who they are held by. It .also t'ives (lie

various tenures under which they arc held, and notes whether they arc meadow, pasture, or woody dis-

tricts. In some instances it gives the number of persons living on them, and notes if they be bund or

free. To the historian and topographer this work is inv:iIiial.ilo ; and it aids us in the darker times of

Saxon rule, by incidentally narraUng its grants.

t The old city seal represents an ox crossing a ford.
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it was a royal demesne under the care of a bailiff) from the royal forests,

in the summer, to pasture on the luxuriant grasses of the meadows,

which were flooded and inaccessible to them in winter. In the time

of Harold the walls were so ruinous that the rents of several houses

Avere allotted for their repair. It is certain that it was a walled town

in the time of the Confessor : King Alfred is stated, on very suspicious

authority, to have set his halls infra muros Oxonur; and it is said that

long previously the city had both walls and gates. Of these walls

there are several interesting remains, the best preserved being in the

gardens of New College. The Mayor and Aldermen, accompanied by

the city officers, and preceded by the beautiful silver-gilt mace of

Charles II., have an annual ceremony of going in procession to trace

these walls, and demanding the right of entry into any garden or house

that occupies the site of any portion of them. This perambulation still

bears the title of " the reparation view," and was doubtless instituted

for the purjiose of seeing that the walls were kept in good repair. It

forms, at the present time, an interesting memorial of the boundaries

of the " old citie within the walles." The moat and trenches may be

still accurately traced,* and are generally clothed with ivy

—

" To gild destruction witli a smile,

And beauUt'y decay."

It is to the University, however, that Oxford mainly owes its fame

;

for centuries it has been

—

" Tliat faire citle, wliereiu malic abode

So many learned impcs, that slioote abrode,

And with tlieir brandies siireade all Brittany."

Walking through its lanes, and courts, and streets, and reminded at

every turn of the sacredness of its history, associated with so much that

is great and good—of learning, piety, patriotism, and true courage

—

the enthusiast is almost tempted to cast his shoes from off his feet, for

* Tlie Corporation claim a riglit to refreshment at certain places on the route,—commencing with

crawfish and sops in ale at the starting-point, a house in St, Aldate Street, and ending with " Canary
wine " at the lodgings of the President^f Corpus.
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the ground on wliicli he treads is holy : \Yhile it is impossible for the

mind least instructed or inspired to withhold homage, or to avoid

exclaiming with the poet

—

" Ye spires of O.xlord I d(jmes and towers I

Gardens and groves I Your presence overpowers

The soberness of reason."

The High Street, from the bridge which crosses the Cherwell—the

Botanic Gardens on the left, and the fair and honoured college,

Magdalen, on the right—to the Carfax Church, at its extremity, is said

to be the most beautiful street in Europe ; and, surely, with truth, for

the very inequalities of the later-built houses aid the picturesque
;

while, on either side, are the interesting and time-honoured structures

—

University College, Queen's College, All Souls' College, and the richly

-

adorned Church of St. Mary ; down narrow alleys glimpses are caught,

at brief intervals, of New College, St. Peter's Church, St. Mary's Hall,

Oriel College, of Corpus, also, and Brazen Nose, the Badcliffe and

Bodleian Libraries, " the Schools," Lincoln College, and the great

college, Christ Church, in St. Aldate's.

The most important and the most interesting of the "new" buildings

at Oxford is the Museum ; the necessity of such an addition to the city,

and especially to the University, had long been felt—the want was

increasing from year to year ; the valuable geological collection of

Dr. Bucldand, and the entomological collection of Mr. Hope, were

acquisitions that imperatively demanded some fitting accommodation.

The work was therefore commenced ; and it was thought desirable to

introduce a novelty in architecture. It was determined that, as Oxford

is a "Gothic" city, the new building ought to be Gothic, and yet the

new style introduced by the Crystal Palace was to be taken advantage

of. This has been successfully accomplished by the shell of the building

—built in a square—being " English Gothic," while the inner court is

glazed over, and converted into a museum. The corridor which runs

round this square has the columns made of various English granites,

syenites, and other stones likely to be useful in building ; and it is to be

ornamented likewise by statues of men distinguished in 2)liysical science.
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five of wliicli have been contributed by Her Majesty. Most probably

tlie books from tbe Radcliffe Library connected with the physical sciences

will be transferred to the ncAv building, so that there will be accumulated

an almost unique collection of books on these subjects in close proximity

to the objects which they describe and illustrate.

Without dating the commencement of learning in Oxford so far back

as did Geoffrey of Monmouth—a thousand years before the commence-

ment of the Christian era—it is asserted that in the ninth century it had

become the fountain whence issued many learned clerks, and that among

the earliest to endow it was the king j"^^' excellence—King Alfred,*

" whose memory shall be always sweeter than honey." The erection of

colleges, or houses set apart for students, and for their special accommo-

dation, did not, however, commence until the middle of the thirteenth

century—students having been previously lodged in various houses of

the town. Merton College, Balliol College, and University College,

were founded about the same time, between the years 12G4 and 1300;

I-lxeter College, Oriel College, Queen's College, and New College,

between loll and loSG; Lincoln College, All Souls' College, and

Magdalen College, between the years 1130 and IIGO ; Brazen Nose

College, Corpus Christi College, and Christ Church, between the years

1507 and 1532; St. John's College, Trinity College, Jesus' College,

and "Wadham College, between the years 1555 and IGIO; Pembroke

College in 1G20 ; and Worcester College in 1711. There are thus in

Oxford nineteen Colleges, and five "Halls," which differ from the

colleges only in some unessential forms and privileges. These halls are

» The curious little silver penny here engravcil, from the rare original in the Bodleian Library, was

coined by King Alfred in the city of Oxford. The
letters exhibit all that irregularity which cha-

racterizes the early Saxon coinage of England,

many of them being upside down, while the O
looks more like an ornament than a letter. On
one side is the king's name, ALFRED, and

above and below it the name of the town, spelt

ORSNAFORDA. The other side contains the

name of the " moneyer," or person who struck

the coin.
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St. Alban, St. Edmund, St. Mary, New Inn Hall, and Magdalen

Hall*

The Bodleian Library owes its fonndatlon to the munificence of Sir

Thomas Bodley, by whom it was commenced at the close of the six-

teenth century ; it has been increased by the gifts and bequests of

many other benefactors, and also by annual grants of the University.

But its principal augmentation Avas by an act of parliament, which

ordains that a copy of every new book shall be contributed by the

publisher. The library was first opened to the pubhc on the 8th of

November, 1G02. Its management is creditable to the liberality of the

University; it is freely opened to all applicants who desire its use,

and are properly introduced ; and it has thus been made available to

men of letters, not only of England, but of all other countries.

f

* " The University is a corporate body, ' styled and to be styled by none otlier name tlian the

Cliancellor, Masters, and Scliolai's of the University of Osford.' It is not, as is often supposed, a mere

collection of colleges, nor do the colleges form part of the corporation, though its existence may be

said to depend on a union of them. The business of the University is carried on in the two houses of

Congregation and Convocation, which are made up of members of tlie University who have obtained

the degree of M.A. The duty of the upper house, or Congregation, is principally to pass graces and

dispensations, and grant degrees. The power of Convocation reaches to all the affairs of the Univer-

sity, though it can only entertain questions sent to it from the Hebdomadal Council, elected by Convo

cation, and so named from their meetings being held weekly ; and its power is limited with regard to

matters regarding tlie statutes of the University. Yet, wliile these houses are entrusted with such

authority, their measures are subject to an absolute veto by the chancellor or vice-chancellor singly,

and by the two proctors jointly. The chief officer of the University is the chancellor, who is elected

for life, and holds, nominally at least, high powers ; but, actually, these are delegated to the vice-

chancellor. According to Oxford etiquette the chancellor, al'tir liis installation, never enters the

University, except when he is called upon to receive or accompany any r.jyal visitants. The othce is

now an honorary one, and is always conferred upon some eminent nobleman who is already a member

of the University. The i-esident head of the University is the vice-chancellor, who is chosen in rota-

tion from the heads of houses, and holds his appointment for four consecutive years. He is the chief

executive officer of the University, and his position is one of much dignity as well as inipnrtaiR-c. His

immediate deputies are the two proctors, also officers of importance. The other UiiiMM-siiy i, Hirers are

the professors, and such as are required for carrying out its educaticjnal purposes, willi tlmse necessary

for the enforcement of discipline, and the management of its pecuniary concerns. The chief distinction

in tlie members of the University is into those ' on the foundation,' and those ' not on the foundation ;'

the former consisting of the hearts of houses, or persons liolding college fellowships or scholarships,

and receiving from them a certain Income ; those not on the foundation being, on the other hand, such

as maintain themselves, while at the University, wholly at their own expense. The distinctiim is

pointed out in the term applied officially to the two classes, the one being styled ' dependent,' the

other ' independent' members. There is no diflerence in their privileges. All students who matricu-

late at tlie University are required to belong to some college."

t Sir Thomas Bodley was born at Exeter, in 1544-5, and is, therefore, one of the "worthies of

Devon." While yet a child liis t;vmily removed to Geneva, to avoid the persecutions of Queen Mary's

reign; but on the accession of Elizabeth they returned to England and settled in London. The
youth, who was to be hereafter the illustrious benefactor of Oxford, studied much under the great
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The KadcHffe Libraiy was founded by the eminent physician, Dr.

Radcliife, about the middle of the eighteenth century.'^'

The lovers of Art have always a special treat at Oxford : the " Univer-

sity Galleries"—erected by C. E. Cockerell, E.A.—contain treasures of

rave interest and value—chiefly the drawings of Michael Angelo and

Raffaelle, collected by Sir Thomas Lawrence ; and the gift of the

widow of Sir Francis Chantrey of the busts and monumental figures

which were the original models of the accomplished sculptor.f This is

a new building—and by no means the only one by which modern

architecture preserves the supremacy of the city ; while, from time

to time, " restorations" are effected judiciously and liberally. Oxford to

the Future will, therefore, be as grand and beautiful as it has been

to the Past.

Of the once famous Beaumont Palace, built by Henry I., nothing

now remains ; its site, however, is indicated by a new street, to which

it gives a name. Of ancient structures—made venerable by time and

holy by uses—Oxford has, of course, many besides her colleges ; the

most interesting of these are the several parish churches, all of them

containing venerable relics of times long gone by. Two or three days

may be profitably spent in visiting these parish churches. The Church

of St. Peter's in the East " lays claim to a higher antiquity than that of

early reformers of the Continent; at the age of fourteen or fifteen he was admitted at Magdalen
College, becoming Master of Arts in 1566. In the meantime he was elected fellow of Merton College.

In 1569 he served the office of Minor Proctor. In maturer age he was employed by Queen Elizabeth

in various important offices at home and abroad. In 1597 he "set himself a task," says Camden,
" which would have suited the character of a crowned head." He died in liOndon, in 1612-13, in tlie

sixty-eighth year of his age, not having lived to see his great project entirely carried out, but having

seen " the whole design in a fair way to be fulfilled."

* Dr. John Kadcliffe was born at Wakefield, in Yorkshire, in 1050, and was admitted a member of

University College at the age of fifteen. Though by no means deficient in classical attainments, ho

" recommended himself more by ready wit and vivacity than by any extraordinary acquisitions in

learning." In 1682, lie took his doctor's degree in medicine, and in 1684 settled in London, in Bow
Street, Covent Gai-den. He acquired wealth rapidly. Several singular anecdotes are recorded of him :

when William III. consulted him, a short time before his death, he showed him his swelled legs and

ankles, and asked what he thought of them ; " Why," replied the physician, " I would not have your

majesty's two legs for your three kingdoms."

t " The Taylor Building," as it is generally styled, originated in a large bequest of Sir Robert

Taylor, in 1788, "for the erecting a proper edifice, and for establishing therein a foundation for the

teaching and improving the European languages." The legacy of Dr. Randolph was to the effect that

" a building should be erected for the reception of the Pomfret statues, belonging to the University of

Oxford." The two objects were combined in one edifice.
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almost any other ecclesiastical edifice in England:" that of St. Mary

the Virgin stands on the site of an ancient chapel of King Alfred ; it

contains a fine monument by Flaxman to the memory of Sir William

Jones. In St. Michael's Church may be observed " seven or eight dif-

ferent periods of construction, though nearly the whole of it is of con-

siderable antiquity," the tower being of the eleventh century. All

Saints' Church dates no longer ago than 1708, but it occupies the site

of one which flourished early in the twelfth century. Of St. Martin's, or

Carfax, Church, dedicated to the famous Bishop of Tours, the foundation

is of great antiquity—according to Anthony Wood, " beyond aU record ;"

the old tower remains, and is said to have been lowered by command ot

Edward III., " because upon the complaints of the scholars, the towns-

men would in time of combat with them retire there, as to their

castle, and from thence gall and annoy them with arrows and stones."

St. Peter le Baily was rebuilt in 1710, on the site of a church that is

"beyond the reach of any records," and which fell down in 172G, Of

St. Aldate's Church the foundation is very remote ; it is supposed to

have been British before the settlement of the Saxons or the Danes, the

saint whose name it bears being a Briton, who lived about 150. Speed

says it was founded or restored, probably rebuilt of stone, being pre-

viuusly of wood, in 1001. " The present fabric is composed of many

different styles and dates, but is on the whole a venerable structure,

deriving additional interest from the comparatively perfect state in

which it remains, and the satisfactory account that has been preserved

of most parts of the building." St. Ebbe's Church is dedicated to one of

the Saxon saints, Ebba, daughter of Ethelfred, King of Northumberland,

who died GSo. It was rebuilt ISU, the only remaining part of the old

building being the tower, which is of great antiquity, being built of

rubble, very massive, and having no staircase. St. Mary IMagdalen is

said to have been erected before the Norman Conquest : but of the

original church the only portion remaining at all perfect is a semi-

circular arch, Avith the zigzag mouldings which divided the nave from

the chancel. The Church of St. Giles is among the most interesting

churches of the city; its nave, chancel, aiul aisles are of fine architec-
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tural character. The Church of Holywell, that of St. Clement, and that

of St. Thomas, though less striking and important than those previously

referred to, have each their peculiar attractions, and, as will be readily

supposed, the visitor to these interesting churches will be recompensed

in many ways; they are crowded with "memorials," all of which

speak eloquently of the past, and are suggestive of thoughts in keeping

with the impressive solemnity of the venerable city. In several of the

streets, also, there are singular relics of old houses.

But, as we have stated, to convey anything like a reasonable idea of

the attractions of this great city would be to fill a volume of more than

"goodly size." For this reason, also—because it would be impossible

to do justice to the theme within limited space—we have given fewer

illustrations than usual to this part of our work. The establishment of

Messrs. J. H, and J. Parker will, however, supply all the information

the tourist can need, i;pon every subject concerning M'hich he will

require knowledge.

We have but named the several colleges and public structures which

have made, and make Oxford famous throughout the world ; and give to

it importance next to London, and interest second only to that of regal

"Windsor :

—

" Leaving: us heirs to amplest Iieritages

Of all the best thoughts of the greatest sages,

And giving tongues unto the silent dead."

The visitor who goes through and about them will have days of enjoy-

ment, not alone because of " old renown," and the memories associated

with every step he treads, but as the great intellectual hereafter of the

nation. The names that w^ill occur to him are those of England's

loftiest worthies : here, apart "from the bustle of resort," they girded on

their armour to battle against ignorance, superstition, infidelity ; here,

great men of the past, who best " pcnn'd or uttered wisdom"

—

" Their spirits, troubled with tumaUuous hope,

Toil'd with futurity"—

drank deep of that holy fountain which gave them strength for life.

Here the aristocracy have their full share of glory ; but here the people

p
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have just right to i^ride ;—for high among the highest of their country's

benefactors are, and ever have been, those who " achieved greatness
"

imaided and alone.* Rare delight, and ample food for thought, will he

obtain who wanders through the streets—where Wolsey walked in

triumph, and Shakspere housed in obscurity ; where Laud and Wesley

taught ; where liberty inspired Hampden ; Avhere Wicliff planned for .his

country freedom of conscience, achieved and kept; where was the chief

battle-field of that great contest which threw from England an intolerable

burthen ; whence the Reformation spread its light ; and where perished

the great three, who, by their deaths, " lit such a candle in England as,

by God's grace, hath never since been put out,"

Here have gathered, fraternized, or fought, great men—from the ago

of Alfred to the reign of Victoria : men hostile in politics, opposed in

religion, often zealous over much, but earnest, faithful, and unflinching
;

however separated by opinion, all labouring in the great cause of human

progress—differing only as " one star differeth from another star in

glory "__

" their names
In Fame's eternal volume live for aye.'

"

But chiefly the visitor will pause and ponder beside the iron cross which,

in the middle of a causeway, marks the spot where bigotry consumed

three prelates—Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley; and he will thence make

pilgrimage to the " ]\Iartyrs' INIemorial," which a grateful posterity raised

as a perpetual reminder that by their heroic deaths they gave vigorous

life to that purer faith, which, far above all other things—kings, princi-

palities, and powers—makes England a land of liberty.f The " Martyrs'

* As old Fuller quaintly says, " It is not tlio least part of Oxford's happiness that a moiety of her
founders were prelates wlio had an experimental knowledge of what belonged to the necessities and
conveniences of scliolars, and tlierefore liave accommodated tliem accordingly; jirincipally in pro-
viding them the patronage of many good benefices, whereby the fellows of those colleges are plentifully

maintained after their leaving the University."

t It has been ascertained that tlic burning took place a few yards from tlie spot indicated by (lie iron

cross in Broad Street. Mr. Parker, wliose numerous publications liave given to Oxford a renown akin
to that which it derives from its University, has instituted a close researcli into tlie facts connected witli

tliis deeply interesting subject, tlie result of which has been to demonstrate that the fire was lit imme-
diately opposite the gateway of Balliol College, over which at that time the master's lodgings were
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Memorial " Avas erected in 184:1, and stands in St. Giles'. It is the work

of Messrs, Scott and Moffat; the statues of "The Great Three" having

been sculptured by Weekes. It is a fine work of Art, and worthy of tlie

city. It was resolved that, as " a general idea," the plan of the " Eleanur

Crosses " should be followed ; and of the proffered designs, that of ^Messrs.

Scott and Moffat was selected. The first stone was laid on the lUth of

May-, 1811—" the third centenary from that same month in which the

whole Bible in English—and that Bible Cranmer's—was first authorized

and appointed to be frequented and used in every parish church in

England." The purpose of the erection was to "testify a grateful

admiration of the pious martyrs who preferred the endurance of a most

cruel death to a sacrifice of principle." The following is the inscription

on the memorial :

—

TO THE GLOUT OF GOD,

AND IN GRATEFUL COMMEMORATION OF HIS SERVAKTS,

THOMAS CRANMER,

KICHOLAS RIDLEY,

HUGH LATIMER,
PRELATES OF THE CHURCH OP ENGLAND,

WHO NEAR THIS SPOT

YIELDED THEIR BODIES TO BE BURNED,

BEARING -WITNESS

TO THE SACRED TRUTHS

WHICH THEY HAD AFFIRMED AND MAINTAINFU

AGAINST THE ERRORS OF THE CHURCH OF ROME,

AND REJOICISG

THAT TO THEM IT WAS GIVEN

NOT ONLY TO BELIEVE IN CHRIST,

BUT ALSO TO SUFFER FOR BIS SAKE,

THIS MONUMENT

WAS ERECTED BY PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION

IN THE YEAR OF OCR LORD

MDCCCXLI.

It is, indeed, impossible to exaggerate the claims to consideration of

stately and learned Oxford ; such is its solemn and impressive grandeur,

that even in walking its streets laiighter seems desecration, and haste

unnatural. Its very atmosphere is a lure to study ; the " mossy vest

of time" is everywhere instructive; the crumblings of its ancient

walls tempt to thoughtful repose : even the waters of the Thames

are calmer here than elsewhere ; while its many spires are closely,
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and in true glory, linked in happy association with the memorable

past :

—

" Amid th' august and never-dying light

Of constellated spirits, who have gained

A name in heaven by power of heavenly deeds."

In cloisters pale, in venerable halls, beneath stately porticoes, in silent

galleries, in sombre quadrangles, by solemn altars, in neatly-trimmed

gardens, in umbrageous M-alks,—the students think and work : its rare

libraries, enriched by the wisdom of ages ; its large assemblages of Art-

wonders ; its vast resources of science,— are their daily teachers. Lessons

still more valuable are taught by tombs and tablets in their chapel courts
;

by quaint windows, that let in " religious light ;" and by statues of pious

founders and canonized saints, still speaking from niches they have

occupied for centuries, giving emphasis to that memorable text, more

impressive here than elsewhere, commingling piety with loyalty—" Fear

God I Honour the king!" j\rove where we will in this fair and holy

city, we think and feel as of a higher and a better race than the world's

ordinary denizens ; while

" Tlio attentive mind,

By tills harmonious action on her powers,

Becomes herself harmonious."

We must resume our course ; and, making our way again to Folly

Bridge, bid adieu to the fair city, quoting, as we enter our boat, the quaint

and homely couplet of the old poet :—
" He that hath Oxford seen, for beauty, grace.

And healthinesse ne'er saw a better place."

Folly Bridge was anciently called Grand Pont. Its modern name

(modern, althougli dating back 200 years) is derived from the following

circumstance. The tower, which stood on the bridge, and had been so

long known as " Friar Bacon's Study," being much dilapidated, the city

leased it to a citizen named " Welcome," who rei)aired the lower part,

and added to it a story, which appears in our engraving. This was

called by the neighbours " Welcome's Folly ;
" and thus the bridge

acquired its new title of " Folly Bridge." The present bridge was built in

1825-7: the architect was Ebenezer Perry. The first erection of a bridge
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on this spot is " beyond all authentic record ;" but it is the opinion of our

best antiquaries that here a bridge existed so early as the Saxon times.

Vi'e are below Folly Bridge, having passed through the lock, -which,

as we have intimated, terminates the right branch of the river : there is

a fall here of about three feet. The bridge is seen in the annexed view.

A tavern, situate on a sort of quay, and a block of warehouses, sufti-

FOLLY ekid:;e.

ciently mark the locality, but the latter unfortunately interrupts the

passage into the street from the beautiful grounds of Christ Church.

Christ Church Meadow, with its embowered -'walks," has been famous

for ages ; it is the public promenade ; and necessarily here, or at the

quay alluded to, boats are always numerous, for this is almost the only

place in the vicinity in which there are conveniences for boating.

As will be supposed, the boats are of all sorts and sizes, from the huge

and elaborately decorated pleasure -barge, to the thin, light rowing boat,

that looks like a line upon the water. We must pause awhile to give

some description of these conveyances upon the great highway of the

Thames, for, from Oxford, the river is of value for passage and traffic.

The engraving exhibits two large boats, one of which (that nearest) was
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originally the barge of the Stationers' Company of London ;
* it was sold

some years ago to Exeter College Club ; the other belongs to the Oxford

University Boat Club, and was built expressly for them, from the design

of INIr. E. G. Bruton, a distinguished architect of the city. Both are of

costly workmanship, the latter being somewhat sombre in style when we

saw it, but now, as we learn, richly decorated with colour, and displaying

the armorial bearings of all the colleges : the former still flaunting in

STATE BARGES.

scarlet and gold, although age and use have somewhat tarnished its

brilliancy. These "vessels" serve as floating club-liouses, and are well

supplied with newspapers, periodicals, and writing materials, and have

dressing-rooms for members. They arc not calculated for making

voyages, and are rarely released from their moorings.

» Tliis Ijargc uscil rc-ularly to jirocccd as far as Lamliutli Palace on the !)(h of November, wlien the

Lord Mayor took the oatlis at Westminster, anil it was tlic custom for the Arclibishop to send out wine
and refreshments to tlie meml)crs of the Company within it. Tlie custom originated at the beginning
of the last century, when a relation of Archbishop Tcnison's, being the master of the Stationers" Coni-
]iany, tlioujrlit it would be an acceptable compliment to call at the palace in full state. The archbishop
sent out a pint of wine to each of the thirty.two gentlemen who came ; and so originated the annual
custom of calling there, and receiving sixteen bottles of wine from the palace—the Company returning

the civility by the presentation of the various AlnianaeUs thev publish.
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For smaller parties, of about twenty or tliirty, Oxford is abundantly

supplied with boats, such as that pictured in the accompanying en-

graving, and which are known by the name of " house-boats." The

interior is a spacious room ; while " the deck " affords opportunities

for viewing the scenery and enjoying the pleasant breezes of the river

—

being furnished with benches for the convenience of such as prefer the

THE HOUSE-BOAT.

open air, and having a light iron balustrade around. These boats are

leisurely towed up and down the river by horses, and are, in fact, largo

and broad barges, within which the "house" is constructed, with its

windows and gaily painted or gilded panels. Seats surround the interior,

and a table, generally bountifully spread, occupies the centre.

The traffic barges encountered in this locality are much narrower and

more "shapely" than those to be met lower down; necessarily so, to

pass through the locks * and weirs, and over parts where the stream is

* The old locks were mucli less navigable than those that have been constructed wilhin the last

thirty or forty years. In old times it was no uncommon

case to be compelled to drug the barge through one of

tliem, for which purpose a winch was used. These winches

are still found occasionally on the banks of the river, and

we thought it worth while to picture one of them. It is

of rude construction, with four hands, the rope rolling

round the centre as the boat progressed. We believe they

are now entirely disused, and are only found in the imme-

diate vicinage of deserted locks. They certainly add to the

picturesque of the scenery, especially as they are usually

found in quiet and retired nooks on the river's banks.
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shallow.'^' The "barge-walk," or towiug-path, is, as we have elsewhere

intimated, a path made by the tread of horses, sometimes at one side of

the river and sometimes at the other,f according as fewer obstructions

occur in the passage. The barges usually carry between thirty and

forty tons, and are generally navigated by two men and a boy, a man

on shore governing the horses ; two horses are usually employed to draw

the barge up the stream, while one suffices for the downward voyage.

These barges are usually gaily painted, with a variety of colour and

ornament ; beside the steersman is a little cabin, in which he sleeps or

cooks his food. The smoke of the fire is frequently seen ascending the

small iron funnel in the roof, and occasionally the wives of the bargemen

peep forth from the little room where they perform the duties of house-

wife ; in some instances linen may be seen hanging to dry, in return

boats, in the space occupied by luggage. The latter is generally pro-

tected by a canvas awning drawn over a pole along the boat. At sharp

turns in the river, the towing-rope is passed round a post, and the man

manages the rudder so that when the turn is making the rope is slipped,

and the boat pulled as] before. The Thames barge, such as we see it

near London, is very different : this we shall describe hereafter. The

tax paid by these barges in passing through a lock varies from Is. to

10s., and there are nearly fifty such tolls to pay from London to the

entrance of the Thames and Severn Canal, including the weirs, for which

Is. Cid. or 2s. each is charged.

At the termination of Christ Church ^Meadow occurs the junction of

the Cherwell and the Thames : the river so dear to Alma j\Later has its

* The largci- barges, sometimes carrying ninety tons, are still used in the district above Oxford,

altliont'h rarely, and are called "West-country barges ;" the next size arc called " trows," and averag-o

t^fty or sixty tons; and the least, called " worsers," are of thirty, or r.athcr less ; these small boats

were first introduced from the Oxford Canal. The antiquity of the West-country barges appears by
the following extract from "The Voyage of Mr. John Eldrod to Tripoli, <fec., in 15S3," in which he

says—" Having completed all our business at Hasora, I and my companion, William Shales, embarked
in company with seventy barks, all laden with merchaudi/.o, every bark having fourteen men to dr.ag

it up the river, like our West-country barges on the river Thames, and we were forty-four days in

going u]) against the stream to Dagdat." It also ai)pears, from the Thames Acts, that the navigation

upwards from Oxford had existed from time iuinicmoiial, notwitlistandiug the great ditriculties to bo

encountered.

t When the towing-path changes its side (fnr instance, Just this side of Abingdon, at the I'oplars), a

ferry-boat conveys the Imrsi'S to (he opposite sidi'.
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source in the Arbury Hills, near .Daventry, in Northamptonsliiro : it

enters Oxfurdshire near Claydon, flows past the town of Lanbury,

tlirough Islip and several other villages, runs its course of about forty

miles (but nowhere navigable), and on its arrival at Oxford surrounds an

island appertaining to Magdalen College (where it is crossed by a bridge

of great beauty), running beside " Addison's Walk," waters the banks

of the Botanic Garden, passing by the side of Christ Church Meadow

and its tree -embowered walks, and loses itself in the great river in

M^-

'"j\ m

whose company it journeys to the sea. Our noble old topographer,

Camden, takes the opportunity of this locality for an eloquent praise of

the city in his " Britannia." He says, ''' Where Cherwell is confluent with

Isis, and pleasant aits, or islets, lye dispersed by the sundry dissevering

of Avaters, there the most famous University of Oxford sheweth itself

aloft in a champion plaine. Oxford, I say, our most noble Athens, the

muses -seate, and one of England's stays—nay, the sun, the eye, and the

soul thereof, from whence religion, civility, and learning, are spread most

plenteously into all parts of the realm. A fair and goodly city, whether

a man respect the seemly beauty of private houses, or the stately

Q
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magnificence of public buildings, together ^Yith the wholesome site or

pleasant prospect thereof. ^Yhence it came to pass that of this situa-

tion it was (as writers record) in ancient times called BeUosituin" *

The current carries us gently to Iffley lock, distant about two miles

—

rich flat meadows on either side ; but the landscape receiving grace

and beauty from the hills of Shotover, Bagley Wood, and the slope on

which stands the fine and very venerable church. The voyager, how-

ever, will often look back, for gradually, as we remove from the city, the

view gains in interest; the lower houses disappear, while towers, and

domes, and spires of churches and colleges rise above the trees, standing

out in high relief, backed by the sky. Ifflev is justly considered " one

of the finest and most beautiful examples in England of an Anglo-Norman

parochial church." It consists of a nave and chancel divided by a tower,

forming, indeed, " an interesting school of ancient architecture," affording

a series of examples of almost every age and style, and being "accepted"

as high and ]»ure ••'authority" by church architects.

The date of its foundation is }irobably as far back as the reign of King

Stei)hcn, when it was ])uilt by tlie n:riid;s uf Kenilworth ; authentic

records ]tr(jve it to have been in existence at the end of the twelfth
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century ; it has endured with very little change from that far-uft' period

to this; and many of its elaborate and beautiful decorations, exterior as

well as interior, are now as perfect as they were when they left the hands

of the sculptor-artizan.

The churchyard contains an aged yew-tree— so aged that no stretch

of fancy is required to believe it w\as planted when the first stone of the

sacred structure was laid.--' The rectory is in admirable keeping with

the church, although of a much later date : also at the adjacent weir is

a venerable mill, the successor of that which flourished here so far back

as the time of the first Edward.

There are consequently few places on the banks of the Thames with

so many attractions for the tourist, and its value is enhanced by imme-

diate vicinage to Oxford. The river between Oxford and Iffley is very

deep, and there are dangerous eddies, where bathers have been sacrificed.

It is shallower towards Xuneham ; from whence it is much deeper in its

course to Abingdon.

Resuming our voyage, Ave pass through tSandford lock,—one of the

most picturesque of the many combinations of lock, weir, and mill,—and

keeping in view the mansion of Nuneham Courtenay, which crowns the

summit of the nearest hill, our boat is soon moored at the pretty landing-

place which the artist has pictured on the succeeding page.

The interest of these pretty and graceful cottages is enhanced by the

knowledge that they exist fur tlie comfort and convenience of pleasure-

seekers. Nuneham Courtenay has long been a famous resort of Oxiord

students and Oxford citizens ; and seldom does a summer-day go by

without a pleasant " loic-nic" upon one of its slopes, amid its umbrageous

woods, or within the graceful domicile, erected and furnished, literally,

for " public accommodation."

* It has been generally stated that yew-ti'ees were planted near churches to supply bow-staves i'ov

archers, at a time when archery was much practised, and enforced by law. But the custom is now

believed to be much older, and to be a relic of pag-anism ; these trees, being sacred to the dead from a

very early period, and therefore especially venerated by the Druids, were adopted by the Romans and

Saxons ; hence " the church was brought to the tree, and not the tree to the church," for the eminent

botanist, Decandolle, notes that the yews at Fountains and Crowhurst are 1200 years old, while that at

Fortingale, in Scotland, is believed to be 1400 years of age.
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There are few " homes " in England more ausiiicionsly located ; and

hap]iily it has ever been the wish of its successive lords to share, as

widely as possible, witb " their neighbours " the bounties which Nature

and Art have here associated to bestow upon " house and lands." Long
may the present estimable gentleman who OAvns the fair mansion and

beautiful demesne find imitators in his successors ! for the example of his

illustrious predecessors has been continued during his honourable life. It

is not too much to say that Mr. Harcourt and his lady * make annually

* Frances, Countess of Waldcgravc, tlie oliarming and acoomiilished danghtcr of the late John
Braham, Esq. Mr. Harcourt is the son of Uio late Archbishop of York, who su?ci'cdcd to tlio Harcourt
estates, and assumed the name of Harcourt—Vernon-IIarcourt—on failure of tlu male lino. At the

Domesday sui vey, Nuneham Courtcnay belonged to Richard de Curci ; it afterwards passed to the

Eiparys or Iledvcrs. Mary, youngest daughter of William de Redvers, Earl of Divon (surnamed
do VernoTi), married Robert de Comteuay, IJaron of Okenhampton, in Devon. Probably by this mar-
riage the manor of Nuneham passed into the family of Courtenay. The PoUards, of Devonshire, next
succeeded to the p issossion ; from thom it passed to Audlcy, of tlio Court of Wards, called "the rich

Audley." From him it passed to Robert Wright, Bishop of Lichfield, whose son, Calvert Wright, sold

It to Jolm Itobinson, merchant of London, in the time of Oliver Cromwell. From the Robinsons it

descended to David, Earl of Wemyss, who married Mary, daughter and co-heir of sir Jolm Kobinson,

Bart., of whom it was purchased, in tlie year 1710, by Simcui, first Lord Harcourt, Lord Hijh Chan-
cellor of ]':iiglaud. We have shown, in treating of Stanton Harcourt, that tlie seat of this ancient

family was changed at the pi'ri'.d of this purchase.
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tens of tliousands of persons liappy, and hence derive their own chief

happiness.

To describe the house and grounds of Xuueham Courtenay would

demand a volume, and to do so is foreign to our purpose. The former

is full of interesting portraits, with many line pictures by the great old

masters. The portraits are principally those of the personal friends of

the Chancellor Harcourt—the poets of his time, who were his frequent

guests and companions.

The house is, however, less conspicuous for architectural display than

for domestic rpiiet. It is upon the grounds that taste and wealth have

been expended : and they conrbine, in the happiest manner, beauty with

grandeur, "While Xature has been lavish of her bounties. Art has been

employed everywhere to give them due effect. Open glades, solitary

walks, graceful slopes, a spacious park, fruitful gardens—in short, all that

can attract and charm in English scenery is here gathered ; and it is

scarcely too much to say that the demesne—taken altogether—is unsur-

passed in England.*

From the heights there is an extensive view of the adjacent country

for many miles around. Oxford, with its domes and sj^ires, and the

venerable church of Iftley, the woods of Blenheim, the town of Abing-

don, the hills of Buckinghamshire, the green hill-downs of Berkshire,

the historic Chilterns,f Faringdon Hill, with its dark crown of trees,

which gives it the local name of "Faringdon Clump;" in short, on all

* In the grounds is a "new" church, built in a style semi-Greek, by no means agreeable or impres-
sive. The old church was taken down by Simon Lord Harcourt, and the present structure erected in

1764 after a design of his own, which was slightly corrected by Stuart. " It affords a memorable
instance of tlie taste of that age, of wliich it was the misfortune that those persons who wore
the most liberal and desirous to serve the church, and who, for their private virtues, were mist
worthy of praise, were precisely those who did the most mischief. The fault was that of the ago,
not of the individual."' Happily, in our own times, a far better and holier spirit prevails : our uosv

churches have generally all the advantages they can receive from Art, rightly directed and rightly

applied.

t These hills are a chalky range, which cross Buckinghamshire, and reach from Tring in Hertford-
shire to Henley in Cxfordshire. The district is crown land, and the steward is consequently an officer

under the crown ; but the position gives neither honour nor emolument, and is assigned to members of
Parliament who wish to vacate their seats. In this way the stewardship has been granted to several

members in one week; and the position is understood on all sides as a legal fiction, and one of tlio

curiosities of our old parliamentary system.
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sides are presented objects tlicat add value to tlie fair demesne, while the

winding Thames is ever present to refresh the eye that, withdrawn from

distance, seeks the beauty that U more immediately at hand.

CARFAX CONDCIT.

On one of the slopes that ascend dlrectlj- from the river stands the

ancient and far-famed "Carfax Coxouit," which formerly stood as

"a kind of central point" to the four principal streets of Oxford. Certain

alterations requiring its removal, it was, with " most perfect propriety,"
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presented to the Earl Harcourt. It was built, in 1610, by Otho

Nicholson,—a liberal and enteri^rising gentleman,— in order to supply

the city with pure water, brought from a hill above North Hinxsey ; and

although the conduit is removed the pipes still remain, and afford a

I^artial supply, likely to be superseded l>y the new City "Waterworks.

It is a square, decorated in accordance with the taste of the time

—mermaids, " holding combs and mirrors," and dragons, antelopes,

unicorns, being scattered about ; while the Empress Maud is introduced

riding an ox over a ford
— "in allusion to the name of the city." The

letters 0. N., the initials of the founder, are conspicuous ; while above

the centres of the four arches are the cardinal virtues— Justice,

Temperance, Fortitude, and Prudence.

It is, however, we repeat, from the spacious grounds of Xuneham that

the visitor will derive especial enjoyment :

—

•' Society is all too rude

To tills delicious solitude ;

Where all the flowers a:id trees do close

To weave the garland nf repose,"

—

so says one of the many tablets scattered lavishly about the parlc,

gardens, and walks ; they were written " fur the occasion,"' chiefly by

the poets Mason and Whitehead—poets famous in their day, and for a

day. The lines we quote, however, are borrowed from a loftier sjtirit—

Andrew ^larvel : ha]i})ily, as we have intimated, the sentiment is not

altogether adopted by the generous owner of these beauties, who

gives liberal ingress to all comers, to whom '"society" seems ever

welcome, when it comes on holiday from thought and toil, and who has

learned from a hundred brave and honourable ancestors, that the surest

way to be ha]q)y is to make others liajqiy.

The fine trees of Nuneham hang luxuriantly over the river—it is a

perfect wealth of foliage piled on the rising banks. Tliis scenery con-

tinues until we reach the modern railway bridge, when, on the right

bank of the stream, Eadley House is descried : another turn of the

river, past this demesne, and the spire of Abingdon comes in view.

Between Nuneham Courtenay and Abingdon the river winds so much.
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that when we reach this ancient town we are nearly opposite to Oxford,

distant about six miles.

About half a mile from Abingdon the Thames divides into two

parts, the eastern portion leaving the main stream at right angles, and

going to Culham Bridge, and the western going to Abingdon ; the

eastern part was the navigable stream from Oxford to London in the

time of James I., and the old lock is still remaining, but blocked

up. 'We have already quoted an extract from " The Chronicon

"

relating to the eastern part ; and the following, relating to the western,

occurs at the commencement of the volume. :

—
" IMons Abbendone ad

septeutrionalem plagam Tamese fluvii, ubi prtetermeat pontem Oxene-

fordis urbis situs est ; a quo monasterio non longe posito idem nomeu

inditum."

Abingdon is one of the most ancient towns of the kingdom ; it stands

near the junction of the little river Ocke (wliich rises in the Vale of

DISTANT VIEW OF ABINGDON CnUKCII.

White Horse)^'" with the Thames, and although now a place of small

importance, has played a conspicuous part in many of the most stirring

events of British history. A legendary tale thus describes its origin :

—

» This vale takes Us name from an enormous reiiresentation of a horse cut in the side of the challv

hills. This singular figure lias existeil there from time immemorial. It is rude in character; but,

inasmuch as that character is precisely similar to the figures of horses on ancient British coins, it is

believed to be equally ancient. It has long been the custom of the peasantry to clear it of weeds, and

generally to restore it, at certain seasons of the year.
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" At a time when the wretched pagan Hengist basely murdered -iGO

noblemen and barons at Stonhengest, or Stonehenge, Aben, a noble-

man's son, escaped into a wood, on the south side of Oxfordshire,

where, leading a most holy life, the inhabitants of the country flocking

to him to hear the word of God, built him a dwelling-house and a

chapel in honour of the Holy Virgin ; but he, disliking their resort,

stole away to Ireland, and from him the })lace where he dwelt is called

Abingdon.""' It is hardly necessary to state that this derivation is

incorrect, and that the name is purely Anglo-Saxon. We give the

legend as an example of the fanciful interpolations in early history by

the elder chroniclers.

The old hospital at Abingdon is founded on the site of the monastery

dedicated to the Holy Cross and St. Helena, by Cisa, sister of the king

of the West Saxons, in the seventh century : this religious founda-

tion having gone to decay, a hospital was erected in its place by a

rich merchant, in the reign of Henry V., named Geoffry Barbour ; in

the reign of Henry VIII. this and other charitable institutions in con-

nexion with the church were forfeited to the Crown ; and the Abbot of

Abingdon, being one of the first to acknowledge the king's supremacy,

was rewarded for such subserviency by the gift of the Manor of

Cumnor, and a pension of £200 a year for his life. Sir John jMasou,

in the reign of Edward VI., bestirred himself to restore the charity,

and in the year 1553 it was re -endowed, and named Christ's Hospital.

It then accommodated thirteen poor men and women ; the number is

now thirty -two.

The old almshouses partially surround the churchyard of Abingdon.

They are provided with a covered cloister, leading to each door. Our

engraving exhibits the central entrance, with the cupola above the

old hall. Over this gate are a series of old paintings, all allusive

to works of charity; and in the hall are many curious portraits of

benefactors, the principal being the youthful Edward VI. holding a

« " Abingdone " (says Lelaml in liis " Itinerary ") " stands on Uie right side of the Isis, and was of

very old time called Seukesham, since Abcndune."'
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charter with the great seal appended, by Avhich the hospital was

foi;nded. There is also a painting of the building of the bridges over

the Thames, which first gave Abingdon importance, as they occasioned

the high road from Gloucester to London to be turned through this

town. Burford Bridge was

near the town, and Culham

Bridge about half a mile to

the east of it. Before they

were erected, in 14:l(),the fords

here were very dangerous, and

the road turned to Wallingford

to avoid them. The merchant

Barbour, feeling the import-

ance of these bridges to the

town, gave one hundred marks

toward them ; and Leland

says three hundred men were

employed at once upon them

at the rate of a penny per

day ; which Hearne the an-

tiquary observes was " an ex-

traordinary price in these

times, when the best wheat

was sold for twelvepencc per rpiartor." Another curious picture of

a local antiquity is painted on the exterior wall of the hospital, opposite

the Thames : it is a view of the cross which formerly stood in the town,

and was destroyed by Waller's army in ^May, Id 14, in revenge for his

repulse at Newbridge.

Holy things are tlicso almshouses—holy and l)oautiful records of the

thoughtful royal heart of one who, young in years, seemed aged in

wisdom and goodness. We looked on theni with more than common

interest, having heard of them in our childhood; they hud been, indeed,

long associated \\ith one of the hapjiiest of our "memories." In very

earlv life we knew a kind and beautiful French woman, who, in her full

TUE ALMSHOUSES AT ABIXG
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soft voice—her French accent Ihigering round the vowels—tokl ns a

story of an inmate of one of those very cottages, which bound them by

romance, as well as reality, to our heart.

Now this is her story :—During the reign of terror in France, one of

the first lady-refugees who sought shelter in Loudon we shall call

Madame la Marquise de ITiordeau. She had contrived to bring over to

England a large sum in jewels and valuables as well as in money ; she

was neither old nor young, but handsome, and a widow. Madame la

jMarquiae Avas very proud, and very benevolent ; she was proud even

among the proud : she could not bear to abate one jot or tittle of her

state,—she exacted a deference of word and manner from all around

her, which acted as a perpetual restraint on her dearest and most

intimate friends. f>lie would have servants and liveries exactly as

she had them when resident in Paris ; and yet she was perpetually

receiving and relieving those less fortunate emigrants who had literally

nothing, and many of whom on their first arrival were found fainting

from hunger on the door-steps of our English homes.

Madame's hand never seemed Aveary of giving—it was outstretched

continually and liberally
;
people began to speculate as to what her

income really was ; for to live and act ea pruicc, as regarded personal

expenditure, and at the same time to relieve the needy numbers Avho

came to her for aid, required the produce of a golden mine. There

were one or two of Madame's intimate friends as stately, but not as

charitable,—and more wise than herself,—who remonstrated, and told

her that in time she would be obliged either to give up her domestic

exj^enditure, or to ''cease to do good." She told them somewhat hotly,

and with an increased elevation of her superb head, that she could not

forget the duty she owed her buried lord ; that Avhilc she bore his

honoured name, she must maintain its dignity ; and that as to giving,

she could never see her countrymen in want, and not share with them

the last crumb of bread she had in the world.

All her friends were thus discouraged from further counsel ; all save

one—a little earnest, honest banker (bankers in those days loere honest

and of good repute) ; he placed before her in black and white the state
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of her affairs, telling her plainly that if she did not give less, or expend

less, she would soon be ruined—be perfectly and entirely unable to do

either the one or the other. More than once, when she urged that it was

from respect to her husband's memory alone she maintained her state,

the straightforward man of business told her she was self-deceived, that

she herself delighted in the splendid show; that it was a source of intense

gratification to her; that if it were not so, she would soon change her plan;

that she imagined she was devoted to two duties, whereas it Avas simply

a fancy and a duty ; that if her love of her desolate and heart-broken

countrymen were sincere, she would sacrifice her pomp to a stronger

and more elevated feeling. Everybody wondered how the Englishman

had mustered sufficient courage to speak in such a way to Madame, and

still more wondered how or why she endured it—she, so haughty, so

resolved, yet so generous, so warm-hearted, so sympathising.

The cry was still, '' they come !

"—emigrants swarmed everywhere 1

Madame felt herself overwhelmed. There were the footman, the groom

of the chambers, the page—such a delicious imp I all embroidery, and

satin, and curls, and perfume—so different from the boots and broadcloth

of a modern " buttons,"—there were the companion and the hon pire,—
all that iMadame had enjoyed in her own land

—

except the income. She

was living, and causing others to live, upon her goods and chattels. The

banker entreated her to tli'uih. Now, Madame encouraged feehng more

than thinking ; but it became evident to her friends that frerpiently and

painfully thoughts would force themselves upon her. On one side was

the expenditure necessary, she honestly believed, to do honour to her

liusband's memory as long as she bore his name ;—and there were

her fellow- emigrants I It was observed that the banker called more

often upon IMadame, and that IMadame daily and hourly became more

thoughtful, lie was heartl more than once, as he descended the stairs,

muttering to himself, '"Noble woman I noble woman 1" MadameVywH?-

de fete was at hand: numerous presents were }>reparcd fur her, and

scores of emigrants whom she liad succoured made ready their little

gifts as tokens of their gratitude and love. On the eve of the day, both

the banker and the hon plrc spent many hours with IMadame, and when
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they left, slie desired to remain alone during tlie remainder of the

evening.

My friend remembered being taken by lier mother that very evening

to visit her beloved countrywoman ; she also remembered being sorely

disappointed at not seeing her—Madame was so lavish to her young

visitors of caresses and ho)i-hons. Her mother promised to take her the

next morning, that she might have the honour to present to Madame

a bouquet of pure white lilies. Betimes in the morning, my old friend

was up, hoping she might be the first to offer the lilies of France to her

mother's countrywoman. How beautiful they looked I how delicious

their perfume 1 how often her handsome nose was tipped with orange

from the farina of the flowers 1 and how often her mamma scolded her

in pure French and broken English, because she Avas stealing the fra-

grance from Madame's lilies ! It was a beautiful morning towards the

middle of June when they reached the corner of the street in which

Madame resided ; they saw a crowd on the pavement, and my friend

remembered that she burst into tears, because even the milk-girl had

brought a bouquet of lilies to INIadame !—every third or fourth hand

grasped a bunch of lilies ; but as they drew nearer, they saw that

dismay, astonishment, and disappointment were painted on every face I

Madame was gone 1 they should see her no more !—nobody would see

her any more I She was gone for ever ! She had left all she possessed

in the world—except the smallest possible sum, which some said she

would soon bury with herself in a convent—to be divided among

the emigrants according to the judgment of the banker and the lonpcre.

Poor lady I she could resign, but not diminish, her pomp. She re-

solved to gild her liusband.'s name even at the last with the refined gold

of charity ; and when she had no longer means to keep up state, and

minister to those who needed, she made her choice, leaving " all her

goods to feed the poor I" It made a great sensation at the time. Every-

thing was sold—turned into gold ; and the sum so realized was some-

thing fabulous—at all events, it saved hundreds from misery, and gave

them the happy feeling that one of their own people had done this I

My friend grew from a child into a girl, and was married, and, soon
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after the birtli of a daiigliter, went abroad witli her husband, Avho was

killed by an accident. She returned to England, and after the lapse of

five or six years married again. Her second wedding tour was taken

along the banks of the Thames,—there was so much she wanted to see

in her own country,—Hampton Court, and Richmond, and Kew, and

"Windsor, and Runnymede, and Oxford ; and King Edward's Almshouses

were more talked about, and visited, and sketched then than they are

now, for the continent at that time was closed against us. As they

drove up to Abingdon, a funeral was in the very act of passing a\Aay

from one of the dwellings ; but it was not like the "removal" of the poor

widow of an English tradesman. The coffin had neither name nor

ornament, but it was covered with black velvet. There were no pall-

bearers, but it was lifted into a hearse, and two very old gentlemen

—

old, feeble men, each tottering, yet each supporting the other—brought

a host of bewildering memories to my friend, for she could not tell

whence they came, or who they belonged to. The old gentlemen in

elaborate mourning cloaks, and scarfs, and hatbands, got into a mourn-

ing coach, and the hearse and its attendants disappeared among the

trees. The w indows of those usually calm almshouses were filled with

aged faces, and all Avore the expression of intense sorrow. Many were

weeping bitterly. An aged woman stood at the door from which the

coffin had been removed ; she was dressed in well-AVorn mourning, and

looked through floods of tears after the procession—so earnestly, that

my friend asked if the departed was to be buried in the churchyard.

" Xo," she sobbed; "and that's one of our griefs. Not one of us

who loved her so, and to whom ^he was as an angel, shall ever see a

blade of grass, or a bud or blossonij on her grave : it would have been

some consolation to know that her dust would mingle with ours, and

that we should rise together : but she's gone as she came."

A few more words, and the good dame invited the strangers into the

house. From nothing, poor soul, could she derive consolation except

sympathy : and my friend's tears and smiles ever flowed or beamed with

those who wejit and those who smiled.

"There's no harm in tullin^- the truth now," said the woman ; "'and,
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indeed, I hope to see it on a tablet in the church some day ; thank God,

it's a beautiful truth to tell:—and though she toas a Papist, there's no

living soul more sorry for her this blessed day than our own parson.

Poor dear lady I she would never go inside our church during service,

but every summer Sunday, when the sun shone, and the dew was not

heavy on the grass, I used to cany a high chair, and place it under the

shadow of the ivy, close to the window that's nearest the pulpit, and she

would throw her fair white shawl over her snowy cap, and making a

trumpet of her hand so,—for latterly she became deaf,— sit with it to her

ear ; and not a word that passed from our good parson's lips escaped her."

"You call her a lady—and she was a Roman Catholic, I suppose?"

observed my friend; "how was that?—This foundation is for the Pro-

testant widows of decayed tradesmen."

" I am a Protestant widow," replied the woman, " and Madame lived

chiefly with me. Mr. Gresham, the banker, who knew me and mine all

our lives, got me the presentation, and here I have been more than

twenty-eight years. One of those gentleman was iMr. Gresham, the

other is a M. ]\Iercier, her clergi/—

'

" And her name," exclaimed my friend, " was Piiordeau ?"

"I did not tell you—how did you know?" inquired the astonished

woman.

The long past was soon explained ; and then the woman tuld how that,

finding she could not continue to keep up her state and exercise her

benevolence, and not having sufficient courage to brave the appearance

of changed fortunes, she sacrificed herself and gave up all she possessed,

except the pittance we have mentioned, to relieve the distresses of her

countrymen.

" Mr. Gresham, who managed all her affairs," continued our informant,

"told me that a worthy person (he did not say lady) wished for country

air and quiet, and would live with me for a month or two, until arrange-

ments could bo made to enable her to go into a convent. When she

came—I know what ladies are, and could see she was no 'person'—

I

loved to tend her, and it was wonderful how, after a week or two, her

heart opened, so that everything got into it—children and old people.
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flowers (how she did love them, especially violets and lilies), birds,

animals. She would have nothing to do with the gentry, except that

she wished me to sell those beautiful artificial flowers and embroideries

she used to make ; and as fast as the money came (and the gentry would

give any price she pleased to ask) it went among the poor. If her purse

was empty, her spirits sank directly ; if it was full, no bird on a bush

was ever happier. I heard nothing of the convent, though the gentleman

she called her hon pere used to come and see her every two or three

months. After having been here five or six years, she permitted our

parson to call on her, and, according to duty, I know, he offered to read

or pray with her ; and she told him haughtily she could do the one for

herself, and the hon pere attended to the other. Two or three years

elapsed before he saw her again, and then they got on kindly together

until the last. She never told any one who she was, or why she came

here ; she denied herself all earthly pomp and state, and all for charity.

God bless her I Oh I how she loved these walls; she loved this little

home, so mute and peaceful. She was as humble as a mole with the

poor, but, dear lady, if any of the gentry came about her, she would put

them away with a bend of her head, as if she was an empress. She

sacrificed her all to charity. She had a great idea, I think, of going-

back to her own land, and thought her estates would be returned; I do

not know ; and when this illness came on her, she would pray that she

might be permitted to see her country before she died. They will carry

her there, I know, though I think her spirit, if it is permitted, Avill often

wander about King Edward's Almshouses."

That is our old friend's story.

From Abingdon the Thames pursues its course with little to attract

the tourist until we arrive at the ferry of Clifton, over which hangs a

small hill, the summit of which is crowned by one of the most graceful

and beautiful modern churches in England.

Before Ave visit it, however, let us pause awhile to enjoy the calm

quiet of the scene; to examine the luxuriant water-plants, and listen to

the music that issues from every " bush and bosky dell," and not unfre-

quently from the borders of the stream on which we glide.
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The chorus of lively chirpings that greets our ear from the neighbour-

ing reed-beds, proceeds from those little aquatic songsters, the Sedge-

Avarbler {Salicaria phragmitcs), and the

Reed-warbler {Salicaria arundinacea), two /

birds closely related in appearance and

habits, and generally to be found in com-

pany in reedy spots by the water-side, utter-

ing their varied chant, the programme of

which comprises imitations of the notes of __
the swallow, lark, sparrow, and linnet, with

some original bits of their own. AVe append

a cut of the Reed -warbler—the larger bird

of the two, with its curiously constructed

and situated nest, suspended between three

or four reed-stems above the water, formed

of reeds and gi'ass, wound round and inter-

laced witli tlie supporting stems, and lined

witli a little wool, fine grass, and long liairs

;

it is made of considerable depth—a neces-

sar}^ provision for the safety of the eggs or young, when it is considered

that, from its suspended situation, their cradle is rocked b}' every

breeze, and in a high wind the slender reeds that support it bow almost

to the surface of the water : yet the mother bird has been seen to sit

steadily in her nest when it was swinging and dipping with the violence

of the wind-gusts, so as occasionally to be almost immersed in the

water. This elegant little warbler is of somewhat sombre colouring,

being brown above and buft" beneath, with white throat, and is one of

our summer visitants only,—remaining in tliis country from April to

September, when it seeks a warmer latitude,-—its insect food becoming

very scant as winter approaches. Those who row up or down the

Thames, or walk along its ever-pleasant banks, have, therefore, a source

of enjoyment which inland dells and woods do not afford, for the notes

of these birds, even if

THE HEED-WARBLER.

• Sounds inharmonious in tliemselves and liarsh,"

S
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give exceeding pleasure Avhen in keeping with the character of the

scene, and in harmony with those " gentler solitudes " which create

tranquil joy

—

" Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds,

Exhilarate the spirit, and restore

The tone of languid nature."

The common river Crayfish {Astacus fluviatilis), which abounds in

the Thames (and " its tributaries") for the greater part of the course, is

frequently brought to market as

an article of food, but is not held

in much esteem. In general ap-

pearance it greatly resembles a

small lobster, but on comparing

the two together considerable dif-

ference in structure will be ob-

served, the body of the crayfish

being flatter than that of the lob-

ster, and the claws being rougher,

THE cRAYiisD.
^^^^ ^f ^ (jig^jnct form. The colour

of this animal is a dull, dark, greenish grey, and its usual length about

three or four inches. The principal food of the crayfish consists of

aquatic shell -fish, the grubs of insects, and sometimes even of such small

fish as come within their reach. The following amusing and graphic

account of the habits of this species in confinement was communicated

by Mr. liall, a naturalist of Dublin, to Professor I'ell, from whose work

on " Ih'itish Crustacea" we quote it:
—"I once had a domesticated

crayfisli (Astarns Jirn-!at!J!»), wliich I ke]it in a glass pan, in water not

more than an inch and a half deep—previous experiments having shown

that in deeper water, probably for want of sufficient aeration, this animal

would not live long. By degrees my prisoner became very btiUk and

wlien I held my fingers at the edge of the vessel he assailed tlicm Avith

promiitncss and energy. About a year after \ had him I perceived, as

I thought, a second crayfish with him ;
on examination I found it to

be his old coat, which he had left in a mo.-^t ])crfect state. ls\\ friend

had now lost his heroism, and fiuttcred about in the greatest agitation.
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He was quite soft, and every time I entered tlie room, during tlie next

two days, he exhibited the wildest terror. On the third he appeared to

gain contidenee, and ventured to use his nippers, though with some

timidity, and he was not yet (|uite so hard as he had been. In about a

week, however, he became bokler than ever ; his weapons were sharper,

and he appeared stronger, and a nip from him was no joke. He lived

in all about two years, during which time his food was a very few

worms, at very uncertain times
;
perhaps he did not get fifty altogether.

I presume some person, presuming to poach in his pond, was pinched

by him, and plucked him forth, and so, falling, he came by his death."

During our visit to Oxford, a thoughtful friend furnished the breakfast-

table with the crayfish, which is there considered a luxury " in season"

—

the season being the autumn of the year. Although frequently eaten

on the Continent, it is but seldom used in England, even as the garnish-

ing of a dish. T^ike the lobster, it is dark

—

almost black— when alive, but becomes red

when boiled. In several parts of the river, and

especially in the neighbourhood of Binsey, above

Oxford, the fish is obtained in large quantities
;

these are caught in traps resembling the common

eel-traps, but much smaller ; they are formed of

common willow-wands, and are baited with animal

matter, or with dead fish.

We were gratified by finding in great profusion

near Abingdon that most elegant aquatic, the

Flowering Kush {Bntomus umhcllafus), clumps

of which were constantly occurring where the

water was shallow, either at the river-side, or in

spots where the ground approached the surface

in mid-stream. It is a lordly plant, with its

graceful stem rising from the water some three

or four feet, bearing on its head a crown ot

purple and white flowers—a " bunch" of consideroable size. The long

grassy leaves, which diverge in sweeping curves from its foot, add

KLOWERING RL'SU.
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greatly to its beauty. Those who have seen this charming pLant will

agree with the eulogiuni of quaint old Gerard, who, describing it in his

Herbal, saith :

—
" The Water Gladiole, or Grassie Rush, is of all others

the fairest and most pleasant to behold, and serveth very Avell for the

decking and trimming up of houses, because of tlie beautie and braverie

thereof."' It is by no means common to all the banks along the Thames.

^Ye voyaged many miles on several occasions, and sought for it in vain,

finding it in great luxuriance in the river Tame, between Dorchester and

the junction. It rescudjles, however, so nearly the common rush when

not in blossom, tliat the unscientific searcher might easily pass it by

without recognition.

It is singular that while so many efforts have been made to transfer

to (he greenhouse and garden the exotics—weeds— of foreign countries,

we have so much neglected the wild graces which await, at our own

doors, that removal for culture which expands and extends beauty.

I'^ven in the miniature lakes which so often refresh an

" elegant demesne," or in the pools that so frequently

act as drains to a lawn or plantation, and are made
' ornamental," that the eye may be gratified by con-

verting a blot into a grace, we too generally observe

that Nature is lel\ to plant as she pleases, while a

little aid brought to her from one of her rich stores of

fertility and beauty, might essentially add to its other

attractions.

The walls and woodwork of the old locks are beau-

tifully decorated with groujjs of graceful plants that

would altogether form choice studies for the Pre-

Ivapluielite painter. Perhaps the most elegant of these

is the Ivy-leafed Snapdragon {Liiiaria ci/mhalaria),

a pendent plant, with glossy, deep green, ivy -like

leaves, and quaintly formed flowers of violet colour,

with yellow throat. It appears this is not strictly an

iniligeiious plant, but that it was originally introduced from Italy into

our gardens, from which it has escai)ed and naturalised itself through

KI) SNAfDIiACON.
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the country, having now become as thoroughly English as any family

that came in at the Conquest. From Oxford to Teddington we are

continually meeting with the flowery festoons of this pretty plant,

wherever old stonework is found in proximity to the water : we may

suppose seeds of it have, in old times, escaped from some Oxford garden

washed by the Thames, and, having been carried downwards by the

stream, were deposited in convenient resting-places along the river's

course. This will account for the abundance of the plant on the line of

the Thames, while iu most other districts it is hardly ever met with.

It will be obvious that from these water-plants the designer of orna-

ment may obtain very valuable lessons ; it is indeed surprising that as

yet they have been but little resorted to for the purpose of the manu-

facturer, or of those artists to whom he gives special employment. He

will find witliin the range of any single mile on the upper Thames

a number of valuable suggestions, any one of which would be a

" fortunate thought,"—for it would have the value of novelty, inasmuch

as subjects to be obtained there have been hitherto made so little

available.

On the floating leaves of the water-plants, or among the moist herbage

of the river-side, we constantly find a curious little shell—the Amber-

shell (^Succinca amplilbia)—

i
tenanted by an odd -looking

little creature of amphibious

habits, who, though born in

the water, and passing much

of his existence there, has the

faculty of leaving that element

at pleasure, and wandering to

considerable distances from it

without injury : we observed it sometimes high up on tl

plants, quite removed from the water. The shel

A51BER-SUELL.

stems of

is very fragile and

transparent, of a clear amber tint, whence its name of " Amber-shell."

Many of the fresh-water shells, of which a great number of species

inhabit the Thames, are of elegant forms ; and the habits of the animals
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that occupy them render them extremely interesting objects fur the

aquarium, where their history may be studied to great advantage
;

moreover, a colk^ction of these shells would make a pretty addition to

the cabinet.

Before we reach the little church of Clifton Hampton, we pass the

village of Sutton Courtenay and Culham—the former with a modern,

the latter with an old church ; both are towered and embattled, and

have a picturesque effect. They are situated about two miles from

Abingdon, the river flowing the whole way through meadows of the

richest luxuriance, their banks covered with wild flowers. A mile

bejond this, the iad\\ay cios^Cb the ii\ti at the ^illa_;e of Ajqiktdid.

CLIFTO:* UAMI'TON CUUHCII, AND 1 ElUU'.

Xo }>art of England can display more secluded pastoral scenery than is

hei'c met with ; the utmost abundance seems to crown every orchard

and garden. The county is agreeably diversifled with wood and water;

the banks of the river rise to a considerable elevation, and upon their

summits many graves of the early IJoman and Saxon settlers have been

discovered. .Vt Long ^Yhittenham, close liy,—a quiet village embosomed

in trees,—some fine Anglo-Saxon jewels have been exlmmed."'-' The

* Tlie liill aljovc Long Whittciihaiu has oartlnvurks of an early Uhid ui.ou it, lifliuveii to be tlie woi-k

of tlic Uoiiiaiis. U U certain that these early conquerors of Hritaiii wei'e loeated here, iii.asniuch as
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scenery is purely pastoral, but is relieved by gently undulating hills.

Upon one of the boldest stands the new church of Clifton—for it is a

new church, although externally and internally the architect has followed

the best models of the best periods of church architecture : it occupies

the site of the ancient structure; indeed, the foundations, and some

portions of the walls, have been preserved. It is a most attractive and

graceful object seen from the river, and will bear the closest examina-

tion, for every part of it has been confided to the care of a competent

artist ; and all its ajipurtenances are s

as perfect as Art can make them.

The village, too, is neat, well-or-

dered, and evidently prosperous.

Over the whole district there is

evidence of wise and generous super-

intendence ; the clergyman is, we

believe, the scpiire, and it is obvious

that the temporal as well as the

spiritual wants of the district have a

generous and considerate minister.--'

A handsome lich-gate of carved

oak has been placed at the entrance

of the churchyard, adding much to the picturesque beauty of the scene.

From the tower of this church, raised as it is so much above the

surrounding scenery, we obtain a noble view of now distant Oxford
;

and here, especially, we are impelled to recall the lines of the poet

^^'arton :

—

' Ve fretted pinnacles, y /• iaues sublime,

Yo towers that wear th;' uossy vest of time;

l.lClI-GATp;, CLIFTON.

many anliquities, unmistakeably Roman, have been found in the immediate vicinity, and several of

tlieir burial-places discovered, from which vases, coins, &c., were obtained.

* " A small church, of mixed styles, beautifully situated on a cliff, at a bend of the river Thames.
It has been restored under the direction of Mr. Scott, the architect, in extremely good taste, by the

present patron, Mr. Henry Ilucks Gibbs, in pursuance of the wishes of his father, the late Mr. George

Henry Gibbs, with whom the design of restoring the church originated, and who left by will a con-

siderable sum for this object." ("Guide to the Architectural Antiiiuitics in the neighbourhood of

Oxford." Parker.)
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Ye massy piles of old munificence,

At once the pride of learning and defence
;

Ye cloisters pale, that, lengthening to the sight,

To contemplation step by step invite :

Ye high-arch'd walks, where oft the whispers clear

Of harps unseen have swept the poet's ear

;

Ye temples dim, where pious duty pays

Her holy hymns of ever-echoing praise

;

Lo ; your loved Isis, from the bord'ring vale.

With all a mother's fondness bids you hail .'

Hail : Oxford, hail :

"

After passing Clifton tlie hills to the right are somewhat bold in

character, and we see more distinctly the picturesque formation of the

Long Whittenham range : they are round, chalky hills, with clumps of

trees on their summits. We now pass by Little Whittenham Church,

embosomed in luxurious trees, and the fine, woody hills beside Day's

lock, where the river makes a circuit, passing, as usual, between

low and luxui'iant banks on either side, where the bay harvest is ever

abundant, Itut where the husbandman will rarely look for any other

crop, inasmuch as the land is covered with water in winter floods.""'

We approach Wallingford, but within a mile or two of this town the

voyager will pause at a narrow bridge, about twenty feet in length,

which crosses a poor and somewhat turgid stream. The tourist would

row by it unnoticed, as of " no account," but that he knows this to bo

the famous river Tame, and that here it joins the Thames—or, if the

fanciful will have it so, "the Isis;" this being the marriage-bed of the

two famous rivers, who licnce forward become one ; for from this spot,

according to the poet,

—

" Straigiit Tamisis stream,

Froud of the late addition to its name,
Flows briskly on, ambitious now to pay
A larger tribute to the sovereign sea."

Although most of the poets have described " Tame" as of the rougher.

* " Tradition has given to this place (Little Whittenham) an intellectual importance which heightens,

at least, if it does not transcend, its native beauties. Here an oak had long flourished—and hard was
his heart who suffered the axe to strike it—beneath whose shade Frior is said to have composed his

poem of ' Henry and Emma.' The poet has described this spot as the scene of his interesting story, and
such a tree might surely have been spared for the sake of its traditionary character, when the general

ravage was made, by its last possessor, on the sylvan beauties of the place." (Hoydell, 1794).
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and "Isis" as of tlie gentler sex, they are not all of one mind on this

subject. Camden celebrates the Tame as a female

—

" Now Tame had caught the wish'd-for social flame

In prospect, as she duwn the mountains came."

"With Drayton, Tame is the bridegroom

—

" As we have told how Tame holds on his even course,

Return we to report how Isis from her source

Comes tripping- with delight."

He calls her also
—

" the mother of great Thames." Pope, in allusion

to the Thames, makes reference to

—

" The famed autlmrs of his ancient name,

'J'iio winding Ims and the fruitfui Tliamy."

And Warton,

As the smootli surface of tlie dimpled flood

Tlie silver-sli)iper'd virgin ligiifly trod."

Spenser has this passage :

—

" Him before thee went, as best became
His ancient ^«)V'«<s, namely, the ancient Tliame

But mucli more aged was his wife than lie,

Tlie Ouse, whom men do Isis rightly name.'"

The Tame rises in the eastern part of the Chiltern Hills, in Buckingham-

shire, between the town of Aylesbury and the village of Querendon ; and

after winding through the golden vale of Aylesbury, enters the county

of Oxford, and soon refreshes the town to which it has given a name.

Hence its course is to the very ancient city of Dorchester, from whence

liy slow progress—and by no means " running to the embraces '" of the

fair Isis—it paces about two miles to join the Thames beneath the small

wooden bridge we have pictured ; its whole course, from its rise to its

fall, being about thirty -nine miles. Fancy may be permitted full scope

and free indulgence while 'Hhe voyager" passes underneath the plain

rustic bridge that marks the interesting locality. lie has visited the

scarcely perceptible source of the great river—already seen it fertilize

and enrich cities, towns, and villages ; but here he will naturally consider

in prospect the mighty gifts it presents to the world, between this com-

T
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paratively insignificant confluence of " two waters." and the illimitable

sea to which they are together hastening :

—

" Let fancy lead, from Trewsbury mead,

With hazel fringed, and copse-'n'ood deep ;

Where, scarcely seen, thi-ough brilliant green.

Thy infant waters softly creep.

To -where the wide-expanding Nore

Beholds thee, with tumultuous roar,

Conclude thy devious race;

And rush, with Medway's confluent wave.

To seek, where mightier billows rave,

Thy giant Sire's embrace."

The portion of land at the upper part of the Tame, near Dorchester,

is intrenched across to the Thames, and by this means the passages of

both rivers might be commanded. This ancient military work has been

attributed to the Eomans, and by some writers to the Ancient Britons.

The works consist of a dyke, into which the rivers might be turned, and

high embankments are on either side, which are now known as " Dyke

Hills." Dr. Plot conjectures that they may be part of the fortifications

still remaining at Long AYhittenham, to which we have already directed

nVKE HILLS, DOIiCHESTEU.

attention. They are similar in structure to the earthwork known as

Grimsdyke, nearer Wallingford ; the banks are twenty feet in length :

they illustrate, therefore, the early history of Britain,

A row up the Tame to visit Dorchester will be the duty of those who

have leisure, and desire to examine the several jioints of interest on or

near our great British river, lie will be am])ly re]iaid for a brief delay.

Although tlie " city" has fallen to the grade of a jiour village, the ]ioman
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ampliitlieatre is an earth -mound, and the cathedral half a ruin, histov}^

and tradition supply unquestionable proofs of its former magnificence

—

proofs which time has been unable altogether to obliterate. On its site

was a Roman station of large extent and ini})ortance ; and the place was

famous during the ages that immediately followed. But its high and

palmy state was in the seventh century, when Birinus, who was sent

from Rome to convert the West Saxons, here first preached to them the

Gospel of our Lord. The missionary had baptized Cynegil, the king
;

and at the ceremony Oswald, King of Northumberland, attended as

god-sib ; when the two sovereigns, according to Bede (who calls it

Civitas Dorcinia), gave the bishop this town for the foundation of an

episcopal see in honour of the occasion. The see was for a long period

of "gigantic dimensions," comprising the two large kiugdoms of the

West Saxons and Mercians. Twenty bishops here sate in " papal

grandeur ;" and, although seven bishopirics were afterwards " taken

out of it," tlie see continued to be the largest in England, until

about the year lOSG, when Remigius removed it to Lincoln. At the

Conquest, however, the town had dwindled ; it was " small and ill-

jieopled," although " the majesty of the church was great, cither by

the antiquity of the building, or the diligence of such as had lately

repaired it."

The old Abbey Church of Dorchester is remarkable for its extreme

length, and for some peculiar architectural features. It is now much

too large for the wants of the parish, and was, a few years ago,

allowed to fall into a lamentable state of decay, from which it has been

in a great degree rescued by a general subscription, under the auspices

of the Oxford Architectural Society. The portions of Norman archi-

tecture now remaining are striking in their solidity and beauty ;
but the

most remarkable feature in the church is the celebrated " Jesse window,'

which lights the north side of the chancel. At the base lies the figure

of Jesse, from whose body rises the tree of the Saviour's genealogy
;

its stem forms the great centre muUion, the branches from it crossing

the other mullions, and forming the intersecting tracery of the window

;

they are all richly sculptured with foliation, and a figure of one of the
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tribe of Jesse appears at each intersection. The statue of the Virgin

with the Saviour, which once crowned the whole, has been destroyed.

The sediha and piscina opposite this window are highly enriched,

and have a peculiarly brilliant effect from the insertion of painted glass

beneath the beautiful canopies that

shadow them. The other most

noticeable feature in the church is

the ancient font we here engrave.

The upper portion is Norman ; but

the shaft is much more recent, pro-

bably a Avork of the fifteenth cen-

tury. The bowl is circular, and

cxliibits figures of apostles seated

in eleven semicircular arches; above

and below them is a rich border of

foliage. The whole of this portion

of the font is of lead, and the rarity

of such early work in this material

makes this example precious in the

eye of the antirpiary. It is, more-

over, a curious Avork of Art, inasmuch

as it presents the peculiar features

which are strongly characteristic of

the Byzantine taste, foiinded on the decadence of the great Piomau

empire in the East. The richness of detail and abundance of decoration

visible in the Norman style may be referred to this influence on

European Art, On the whole, perhaps, there arc few localities of the

kingdom more interesting than those which surround Dorchester : it

should be visited by all tourists who traverse this i)art of the Thames.

From the junction to ^^'allingford the "united streams
'"

—

TUE FONT, DOUCUEST.;

With
And i

:iriil with equal
;

c they go,

iuulcfiiig'

soon pass under the bridge of Sliillingford, from whence the toi

walk some two or three miles to offer honnige at that shrine in t

ist may

i "rand
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old cliurcli of Ewelme, -whicli contains the dust of Sir Thomas Chaucer,

the poet's first-born son.

Shillingford is an antiquated viUage, ^Yith many large farm-houses of

red brick and tiniber, warndy thatched, and ^Yith an air of picturesque

comfort about them thoroughly characteristic of English rural life of

" the better sort." Indeed, this portion of the Thames is as completely

rural and unsophisticated as any part of England. The character of the

scenery changes completely at the bridge, and we see again the rich level

meadows, with the square tower of Bensington Church, and the quiet

village of farms and cottages beside it.* A mile further, and we reach

another lock, close to the town of Wallingford, which is nearly hidden

b}' the luxurious growth of trees in surrounding meadows.

Wallingford was famous in its day : the British, the IJomans, the

Saxons, and the Danes, had each and all their settlements there ; it was

a borough in the time of the Confessor, and had a mint before the Con-

quest."]" Traces of its ancient walls and castle may still be obtained by

the ]iatient searcher; the latter is described by old historians as "im-

pregnable," but " Time, the destroyer," has effectually removed all its

* " West of the church is a bank and trench, of a square form : the north side stiU retains some-

what of its original ajiiiearancc ; to the west and south they are readily traced, but to the cast it

requires a minute examination to discern them. Doctor Plot mentions an angle of King Otla's palace

near the church, which must have stood on this spot, where bones of men and horses, as well as old

spurs and military weapons, have been dug up. This, being a frontier town, often changed its masters

in the contests between the West Saxons and the Mercians. Offa, king of the latter, considering it to

be politically necessary to his government that his enemies should hold no place on that side of the

Thames, at length possessed himself of it, and finally united it to his own dominions." (Boydell, 1794.)

t We engrave here the silver penny struck at Wallingford by Ed\vard the Confessor. It is a type

of the utmost rarity, and is preserved with other scarce Saxon coins in the Bodleian Library. By com-

paring it with the Oxford coin of Alfred, whic

we have also engraved, the progressive improve- y^vlM/r^'^ /^^^'^
ment in the English mintage will be apparent— /Z.K^^^'^^^x /fi^\<'-

a neater and truer character prevails in those of

the Confessor, indicative of more peaceful times.

Indeed, the coinage of England tells in some de-

gree the history of the country. The rude monies

of the Heptarchy seem only fitted for barbaric

need ; and it is not until the amalgamation of the

Saxon kingdom under one sovereign that a great improvement takes place. The rude heads of ea.-ly

kings on our coins seem scarcely human; but tliis of Edward the Confessor exhibits truthful feature..

In the troublous times which succeeded the death of the Norman Conqueror, the national currency

lapsed into its old barbarism, and it was not till tlie era of Edward I. that it recovered itself. Wc must

refer to the Reading penny, engraved under our notice of that town, as an example, and to tlie uule

appended, for a continuation of these remarks.
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strength except a few indications, wliicli consist of rubble and stones.

In tlie time of Lelaud it was '' sore in mines, and for tlie most part

defaced." Camden described it as " environed -witli a double wall and a

double ditch ; the citadel standing in the middle on a high artificial

hill," It must have been of immense size and strength, and was perhaps,

as it was said to have been, '• impregnable" before

' Villanous saltiietiv had been cUiy

Out of the bowels of the harmless earth."

During the civil wars, when King Stephen and the Empress Maud

contended for England, the lady was here besieged by her enemy ; but

all assaults were vain, until famine came to the aid of the besiegers.

Iler son, afterwards Henry II., arrived at the seat of war just in time to

save his heroic mother ; but a conference took place on the river's bank.

when it Avas resolved that Stephen should possess the crown during his

life, and that Henry should succeed him. Of its " fourteen parish

churches " WalHngfbrd retains only three, one of which was " erected at

the sole expense of that eminent lawyer and learned judge, Sir William

iJlackstone." Notwithstanding its comparative decadence, however,

Wallingford has the aspect of a cheerful and thiiving town.*-' The

ajiproach to it is particularly pleasing—the plainer features of the jjlace

Camden mentions liis liaxiny frcq

iiicd a cun-;idc'rablc iiortiou of its an

tly visited

it grandeur

in his academic cliaractcr, ar.d tliat it tlien
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being happily liidden by a profusion of foliage on the noble trees that

line the banks of the stream.

Soon after passing under its bridge we reach the little Norman church

of Crowmarsh, and about a mile further, at a lock known as " Chamber

Hole," we observe Xewnham-]\[urrcll, with an old church on one side of

the river, and AYinterbrook on the other. A short distance below is

Mongewell, a fair mansion, with rich gardens, lawn, and plantations. A
small modern Gothic church is erected here. We soon reach Cholsey,

where an older church awaits the antiquarian tourist. At Little Stoke,

some distance onward, we are again met by a railway -bridge, and notice

the high chalk down rising above it. Passing the bridge, the church of

Moulsford appears embosomed in trees. Nearly opposite is Soiith Stoke,

and, a short distance further, at Cleeve Hill lock, we arrive in view of the

Streatly hills, at the foot of which are the twin villages of Streatly and

Goring—the former in Berkshire, the latter in Oxfordshire, joined by a

long and picturesque bridge, from Avhich a fine view is commanded of

the river, with its graceful v^'indings and its pretty ''aits" above and

below, and especially between the bridge and the lock, distant some half

a mile apart. These villages of course contain churches ; that of Goring,

however, is by far the most interesting; it stands close to the water-side,

and beside it are a graceful cottage and a busy mill.*

The church is of Norman foundation, but the tower only preserves the

peculiar features of that style. It is very massive in construction, with

round-headed windows, divided into two lights by a central pillar ; a

winding stair to the belfry is formed in a small round tower, appended

* Nearly a century has passed since the village of Goring was "famous" " on account of the vir-

tues "of a medicinal spring in its immediate vicinity: it was called " Spring-well," and was situated on

the margin of the Thames. It is iiarticuhirly mentioned by Dr. Plot (in the reign of Charles II.) as

celebrated for its etficacy in the cure of cutaneous disorders, and also for ulcers and sore eyes. Mucli

more recently, however, it was considered " a valuable specific;" for its then owner, Richard Lybbe,

Esq., published several advertisements, wherein he states " that other water had been substituted and

sold for that of Goring spring;" and he informs the public that, to prevent such deception, every bottle

or vessel hereafter filled with the genuine water shall be sealed with his arms, of which he gives a par-

ticular description ; and that the persons appointed by him to seal and deliver it shall demand nothing

for the water, but a penny a quart for attendance and impress of his arms. The value of Spring-well,

if it ever had any, has long ceased to be appreciated. The spring now gives its supply to the Thames

without fee or reward, and the " penny stamp" is a tradition of the past.
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to the north side of this square tower. The body of the church is much

more modern—a circumstance by no means uncommon in English eccle-

siastical architecture. It has been recently restored in very good taste
;

but ^Yhile it gratifies the ccclesiologist, it offers few antique features on

which the architectural student can dwell.

The houses at Goring are excellent examples of those " peasant

homes" which nowhere exist more happily than in our own favoured

isle. The cottages have tliat look of comfort so essentially English, and

their little gardens are trim and neat. Its opposite village has equal

claims to attention, and is more romantically situated on the hill-side.

The scenery is the most striking we have yet met in our downward

course.

Resuming oiir voyage, we leave to the right, on the slope of one of the

hills which now "accompany" us for several miles, the beautiful mansion

of Basildon. Hence, until we arrive at the villages of Pangbourne and

Whitchurch, the Thames assumes a new character—high hills, richly

clad in foliage, suspend over us on either side, now and then opening.
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occcisionally bare, and frequently fringing the banks of the stream with

the branches of the best varieties of British trees. The villages of Pang-

bourne and Whitchurch, like those of Streatly and Goring, are united by

a bridge, a little above which are the lock and weir ; the scenery all

about this neighbourhood is exceedingly interesting and beautiful—the

stream is broad, and the wood-crowned heights that arise on either side

add to the view that variety which is especially welcome after so much

that is tame and flat, with which the upper Thames so continually

supplies us. These low lands, however, have their value, not alone as

suggestive of fertility—they abound in the picturesque ; of such scenes

the poet has happily said

—

" Everywhere

Nature is lovely : on the mountain lieight,

Or whoi-p tlie embosom'd mountain glen displays

Secure sulilimity, or where around

The unduhited surface gently slopes

With mingled hill and valley ;—everywhere

Nature is lovely ; even in scenes like these,

Wliere not a hillock breaks the unvaried plain,

The eye may tind new charms that seeks deliyht."

The Thames at Pangbourue—above and below it— is, and has long been,

a favourite resort of the angler; its sides '"hereabouts" are fidl of water-

lilies, and those other aquatic plants which afford the fish shelter and

jirotection ; they are especially such as arc loved by the perch—and

perch-fishing in this vicinity is perhaps as good as it is upon any part of

the bountiful river. The Perch is '• one of the most beautiful of our

fresh-water fish, and when in good condition its colours are brilliant and

striking ;" according to Yarrell—from W'hom this passage is borrowed

—

" the upper part of the body is a rich greenish brown, passing into golden

yellowish white below ; the sides ornamented with from five to seven

dark transverse bands ; the irides golden yellow ; the fins brown, spotted

with black." The scales are rough, hard, and not easily detached ; as the

angler well knows, the fins are so sharp that those who handle them

must be careful of their touch. The fin of the perch is, indeed, a weapon

of defence, and is said to protect it against the assaults even of the jDike

;

certain it is that the perch will live and thrive in a pond or lake with

pike, while all its other denizens gradually vanish before the tax which

u
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the water-wolf perpetually levies. The perch has been emphatically

called " a bold fish :" he is unquestionably, as old Izaalc styles him,

"a bold biting fish." If one be caught another is pretty sure to follow;

and as they usually "march in troops," and are seldom scared by any

noise or bustle in the water, the angler, when he encounters a " school

"

of them, is likely to fill his basket before his prey discovers what he is

about. Again, to quote from Izaak Walton, " they are like the wicked

of the world, not afraid, though their fellows and companions perish in

their sight." The perch is fished for in the Thames usually with a

" paternoster ;" that is to say, a gut or hair line of about four feet long is

mounted on the ordinary running line, and this gut or hair lino contains

three hooks, mounted on pigs' bristles, placed at intervals a foot or

eighteen inches apart, so that different depths are attained. The usual

bait is the minnow, but the fish will eagerly take the brandling, or dew-

worm. The perch is not often taken in the Thames above a pound

weight, or above eight inches in length. They grow, however, to a

much larger size, frequently weighing four or five pounds, and occa-

sionally so large as eight or nine pounds. They breed rapidly : Yarrell

states that a perch of half a pound weight has been found to contain

280,000 ova. Like the pike, it is a fish of prey, and has great tenacity

of life; perch have been kept for twenty-four hours out of water

without peril to life. Next to the trout, the pike, and the eel, the perch

is perhaps the best fish for the table, its flesh being hard and sound.

The Gudgeon (Gohio flnviafllis) is commonly found where the perch

luxuriates; although associates, however, they arc by no means friends—
on the contrary, the one is the prey of the other. The gudgeon abounds

in the Thames, and to catch them is a favourite sport of the angler—and

a pleasant sport it undoubtedly is, inasmuch as it is usually pursued in

hot weather, when there is little disposition to exertion, and repose,

amounting to indolence, becomes pleasure for a season. It is in this

pursuit especially " the punt " is used, and it is frequent in June and

July to see one of these boats moored in the centre of the river, con-

taining three and sometimes four persons, lazily hooking tlie fish and

1 (ringing it to the boat's side, when the fisherman removes it from the
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Look, sees that the bait is in order, and pLaees it again in the water, to

be almost immediately drawn up again for a like operation.

Gudgeons swim in shoals, are always greedy biters, and a very small

degree of skill is therefore requisite to catch them ; it is the amusement

of ladies and boys more frequently than of men ; for the fish is sure to

hook himself, and little more is required of the angler than to put the

bait down and draw it up again as soon as he sees his light float under

water. Consequently, " jokes " concerning this easy sort of fishing arc

very abundant, and it must be confessed they are not unmerited ;
for

neither skill, labour, nor activity arc reipiisite to catch some ten or fifteen

dozen of this tiny fish by a single hook in a day ; and a boat such as we

describe may be pretty sure to contain thirty or forty dozen when a late

dinner-bell calls a party home on a summer evening.

^^ .^

PERCH AND GUDGEON.

But let nut those who can enjoy no pleasure that is not derived

from toil despise the pleasure that is simple and obtained easily. The

gudgeon fisher usually seeks a holiday, a quittance from labour, a repose

from thought; "his idle time" is, therefore, never "idly spent;" but his

amusement is derived from other sources besides those supplied by his

rod and line ; he moves about from place to place—from " pitch " to

" pitch :" the hot sun is rendered not only innocuous, but agreeable, when
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a gentle breeze passes along the river to cool his Lrow—look where he

will his eye encounters some object of natural beauty, and his ear is

regaled by the songs of birds along the banks, and the lark ever rising

above some adjacent meadow. Tie has leisure to enjoy all this and much
more—musing and not thinking—reclining rather than sitting—because

neither the exercise of skill, neither mcntnl nor bodily exertion, are

requisite to secure sport.

For those to whom a full and heavy basket is but a secondary con-

sideration, who covet the many other true enjoyments which a day on

the Thames affords, there is, after all, no "pleasure" more truly pleasure

than that which may be obtained by the gudgeon-fisher from morn till

eve of a bright day in summer.

The gudgeon is invariably fished for with a small hook, baited with a

small red worm, or a blood-worm, usually in water about three feet deep,

and as close as may be to the bottom ; the fisherman always selecting a

gravelly bottom, which, every now and tlien, lie " scrapes " with a large

iron rake, part of liis boat's furniture. The object of the raking is to

draw the fish together : they feed on the aquatic insects, and their larVcT,

the ova, iScc, which the rake thus frees from the gravel ; of course, they

seize greedily on the more tempting morsel which conceals the f^ital hook.

It is not uncommon to catch nine or ten dozen in one " jiitch," and, fre-

quently, half-a-dozen will be taken without losing or changing a bait.

The Thames gudgeon seldom exceeds six inches in length, the ordi-

nary size being four inches. The lower jaw is broad, the mouth wide,

with a barbul at the angle on each side ; the tail deeply forked ; the

scales of the body moderate in size ; the colour of the upjter part of the

head, back, and sides oli\e-bro\vn, spotted with black; irides orange

re<l, pupil large and dark, gill-covers greenish white ; all the under

surface of the body white; pectoral, ventral, and anal fins nearly white,

tinged with brown ; dorsal fin and tail pale brown, sj)otted with darker

brown. If peojjle care to eat, as well as catch, fish, there is no fish of

the Thames more '-palatable" than the gudgeon, fried with a jilentiful

supply of lard. It is "of excellent taste, and very wlioles(_ime," and

has l)een sometimes called "the fresh-water snirlt."
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From Pangbourne to Reading—or rather to Caversham Bridge

—

a distance of six miles, the banks of the river again become more level,

although the hills continue for a short distance, and remain long in

sight, as a fine background to a most beautiful picture.

As we have said, the villages of Whitchurch and Pangdourne—the

former in Oxfordshire, the latter in Berkshire—are twin villages, united

by a long, narrow, ungainly, yet picturesi|ue wooden bridge, from which

pleasant views are obtained of tlie river, both above and below. There

irt

"'
if?

are, indeed, few prettier localities on the Thames : both have their vene-

rable churches, their homely inns, of which the more " ambitious " is at

Pangbourne ; but here the angler may seek and find comforts in the

little way-side " public " introduced into our sketch, which pictures also

the weir-fall, the foreground timber-yard, and the cottage of the fisher-

man, John Champ, whose "punts" are always ready, and who is in high

favour with the " brethren of the angle," being

" Himself as skilful iu that art as any."

As a residence for a time, Pangbourne has many attractions ; the scenery

in the neighbourhood is very beautiful ; the hills are high and healthful,
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and command extensive views ; the place is sufficiently retired,—for

althougli tlie Great Western Iiaihvay runs " riglit tlirough it," visitors

are few, except tliose wlio talvc the shortest cut to the river-side, and

make the most of a morning "pitch" beside the water-plants, which here

grow in rich luxuriance, and where the perch abound.

Pangbourne was held, according to Domesday -book, by Miles Crispin

of "William the Concpieror. Its manor and church were afterwards

granted to the Abbey of Heading, as appears from the confirmations of

the charters of Henry II., its founder, by Hubert, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and ifobert, ISishop of Sarum. Pangbourne afterwards formed a

jiart of the possessions of Edward, Duke of Somerset, who was executed

in the year 1553, in the last year of Edward ^"I. It was then granted

to )Sir Francis Englefield by Queen Mary; and he, becoming a fugitive,

it reverted to the crown, " as appears from an explification of the Inqui-

sition for the finding of him." The reversion of the mansion and manor

of Pangbourne was granted by (^>ueen J'llizabeth to Thomas ^^'eldon,

cofferer of her majesty's household. The house is mentioned by Leland

as a fair manor-place, that had belonged to the abbot of Peading. The
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village, however, has preserved few or none of its antiquities ; the visitor

will seek in vain for traces of its early renown, although he may plea-

santly muse and dream of its former greatness, while lulled to repose hy

the murmur of the "fall" that now gently, and now angrily, gives voice

to the waters as they make their way through the weir.

The floral enrichments of the water-side, which have afforded us so

much interest and pleasure during the whole of our river voyage, still

maintain their luxuriance. A glow

of rich purple greets our eyes even

from a considerable distance, wher-

ever the Purj)le Loosestrife {Lythrum

salicaria) predominates. The tall

spikes of handsome flowers are so

large and conspicuous, as to form a

prominent feature fur the artist t(>

introduce into the foreground of a

river-scene, its warm colour render-

ing it particularly valuable for that

purpose. AVe may not be weary of

repeating advice to the artist whose

task it is to design for manufacturers,

to resort for models to this rich

storehouse of natural graces and

beauties. The weeds of the field,

the lane, and the hedgerow are, in-

deed, fertile of suggestions ; but they

are far better known than those of the water-side, which arc truly but

" flowers out of place :'' not only in form, but in colour will they be

found practically useful—in bud, in blossom, and especially in leaves
;

and inasmuch as many of them arc climbing or creeping, they may be

applied to a hundred purposes of which the ornanientist has hitherto

little thought

:

" Not a leaf, a flower, Init contains a folio volume :

AVe may read, and read, and still find something new,

Something to i)lease, and something to instruct."

riT.PLE LOOSKSTIilFC.
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[Olibl hTRIFE.

The Yellow Loosestrife (Li/simachia vulgoris), which we meet with

so abundantly on the banks of the Thames, is interesting for the beauty

of itfe yellow flowers, which have a fine

effect when contrasted with its usual com-

panion, the Purple Loosestrife, and also on

account of the singular property attributed

to it by the ancients of taming ferocious,

and reconciling discordant animals, whence

they derived its name of Li/simachia, of

which the English " Loosestrife" is- . literal

tiau'-lation. A quotation on thi' subject

fiom Parkins, the old herbalist, may be

amusing to our readers : describing the

plant, he speaks of its " taking away strife

or debate between beasts, not only those

that are yoked together, but even those

that are wild also, by making them tame and quiet, which, as they

say, this herb will do, if it be either put about their yokes or their

necks, which, how true, I leave to tliem who shall try and find it so."

Whether the operation of this invaluable specific be or be not ex-

tended to the human race the author does not state ; amid the calm

and tranquillizing solitudes of the upper Thames it may not be required

—

but of a surety its application is very often desirable somewhat lower

down.

Continuing our voyage from Pangbourne— a line of undulating chalk

hills on the immediate left, and an uninterrupted tract of flat meadow-

land stretching for two or three miles along the opjiosite bank—we soon

arrive ojjposite ]Lardwirke House, seated on the slope of a wooded height

above the river. It is a large gabled structure of red brick, situated on

a terrace of earth raised considerably above the river, upon which are

many shady bowers of old yews cut into fanciful arcades. It is so little

altered from the time of its erection, that it seems to carry back the

spectator to the era of our great civil war. Here Charles 1. sj)ent much

of his time during the troublous period that preceded his fall, " amusing
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himself with bowls," and other sports.* On the fine lawn between the

house and the river are some noble specimens of cedar, oak, and elm-

trees, that, judging from their great age, must have been witnesses of

the alternate sports and apprehensions of the sovereign. A little further,

and we arrive at an assemblage of choice picturesque objects, such as are

not often met with even singly, and are very rarely encountered grouped

together into one rich })icture as we here find them. At one view we

MArLE-DCUUAM CliUUCH A^D MUX.

have JMaple-Dl^rh.vm ferry, lock, and weir—the mossy old mill em-

bosomed in rich foliage, from which again rises the grey church tower,

behind which, though almost hidden by lofty trees, we see the turreted

» No nobleman's mansion was cnnsiJered complete, at flus

bowling-green. Our little cut exhibits the

game as played in the time of Charles I.,

and is copied from an Italian print, by

Rossi, dated 1647. The sport is said to

have originated in England ; and tlie

earliest traces of it are to be found in

manuscripts of the 13th century. Covered

alleys were afterwards invented for the

enjoyment of the game in winter ; and it

was looked upon as a gentlemanly recrea-

tion, of value for the exercise the players attai U remember Tope's

hue:

Some Dukes at Marybone bowl time away,'
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outline of Maple -Dltrham HorsE, forming altogetlier a painter's para-

dise.* The river here becomes broad and studded with numerous islets,

between which extends a series of weirs, over which the water tumbles

and foanis, adding life and variety to the general calmness of the scene.

To obtain a good view of the house, the tourist should land on the right

bank, just below the loch, when, looking across the river, he will see,

between the two tall elms that frame the picture, a matchless pile of

gables, dormers, ornamental chimneys, and all tho other elements of " the

Elizabethan style." From the river we have no good view of the ]irin-

cipal front of the house, which is towards the east, looking down a

magnificent avenue of elm-trccs nearly a mile in length. There are in

the house, it is said, several secret rooms and passages used in the time

of the Commonwealth by the Royalist party for the concealment of

* It was built in 1581 by Sir Jlichaol Blount, tlien Lieutenant of tlie Tower of Lonilon. In tlie

churcli are many interesting memorials of tlio Blount family. Maple-Durham is a corruption of

Mai)iikler-liam, literally meaniny, the residence or manor anuiii;? the maple-trees. Mapulder was the

Saxon and early English name IVir a nuiplc-trec, Apuldcr for an apple-tree, &c.
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troops or priests, as the case might be. Maple Durham has long been

the property of the ancient family of the Blounts. " The church is of

singular design, having a nave of irregular form, with a south aisle

only."

On the opposite side of the river is the village of Parley, the small

church of which stands close to the bank, buried ia a grove of towering

trees. Purley Hall, on the right, on high ground, is a plain, square,

modern villa. The towing-path is closed Avherc the grounds of Purley

reach the Thames, but is continued on the opposite banlc of the stream,

so that men and horses have to be ferried across, and continue their

journey for about a quarter of a mile, Avlien they reach Purley Ferry,

and are again carried across to the right bank, where the ferryman's

house is situated, from whence the path continues to Caversham

Bridge.

The line of the Great ^A'esteru liailway is in sight ahuust all the way

between Pangbourne and Peading, and, for the most part, in close prox-

imity to the river. About Purley, the tall wooded banks approach each

other, and forming now and then close umbrageous scenes of exquisite

beauty. Continuing our journey, no object of particular interest meets

us for some distance, until, coming to a turn of the river where the

country opens out, we obtain a sight of Caversham, with its old bridge

and church, and the large town of Reading. The ground on the right

has now sunk to a level ; but on the left, chalk-hills, with steep decli-

vities, approach and almost overhang the stream. From these hills

beautiful prospects are obtained of the river and surrounding scenery
;

and, for half a mile before reaching Caversham, the northern bank is

adorned by a fine hanging wood of fir-trees, passing which we arrive at

Caversham Bridge and village.*

* During the civil war, many skirmislies toolv place in Uiis vicinity. Of one of them, between the

troops of the Parliament and those of the king, some records are preserved in the diary of Sir Samuel

Luke, said to have been the original of Butler's " Hudibras." Ho writes :—" Upon Cawsam hill,

unexpected to us, came his Majesty's forces, under the command of General Kuven and Prince Rupert,

consisting of about forty collours of horse and nine regiments of foot, with ordnance and other ammu-
nition; they fell upon a loose regiment that lay there to keepe the bridge, and gave them a furious

assault both with their ordnance and men—one bullet being taken up by our men which weighed

twenty-four pounds at the least. This was answered with our musketts, and we made tlie hill soe hott
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Caversham Bridge is an ugly structure, partly of wood and partly of

stone. At its foot is a small cottage, wliere boats are hired, and Avliere

the curious may trace some ancient remains, which appear to be those of

the wayside chapel noted by Leland in his " Itinerary " (temj). Hcrtry

VIII.). He tells us— " At the north end of Caversham Bridge, as we

come from Reading, there standeth a fair old chapel of stone, on the

right hand, piled in the foundation because of the rage of the Thames."

In the letters addressed to Ilearne, the antiquary, is one dated 1727,

from an inquirer, Avho informs him that " this chapel was dedicated to

St. Anne," and that from thonco tlip religious Avent at certain times to a

i

l:SIUM BRIDGE

holy well, "between the field called the INIount and a lane called Priest's

Lane," from which circumstance it obtained its name ; and that there

was " in the memory of man a large ancient oak just by this well, which

was also had in great veneration."

The lock—Caversham Lock— is distant half a mile from the bridge;

for them that thoy were forccel to retreat, leaving- behind seven Imilyes of as personalilc men as ever

were seeiie, and must of tlieir armes ; besides ntlicrs wliich fell in lliree or four miles compasse, as they

retreated. And it is saycd that within five miles there were five hnndrcd hurt men drest in a barne,

besides many prisoners which wee fooke, and many hurt men within our precincts, to which wee sent

the next morning our surgeons to drcssc, and gave orders to liave the dead bodyes buryed by the

parishioners where they were slain."
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aud a small island, containing about four acres, divides the current.

A view of the town of Reading would he hence obtained but for the

intervening railway. The steeple of 8t. Lawrence's Church is, however,

seen high above surrounding houses ; and so is the red-brick ruin of the

Abbey gateway, closely adjoining the modern jail, beside which the

ruins of the old abbey have been laid out in shady public walks : they

exhibit little remains of distinctive architectural features, inasmuch as

the walls have been denuded of the outer squared stone for building

purposes, leaving the core of the walls only. A very pretty public

garden is in front of this, and a mound, with a fine group of trees,

commands a beautiful view of the winding of the Thames, from Parley

on the left to Shiplake on the right of the spectator.

The Kennet, which runs through the town, joins the Thames between

Caversham Bridge and Sonning. This river rises near the village of

East Kennet, on the eastern side of Wiltshire, in the vicinity of Abury,

and, " after a sequestered course " of about four miles, reaches Marl-

borough, afterwards waters the ancient village of Ramsbury, thence

visits and refreshes Hungerford, proceeding thence to Newbury, where

it becomes navigable ; aud during a course of nearly forty miles nmiis-

ters to the wants and industry of man—aiding tlie operations of the

Thames in producing and distributing wealth. Drayton in his quaint

poem, the " Poly-Olbion," thus narrates the junction of the streams :

—

" At Reading oiiec arrived, clear Kennet overtaP;c5

Her lord, the stately Thames; which that great fljod again

With many signes of joy doth kindly entertain.

Then Loddon next comes in, contriljuting lior store,

As still we see, the much runs ever to the more."

Heading is the venerable capital of Berkshire. " This little city," say

some topographers, " was termed by the Saxons, Uheadyne, from rhea, a

river ; or the British word rcdui, signifying fern, which Lcland mentions

as "growing hereabouts in great plenty;" but these are fanciful deriva-

tions. In all such names the termination ing was the Saxon patronymic.

The Raidingas was a family, or, as they woidd say in Scotland, a clan,

whose original head was a chief named Rajda. The name, therefore,

simply meant that this was the seat and property of that family. In
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most i^ai-ts of England the name of the family is joined with 1mm, tan,

&c., meaning a residence, as Birmingham (Beorminga-ham, the home of

the Beormingas), Wellington (\Ya'llinga-tun, the tmi, or dwelling, of the

A-N fellingas), &c. But in the south, especially in Berkshire, Sussex, and

perhaps Surrey, the family name was given to the place without any

adjunct; 'as we have AYorthiug (the Worthingas), and Beading (the

Etedingas), and Sonning (the Sonningas).

A strong castle existed here until the time of Henry II., by whom it

was destroyed, as " affording a place of refuge to the adherents of King

Stephen." Its site has long been matter of speculation. Its abbey was

one of the most considerable in England, '• both for the magnitude of

its building and the state of its endowments," its abbots being mitred,

and enjoying the honour of a seat in Parliament. The structure was

commenced by Henry I. " on the site of a small nunnery, said to have

been founded by Elfrida, mother-in-law of Edward the Martyr, in order

to expiate the murder of that king at Corfe Castle." The active and

honourable part which Reading sustained during the war between

Charles I. and the Parliament, occupies a prominent page in i\\Q history

of the period; but lieading, from its proximity to the Thames, being

on the liigh road to London, and from its strength, " though not a walled

town, as may be supposed," shared largely in many of the leading

events of the country in all ages."^ Of " the castle," as we have intimated,

* The ti)wn of Reading had llic privileg-e of coining- from tlie early days of tlio Saxons, an<l it was
crintinued until tlic iocal coinage of Kngland was merged into tlie nn^ropnlitan mint. Tlic penny of
Edward I., licre engraved, was struclv at tliis town, wliicli is termed " Villa Radingy " on tliis piece, in

accordance with tlic Latinized form so constantly

adopted in medieval currency. The great improve-

ment in the coinage <at this time is due to the long

and prosperous reign of Edward I., wlio restoretl

the currency to beauty, from a state of barbarism

worse than tliat of the Saxon era, into ^^llich it had

simk after the reign of John, and during the trou-

blous times in England. The coinage remained

without change until another great monarch had
to give peace alter intestine wars— Henry VII., who first gave portraiture on our national

money
; for from the time of Edward III. until his period, one head only was used for the series, like

that upon this little coin ; and it is not easy to distinguish the particular coins of some sovereigns from
others of the series, except by minute peculiarities known to the students of Numismatics, but wliich

would escape the eye of the general observer.
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even the site is unknown : Leland conjectures that " a piece of the abbey-

was built of the ruins of it ;" while of the famous abbey itself there are

but few remains, the county jail now occupying its place. At the disso-

lution it was "extremely wealthy," and contained many " valuables." It

was peculiarly rich in relics, possessing, among other treasures, " a hand

of the Apostle James," and ''the principell relik of idolytric within

thys realme, an aungel with oon wyng that brought to Caversham the

spere hedde that percyd our Saviour is side upon the crosse." * The

town is active and prosperous, although of its once famous woollen

manufactories there is but the tradition. The only important manu-

factory it now possesses is one for the production of " biscuits ;" and,

strange as it may appear, this is so extensive as to employ several

hundred men, aided by large machine power. It is foreign to our

purpose, or a very agreeable and interesting paper might be written

concerning the several processes in use to create this minor accessory of

the table, which is exported—not by thousands, but by millions—and

sent to every part of the globe. They have, and deserve, a universal

reputation, obtained and sustained by using only the best materials of

all descriptions—flour, milk, eggs, sugar, and so forth ; and it must be

* A curious story is told in Fuller's Church History, which records a memorable visit of " bluff King

Hal " to Reading Abbey :—" As King Henry VIII. was hunting iu Windsor Forest, he either casually

lost, or more probably wilfully losing himself, struck down, about dinner time, to the Abbey of Read-

ing, where, disguising himself (much for delight, more for discovery unseen), he was invited to the

abbot's table, and passed for one of the king's guard,—a place to which the proportion of his person

might properly entitle him. A sirloin of beef was set before him (so knighted, saith tradition, by this

Henry) ; on which the king laid on lustily, not disgracing one of that place for whom he was mistaken.

' Well fare thy heart (quoth the abbot), and here in a cup of sack I remember the he.alth of his grace

your master. I would give an hundred pounds on the condition I could feed so lustily on beef as you

do. Alas : my weak and squeezie stomach will hardly digest the wing of a small rabbit or chicken.'

The kingpleasantly pledged him, and heartily thanked him for his good cheer; after which he departed

as undiscovered as he came thither. Some weeks after, the abbot was sent for by a pursuivant, brouglit

up to London, clapt in the Tower, kept close prisoner, and fed for a short time with bread and water
;

yet not so empty his body of food, as his mind was filled with fears, creating many suspicions to him-

self, when and how he had incurred the king's displeasure. At last a sirloin of beef was set before

him, of which the abbot fed as the farmer of his grange, and verified the proverb, that two hungry

meals make the third a glutton. In springs King Henry out of a private loljby, where he had placed

himself, the invisible spectator of the abbot's behaviour. ' My lord (quoth the king), presently deposit

your hundred pounds in gold, or else no going hence all the dales of your life. I have been your phy-

sician, to cure you of your squeezie stomach, and here, as I deserve, I demand my fee for the same.'

The abbot down with his dust, and, glad ho had escaped so, returned to Reading, as somewhat lighter

in purse, so much more merry in heart, than when he came thence."
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recorded as a gratifying fact, that the manufacturers, while making their

own fortunes, have contributed very largely to the prosperity of the

town.

Reading was the birthplace of Archbishop Laud, and among honour-

able and happy memories associated with this town, or rather with its

vicinity, is that of '• Three Mile Cross," long the residence of Mary

Eussell Mitford.

We ask the reader to leave the Thames for awhile, and make with us

a pilgrimage to the grave of this admirable woman, whose writings have

found their way over the whole civilised world, rendering familiar to all

the peculiar traits of English village character, and the graces, so essen-

tially our own, which decorate the lanes, the homesteads, and the cottages

of rural England.

Eeading is a credit to the beautiful river that sweeps through its

valley; neat, active, bustling—a sort of miniature city, with a sprinkling

of pretty villas in pleasant suburbs, some more than half concealed at

this season by the foliage of close shrubberies, and surrounded by borders

and parterres of flowers that would joy Miss Mitford's heart, were she

moving among them, instead of resting beneath the granite cross erected

to her memory in the homely, yet solemn churchyard of Swallowfield.

Our first object was to visit the humble dwellings, in one of which she

lived for more than a quarter of a century, in the other of which she died.

To " Three Mile Cross," the " Our Village " of her stories and sketches,

we wended our way. It was a day " brimful " of air and sunshine ; no

dust, no rain ; every leaf at maturity ; every bird in song ; every stream-

let musical ; the shadows calm, distinct, and still, as if waiting to be

painted ; our driver intelligent but unobtrusive ; our carriage comfortable

and not noisy; the "sunny lanes" showing themselves worthy the repu-

tation SHE has given them, and the steady dignified trees proving, if

proof were needed, "England before the world" for beauty of upland

and lowland, of park and pleasaunce, of wood and water, of cottage and

croft, of corn-field and meadow, of all things—every thing that can

render life enjoyable, and plenteous, and happy. We were in Mary

Russell Mitford's own county, "the sunny Berkshire," made famous in so
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many of her bright pages. We fancied we knew the roads and the trees

she wrote about or talked of; the rough-coated elms, standing boldly and

bluntly out from velvet hedge-rows—a slim stick of sprouting foliage

springing here and there from the rugged bark, reminding one of an

old man's child, while the great robust tree-tops were telling of vigorous

old age 1 The signs of the over-many public-houses, so quaint and

"un-London-like"—"The Four Ilorse-Shoes," "The Fox and Horn,"

" The Swan," " The George and Dragon," " The Star," were so many

landmarks. There were herds of sheep on the uplands and lowlands,

and lowing cattle under trees ; there were children "' elaj^ping their

hands, and blooming like roses ;" the jobbing gardener, with his rake,

his garland of " bass," and his bundle of " shreds—blue, black, and rod ;"

the bronzed and muscular village blacksmith; the pale-faced shoemaker;

the ragged, rosy, saucy boys; the fair, delicate "lily-of-the-valley-like
"

maidens—the descendants of those who were boys and girls when " Our

Village" was written,—we saw them all, and identified them all with the

painter of " Three Mile Cross." And then we arrived, after delicious

loiterings, at "o IMile X" itself, as it is described, by itself, on tlie first

wall to the right : it is a long, lean, straggling hamlet of twenty houses

Y
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and a half (we counted them conscientiously), the "half" being the shoe-

maker's shoji, from whence, in INIiss Mitford's time, '" an earthquake would

hardly have stirred the souter."

The village shop is there still,
—"Bromley's shop,"—^just as it was in

her day, except that the master and mistress are " elderly," and the chil-

dren not exactly young ^ but children flourish round them, keeping the

picture " fresh." The master of the village shop (a handsome old man)

was pleased to talk of Miss ]\Iitford, and "the Doctor," and of her good-

nature and oddity. " Yes," he said, "' that was her house, the very next

door ; we might call it, as every one did, ugly, and small, and incon-

venient ; but she liked it. She made herself and everybody else happy

in it : he didn't know what visitors expected the house to be ; he could

repeat every word she had written on 't. ' A cottage—no, a miniature

house, with many additions—little odds and ends of places—pantries and

what not ; a little bricked court before one half, and a little flower-yard

before the other ; the walls old and weather-stained, covered with holly-

hocks, roses, honeysuckles, and a great apricot-tree.'
"

" But where are they?"

"All! the hollyhocks, the roses, honeysuckles, and great apricot-tree,

are destroyed and dead ; but there is the window into which the Doctor

used to fling apricots to my children."

Yes, the flowers are all gone, and every tree in the garden is gone

—

all except the old bay and one " fairy rose I

"

The house, so far as the bare walls are concerned, is much as she left

it : an assemblage of closets (" our landlord," she says, " has the assurance

to call them rooms"), full of contrivances and corner-cupboards. "That

house," to rpiote her own words, " was built on purpose to show in what

an exceeding small compass comfort may be packed."

Yet when we entered the tiny, low-ceilinged rooms, almost without

light or ventilation, and ascended the narrow stairs,—where crinoline

could not come,—and saw around us ample evidence of the impossibility

to impart to the dwelling anything ajiproaching the jiicturesque of

cottage life, we felt—what ?—the most intense admiration and respect for

tlic well-born and once woalthv ladv who brought within these "old and
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weather-stained \valls" an atmosphere of happiness, an appreciation of all

that is true and beautiful in nature ; and sent from out those leaden case-

ments, and that narrow door, such floods of light and sunshine as have

brightened the uttermost parts of the earth I AYho ever heard her

murmur at changed fortunes—when obliged to leave the home, " stately

though simple," the home of eighteen years, "surrounded by fine oaks

and elms, and tall, massy plantations, shaded down into a beautiful lawn

by wild overgrown shrubs I" She confesses, indeed, in her sweet playful

way, that at the time it nearly broke her heart to leave it :
—

" What a

tearing up by the root it was I I have pitied cabbage plants, and celery,

and all transplantable things ever since ; though, in common with them

and other vegetables, the first agony of transportation being over, I have

taken such firm and tenacious hold of my new soil, that I would not for

the world l)e pulled up again, even to be restored to the beloved

ground." "What was this? philosophy or lieroism ? or the perfection of

that sweet plastic nature which receives, and retains, and fructifies all

happy impressions—which opens to, and cherishes, all natural enjoy-

ments, and adapts itself to circumstances with the true s}»irit of the

practical piety that bends to the blast, and sees sunshine, bright and

enduring, bej'ond the blackest cloud : let the darkness be ever so dense

without, the lamp burns calmly and purely within!"'

• arary Kussell Jlitfoul was I.orn on the nuh of Dccembor, in the year 1786, at the little town of

Alresford, in Hampshire. Her father was Georpo Mitford, M.l)., the son of a younger branch of tlie

Mitlbrds of jntford Castle, Korthuraberland, and Jane Graliam, of Old Wall, Westmoreland, a branch

of the Netherby clan. Her mother was Slary nnsscU, only surviving child and lieircss of Richard

Russell, D.D., Rector of Ashe and Tadley, and \'icar of Overton, in Hampshire, above si.\ty years.

He died at the ago of eighty-eight, before liis daughter's marriage, and remembered having seen Rope

wlien at Westraiuster School. Ho was intimate with Fielding, and many of the wits of that period ;

and Miss Mitford had a portrait of him, with a wig, not unlike a judge's wig, hanging over it.

Three or four years after, Dr. Mitford removed from Alresford to Reading; and three or four years

after that, again, whrii his daii^rliter was in her ninth year, he went to reside at Lyme Regis, in Dor-

set-hire, iu a fine old h.iuso. ] :iv\i.,us|y occupied by the great Lord Chatham, where his two sons fre-

quenUy spent, their holidaxs. I!y this time Dr. Mitford had spent between £30,000 and £40,000, and

went to London to retrmrh and .l.t inline liis future course of life. His daughter, then ten years of

age, was his favourite o inipaiiinn ; and, lounging about, ho one morning strayed into a dingy house,

which proved to be a lottery-oftice j for what follows we arc indebted to Miss Mitford's " Recollections

of a Literary Life " :

—

" ' Choose what number you like best,' said dear papa, 'and tliat shall be your birthday present.'

" I immediately selected and put into his hand No. 2224.

" ' Ah ! ' said my father, examining it, ' you must choose again. I want to Iniy a whole ticket, .a^:il

this is only a quarter. Ciioose again, my pet.' L" " ^'"'
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Those only ayIkj had known the extent and h;xur}- of her former home,

and afterwards had the privilege of enjoying her society, in that

"scrappy" cni)boarded dwelling at "Three Mile Cross," can sufficiently

appreciate the fulness, the warmth, the geniality, the strength of her

sunshine, which, without effort or exaggeration, made all within and

without happy in her happiness. What the worthy shopkeeper, Mr.

Bromley said, Avas quite true—there was nothing exaggerated in her

description of that miniature home ; if strangers expected the relics of a

cottage ornec, that was their fault, not Miss ^litford's. She had described

it as it was, literally; if touched by the coulcur de o'ose of lier happy

mind, that she could not help. She could no more avoid enjoying the

beauties of nature, than the sun could decline to give heat ; and if all

people have not the same happy gift, that is not the fault of Mary

llussell Mitford. Despite the dilapidated condition of the cottage at

Three Mile Cross, we fancied much of her genial spirit there ; and could,

from her descriptions, identify the present race of children with the

children of past times. Those villages, which yet continue far away

from the contaminatiun of railway stations, are " Old England;" and as

her sketches are from nature, they remain true to nature still.

A gentle and kindly }oung woman, the daughter of " Bromley's

shop," who had memories for a hundred gracious and thoughtful words

and acts, ran after our carriage with a branch of yellow japonica—
"There," she said, "that is from Miss Mitford's garden;" we had pre-

" ' No, dear papa— I like this one l>est.'

" ' There is the next nunibrr,' iiitei-poseil tlio lottcry-onice keeper, ' Xo. 2-22:3.'

" ' Aye,' said my father, ' that wiU do just as well. Will it not, JIary ? AVo '11 take that.'

" ' No,' returned I, obstinately, ' that won't do. This is my birthday, you know, papa, and I am tell

years old. Cast up the fi^'ures forming- my number, and you will find they make ten—the other is

only nine.'"

The fatlicr, like all speculators, was superstitious. The argument was irrc^istilile. The fie-ket was
purchased, ami a few months afterwards intelligence arrived Uiat No. 2224 had lieen drawn a prize of

£20,000.

"Ah me !
" (reflects Jliss ."Mitfnrd), " in loss llian twenty years what w.is left of the produce of tliat

ticket, so strangely chosen ? What ? except a Wedgwood dinner-service, that my father had made to

o.mmemorate the event, with the U-ish harp witliin the border on one side, and his family crest on tho
other. That fragile and perishable ware long outlasted the more perisliable money."

Miss Mitford died at Swallowfield on the 10th of January, 1S55, and was buried in the graveyard of
the village church, on the Istli of the month of that year.
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viously oLtained a sjivig of bay and a fairy rose from the sanctuary, Ijut

her kindness made the yellow branch the sweetest of the three.

The drive to Swallowfield,* about two miles farther from Eeading,

was a repetition of the scenery from Reading to "Three Mile Cross,"

with the exception of the common, which JMiss Mitford immortalized by

the " cricketing "—a sport she enjoyed as much as any youth in the

county. One of her great powers was certainly her large sympathy

;

she threw herself into the joys, sorrows, pastimes, and feelings of young

and old. Her extensive poetic, and even classic, reading—the glare and

glitter, and town-bred celebrity of her dramas, did not lessen her appre-

ciation of the true, and practical, and beautiful, in rural life : if the

v.orldly carry the Avorld within them, so did she bear the joyousness of

nature within her heart of hearts. We watched to see a graceful grey-

hound—" Mayflower "—spring out of the hollow beyond the common
;

but, alas ! in vain ; that day there were no cricketers, no sheep—only a

few boys, and they were too quiet by half; while a winding flock of

sober goslings, with their attendant parents, eyed us without a single

hiss. ^\q chatted over the peculiarity which had often amused us in

our old favo\irite and friend ; the habit—Avhicli had increased with her

increasing years, and particularly after her father's death—of seldom

rising until long past noon, and talking miles by moonlight, or light of

lantern—she did not seem to care wliich, so long as it was night. In

the afternoon she was busied with her flowers, and after sunset she would

sally forth with her maid, her lantern, and a long stick, almost, if not

quite, as long again as herself, and trot merrily off, rarely returning until

late at night : her next door nei"'hbour assured us that more than once,

* " The manor of Swallowfield was anciently hold as an appendage to Shinfiokl, by the St. Johns of

Legham ; and afterwards by the Do la Beehe family. It subsequently became the property of the

celebrated Regent of France, John Duke of Bedford, who, at his deatli, in 1435, bequeathed it to the

King. In 1443 it was presented by the Crown to Jolm Penicoke, groom of the wardrobe ; and in pro-

cess of time came into the family of Backhouse. By marriage with the widow of Sir W. Backhouse,

K.B., who died in 1649, Lord Clarendon became lord of the manor, and, if we may believe tradition,

wrote at Swallowfield Place, after his retirement from public life, his well-known ' History of the

Rebellion.' Edward, grandson of the historian, sold it in 1719 to Governor Pitt, better known as

'Diamond Pitt.' After belonging successively to the Dods and Beavans, it came into the possession of

Sir Charles Russell, Bart., the present proprietor," whose estimable mother, the Lady Russell, was the

devoted friend and continual comforter of Mary Russell Mitford.
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when driving liome, he found "the dcav little lady" breasting a snow-

drift, and this was confirmed by the kindly and benevolent clergyman

who now resides at Swallowfield. She loved the stars as well as the

sunshine; but it is singular that she has given no record of these wan-

derings in the dark.

Swallowfield, to which she removed some four years before her death,

and Avhere she died, is a delicious wayside cottage, standing on a trian-

gular plot of ground, skirted by roads overarched by magnificent trees
;

it is the heau-idcal of a residence for one who loves the country. She

SWALLiiW

could chat over the fence M'ith the passing peasant, and see all who drove

11}) either road : l)ut lovely as it is, we think she must have missed the

rUhujr—missed the children—missed the hourly life-interests that clung

ruuud her heart at " Three Mile Cross." ''J'he aged tree had been

transplanted ; and, superior as this luvdy cottage is in extent, in beauty,

in the richness of its close scenery to her first humble dwelling, Ave

believe "the roots " never struck far below the surface. Swallowfield

was lovely, but her father had never been there; old familiar faces could

not bo brought there, as to " Tlirce IMile Cross," by a simple effort of

memory; they did not hvloiuj to Swallowfield; it was lovely, but the
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well-known voices of village children did not bound in through the open

window ; it was more beautiful, more commodious, but " pretty May "

never "stretched" before that fire; "the dear father" never sate under

tlie shadow of that mantelshelf : to the old, these delicious home-

memories are more "life" than the actual life in which others exist ; the

eye may be closed, and the lip silent, but the past—the past—is, with

the old, ever fresh and young as a " blind man"s bride."

The family at Swallowfield respect Miss Mitford's garden, and have

not altered the position of a single tree, nor turned a path, nor done

aught to disturb that which her hand has " hallowed." The clergyman

showed us her favourite rose-tree, and permitted us to visit the room

out of which her spirit passed from life's pilgrimage ;—no ! she never felt

life to be a " pilgrimage ;" it was rather a ramble through the jjleasant

paths of a pleasant world ; and though thorns would now and then

show their sharp points among the tluwers, even to her, yet, despite the

sufferings of her latter days, it was with her

"Life to the last enjijj'ed."

" To the last" she was as fond of green trees and lanes, and the songs

of bird and bee, and the " mountain nymph, sweet Liberty," as if she

had been born a gipsey queen ; and she herself would sometimes laugh

and say, that at best she was but a gipsey lady.

She corresponded more or less with the literati of her time, and when

she was—as she but rarely was—a "star" in London, her society was

much courted ; but she Avas out of place in the metropolis—the heat and

" celebrities," the noise and tramp, the perpetual movement fatigued

her. (She loved best to be where the affections and sympathies had time

to take root, and grow, and fructify ; she was no fine lady, to put out

of the sphere of those sympathies and affections such as were not born

with a passport to "good society." All were her neighbours, and her

poor neighbours knew the value of her regard. It is somewhat singular

that, alive as she was to political movements, alive to rural sports, to

society, friendships, and affections, she took no interest in education
;

had no desire that the Liicys and Tommys, the Janes and Jacks, should
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be educated : lier mind was, perhaps, too poetic to embrace the business

of education, or to grasp its advantages—she believed more in insjnra-

tion than in training. The dame-school only interested her because it

was picturesque ; like many others of high blood, she believed herself

a liberal, when she was strongly conservative in her opinions and—her

prejudices; she had no love for schools or railroads. Miss Mitford's

letters were charming; her handwriting stiff and sturdy; quite unlike

the graceful penmanship of Mrs. Hemans, the crabbed strokes of poor

L. E. L., or the style systematic of good Maria Edgeworth.

In her introduction to her Dramas, dedicated to her long-loved friend,

Francis Bennoch, she expressed a wish to be buried in the churchyard of

Bwallowfield : and this excited the surprise, and somewhat of the loving

jealousy, of the dwellers at " Three Mile Cross," who imagined she would

have rested with her beloved parents in tlieir churchyard.

THE TOMB OF MISS MITl'ORD.

A cross of Aberdeen granite marks her grave in " the beautiful church-

yard of Swallowfield." It may be about a mile from the cottage from

which the spirit of INIary Kussell IMitford passed to a world even more

beautiful than hers— to "fresh fields and pastures new "—and joins the

l»ark of one of her latest and truest friends : the breeze sweeps through
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the noble trees, and the sunbeams penetrate the foliage, so as to chequer

the sward with light ; the shadow of the fine old church falls gently over

the graves of " the rude forefathers of the hamlet," and the ploughman's

whistle mingles with the whistle of the blackbird and the bleating of the

sheep : it is an exquisite spot, a fit resting-place for the author of " Oin

Village."

Having rambled through Reading, noted its large capabilities for

commerce, visited its principal antiquities, and made our pilgrimage to

the home and grave of Mary Russell IMitford, we continue our voyage,

entering the boat at Cavershara Bridge, previously examining the pictu-

resque and venerable church, and the singular '• bit of ruin " that apper-

tains to the boat-house.

The Kennet, close to its junction with the Thames, is crossed by two

<MNG cm r II

railway bridges, the South Eastern and the Great Western, the latter

being the nearest to the great river into v.hich the tributary runs.

In the immediate neighbourhood of Caversham Lock, there are wooded

slopes crowned with villas, which give variety and interest to the

z
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scenery ; tlience the banks are flat and tame, until we come in view of

Sonning Parle, and pass nnderneatli the woods which overhang the river.

The church and viHage of Bonnixo are very sim]ile, hut highly pictu-

resque,—the former is vcnerahlc from antiquity, but exceedingly neat

and well kept ; the latter is clean, neat, and sufficiently aged to retain

many of the best characteristics of its " order," which, unhappily, are fast

decaying throughout England. It is described by Leland as " an upland

town, set on fair and commodious ground, beneath which the Tamise

runneth in a pleasant vale." A handsome bridge of brick connects it

^J^^f-^'
I'LAKE CIIUUCII.

with the opposite side : many of the cottages are covered with climbing

plants—the old honeysuckle, the time-honoured jasmine, and the sweet

clematis, mingled with the more recent acquirements of simple florists of

humble homes.

On the opposite baidc, a little above the junction, is the village of

SiiU'LAKE, backed by hilly slopes, on one of which is the church, of

which Grainger, author of the '' Lirigraphlcal ]_)ictiunary," was the

incumbent; living here "in com})etency, obscurity, and content"— so
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says the tablet which marks his grave ; and here dying, in 1770, "as he

M-as officiating at the altar." From the church porch there is a glorious

view of the valley of the Thames :

—

' The tranquil Cf>t, tlic resUess mill,

The lonely hamlet, calm and still

;

The village spire, the busy town,

The i-lielving bank, tlic rising down

;

The fisher's punt, the pjasaufs home.

The woodland seat, the regal dome,

—

In quick succession rise to charm

The mind, with virtuous feelings warm ;

Till where thy widening current glides

To mingle with the turbid tides,

Thy spacious breast displays unfnrl'd

The ensigns of th" assembled world I

"

The lock and mill of Shiplake are now reached, just helow which the

Loddon meets the Thaines ; the great river being crossed by the rail-

way from Twyford to Henley. The Lod- --^

don is " composed of various branches,"

—

its most distant source being in the vici-

nity of Basingstoke, one of its accessory

rills gUding through a part of ^Yindsor

Forest. The viHage of Warguave is

a pretty and long village, Avith a pictu-

resque church, surrounded by well-grown

trees, and environed by productive mea-

dows. In the venerable church is a mo-

nument to Thomas Day, the eccentric

liut amiable author of " Sandford and

3Ierton," who was killed by a fall from

his horse on his w'ay from Anningsly,

his home, near Chertsey, to the residence

of his mother at Bear"s Hill, near War-

grave. The monument contains these lines, written by Day as an

inscription for the tomb of a friend; but they Avere well applied to

himself :

—

" Beneath tlie reach of time, or fortune's power,

Remain, cold stone, remain, and mark the hour

When all the noblest gifts that Heaven e'er £a\c,

Were enter'd in a dark, untimely grave 1

WARGRAVE CHrRCH.
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Oh 1 taught on reason's boldest wings to rise,

And catch each glimm'ring of the opening skies .'

Oh, gentle bosom of unsullied mind '.

Oh, friend to trutli, to virtue, to mankind

Thy dear remains we trust to this sad shrine,

Secure to feel no second loss like thine."

We now approach one of the cultivated "lions" of the Thames

—

" Park Place," famous in the annals of the river for the beauty of its

site, the growth of its trees, and some circumstances Avhich give it

interest Leyond that of ordinary demesnes. The house was built by

the I)uke of Hamilton : it was some time the residence of Frederick,

Prince of ^Yalcs, the father of George III. ; but it is mainly indebted

for its many attractions to Marslial Conway, who, towards the close of

THE EOAT-HOWE AT PARK-rL.iCE.

the last century, became its possessor, and who "set himself the task"

of giving to Nature all the advantages she could derive from Art. Tlie

grounds have since received the benefit of time ; they have not been

neglected by successive lords ; and the gentleman who at present owns

them has evidently studied, by all the means at his command, to render

them—what they are
—

" beautiful exceedingly." ^"isitors, by whom

access on fixed days is easily obtained, land at the very charming
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"Boat-house" we liave pictured; it is, in reality, a furnislied dwelling,

and contains some fine, and several remarkable, works of Art,—statues,

pictures, wood-carvings, and foreign curiosities,— in the examination of

which half an hour may be profitably expended.

A walk through the grounds, however, is a more exrpiisite treat—hill

and dale, richly-wooded slopes, and shaven lawns, are happily inter-

mixed ; while every now and then judicious openings supply views of

the Thames underneath, or the landscape far beyond.

Here and there, on green hillocks or in gloomy dells, mimic ruins have

been introduced ; some of them built out of the debris of Reading

Abbey. In one of them is a long subterraneous passage (cut through a

chalk bed), leading to a Roman amphitheatre, the base of which is planted

with the mournful cypress. This is the work of IMarshal Conway ;
but

there is an object of greater interest in these grounds, although its value

is lessened by the knowledge that this also is " artificial." Strictly

speaking, however, artificial it is not; for the Draioic Temple which

stands on the summit of one of the small hills, was placed exactly as it

was found, keei)ing precisely the same form and character it received

from the hands of the "builders," it may be twenty centuries ago. We
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may briefly tell its liistory. The temple was discovered on the summit

of a high hill near the town of St. Helier, in tlie Isle of Jersey, on the

12tli of August, ITSo; it was entirely covered with earth, having the

appearance of a large tumulus, and was laid bare by workmen employed

to level the ground. Fortunately, General Conway was then Governor

of Jersey ; his attention was at once directed to its preservation ; and,

on his leaving the island, it was presented to him, and by him removed

to Park Place.

"This curious structure is sixty-five feet in circumference, composed

of forty -five large stones (measuring, in general, about seven feet in

height, from four to six in breadth, one to three in thickness), and

contains six perfect lodges, or cells. The sujiposed entrance, or ])assage,

faces the east, and measures fifteen feet in length, and four feet and

upwards in breadth, and about four feet in height, Avitli a covering of

rude stones from eighteen inches to two feet thick. In the removal of

tliis curious temple from Jersey, all the parts were marked with such

care as to be correctly placed in their original form, and precise direction,

when they were re-erected on the charming spot which is distinguished

by them. In the eighth volume of the ' ArchcTologia,' a particular account

is given of this venerable antiquity." *

We ask the reader to pause awhile at this pleasant " Place," and give

a few moments' consideration to another subject which may be suggested

to his thoughts in various i)arts of the river ; and nowhere, perhaps, will

it occur to him more forcibly than it docs here.

" We have retained flie popular terra " temple," as applied to this antiquity ; but it is properly a
tomb. Recent researches in Jersey and Guernsey have sufficiently established that fact. The circle of

stones formed the wall of a small chamber, which was covered by heavy slabs ; the " cells" contained
bodies of the dead. A narrow covered passage led to this chamber, and a mound of earth was placed

over all. In the thirty-fifth volume of the " Arclireologia," Mr. Lukis, of Guernsey, has described

several of these burial-places, from his own investigations in these islands. He describes the avenue
or entrance to them as rarely more than 3 feet in height by 2 tVct in widlli; the interior chamber of the

largest was 8 feet in height, 45 feet in length, and 15 feet in width ; the roof stones, of granite, were
computed to weigh thirty tons. They appear to have been used for successive interments of the abori-
ginal chieftains of the islands, and have been found with additional chambers as the original ones
became filled with the " great departed." Sometimes in these chambers skeletons arc found ; sometimes
bones, which show tliat the body was consumed by tire ; sometimes the ashes are jireserved in urns,

rudely decorated with incised ornament. The other articles found in these tombs tell of an early and
primitive people, such as spear and arrow-heads of flint, as well as knives of the same material, rudely
formed beads of coloured earlli, liracclets of jet, ,tc.
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THE CADDIS.

Perhaps every angler may not be awai^e that the May-fly (Phrj/ganco.)

and the Caddis-worm are but one and the same insect in different stages

of development ; such, however, is the case, the caddis-worm being the

grub which afterwards changes into the winged fly. The caddis,

during his ai|uatic existence, is a worm of no

very prepossessing appearance, but he makes

amends fur his own want of personal attrac-

tion by investing himself witli a most pic-

turesipie and original garment, which, in its

formation, shows among difierent individuals

a curious variety of taste, or instinct we must

call it, in the selection and adaptation of the

materials employed. Sometimes it is a col-

lection of seeds of various plants that are

cemented together to form the caddis-worm's case ; sometimes a grass-

stem is cut into nearly equal lengths, and arranged in a polygonal form

of great regularity. One specimen that we fished up had made choice

of the clearest crystalline grains of quartz iVom among the sand, and had

built himself a veritable crystal palace. But the oddest and most

attractive of these little curiosities, are those composed of fresh-water

shells, while still tenanted by their living inhabitants, and arranged

together in grotto fashion (as shown in one of the accompanying figures),

forming " a covering," as Kirb}- and Spence remark, " as singular as if

a savage, instead of clothing himself with squirrel skins, should sew

together into a coat the animals themselves." After a few months spent

in these subaqueous operations, the caddis-worm retires into his cell,

puts a grating over the aperture, and then shortly emerges in the shape

of a large brown fly, to commence his aerial existence, happy while he

can avoid the hook of the angler or the gulp of the trout, for now he is

a " May-fly."

\Ye constantly meet this insect haunting the water-side, and flitting

about with a loose flight over the herbage ; in appearance it greatly

resembles a moth, but the wings are semi-transparent, and covered with

hairs, not scales, like those of the moth ; the prevailing colours are
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various shades of brown. The following note on the proceedings of a

female May -fly is quoted from Patterson's Zoology, to which it was

communicated by Mr. Ilyndman of Belfast, and may be of interest to

our readers :— " I first observed the Phryganea on the leaf of an aquatic

j.lant, from wliich it crept down along the stem under the water, very

nearly a foot deep ; it aj.peared then to have been disturbed by some

TnE JIAV-FI.V

sticklebacks, which approached and seemed inclined to attack it, and

swam vigorously and rapidly beneath the water, over to some other

l)lants. I then took the insect up, and found a large bundle of eggs, of

a "-reen colour, closely enveloped in a strong jelly-like substance,

attached to the extremity of its abdomen." Tliis power of diving and

fi-ee movement under water is very remarkable and unusual among

winged insects.

The trout is so well known that a few remarks only are necessary in

reference to this the " best -loved" of all the fish of the river, not by the

epicure so much as by the angler. The trout is, however, not very

often caught in the Thames, there is so much space, and so ample a

supply of food, that he will not often rise to the fly; on the other hand

he lives, while he docs live, in the midst of so many enemies, that his

chances of growth arc few. Those who do escape death, however, by

good fortune, vigorous constitution, or peculiar watchfulness, grow to be

a"-ed and very large ; usually every season there are a dozen or twenty

trout caught in the Thames, weighing each between ten and twelve or

fourteen pounds; but we do not often find them, as we do in other

rivers, weighing l)etwcen one pound and two pounds ;
and the '" fish of

size" are usually caught by "spinning," the bait being a bleak, a small
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dace, a gudgeon, or a minnow. The trout fisher, however, should go
" farther a-field" who covets a good day's sport, and loves to walk along

banks, scenting the thousand wild flowers that spring about him, in-

haling the pleasant breeze, and listening to the songs that rise from

meadow, tree, and bush—when

" The wind from the south

Drives tlic liook into the fish's mouth."

The Common Trout (Salmo fario) is an inhabitant of most of the

English lakes and rivers, yet varies considerably in appearance in

different localities. Mr. Yarrell gives the history of several species

—

the salmon trout, the Great Lake trout, the liochleven trout, the bull

trout, the Gillaroo trout, the sea trout, and the common trout. " The

trout"—we quote from Yarrell—'though a voracious feeder, and thus

affording excellent diversion to the experienced angler, is so vigilant,

cautious, and active, that great skill, as Avell as patience, are required to

ensure success. During the day the larger sized fish move but little from

tlieir accustomed haunts, l»ut towards evening they rise in search of small

fish, insects, and their various larv;\% upon which they feed with eager-

ness. Though vigilant and cautious in the extreme, the trout is also

bold and active."

A A
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We never yet knew an ardent fly-fisher who was not also an enthusi-

astic lover of nature ; in truth, it is almost impossible to separate the one

from the other. The ti-out is an inhabitant of the swift, clear, running

stream, where tlie banks are fringed with the tall flag, and the pebbly

bottom is half concealed by beds of rushes, often extending many yards

of continuous length, and rising to a level with the water. On the top

of these beds, or in the narrow spaces between them, the trout lies with

his nose against the stream, waiting to rise at any moth or fly that may

chance to be floated down on its surface. The experienced angler

knows a " likely place " where a fish is to be found, and casts his artificial

fly, with wonderful precision, within a few inches of his nose, even at a

distance of twenty or thirty yards. Other favourite spots of resort are

close under high grassy banks, bushes, overhanging trees, eddies, behind

fragments of rock and large stones, at the junction of streams ;
in fact,

wherever it is probable the current of the water will carry or collect

such food as the trout prefers to feed on. If the trout be—as he unques-

tionably is—" a bold and voracious feeder," he is readily alarmed, even

by so slight a thing as the shadow of the line or the rod, if it chances to

pass over liim, and when once frightened away from his home he does

not soon return to it.*

Angling is often called an "idle pastime," and we cannot deny that to

sit in a comfortable chair in a firmly -moored punt on the bosom of the

Thames seems an amusement open to such an imputation ; but to walk

fifteen or twenty miles in a day, " whipping the water " from sunrise to

sunset, during twelve or fourteen hours, is anything but an idle pastime.

AYhatever fatigue it }»rings with it, however, it is pleasant, health

-

giving, and instructive—so far as to make the angler acquainted with

much of the science of nature, animate and inanimate, and keenly sen-

* A few years ago a trout weighing twenty-two and a half pounds was caught in the Tame, near

Tamworth. It was at once forwarded to Sir Robert Peel, who, with his customary courtesy and con-

sideration, immediately ordered it to be sent to Professor Owen. The professor had an accurate por-

trait of the fish painted—or rather two portraits, one of which he presented to Sir Robei't, the other

now graces his own cottage in Richmond r.arl;. He then took steps to preserve the skeleton, which is

now at the Museum of the College of Surgeons. It was a pure trout, richly spotted, and although

very aged, a remarkably beautiful fish.
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sitive to the beauties that Providence, with so hivish a hand, spreads

out before his gaze as he wanders by the side of the winding, silvery

stream

—

" To tempt the trout with well-disscmblcd fly,

And rod, tiiio tapering."

During our rambles in the neighbourhood to which we are now^ intro-

ducing our readers, an incident occurred which we recall to memory

with much pleasure, especially as it is associated with the subject we are

treating. It was a warm soft evening, and the shadows fell heavily

across the green lane, which somewhat diverges from the line of our

regal river, yet not out of sound of the breeze among its reeds and

pollards : we could hear the sudden splash of the water-hen ;
and, after

a while of loitering and listening, we crossed a stile, and were again on

the bank. The swallows were shimming the water, " hawking insects,"

and so intent on their sport, that they winged close to us in their undu-

lating rounds. But we little heeded the swallows or the insects, our

attention being at once attracted by a tall, thin old man, who, attended

by a slim, fair-haired boy, was as busily employed with his rod as if the

day were but just born; his face was turned towards the stream, but his

silver hair and carved back told that he had passed even the autumn of

his days. We saw by the motion of his rod that he had a " bite
;
" yet

when he drew in his line the little lad seized it, and took the fish off

the hook.

" I caught my last trout with a worm," said the old man, " and then

we put on a minnow : sure it was a minnow, Alf ?

" Yes, gran' father, a real minnow; but this is only a chuckle -headed

chub."

" The varlet 1 let me feel—let me feel," added the old man impa-

tiently. He extended his thin, muscular hand, and the lad placed the

fish in it,

" A chub, sure enough,—cat's food '. We '11 move on and try another

quarter of an hour—trout are so hard to get."

" Gran'father, it grows late, the sun is long down, and the evening

grey. Mother will fret,—you promised her you would be early home."
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" Not so, Alf, it can't be getting grey yet : Ave have been sucli a little

time—so few fish ! AYhat did the church clock strike last ? It can't be

sundown yet."

The lad made some reply which we did not catch, and then ran

towards us,
—

" Will you tell me the time, please '?
"

" Half-past eight."

The old man caught the words and repeated them,—" Ay, I remem-

ber, it grows a little grey at half-past eight."

" Is your grandfather blind '?
"

" He is ciuite blind," answered the boy ;
" he was once a great fisher-

man, and it amuses him still, so mother often sends me witli him in the

afternoons
; he takes such delight in it that he will never believe the

night is at hand."

We had heard of the " blind angler 1 " and were not a little pleased

at the meeting.

In a few minutes the old man warmed to a brother of the angle ; he

sat beside us on the stile, and talked of the past,—old age loves to recall

" the past," whether painful or pleasant. He had been a fisher in liis

youth, a sailor in his manhood, and returned to his old haunts in the

autumn of his days, incapacitated for active service by a severe wound
in his knee. lie " whipped the river" Avith a "loving rod," until a flash

ot lightning deprived him of sight. " More than ten years have passed,"

said the old man, "since I have seen sunlight or moonlight on the

waters ; never, never shall I see fin of fish again—never see the flutter

or the rise 1 but I can feel them and hear them. When his mother can-

not spare the lad to stay with mc, my little gran'daughtcr leads me to

the bank, and wliile she chases butterflies and gathers flowers— the

sweet lamb !—I listen to the fish—I do, indeed ! I can tell the short

quick turn of the bleak in the water ; I know the heavy scud of the

barbel in the deeps
; and what column of soldiers ever marched more

closely than the young eels in cd-fare time? I know afl the jioints and

turns of the river so well—God bless it I—that I say, Lead me to such a

turn or under such a tree ; and if they tell me the hour, I know which

way the shadows lie, and what sport I shall have. I can still teach a
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youngster liow to fisli for roacli in winter, Avitli paste and gentles, and in

April witli worms ; many a roacli have I 'ticed to the top of the water,

just by that old pollard yon
—

"

" I have told gran'father the pollard is gone," interrupted the hoy.

"Ay, ay, my lad, hut not the roach,'' said the blind man, turning his

head quickly. " I could teach any youngster, sir, to make the best

ground paste for roach and dace ; but he must have a small hook, a quick

eye, and a nimble hand to catch them. Angling comes by nature—it

can be improved, but it 's a gift, a wonderful gift : it 's more soothing

than all the 'bacca that was ever grow'd in Virginia. Lord, sir, I could

love a Frenchman while I 'm angling 1 This lad here is not a bad lad,

though somewhat of a scoffer at angling. I thought to make him eyes

to the blind ; but he doesn't learn, sir ; he tells me it 's night when I

know the sun shines."

" How can you say so, gran'father ? I' m sure it 's all the same as

night now; I couldn't tell a bleak from a gudgeon by this light."

"Nor by any other light," said the old man, reproachfully; " when I

was his age there wasn't a fish in the stream, or a fly over it, but I knew

—ay, as well as I did my Bible ; and there is much in the knowledge of

the things that God makes to teach us God's power—not only His power,

but His love : and I think more of the beauty of His works, now that I

cannot see them, than ever I did when I had my blessed sight. But I

should like to see the waters and the fish once more, and my little

gran'child—the girl, I mean ; I know this lad—a little rosy, curly-headed

fat thing ; it 's his being so fat makes him so lazy."

The boy was as lean and as lank as a fishing-rod ; he looked at us,

and said with a smile—"' INIother says I was as fat as Annie when I was

a baby; gran'father calls mother a slim, pale girl, and she has such a red

face!" This was an a^iidc, but it recalled to us the exquisite poem of

" The Blind Man's Bride."

The old sailor had such a touching habit of sitting with his head

thrown back, and those sightless eyes up -looking to the heavens, and lus

fingers clasped round his rod,—it was quite a picture.

"• My daughter does not tire of her old blind father," he resumed, after
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a pause, " nor indeed does her husband,—he is a good son to me : still I

bless God and her Majesty I am no burden to them, except in the way

of kindness—that is another blessing. My daughter will not let me go

near the river without the boy, so I promise her, and keep my word

;

and the gentlemen who fish hereabout tell me of their sport, and I give

them my advice, and sometimes they buy my nets. And one wnll have

me in the punt ; but I soon weary of that—I like best my liberty of

the stream—I like to cat my dinner on the soft sweet grass, and to know

that some of God's creatures, the wild winged birds of the air, will dine

off the poor man's crumbs."

We made some observation as to his having a devotional spirit ; he

answered that he ought to have : he had been shipwrecked once, and

passed a night and part of a day on the deep floating on a spar. lie

then learnt what it was to be alone Avith God, but he had no fear; he

knew in "Whose care he Avas. This Avas said Avitli a simplicity that was

positively sublime. " I have received," he said, while Ave walked Avith

him towards his daughter's cottage, " I have received nothing but

mercies and blessings all the days of my life
;
yet I think I should have

been happier if I could have looked on the blue Avaters and the bright

fish to the last—I think I should—they are so pleasant 1 And yet—

I

can't tell : I have such dreams about streams and fishes that I wake up

as refreshed as if I had been ten hours angling. Surely that in itself is

a morcy, though I shall never, never in this Avorld see fin of fish again I"

Half a mile or so from Park Place, and we arrive in sight of Henley

Ijiuuge, a graceful structure of five arches, erected in 1787, and Avhich

AviU be interesting to Art-lovers as containing two scul}»turcd AA'orks

—

]\Iasks of the Tuames and Isis—from the chisel of the Hon. Mrs.

Darner ;
* they decorate the consoles of the central arch, exhibit talent

* Anne Seymjur Damsr was a lady of noble Joscent. IIci- ftvtlior, Goiicral Conway, was broUjer to

the Marquis of Hertford; her mother the only daughter of the fourth Duke of Argyll; and she was

cousin to Horace Walpole, who speaks enthusiastically of her graces of person and mind. She was a

real lover of her art—an art so seldom practised by ladies—and honestly earnad a reputation her posi-

tion in the great world might have given her with less labour, had she not desired the judgment of

cuniioisseurs, as well as the jiraiscs of titled friends. Her husljaiid, the eldest son of the first Lord

Milton, destroyed himself after lie had been ni;UTied nine years : he died in debt, and his widow sought
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of no common order, and are interesting as examples of that genius

which adopted the most difficult of all the arts as the occupation and

enjoyment of rank and Avealth."'-' This is not the only memory preserved

at Henley. It was here that Shenstone wrote the familiar lines on an

Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round

Where'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he still has found

The warmest welcome at an Inn."

The inn—the Red Lion—is still there, but it has been long unoccupied
;

it gives, however, unequivocal proofs that it was abundant in comforts

MASKS OF TUE THAMES AXD ISIS.

durino- the days of its glory ; its large rooms are now unfurnished ; its

snug and "cozy" chambers are without light and warmth; the stables

and outhouses, the lofts and hen-roosts, are all empty ; and those who

visit the house because of the associations it awakens, and contrast its

present loneliness with its former bustle and gaiety, may "sigh" that

consolation in renewed art-study, and travelled in Italy. Her father, the general, resided at Park

Place—hence her contribution to the bridge. Walpole left her Strawberry Hill for life. She died in

1S28, in the eightieth year of her age.

* That toward the source of the river represents the Isis—a female head, round which water-plants

are entwined; that on the other side is an aged male head, the Thames, crowned with bulrushes, and

from whose flowing beard little tish peep forth. Both heads are very boldly executed, and have been

higldy eulogised by Horace Walpole.
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here a " welcome " is no longer to be found : his lament yvlW not be

lessened because in its successor he finds a grievous contrast in reference

to all the good things of life of which an inn is proverbially productive.

The town of Henley is happily situated : above and below the scenery is

charming. A fine old church adds to its interest ; and the bridge is one

of the most beautiful of the many that span the noble river.*

Henley is in Oxfordshire ; but soon after leaving it we part from that

county and enter Buckinghamshire— on the north side of the river that

IJENLEr-ON-TEA.MES.

is to say, for on its southern banks we are still in Berkshire, and continue

so to be until we have passed Windsor. As our boat rows us downward,

» Tho architect was a " Mv. Hayward :" he died before the work was even commenced, but liis

designs and plans were adopted. Ills licart was evidently in his task, and tho structure must be
regarded as his monument. He had, it is said, frequently expressed a wiUi that in the event of his

death before its completion, he niiglit be interred beneath the centre arch, but liis desire was not
responded to. He lies, however, in the church close beside it, where there is a handsome tomb to his

memory. In this church, also, was interred the General Dumouriez famous in the early stages of the
French Revolution: he died in the neighbourhood in 182.'?, at the age of eighty-four, having lived

through the several eventful i)oriods tliat intervened between his exile and the restoration. In the

churchyard was buried Richard Jennings, " tho master-builder of St. Paul's."
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^ve soon arrive in sight of Fawley Court-—a summer-honse, situated on

a pretty island, attracts the eye as one of the graces of the Thames. It

is built after a Greek model. Close to this is the village of Remenham,

at the base of some high ground charmingly wooded. Fawley Court

—

its Grecian summer-house, that is to say, on the small island—is famous

ISLAND, FAWLLY COL'RT.

in the history of the Thames as the starting-point of the Regatta, wliich

annually '' glorifies " the river, and assembles here a host of gay and

happy lovers of water-sports. A few remarks on the racing-boats of the

Thames, and the " race," cannot here be out of place.

The most singular and the most peculiar of all the Thames boats, not

excepting even the "punt," is the racing-boat. This boat is of various

sizes, adapted either to a single rower, or to crews consisting of two,

four, sometimes six, and frequently eight persons : the eight-oared boats

being those which arc employed in the more important races. The

boats themselves vary in form, being sometimes sharp at both stem and

stern, in which case they are denominated "wherries;" when they are

built flat at the stern, they are termed " cutters." Wherries are now

rarely built for more than two rowers ; when there are more than two

B B
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rowers, the boats are provided with accommodation for a steerer. In

length these boats range from about twelve to nearly seventy feet, and

they are always very narrow, being so constructed that they simply

provide sitting room for their crews ; the oars are sustained by " rullochs,"

or "row-locks," which project considerably from either side, and thus

afford leverage for the rowers. As would be expected, these fairy -like

boats are built with the utmost care, the materials being usually the

finest pine-wood, with fittings of mahogany. They are so exceedingly

light that a man may carry one of the smaller ones on his shoulder with

ease ; their weight is sometimes no more than thirty-five pounds ; and

their draught is very small, yet, when in progress, the boat is, fore and

aft, on a level with the water : where the rowers sit the Q:un wales have

RACING-BOAT.

a slight elevation to prevent the flow of water, which sometimes passes

over the other parts of the boat, that are accordingly protected by a

covering of light oilskin. The rowers' seats and the " stretchers," or

boards for their feet to rest against, alone occupy the open space allotted

to them, which is, in fact, simply a kind of trough. The rate at Avhich

an eight-oar boat progresses, if well pulled, is not less than twelve miles

an hour. It is evidently a delicate operation to embark in one of these

gossamer vessels, and to occupy it is always attended with some degree

of danger, in consequence of the equilibrium of the boat being maintained

entirely by the even balance of the oars. And yet accidents are of rare

occurrence, while the light craft are taught to yield to the most ener-

getic exertions of their manly crews, who exemplify, in high perfection,

the practical application uf the truly English adage, of "A long pull, a

strong pull, and a pull all together." It is a nervous thing even to look

upon the voyager in one of these boats; for our own parts, we would as
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readily trust ourselves on the back of a wild horse on an Indian prairie

;

and we marvel much that the cool self-possession of the " boating -men
"

themselves should so generally preserve them from casualties. But at

Oxford, and on other parts of the river, all the men and boys, and many

of the women, learn to swim ; there is always a charm in peril—danger

is ever a pleasant excitement ; and so it happens that these boats are in

far more frequent recpiest than such as cannot iijisct.

The boat-race itself is indeed an animated and a brilliant spectacle :

there the island spirit of England shows itself after a most characteristic

fashion—the enthusiasm of those who are actually engaged in the

struggle extending its influence to the spectators of every class who

crowd the river-sides. At Oxford there are several races, which take

place according to a prescribed order of arrangement during the spring

and summer period of each academic year ; and here almost every college

has its representative afloat. There are few more striking sights than

that afforded by the long line of dashing boats gallantly manned,

covering the classic stream, and rushing over its waters between such a

" run on the banks " as needs to be seen, and indeed to be shared in, to

be adequately appreciated. The flash of the oars keeps time with the

cheers of ardent and encouraging friends, who strive on land to emulate

the speed of the swift skimmers of the waters ; a victory achieved elicits

still louder acclamations ; and each race concludes amidst mingled

congratulations, because of present success, and anticipations of future

success in races yet to come. The number of the boats, and the com-

parative narrowness of the stream at Oxford, render it impossible for the

competing crews to be arranged side by side ; they consequently start

and pull in a line a-hcad, the object of each crew being to touch with

their own boat the boat before them in the line. Such a " bump " leads

to a change of places in the case of these two boats ;
and thus the best

boat's crew bump their way to the "head of the river," where, if they

can, they may hold their honourable and honoured position.

The fine "reaches" of the Thames at Henley are yearly the scene of

boat-races, open to all competitors, and which afford an opportunity for

every variety of racing -boat to show its own capabilities and the powers
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of its rowers. In these races the two Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge take a part, together with the " crack " boats of London, and with

other worthy rivals from various parts of the country. The matclies

inchide races witli eight, four, and two -oared boats ; and there arc also

" scuUing-matches," as those races are designated in which each boat is

rowed by a single person. The incidents so familiar on the river-banks

at Oxford, at Henley are repeated on a still more important scale—the

very circumstances of the Henley races raising to the highest pitch the

interest insejDarable from them. The broad river here allows the rival

boats in every race to be placed alongside of each other ; and thus, with

even bows, they spring forth upon a career which not unfreqnently

closes upon them still being side by side, the winner having perhaps half

his boat's length in advance.

Still further down the stream the same light racing-boats may be seen

in active exercise, and particularly at the matches of the Thames water-

men, and at the grand annual contest between the picked eight-oared

boats' crews of Oxford and Cambridge. This " University boat-race
"

was first pulled upwards of a (quarter of a century back, at Henley, but

now it is generally decided, like the Avatermen's races, in the neighbour-

hood of Putney. On these occasions the Thames swarms with boats of

every size and kind, nor is a flotilla of river steamers wanting to com-

plete the aquatic picture, and to contribute to the scene the smoky

attribute of London. A clear course is, hoAvever, kept for the racing-

boats, each distinguished by a tiny flag a few inches in length at the

bow ; and, happily, notwithstanding the crowded condition of the river,

the animation of the races is rarely overcast by the sad reflections

arising from any serious mischance.

Passing Culham Court, and underneath a range of wooded hills, we

reach " Mile End," or Hambledon, lock. The adjacent country becomes

exceedingly beautiful, varied by alternate mills, islands, meadows,

and hills, with every now and then ornamental ''forest trees" hanging

over the stream, and giving pleasant shade to the current on its down-

ward flow. ]\Lagpie Island is reached and passed ; but those who have

leisure may linger about this charming spot. The wood of ]\Iedmenham
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soon comes in sight ; the ruined Abbey is seen among the trees ;
and

close beside it a pretty ferry, with the pleasant way-side inn of Mrs.

Bitmead—a domicile well known to artists, her frequent guests, one of

whom, who has since become " famous," painted a sign-board which

hangs over the door, and is of so good a quality that it might grace the

Exhibition of the Royal Academy. The abbey has been pictured a

hundred times, and is a capital subject seen from any point of view; the

river runs close beside it ; there is a hill adjacent—Danes' Hill ;
dark

woods and green meadows are at hand
;
gay boats and traffic barges are

J1EDMENHA.M ABBEY.

continually passing ; the ferry is always picturesque ; and the artist is

constantly supplied "on the spot" with themes for pictures; especially

he has before him the venerable ruin
—

" venerable," at least, in so far as

the eye is concerned. Time has touched it leniently ; some of its best

" bits" are as they were a century ago, except that the lichens have given

to them that rich clothing of grey and gold which the painter ever loves,

and added to it here and there a green drapery of ivy.

The manor of Medmenham was, in the reign of King Stephen, given
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by its lord, Walter de Boleboc, to the Abbey of Cistercian Monks lie had

founded at ^Yoburn, in Bedfordshire ; and in 1204 the monks placed

some of their society here, on this pleasant bank of tlie Thames ; hence

arose " a small monastery, being rather," as the writers of the order

express themselveS; ''a daughter than a cell to Woobnrn." In lo'M], it

was annexed to Bisham. At the dissolution, according to returns made

by the commissioners, " the clere value of this religions house was twenty

pounds six shillings ; it had two monks, and both desyrin to go to houses

of religion ; servants none ; woods none ; debts none ; its bells worth two

pounds, one shilling, and eight jience ; the value of its movable goods,

one pound, three shillings, and eightpence ; and the house wholly in

ruine." It must have undergone considerable repair early in tlie six-

teenth century, and probably very little of the original structure now

exists, although relics of an-

tiquity may be traced in

many of its " remains."

That portion which fronts

the Thames is kept in pro-

per repair, and a large room

is used for the convenience

of pleasnre - parties. The

whole of the back, however,

is in a wretched state of dila-

])idation, although inhabit d

by several families. The

property belongs to the

Scotts of Danesfield, a man-

sion that crowns a neigh-

bouring hill.

IMedmenham derives noto-

riety from events of more

recent date than the oecu})a-

tion of its two moidcs, Avithout goods, and without debt. Here, about

the middle of the hist century, was established a society of men of wit

DOOR OF MEDMKNlTAJf ABBEY.
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and fashion, who assumed the title of Monks of ^t. Francis, and wore

the habit of the Franciscan order. Althougli it is said the statements

contained in a now forgotten hut once popuhar novel—" Chrysal ; or,

the Adventures of a Guinea"—were exaggerated, the character which

the " assumed " monks bore in the open world was sufficiently notorious

to justify the worst suspicions of their acts in this comparative solitude.

The principal members were Sir Francis Pashwood (afterwards Lord

Le Despencer), the Earl of Sandwich, John Wilkes, Bubb Doddington,

Churchill, and Paul Whitehead the poet. The motto,— " Fay ce que

voudras,"—indicative of the principle on which the society was conducted,

still remains over the doorway of the Abbey House. Tradition yet

preserves some anecdotes illustrative of the habits of " the order," and

there can be little doubt that this now lonely and quiet spot was the

scene of orgies that were infamous.

The Thames now flows through one of the richest of its many rich

valleys ; and hence, until it arrives at Marlow, its windings are frequent

and of long continuance,—the flatness of the view being relieved, looking

back, by the wooded slopes of Culham, and the distant Chilterns, in

Buckingliamshire

.

The pretty and picturesque village of Hurley is now reached ; it is in

Berkshire ; another village, that of Harleyford, occupying the opposite

bank. Adjoining Hurley was Lady Place, formerly a priory for Bene-

dictine monks, more recently a stately mansion, but now indicated only

by aged garden -walls. The house was erected during the reign of

Elizabeth, on the site of the ancient convent, and out of the debris of

the buildings, by the then owner of the estate. Sir Richard Lovelace,

—

one of the brothers in arms of Sir Francis Drake. " He was a gentleman

of metal," writes old Fuller, " who had the success to light on a large

amount of the King of Spain's cloth of silver,—I mean, his West Indian

fleet,—wherewith he and his posterity are warmer to this day." He was

created Baron Lovelace, of Hurley, by Charles I. ; but during the reign

of his two successors, the house was the meeting-place of the several

peers and leading commoners whose movements led, eventually, to the

" calling in " of the Prince of Orange. " The meetings were held under
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cover of splendid hospitalities, by wliicli the noble owner of the mansion

is said to have exhausted his fortune." * The more secret and perilous

consultations were, it is said, held in a vault underneath, originally the

biirial-place of tlie monastery. The house is described by Boydell, in

179-i, as "a spacious edifice. The hall, which occupies a dispropor-

tionate part of it, is a noble room, with a light gallery round it. The

saloon is wainscoted with English oalc, which was sent over in panels to

Italy to be painted, according to the family tradition, by Salvator Rosa.

The views are undoubtedly Itahan, and in the bold style of that great

master." f The structure, having become much dilapidated, was alto-

gether removed in the year 1837. Fortunately, Mr. Fairholt visited

" the Place " about that period, and made sketches of the various objects

of interest,^—among others of the famous vault; and to his pen and

pencil we are indebted for the following details.

Lady Place obtained its name from the monastery upon whose foun-

dation it stood having been dedicated to " our Lady" the Virgin. The

exterior had projecting wings and a porch, in accordance with the

prevalent taste of the reign of Elizabeth, said to have been thus gone-

rally adopted in compliment to that sovereign, the ground-plan forming

the initial of her name, thus—m. The inner arrangements were singu-

larly inconvenient, except in the lower story, where they were much

enriched Avith stucco ornament and painted landscapes ; but the npper

rooms were small, and the gutters of the roof ran through them, freely

admitting both Avatcr and air. The vault below Avas reached by a trap-

door in the hall-floor, and was very solidly constructed, receiving its

light from a grated window below the level of the garden. In one

recess (that behind the figures in our cut) a square tablet was inserted.

* When the prince became converted hito tlie monarch, as our Khig- AVilliara III., he dul not forg-ct

the service that Lord Lovelace had rendered him ; lie made him captain of the Band of Gentlemen
Tensioners, and gave him other emoluments; but the taste for open-house keeping and display, engen-

dered by his revolutionary meetings, never left him. He made great alterations ut Lady Place,

re-decorated the interior, and lived in an extravagant style ; so that his possessions were sold, under

a decree of Chancery, at his death, to pay the debts in which he became again involved.

t They were, more probably, the work of Antonio Tempesta, who designed in the same style, and
was much employed in such decorations as these. The paintings had but little merit, and brought very

small prices when the house wa? destroyed.
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containing three inscriptions in as many compartments, giving the chief

facts connected with its history : first detailing its original fomidation,

" at the time of the great Norman revolution, by wliich revolution the

whole state of England was changed ;" then, " that in this place, six

hundred years afterwards, the revolution of 1G8S was begun, and it is

said that several consultations for calling in the Prince of Orange were

held in this recess, on which account this vault was visited by that

powerful prince after he had ascended the throne." The third inscrip-

TUE VAULT AT LA

tion commemorated another royal visit in these words :

—
" Be it remem-

bered that this place was visited by their majesties King George III.

and Queen Charlotte, on I\ronday, the 14th of November, 1785." The

visit of General Paoli, the celebrated commander of the Corsicans in

the revolution of that island, was also noted in May, 171*0; as well as

the fact that, in digging below the floor, some bodies in Benedictine

habits had been found, the last denizens of the old monastery. As we

have said, there are now no remains of Lady Place, except the garden

walls, to indicate its "whereabouts."

Passing Temple Hall, the seat of the old and honourable family of

c c
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AYilliams, we arrive at Bisham Abbey, one of the most pictures(|ue

objects on tlie Thames, and also among the most venerahle and interest-

ing of all the ancient remains which time and use have consecrated.

The ahbey and clmrch are in admirable " keeping
;

" but each has

its own peculiar features. The abbey is now a modern residence,

tr.steful, and comfortably arranged, furnished, and decorated. The

mansion is old—of the Tudor period : it was built on the site of the

BISIIAM ABBEY.

abbey originally a preceptory of the Knights Templars, but subse-

quently a priory for canons of the order of St. Augustine, founded by

^Villian^ jMontacute, Earl of Salisbury, in 1338. His body was interred

in the church, together with that of his son AYilUam. Here also were

laid the " mortal parts " of that Earl of Salisbury who died at the siege

of Orleau;', in 142S ; llichard Neville, "the king-maker," killed at the

battle of r>aruet, in ld7».) ; and ivlward Plantagcnet, son of the Duke of

Clarence, beheaded in ll'i'.l for attempting an escape from confinement.*

It is impossible to tread these grounds, sombre as they are,—for the

* The tombs of Uie Iloby family, of tlio times oi" Elizabeth and James I., are now tlie most remark-

alilo iiiMMmneiits in the cluircli. Tlic present mansion at Bisham was built about 1500, by the head of

th;it nimily.
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But tlie Thames angler loves the river hcreaLouts, not only because

it seldom fails to fill his basket—here he obtains all the other enjoyments

wliich our king of island rivers abundantly supplies. Does he seek

health and quiet?—He finds them here. Does he love nature—the

rural sounds as well as rural sights tliat give pure and true enjoyment ?

—They are here—everywhere. Does he seek to call up, in fancy, the

THE INN AT MARLOW.

great of bygone ages—the worthies of his country, in pidpit, in senate,

or in arms

—

" The dead—
Who rule our spirits from tlieir urns ?"—

Nowhere can he oljtaiu so many associations with the heroic past.

Xor is it to be forgotten that among the other attractions of IMarlow

is one of the jn-ettiest and })leasantest inns remaining in railway-ridden

iMigland ; with a must kindly and accommodating landhidy, who seems.
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by intuition—and certainly is from long practice—aware of all the ways

and Avants of brethren of the angle, who are her best, and, indeed,

almost her only customers ; for her " hostelry " is not in the town, but

ill a quiet nook close by the bridge on the Berkshire side of the river.

Fortunate will he be who is a dweller here ; especially if Rosewell, one

of the eldest and best of Thames fishermen, be his companion and guide

to the several " pitches " where he is to look for his day's sport. He

will rise with the lark, and all will be ready for him ; the neat and clean

punt is moored close beside that pretty little summer-house of trees and

climbing flowers; the baits are in—gentles, and red worms, and graves,

with soaked bread and clay for the manufacture of ground-bait; the rake

will be there too, for at mid-day, probably, he will have a "try" for

gudgeon, although his special victims are to be the roach and dace ; and

for these his "gentle-box" is full, the gentles being " well bred" from the

liver of the ox; he has purchased them in London, no doubt; for he does

not choose to incur the hazard that Rosewell's store may have been

exhausted by some successful party of the day before.

He has had an early breakfast, and Mrs. Parslow has not neglected to

draw an eel—a genuine Thames eel—of a pound weight, out of the tank

pictured at the landing-place, and where she generally contrives to

preserve a few for choice friends—true anglers, to whom alone they are

given, and who alone should have them ; or, it may be, he prefers the

"new-laid egg" which yonder clucking hen has just contributed by way

of welcome. He is off till dinner-time—or, what is more likely, if he be

a genuine lover of the sport, his dinner is in the hamper that stands at

the bow of the boat, for he may grow hungry just as the fish are biting

most freely; and let us see the true angler who would leave a productive

pitch for the best dinner that ever graced an alderman's table !

His rod is put together ; it is just twelve feet in length, really tapering,

but comparatively "stiff"—certainly so in the eyes of the trout fisher:

it is made of bamboo, except the top, which is of hazelj his reel whistles

full, and is in good order; a fine and new line of gut is fastened to his

running line ; the hook, very small—so small that it seems only made to

suit a minnow, but is in reality large enough for a barbel of ten pounds
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weight—is mounted upon liorse-liair of sandy coloiir ; the float, of elon-

gated and shapely quill, is "a pretty thing to look at;" towards the end

of the line are some forty or fifty shot, small and distributed at intervals

— these sink the baited hook, for he is "bottom-fishing," and contrives

that the bait shall just pass half an inch or so above the gravel, and he

also wishes it to sink rapidly, so as to lose as little as may be of " the

swim." He is quite ready, and meanwhile Eosewell has chosen his first

pitch—there, in mid-stream; but by-and-by he will select ground

somewhere nearer the bank, or perhaps a position close to those weeds

that run a good way out into the current, or he may prefer a chance

under those aged pollards, Avhose roots run almost as far into, as their

FISHJNQ PUNT.

bi-anches do over, the river. The boat is moored ; two poles, one at

either end, prevent its moving, and keep it steady; but you see how

cautiously this has been done—Ptosewell laiows the fish are there, and

that a clumsy push would be a warning to them to remove from dan-

gerous quarters. Carefully, and with as little stir as possible, the plum-

met, secured to his hook by the bit of cork let into the lead, is sunk to

the bottom to sound the depth— it is ascertained to a nicety; a " half

hitch," effected by twisting the lino round the top of the float, prevents

its slipping ; two gentles arc neatly placed on the liook, and the angler

begins his work. Eosewell soon collects the fish by throwing in a few

balls of ground-bait—bread, bran, and graves, and, it may be, coarse
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geutles (always desirable), mixed witli clay ; the clay soon dissolves, and

the fish come up at a " fin gallop " to learn the source of the supply,

indicated by many floating particles.

Hah I a touch ! they are gathering, and are growing bold ; the float is

carried under ; strike ! the smallest bend of the wrist is enough—force

will break the hair, or pidl the hook out of the mouth : it is well struck

—you feel by the weight that "you have him;" it is a roach of half-a-

pound—you know it is a roach, although you cannot see him—he makes

no sudden spring, as he would do if a dace, or, still more, if a chub

;

there is no mistake about it now, for he comes sailing towards the boat,

and you note the redness of the eyes and fins through the water. Do

not hurry—patience is the angler's virtue—he is at your hand—draw in

your line gently, and remove him from the hook to the well—that heavy

-

looking space which stands out near the boat's stern, through which the

water runs by holes made in the sides ; and to which you will, before the

day is over, consign some ten, or, it may be, twenty dozen of his fellow-

captives, who will swim about in lia]>py ignorance that their destiny is

to be transferred to that neat and graceful basket of white -wicker-work,

the form of which is as well known as the shape of a ship's anchor.

And such is Thames angling—a joy above all joys to those who love

it, compared to which

—

" other joys

Are but toys I

"

And although the '•' business " of the angler, thus pursued, may be, as it

has ever been, a theme of sneer and sarcasm with those who throw a fly

across the Tweed, and land a huge salmon, after an hour's labour to

subdue him, the pleasure of him " who sits quietly in a summer evening

on a bank a-fishing "—as that great and good man, Sir Harry Wotton,

often did, and as so many other men, as great and good, have as often

done— is not to be despised by those who have the power to ramble half

the world over to seek enjoyment, and to find far less of it than is found

by him who is content

" To sec his qnill or cork down sink

Witli eager bite of percli, or bleak, or dace."
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A short distance below Marlow, a paper and corn-mill added to the

lock completely block up the Thames, but there is a back-water in which

the angler is pretty sure to find enjoyment. If he be a bottom-fisher, it

is probable that Rosewell will take him half a mile lower down, and moor

his boat at Quarry Point—a bay which is left undisturbed by river-

traffic, and is shaded by the tall trees of Quarry Wood. This beautiful

demesne is succeeded by that of Winter Hill, where the Thames becomes

a broad sheet of water, and assumes the character of a small lake, from

which there is no apparent outlet. On the Berkshire side there are

5.

CUUUCH.

many pleasant slopes crowned with villas, while on that of Buckingham-

shire, the land is flat and marshy, but the distant hills give a valuable

effect to the scenery—wooded here and there, and frequently varied by

green fields and "arable land."

Shade-Oak Ferry is next reached, and here the river begins to

assume a more busy and active character— barges, punts, boats,

" canoes," and racing-boats are more often encountered ; the shores are

more populous than they have been hitherto, and we gradually lose that

sense of solitude with which the irrand old "Father" has so continually
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oppressed us higher up the stream. The woods of Hedsor—the seat of

Lord Boston—companion us for a long way, and for some miles we keep

in sight a remarkable structure which crowns the summit of a hill,—we

learn that it is nothing more than a summer-house, placed there fur the

sake of the many views it commands ; but it looks like the huge ghost of

some mighty edifice which man has deserted. On the opposite bank

—

in Berkshire, that is to say—is Cookham, a pretty village, with a fine old

church. A little lower down, and we row beside a lovely island of some

acres in extent ; it has been laid out in charming walks, with here and

there seats for rest, and summer-houses,—every corner j^lanted with fair

flowers, shrubs, and cheerful evergreens. Another island—Formosa

Island—somewhat further on, greets the voyager, and is also full of

attractions.

We are now approaching that part of the Thames which supplies its

most abundant beauties—of mingled wood and water, hill and valley,

shrubby heights and richly cultivated fields. The river here closes in,

or seems to do so ; for although in reality wide, it is narrowed to the

eye by the steep hills which rise from the banks on either side, clothed

in varied foliage from the base to the summit. Those who accuse our

great island river of insipidity, who, if they concede its claims to beauty,

deny its pretensions to grandeur, will do well to visit the scenery

between Hedsor and INlaidenhead—to row beneath the thick woods of

Taplow and Cliefden, and, looking up, they will have no difficulty in

imagining themselves in one of the grandest and richest, in picturesque

attractions, of our English lakes ; indeed, they will require only the near

and distant mountains to fancy themselves under the heights of Glena, in

all-beautiful Killarney. "Well may we rejoice to scan the charms of our

glorious river, and ask the aid of Poetry and Art to give them fame and

power. But the painter will fail here, lie may select graceful nooks,

and a thousand objects will, singly or in groups, present themselves as

fitting subjects for his pencil ; but he cannot convey to the eye and mind

a just idea of the mingled grandeur and beauty of this delicious

locality; while the poet will find only themes which have been, ever and

everywhere, the chosen and the favoured of his order.

D D
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Nature here has been liberally aided by successive lords, from that

Duke of Buckingham by whom " Cliefden's proud alcove" was made

" Tlio bower of wanton Shrewsbury and love,"

to that other duke—the Duke of Sutherland—who now happily owns

it, and under whose superintending care, or rather that of his accom-

plished duchess, the mansion and grounds are among the loveliest, most

graceful, and the most richly cultivated of the kingdom.* If, however,

those who row past these charming woods,—and note what has been

done by taste, in association with wealth, to render every part delight-

ful,— ascend any of the many heights and examine the "prospect,'

near or distant, their enjoyment will be largely enhanced. It is impos-

» "Cliefden House" was built by Charles Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,—that Yilliers so familiar

to all who read the records of pernicious follies and degcnoraling vices during the reign of Charles II.

—

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art."

TIio house has been twice destroyed by fire : that which now surmounts the
'

ago, for the Duke of Sutlierland, by the architect Barry.

built a few years
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sible, indeed, to exaggerate the beauty and harmony of the foliage which

everywhere surrounds us,

—

" Beautiful in various dyes,

The gloomy pine, the poplar blue,

The yellow beech, the sable yew.

The slender fir that taper grows,

The sturdy oak with broad-spread boughs
;

And beyond the purple grove,

Haunt of Phyllis, Queen of Love !

"

But there are here hundreds of other trees -wliich tlie poet could not

commemorate, for they were unknown to England in his time. All

climes and countries have contributed to the wealth of foliage at

Clicfden,—woods, la\Mis, and gardens are enriched by tributes from

every land to which enterprise has conducted British science, to gather

treasures converted from exotics into subjects naturalised and " at

home."*

Leaving this scene of mingled grandeur and beauty, to which the

Thames voyager will often look back, we pass through Boulters Lock,

and arrive at the bridge at Maidenhead. And here let us pause awhile,

—for we arc in sight of "regal Windsor,"— and consider a few of

those ' facts " which may augment the interest of the voyage, and

add to the enjoyment derived from acquaintance with the peculi-

arities of our great river. And first we ask the reader's attention

to the following notes, for which we are indebted to our friend

Professor Hunt.

The Thames flows over a certain set of geological formations, which

are known as the supercretaceous or tertiary strata ; these are a certain

order of deposits which are based upon the chalk.

The depth at which the chalk is found beneath the surface at a few

points around London, will give the best idea of the varying thick-

ness of the tertiary formations ou which our metropolitan city stands,

* It is worth noting that Thomson's masque of " Alfred" was first acted at Clicfden, and that, con-

sequently, within those walls was first sung the national song of " Rule Britannia," composed by him

and set to music by Dr. Arne, on the occasion of its performance.
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and tlirouyli which the waters of the Thames have scooped out their

channel :

—

Feet.

At llampstead Vale the elialk was reached at tlie depth of ... . 378

At Camden Town 230

New Road, near Tottenham Court R(jad 150

Lambeth, at Hungerford Bridge 2u0

Church Street, Camberwell Grove 105

St. Luke's, Old Street 160

Fishmongers' Hall, Lower Thames Street 237

Near Surrey Canal, Kent Road 34

Manor Farm, in Lewisham 20

Rotherhithe 46

Thus we learn that a series of chalk hills undulates between the valley

of the Thames, in a similar manner to those picturesque swellings and

depressions which mark the wood-crowned chalk hills of Ileigate and of

Guildford. Upon this bed of chalk, extending from Croydon on one

side to St. Alban's on the other, and from below Graveseml in the east

to Newbury in the west, we find a group of red mottled clays and

permeable sands, very variable in their composition and structure ; and

although they sometimes acquire a thickness of loU feet, they frequently

thin out to a thickness of only 25 feet.

Above these sands and clays, having a very irregular boundary, we

find the London clay. This formation, on the north side of the Thames,

extends to Southend, and may be traced along the coast to Aldborough.

On the south side of the Thames the London clay scarcely extends

eastward of the river Piavensbourne. The towns of Croydon, Epsom,

Guildford, and Farnham are scarcely reached by this formation; but it

comes so near them, that they serve to mark tlie southern boundary.

On the north and north-west we find it skirting Hungerford, Reading,

IMaidenhead, Uxbridge, Barnct, Thaxted, Ipswich, and Aldborough, the

city of London standing nearly in the centre of its greatest length.

This London clay in some places acquires a thickness of from 400 to

500 feet.

An upper group of permeable, loose, siliceous sands is known as the

BcKjalwt sands. The nearest point to London reached by the Bagsliot

sands is the hills of Ilighgate and ILampstead ; the main mass of them

extending from Esher on the east, to near Strathfieldsaye on the west,
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and from near Guildford on the south, to Ascot and Virginia Water on

the north, forming a well-kno^Yn elevated tract, composed, in the greater

I^art, of sandy heaths. Beside these, there are the superficial accumu-

lations of gravel, clay, or brick-earth, which ai-e usually classed as drift.

These are dispersed with much irregularity over the face of the country,

the London clay being covered by gravel at Clapham, Kensington, and

Hyde Park, and by gravel and brick- earth at West Drayton,

If we follow the course of the river Thames from Aylesbury or from

Oxford, we find it first flowing over the Kimmerldge day, which consists,

in great part, of a bituminous shale, sometimes forming an impure coal,

several hundred feet in thickness. In this formation are found several

extinct molluscous animals and Saurian remains. The river then cuts

its way through the Joir.cv (jreea-sand, again distinctly marked by the

characteristics of its fossil remains. The gault is next traversed by it,

and it passes the upper grccii-sand at Wallingford.

The gault consists of a dark blue marl, and is pahvontologically

characterized by the forms of Cephalopoda found within it. The upper

green-sand has been regarded as the littoral deposit of that ocean in

which our chalk rocks were formed. It derives its name from containing

green particles of sand coloured by a chloritic mineral. These two

formations have lately been rendered of great commercial importance,

from the abundant excrementitious and other remains of fish, which are

so rich in phosphate of lime, as to make the agriculturist eager to

obtain these coprolites, &c., for fertilizing his soil.

Leaving Wallingford, the Thames passes through the chalk formations

until it reaches Reading, whence it is found Avinding its way, still

through chalk, to llenley and Ueaconsfield, and round to JMaidenhead :

it then passes, for a short distance, through the sands and mottled clay

of the lower tertiary strata, and, entering upon the London clay at

Windsor, it makes that formation its bed, until, sweeping past the great

metropolis, it again meets the lower tertiary sands at Deptford, a little

below which the chalk once more appears ; and, until the river empties

itself into the ocean, it is found with sands and chalk alternating upon

its banks.
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A few words upon tlie London clay formation may not be without

interest. It consists of a tenacious brown and bluish -grey clay, with

layers of concretions called Scptaria, which abound iu some parts, and

are collected for the manufacture of Roman cement. The principal

fossils of the London clay arc found at Ilighgate Hill, iu the Island of

Sheppey, and at Bognor, iu Hampshire; from these localities 133

species of fossil shells have been obtained. The Island of Sheppey

abounds Avith fossil fruits and seeds, Avhich have been very carefully

examined and described by Mr. Bowerbank. Thirteen fruits of palms

liavo been discovered of the same type as the Nlpa, now found only in

the ^Molucca and Philippine Islands, and in Bengal. " These plants are

allied," says Sir Charles Lyell, " to the cocoa-nut tribe on the one side,

and on the other to the Pandanus or Screw pine. The fruits of other

palms, besides those of the cocoa-nut tribe, are also met with m the clay

of Shcppey; three species of the Custard apple {Anona), and fruits of

the gourd and melon family in considerable abundance. Beyond these,

fruits of various species of Acacia are in profusion—all implying the

existence of a warm climate." Those remains of an ancient flora must

not be supposed to have all grown on the Island of Shejipey ; they were

brought down by some large river—the parent of Father Thames—and

Avere deposited upon the accumulated mud-banks of a large delta, as at

the in-esent day. We are informed by Dr. Hooker, that in the Delta of

the Ganges arc seen such nimibers. of the large nuts of the Nipa fruc-

ticaiis, that they obstruct the paddle-Avheels of the steamboats.

Among the animal rcnuuns which have been discovered in the London

clay, are the teeth and bones of crocodiles and turtles, and a sea-snake

some tliirteen feet long : strange animals allied to the hog, and a

]>achyderm, called Cori/phoduu cocanus by Owen, larger than any

existing tapir.

" These "—we again rpiote Sir Charles Lyell—" animals seem to have

inhabited the banks of a great river, which floated down the Sheppey

fruits. They ini}»]y the existence of a mammiferous fauna, antecedent

to the period when nummulites flourished in Europe and in Asia, and

therefore before the Alps, I'yrenees, and other mountain chains, now
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forming the back-bones of great continents, were raised from the deep
;

nay, even before a part of the continent rocky masses, now entering into

the central ridges of these chasms, had been deposited in the sea."

As the Tliames flows below London it passes over the more recent

accumulations of drift, in which the mammoth and the rhinoceros have

been found ; there have also been discovered, at Brentford, the bones of

an hippopotamus ; here lie mingled with those of aurochs—a short-horned

ox—red deer, and a great cave tiger, or lion. At Grays, near Gravesend,

exists the celebrated elephant bed, from which have been derived bones

and teeth in immense quantities. From these facts we learn an instruc-

tive lesson of the earth's mutations ; and that the bosom of that river

which now bears upon it the wealth of the old and the new continents,

to add to the luxury of the greatest city in the civilized world, once

swept a mighty torrent through forests of palms, and bore the fruits

which had fallen before the storm, in countless myriads, down to its

wide-spread delta, there to be preserved as memorials of a mighty past.

The hippopotamus laved in its waters, the rhinoceros and the elephant

dwelt upon its banks. The country through which the Thames now

rolls onward to the sea, was, ages ere yet man had existence, similar

in most respects to the vast plains of Central Africa—the watershed of

a wide swamp, rich in vegetation, excited by the influences of a

tropical sun.

Maidenhead is a small town, at some distance from the bridge—

a

structure of much elegance, built in 1773, from the designs of Sir

Robert Taylor. The name is said to be a corruption of that which it

bore so early as tlie reign of Edward III.—Maydenhithe, liithe being

the Saxon word for haven or port : Gamden, however, fancifully derives

its title from the veneration paid there to the " head " of a Virgin, one

of the "eleven thousand" whose bones may be now seen at Cologne I

The view from the bridge, both above and below, is very beautiful : on

the one side the trees rise from the river -bank to the wooded heights

that surround Cliefden ; while on the other the pretty islet, the Church

of Bray, the bridge of the railroad, the near meadows and distant hills,

attract the eye, and tempt the passenger to linger awhile in admiration.
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In this district, indeed, are to be found all the several advantages

which the noLle river so abundantly supplies : a channel of depth

sufficient for any required traffic, a populous and flourishing town close

at hand, pleasant cottages, comfortable inns, and villas, grand or graceful,

scattered at convenient intervals, by the bank-sides, on the slopes of

adjacent elevations, or crowning distant hills in the midst of " patrician

trees " and " plebeian underwood ;" while the heart-cheering turrets of

^Vindsor Castle occasionally come in sight, to add to the interest of the

E

MAIDENHEAD BRIDGE.

scenery the lessons and the pleasures of association. The land is thus

fertile in themes, and the water is hardly less so : the barges, the punts,

the fMy wherries, the racing-boats are everywhere ; and perhaps in no part

of the world are there to be obtained enjoyments so many or so full— at

once so quiet and so active—as are to be found in this part of the

Thames, where the venerable Father leads us to classic Eton and regal

Windsor.

The voyager will surely go ashore at Bray, not only to examine the

venerable church, but to speculate concerning that renowned vicar who

has obtained a larger share of immortality than any of his predecessors

or successors. The vicar has indeed no tomb in his cliurch to perpetuate
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his memory, Lnt his fame is prescvved in song ; and its application is not

uncommon, even no\v-a-days, to tliose who find it convenient to change

oiiinions."'-' Bray Church is a Lirge and interesting structure, exhibiting

EI \Y t'ULU II.

that mi.Kture of architectural features so frerpiently ohservaLle in build-

ings which have survived many ages of change. Inside are several old

* The vicar was nam3d Symind Syimnd;. Tlis aath irity fur his history is Fuller, who says,

—

" The vivacious vicar tlieivof, living under Kins Ileury VIU., King Edivard VI., Queen Mary, a:al

Queen Elizabeth, was first a Papist, then a Protestant, then a Papist, then a Protestant again, lie had

seen some martyrs burnt (two miles off) at Windsor, and found this fire too hot for his tender temper.

This vicar being taxed by one for being a turncoat and an inconstant changeling— ' Not si," said he,

' for I always Icept my principle, wliich is this—to live and die tlie Vicar of Bray.'
"

The popular ballad is essentially incorrect in all its details, and, by changing the true period of the

vicar's residence here, has represented him even worse than he was. It makes him commence his

career in the time of Charlei 11. , and continue a series of chinges, religious and political, until the

accession of George I. The song is, therefore, chiefly political, its concluding lines being the dccla-

ralion—
" That whatsoever king shall roign,

I 'II be the Vicar of Bray '.

"

Ritson, who was such an industrious collector of our English popular songs and their music, has given

the words and tune of this song in his " Select Collection of English Songs," 1783 ; but he was not able

to say who was its author, although it was evidently written not more than sixty years before that

period. It was most probably the production of one of the men of talent who visited Touson at his

house, close by Bray.
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monuments, tlie best "being tlie Lrass of Sir Jolm Foxley and his two

wives (of tlie early part of the fourteenth century); the figures occu-

pying a sort of shrine, based on a column, which is again supported by a

fox, in allusion to their names. Another fine brass to members of the

Norreys family is dated lo'J2 ; and there is a very interesting one to

Arthur Page, '"'of Water Okelye, in the parish of Brayc,'' and Sesely his

A\ife, loU8, which shows that the name of Page was known in the

neighbourhood of Windsor when >Shakspere chose it for one of the chief

cliaracters of his immortal drama. The tomb of Henry Partridge, of

the same era, is remarkable for an enumeration of the virtues of the

deceased, the chief place being given to the assertion that he

" Kext to treason, hated dobt." *

Soon after leaving Bray wo step ashore at " Monkey Island :" the

iishing-lodge built here hy the third Duke of Marlborough is now " a

house of entertainment ;" and the grounds, althox;gh limited in extent,

are famous for '' picnics " in summer seasons. The room which gives a

name to the island is still preserved unimpaired ; the monkeys continue,

on canvas, to do the work of men—to hunt, to shoot, and to fish : and no

doubt the "monkey-room," which is the zalon of parties, is an attraction

profitable to the landlord, although he may not be successful in conveying

assurance, as he seeks to do, that these pictures are the works of Sir

tf tllL llIU 1 1

tlulni 1 1) k timmonly placed in tlie sacred edilice

t 1 ocnei-il use in the days ut tlie Relnniuitimi. The
CM t5m began T\ith the Scriptui-es, ivhirh wt re tliiis

tlniued to a desk for the cnnsiiUatimi nf tlie lait}',

liee t3 all men." The Bray speciinen behmss,

h wevei to a later period, the days of Elizabeth,

tvftci thcpowei of the Roman Catholic church had

f. lined 1 temporary supremacy in the days of her

vistei Mai } , T\ lio had, by her excess of severity,

gncn gieitei stability to the reformed faith. The
- ICC id f those who had suffered in the strug-gle

- Ml lulli lied by John Fox, and his "Book of

j\l iitMs became second only to the Bible in genc-

1 vl interest It was placed with the sacred book for

^(iitial peiusal in our churches, and the folio still

I
lescncd at Biay is a tattered and well-woru copy

discn Its ol the Piotestant faith.
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Joshua Reynolds.* "Marlborough's Duke " must have expeuded Inrgc

sums uiDon this " fancy," for the lodge is built of cut stone, and is

evideiUlv of a costly character ; moreover, there is a detached buildiuL;-,

MO\KFY Island.

no\v used as a billiard-room, but in which, in the palmy days of the

island, the guests probably liad their banquets : it is a structure of

much elesrance, and no doubt was a charmin.i^: retreat.

* lu WpstaU's " Views on the Thames '

named Clermont." Although clever iu

design, they are of no great merit in exe-

cution. One of the best of these groups

we engrave,—it represents two of the ani-

mals awkwardly carrying home fish, the eels

escaping from the basket. The most ludi-

crous scene occupies the centre of the ceil-

ing, and is a burle-que on the triumph of

Galatea; even the Cupid attending her is

represented as a winged monkey wiUi tiiit-

tering drapery, strewing flowers on flio

nymph, who, with her attendant tritons

and sea-nymphs, are also rejiresented as

monkeys. The room is popular, and invit-

i ig to the numerous picnic parties by whom tl

the paintings are said to bo the work of "a French a
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Of the many villas that intervene between Maidenhead and Windsor,

the only one that requires especial notice is Down Place, once the

residence of the famous bookseller, Jacob Tonson, the first of his

fraternity who took an enlarged view of "the trade," and succeeded in

achieving a celebrity and fortune previously unknown to it. " Genial

Jacob," as he is termed by Pope, succeeded in gathering around him the

chief talent of his day, and the famous " Kit-cat Club" was formed in his

DOWN PLACE.

house : it consisted of noblemen and gentlemen, with the Earl of Dorset

at their head ; and under the plea of literary joviality they banded for a

higher purpose—the defence of the House of Hanover. They took

their name from one Christopher Catt, who originally supplied them

Avith a simple dish
— '' mutton-pies," which always appeared upon their

table. They had thirty-nine members, all distinguished for rank,

learning, and wit, many holding important offices under government.

Tonson acted as their secretary, and Sir Godfrey Kneller painted the

portraits of the members, which were afterwards engraved and pub-
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lished.* Down Place is now a mansion of large size, to which many

additions have from time to time been made. Our engraving- is of the

older part, where the wits and men of learning assembled under the

protecting wing of the great bibliopole. A charming view of INIaidcn-

head is obtained from an}^ of the adjacent heights ; while a still more

attractive object is presented to the eye on the side opposite ; for we

are approaching " Regal Windsor." We have passed Surly Hall

—

now an inn, well known not only to the youths of Eton, but to all

oarsmen of the river. Before we reach AVindsor, however, we pass

through Boveney Lock. There was a fishery here from a very early

* These portraits were long preserved at Down Place, and were aU painted of one uniform size, which

is still remembered, and the term used to designate a certain canvas, kit-cat size, measuring 28 or 29

inches by 36. The whole of this fine and interesting series of portraits are now in (he possession of a

descendant—W. II. Baker, Esq., of I!ayfordbury : they are all in excellent condition, pure and clear;

but the finest is certainly the poi trait of Tonson himself, who is represented holding a folio copy of

" Paradise Lost," of which he had the copyright, and by which he greatly added to his large fortune.

His features exhibit a combination of shrewdness and inilexibility very characteristic of the man.
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period; and it is recorded in the annals of AYindsor that, in 1201,

William, the son of Richard de \Yindsor, gave two marks to the king,

ill order that the pool and fishery in Bovcney might he in the state it

was wont to be dnring the reign of Henry II. The men of this, and

all other villages near Windsor, were acenstomed to give toll i\tV\ indsor

of all their merchandize. When Eton College was bnilding, Boveney

and jMaidenhead contribnted their share of elm-tree wood for its con-

^^tf7%

EOVENEY CHURCH.

struction. The village is still but a small group of cottages, retaining

very primitive features. Let us step ashore for a brief while, to visit

yon " wee " church, half hidden among lofty trees : it is the Cfiuucii of

EovENEY, and is the last of its class we shall encounter; for, although

we may meet some more aged and many more picturesque, there will be

none along the banks of tlic great river that so thoroughly represent
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the homely and unadorned fanes where the simple villagers have been

taught to worship. It is very small, and of the most primitive con-

struction, consisting of four walls merely, the chancel end being railed

off by wood -work. The font is large and simple in character, and there

are traces of early mediivival work in the external walls ; the pulpit is

Elizabethan, but the open seats of oak may be much earlier ;
the root

is arched, but has originally been supported by open timber-work,

—the cross-beams now alone remain.* "SYe have engraved the in-

terior as an example of one of our sacred edifices, where, through

many ages, sate

•• The riulf furetutliors of the hamlet."

After inspecting the interior, and wondering why so small a church

was ever built, we returned to the churchyard, and stood for some little

time beneath the shadow of a glorious old tree, whose boughs and

foliage formed a protection against rain or sunsliine. The old withered

woman who had opened the cliuvch-door followed, and regretted the

gentry should be disappointed, as there was "nothing to see." We
differed from her, saying there was a great deal that interested us,

—

could anything lie more picturesrpie or beautifid than the churchyard ?

She shook her head. " The churchyard V\as thick with graves, some

with stones and some without, like any other place of the sort—a poor,

melancholy place it was. She thought it so lonely and miserable, and

yet sketchers were always making pictures of it ; and she had seen a

printed book once A\ith a picture of it, and its history all done into

print. She could not but think the gentry had very little to write

about. Yes, there were stories about those Avho lay there—many stories.

There was a story of two brothers—wicked men, she called them—who

* The key of the church is nne of those massive pieces of meta

believed to liavc been the cliief security in loclvs. As
a curious specimen of a bygone fashion, we append a

cut of it ; such securities are now rare. It is mineceisary

to add that in "old times" keys were frequently sub-

jected to elaborate ornamentation, often of a costly

character, and exhibiting considerable iJroficiency in

art.

Ic constructed when strength w£
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died, she could not well tell liow ; and as to the things cut upon tomb-

stones, she set no count by such grand \Yords— she knew her own

know I People could get anything they liked cut on stones if they paid

for it. There was a cold, proud man who lived at the Hall when she

was a child— a bad, cruel man ; his shadow would wither up the young

grass, and the look of his eye was as bad as a curse. He died, as he

had lived, full up of bitter riches : he was not buried in this churchyard

— it was not grand enough for him—but in a fine new one, where so

much was put on his tomb about his charity^he who would steal a half-

penny out of a blind man's hat—about his justice, who would rob a foot

off the highroad to add to his own field—about his being a meek

Christian I" tlie woman laughed, scornfully ;
" meek I meek ! the haughty

reprobate ! Well, a poor little lad, who had but too good reason to

know the falsity of the whole, from first to last, wrote under it, ' It's all

lies I ' and though every one in the place said the lad was a true lad, and

a brave lad, yet he lost his situation, and not one in the place dared give

him food or shelter, so he left the neighbourhood, did the lad ; but as

sure as that sun is shining above us, so sure is there One who sifts the

tares frum the wheat— yes, indeed, the tares from the Avheat. And I

forget how it was, for I married out of the village, and just came

back ten years ago, like a crow to the old nest,—only he grew rich,

through honest labour ; and liis son is in the Hall now ; and the

great tombstone was cleared away, and nothing to be seen now but

a broad slab, with never a word on it, over the bad man's dust and

ashes."

She was a strange, weird -looking old creature, with odds and ends of

infurmation : like an artist who can paint a distance, but not a fore-

ground, the past was with her light and bright enough, but the present

was already her grave—she could tell us nothing of the present. She

still leant against the old tree, and we were so soothed by the silence

and tranquillity of the scene, that we lingered among the tombs, when

suddenly we heard a quick, light step behind us, and before we could

turn round to ascertain whence it came, a thin hand rested on our arm,

and a pale face, the lips parted over white and glittering teeth, and the
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eyes, deep sunk and restless, were advanced so close to our own that

we started back almost in terror. "Can you tell me the grave?"

she inquired eagerly, but in a low voice :
'• oh I if you know it, do

tell me I I know he is buried here— they all own that, but they

will not tell me where ; do tell me—I am sure you will—cume, make

haste I"

The lady was dressed in faded mourning, the crape was drawn and

crumpled, and the widow's cap beneath her bonnet did not conceal a

quantity of fair hair, which looked the fairer from being streaked

with grey.

•' What grave?" we inquired of the pale, panting little creature, \\\\o

wrung her hands inqiatiently, "what grave?"

" Oh ! you know^my husband's I Round and round, across, along

—

from the first tap of the rcvcilU to the last drum-roll at niglit, 1 seek his

grave, I throw myself down and talk to the dead and buried, but they

tell me to let them alone : and they say he is not here, but I know

he is. We went out in the same sliip and returned in the same ship, so

we must be both here, you know. We went out in the same ship, and

returned in the same shi})," she repeated, mournfully, " and they buried

him here. Oh 1 have pity—have pity, and help me to find his grave !"

She hurried us on, pointing to each green mound we passed—" It is not

that, nor that, nor that—no, no I do not look at the tombstones, there

was no time to \)\\t one up—the enemy was too fast on us for that I

"

She cast herself on her knees beside a grave close to a bank, murmuring
'• Charles I " into the long grass, and holding up her finger to indicate

that wc should keei") silence, expecting an answer.

At the instant a tall, venerable gentleman entered the lonely grave-

yard—" Jane, my child—my darling," he said, tenderly, " here again I

Come, my child, we can look for the grave to-morrow." The old man's

eyes were filled with tears; but she did not heed him, murmuring amid

the grass. " Forgive her," he said, " my poor child's mind wanders :

her husband was killed at Inkerman, and she fancies he is buried where

they were married 1" It required some little force to raise her from the

sward, and then, after a little struggle, he raised her in his arms, her

F F
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head rosting quietly on his shoulder—the large tree the next moment

hid them from our sight.

BovENEY Lock is now reached, and, Avhile the boat is passing

through, Ave may look about us, and give consideration to some of those

peculiarities which add interest and beauty to our noble river.

There are few objects which so essentially contribute to tlie attractions

of the Thames as the swans, which are met at intervals in all parts of the

river, but are encountered more frequently as we a])proach the villas

EOVENliY LOCK.

that ornament its slopes and banks. The bird is so well known that to

describe it is unnecessary : few of the calmer waters of England arc

without this special grace and ornament : with the poets of all ages it

has been a favoured theme :

—

The swan -with archtil neck

I!etwcen her wliitc wings mantling, proudly rows

Her stale with oary feet."

With this charming portrait " drawn from nature " by the poet Milton,

we may associate that by the poet Wordsworth, when describing the
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calm and solitary quiet of a scene he drew ^Yith so raucli delicious

fidelity :—
" The swan on sweet St. Mary's lake

Floats duiiblo—swau and shadow."

Happily, too, the swan is a very long-lived bird : Willoughby writes of

some who were reported to he three hundred years old, and though this

is probably an exaggeration, there are satisfactory proofs that many
'• paddled " the same waters for more than a century. Few sights are

more pleasing than that of the royal bird, followed by her cygnets, either

among the rushes or into mid-stream of the Thames ; to note the courage

which the parent displays in defence of its young ; to observe now and

then the mother taking her new-fledged ofispring on her back, while

sailing proudly and majestically through a current more than ordinarily

rough and strong. We would almost as soon part with the trees which
border its banks as with the swans that grace the surface of our noble

river. The parent usually makes her nest in one of the aits or islands

where the tide rarely reaches it ; this nest is composed of " reeds, rushes,

and other coarse herbage," but is seldom chosen with a view to shade,

and is usually found rather in exposed than retired spots, as if the beau-

tiful bird was conscious of its right to protection, and knew it was under

the guardianship of special laws that secure its safety .^^

The swans, which appear somewhat abundantly on the Thames
between Staines and Putney, are chiefly the property of the companies

of Dyers and Vintners of London ; those about Windsor and Eton belong

to the Queen and the college, although the Vintners enjoy the right of

keeping them in this neighbourhood—beyond the jurisdiction of the city

of London. It was the custom, at the close of the last century, to send

six wherries as far as Marlow, manned with proper persons, to count and

mark the swans ; it has of late years been made a festive journey by the

* Recently we visited the swannery of the Earl of Ilchester, at Abbotsbury, within a few miles of
Weymouth. The scene is a low series of swamps of salt water, which forms the land border of the
isthmus which is divided from the ocean by the singular pebble ridge that runs from Portland Island
for about eighteen miles inland. Ihe number of swans here collected amounts, it is said, to seven
hundred

:
but they have been much more numerous. Walking in and out, for upwards of a mile,

through this morass, in which various channels are cut for ingress and egress to water, we continually
met the nests of the birds, then deserted : they were generally shaded by tall reeds and rushes.
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citizens as fai' as Staines, and the voyage is termed " swan-hopping," a

corruption oi swa.n-iq>2^ing, or taking up the young swans to mark them.

Thus the orders for the game -keepers of the reign of Elizabeth show

tliis clear use of the term, when they ordain " that the dipping of all those

swans, near or within the said branches of the Thames, may be all upped

in one day/' The swan was considered a royal bird, and was protected

by laws of a peculiar kind, and it was the privilege granted to certain

persons only that allowed them to be kept. In the reign of King

Edward III., it was ordained that no person who did not possess a free-

hold of the clear value of five marks should be permitted to keep them.

The right of marking was also subject to a fine of Gs. Qd. paid into the

king's exchequer for each swan ; and any person driving awa^^ swans in

breeding time, or stealing their eggs, was liable to one year's imprison-

ment, and fined at the royal pleasure ; and any person found carrying a

swan -hook, by which the birds may be taken from the river, he not

being an authorized swan-herd, or not being accompanied by two swan-

herds, Avas liable to a fine of l?>s. 4:d. It is also ordained that every year

the swans be examined and numbered on every river, and " that every

owner that hath any swans shall pay every yeare, yearely, for every

swan-marke, foure pence to the master of the same for his fee, and his

dinner and supper free on the upjiing dales." A large number of similarly

minute laws regulate the " Order for 8wannes," which became the law

for the protection of " the Royal Bird ;" the grant, therefore, to the city

companies was an especial compliment from the crown to the cit}'—one

of those concessions given at a period when the trade of England began

to assume importance, and rival that of the Low Countries, when it

became the wish of the crown to conciliate the wealthy traders, and

accord to them various privileges once held by nobles only. The rule

adopted for the marks was thus :—the bird, when young, was taken up

in the presence of the king's swan-herd, and a mark was cut in the skin

of the beak, the same that was upon the beak of the parent bird. These

marks were entered in a book, and kept as a register of swans ; any

found without such mark v/ere seized for the king, and marked with the

royal mark. No new marks were permitted to interfere with the old
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ones ; and all generally consisted of simple figures, and some few were

heraldic. The following are examples :

—

1
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a. Cob, the female a Pen ; the black tubercle at the base of the beak is

called the beny. Instances are given by Yarrell of singular instinct

in cases of floods, when the birds have beforehand raised their nests two

feet and a half above the level of the stream, to protect the eggs from

inundations. Mr. Jesse, in his " Gleanings of Natural History," observes

that " each family of swans on the river has its own district, and if the

limits of that district are encroached upon by other swans, a pursuit

immediately takes place, and the intruders are driven away." Yarrell

says, " their food consists of the softer part of water-plants, roots,

aquatic insects, and occasionally small fish : a swan has been seen to eat

a small aoach ; they also eat grain and bread."

Having passed the lock, we are at once in the midst of " a bustle."

We are ignorant that '• the rule of the road" is not the law of the water,

and run much rislc, in our comparatively unwieldy barge, of upsetting

one or more of the tiny cockleshells in which a youth is seated, rowing

up the stream; we cross rapidly over and give free passage—not with-

out an audible reproach for our want of skill in Eton boat lore—to

those
" Wlio foremost now delight to cleave

AVitli pliant arms thy glassy wave."

The youths are on the banks, as well as on the water of old Father

Thames

:

" A sprightly race,

Disporting on thy margent green,

The paths of pleasure trace."

Out of this "careless childhood" or heedless youth, must issue much

of the after-renown of England—upon them mainly rest the hereafter

of her fate. The embryo statesman is here ; the philosopher in the

bud ; the hero in the cnica • the germ of that greatness, the high

destiny of which is to })reserve the honour and extend the glory of a

kingdom upon which the sun never sets ; and as boy after boy passes—

the father of the man— one can scarcely fail to murmur a hope, with a

faith, in his career

—

" Ilail to Ihee who shall be great hereafter 1

"

In the lives of a very large portion of the foremost men of our country.
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it is an incident that tliey ^vele " educated at Eton ;" and to liave been

an "Eton boy" is tlie proud boast of many \Ybo have gathered Laurels in

peace and in war.

Eton is in Buckinghamshire, Windsor is in Berkshire. The river

divides the counties—a very pretty bridge joining the towns. The

College at Eton owes its birth to Henry VI.,—there

" Grateful Science stiU adores

Her Henry's holy shaile,"

—

the charter of incorporation bearing the date liil. The buildings con-

sist of two ({uadranglcs, in one of which are the chapel and iichool, with

the dormitory of the foundation-scholars ; in the other are the library,

provost's house, and lodgings of the fellows. The chapel is a handsome

Gothic edifice, and is that which '"'tells" so well in all pictures of the

place. A statue in bronze of the royal founder occupies the centre of

one of the quadrangles. Few buildings are more happily situated ;

—

'• the meadows " adjoin it, the Thames rolls its refreshing waters imme-

diately in front, while always in view are the towers of " regal \Yindsor,"

inciting to that loyalty which is ever the associate of virtue in the

vounsr.
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The college, as originally fonnded by Henry VI., was, in accordance

with the feelings of his age, charitable as well as scholastic ;
* having

also a number of priests to properly perform religious services in this

" College Roiall of our Ladie of Eton," as it was first termed. It then

consisted of a provost, ten jiriests, six clerks, six choristers, twenty-five

poor grammar scholars, with a master to instruct them, and twenty -five

almsmen, who lived ujion the foundation. The king granted the lands

of the dissolved monastery of Dcerhurst, in Gloucestershire, to the

college ; but this led to disputes with the powerful prelates of the Abbey

of Tewkesbury, which lasted until the reign of Henry VII., when, by

way of peaceful conclusion, an exchange was made with them for other

lands. Even during the progress of this suit, the lands originally

granted Avere taken by Edward IV. to bestow on a more favoured

college at Fotheringham, in Northamptonshire, founded by one of his

ancestors. AYhcn Henry VI. had decided on this establishment, he

incorporated two small colleges, or hostels, at Cambridge, one of which

he had founded two years before ; and thus King's College, Cambridge,

originated, to which, as Lambarde remarks, " Eton annually sendeth

forth her ripe fruit." The college was especially exempted in the act of

dissolution, and its revenues were then valued at £1101 los. 7d. It was

by the command of King George III. that the scholars are termed
'' King's scholars." They are eligible from the ages of eight to fifteen

years, and are required by the statute to be " indigentes " (which they

now never are), and skilled in reading, chanting, and grammar. There

was a curious old custom hero known as the " Montem," which was

discontinued only a few years since ;f the boys were dressed in various

fancy costumes, and "begged" on the first Tuesday of Whitsun-week

of all passers-by. The money was termed " salt," and the gatherers

* " On the 30th of July, 1440, the king, preparatory to the settlement of the College, and prohably
at the suggestion of Bekynton, Bishop of Bath and Chancellor of Eton, visited Winchester, and
examined the plan of Wykeham's foundation there." — TnnE and Davis's msionj of Windsor.
These authors say that it -n-as "not only a place of gratuitous instruction and maintenance for indigent
csholars, but also a plaCjuOf education for the children of wealthier families."

t It was discontinued in 1847, at the iuhtigathni of the Master of the College, who urged upo'i Her
Majesty's Government various reasons for its abolition : the measure wa^ howcvei, strongly opposed
by many old Etonia;is.
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"salt -bearers;" the proceeds were generally large, and were given to

the senior boy to defray his exjienscs at Cambridge. Salt Hill, to

which the scholars went in procession, is an artificial hill, or mound,

about two miles from Eton. It is believed to be an ancient tumulus,

probably used subsequently as a place of popular assembly. The ceremony

was generally very gay, there being always among the spectators the

relatives and friends of the aristocratic scholars who levied the '"salt;"

and who were little scrupulous in assailing the purses of their con-

nexions, ill their eagerness to make up the largest possible sum "for the

honour of the college." The Iloyal Family more than once joined in

the festivities of the day, particularly in ITIDn when they all visited

the college to see the procession start, and went afterwards to view

the ceremonies there, and give their donations to the salt-bearers.

The ceremony was triennial. The practice has been very pro-

perly discontinued : although rendered in some degree respectable by

time, and certainly venerable by age, the usage was derogatory and

humiliating. It is now only a matter of history, having passed away as

one of the evidences of the " wisdom of our forefathers," which society

has benefited by abrogating altogether : like many other matters of a

bygone age, it was

" A custom more liououi't-'d ia the IjiTacli than in tlie ob^ervancL'."

The mills at Eton are of great antirputy. In the "Annals of Windsor"

we are told that in the time of the Conrpieror there were tw^o mills at

Eton and a fishery. One of the mills at Eton and that at Clewer

no doubt stood on the same spots where the " Tangier" and Clewer mills

are now^ situated. Various causes tend to make a corn -mill one of the

most permanent species of jiroperty. \Yherever a mill is specified in

Domesday Book, we generally find it still subsisting. JMills anciently

belonged to the lords of the manor, and the tenants were permitted only

to grind at the lord's mill. This circumstance sufficiently accounts,

not only for the great number of mills noticed in the survey as

objects of profit to the landholder, but for the large sums they are

continually stated to yii-ld. The fisheries at Eton and at ^Vindsor

G o
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also still exist on the same spots tlioy occupied eight hundred years

ago.

Collier, in his JMap of Windsor, 17-1:2, thus notes concerning Eton in

liis time :
—

" A M'ooden bridge over the river Thames joins "Windsor to

Eton, so called from its low situation among the waters ; for Eton is the

same as Watertown, hut, as they are running waters, and it is a gravelly

soil, it is observed that no place is more healthy than this. It is well

known for the college founded here by Henry VI., U-iU,* and for the

great number of the sons of noblemen and gentlemen that are sent to the

school here for their education." The college at this time consisted of

a i^rovost, seven fellows, a master, usher, seventy scholars, and sixteen

choristers.

The library is extensive, and contains some curious books ; its prin-

cipal contributors were the Bishop of Chichester, Sir Thomas Eeeve,

Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and Dr. liichard IMead, whose

collections included those of 'Sir. Ilichard Topham, of New \"\'indsor.f

ts tlie real of llie college used in flie reign of Edward IV. It is termed upon

it " The Royal College of the Blessed Virgin Mary,"

and her assumption is depicted in the centre, above the

arms of the sovereign. She is represented in royal

robes, surrounded by glory, crowned and supported by

angels from an aureole of clouds. There is much that

is curious and instructive in the study of these old

seals, irrespective of their interest as historic docu-

ments to the antiquary. Thus the conventional reli-

gious picture afforded by the present example, is so

very characteristic of a certain era in the art of design,

that a date is not necessary to determine its age by the

rye accustomed to examine such relics. The regal

dross in which the Virgin is wrapped, and the peculiar

arrangement of the angelic host in the sky, are all

indicative of a phase in the art of the mediaeval era ; an

art, liowever wanting in elegance, yet never without

a certain earnestness and love of truth,

t The greatest rarity in the library i.; a copy of " Ralph Roister Doister," the earliest comedy in

the English language. It was written by Nicholas Udall, before 1550, who was one of the masters of
Eton school, and is noted by Tusser, the author of the " Five Hundred Pointes of Good Husbandrie,"
as his master when there, and as a very severe one to him and others.
We learn from the SuihJer that the Hall has been very recently restored, according to designs by

Mr. Woodyer. " The roof is new, but simple in construction. Two large Gothic windows cast
and west replace those inserted by Wren. That at the west end over the dais has been tilled with
stained glass. In fho upjier part of the window the central light is occupied by a figure of the founder.
King Henry VI., the smaller light being filled with armorial bearings and heraldic designs, and the six



Windsor Castle, occupying a hill to which there is an ascent from

all sides, is seen from every part of the adjacent country, and the several

distant heights ; it is always a pleasant sight, not only as regards the

scener}^, but with reference to its many " happy and glorious" associations

with the past, and its suggestions of hope and joy as the favourite

dwelling of the Queen, the Prince Consort, and the royal family of

England.* Here, in its gardens, walks, or rides, they may be seen

daily, during the period of their residence, protected by the loyalty that

has become affection, and the duty that is a true pleasure.

The earliest engraved representation of Windsor Castle is that to be

lower liglits are filled as follows;—1. Visit of King Henry VI. to Winchester, previous to the founda-

tion of Eton College. 2. King Henry VI. purchasing the tenements which stood on the site of Eton

College. 3. Henry VI. granting the charter to the college. 4. The appointment of the first provost.

5. Henry VII. when Duke of Richmond, a scholar at Eton. 6. Defence of the liberties of the college

by Provost Wcstbury, under Edward IV. This window is the work of Mr. Hardman. The plain

stone floor has been replaced by a pavement of Minton's encaustic tiles, containing various arms and

badges connected with the college and founder. Behind the wall-panelling, where their existence was

wholly unsuspected, were discovered three fire-places, the carving of that on the dais being as fresh as

though just from the workman's chisel. There was also a small door discovered, communicating with

llie lodge, and is now again used by the provost. The screen (and gallery) at the east end, replacing

Sir Christopher Wren's screen, contains the shields of the benefactors of the College."

* Until very recently there was no worthy History of Windsor—a singular deficiency in our litera-

ture. The want has, however, been at length supplied: two large volumes have been recently pub-

lished, entitled, " Annals of Windsor ; being a History of the Castle and Town, with some account of

Eton and places adjacent. By Robert Richard Tighe, Esq., and James Edward Davis, Esq." They
exhibit amazing research, and include every topic, important or trifling', desirable to illustrate the

castle-palace. They contain many prints, plans, and maps, and may be considered as entirely ex-

hausting the subject. From this work we have borrowed much, and gratefully acknowledge our debt

to the accomplished and indefatigable authors.
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found. in Braun's " Civitatis Orbis Terrarum," lo04, wliicli was dra\Yn

Ly a foreign artist—George Hoefnagle—for tliat work. We copy tlie

l^ortion tliat exliibits the walled forecourt, with the Chapel of St. George

in the midst. The round tower beyond, as depicted in the same view, is

very much beneath its present altitude : it was raised during the reno-

vations by George IV. The walls here seen are the oldest remains of

the fortifications. The towers which are so thickly set along them are

of two characters—round and angular. The former are probably the

remains of the castle as enlarged by Henry III. The portion inhabited

by royalty beyond this consisted, in

the reign of Elizabeth, of a conglo-

merate of scpare and round towers,

the work of successive ages of change,

which adapted the fortress-home of

the earlier kings to the more secured

and refined life of the days of the

" Lion Queen." The terrace is re-

presented in this curious print as a

simple embankment su])ported by

wooden piles, with a row of rails to

protect promenaders from a fall into

the ditch below. The town at this

time appears to have been a collec-

tion of small cottages, and a shep-

herd reposes with his sheep in the

foreground of the view, while moun-
TII L I L HW LU
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ted courtiers pursue the deer m the

park, accompanied by huntsmen who run on foot beside them. Such

was the Windsor of the days of Shakspere. The present aspect of the

castle is widely different ; but, during every change, there has been one

striking feature preserved— the old Bell Tower, which we here

engrave. It formed one of the most ancient defences ; and is seen in the

view engraved on the previous page ; it is now one of the most conspicuous

points of the castle when viewed from the river, or seen in its full pro-
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portion as the visitor wends his way up the main street of the town to

tlie principal entrance. This ancient erection was originally called

dure, or Clewer Tower, and subsequently Julius Ca'sar's Tower. This

western extremity of the castle, with its walls and towers, is the only

portion of the building that has retained the original features of the

edifice, as erected in the thirteenth century. Only a few years ago the

walls were hidden by houses built close upon them, but they were all

removed in ISol, the walls were again exposed, and the narroAV, winding

Thames Street widened and imi)roved thereby. This nortli-western

tower has long been used as a belfry and clock-house,— ]trobably from

the time of Edward III., when it is certain there was a clock at AYind-

sor, since in the last year of his reign the sum of £50 was expended

upon a new bell for it ; and there is reason to believe that the castle

clock has always occupied the same situation.

The bell tower, anciently "the curfew tower," was in early times the

prison of the castle ; and in the crypt underneath, the cells are still perfect

in which state in-isoners were confined. On the stone walls are many

initials and dates, several so far back as a.d. IGOO, but none earlier,
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except sucli as are undoubtedly forgeries. The accompanying engraving

will convey an idea of this interesting interior,—in which, by the way, a

subterranean passage has recently been discovered, said to lead under

the Thames to Lurnham Abbey, distant three miles, and supposed to

have been constructed to facilitate the escape of the garrison at a period

of anticipated peril. JMcssrs. Tighe and Davis, speaking of this tower,

remark that ''the lower story has remained intact from its foundation.

It consists of a chamber twenty-two feet in diameter, vaulted on plain

Wl.NDSUK CASTLK.

massive stone ribs ; the walls twelve feet and a half thick, with arched

recesses, terminating in loop-holes. The whole is constructed with

chalk, faced and arched with freestone, and is a perfect and most

interesting specimen of the architecture of the period."

Camden conjectures, " plausibly enough," that Windsor derived its

name from the winding shores of the adjacent river, being by the Saxons

called '-AVyndleshora :" in very ancient documents it is also so termed;

and by Leland, Windelesore. The earliest notice of " Wyndleshora" is

to be found in the "deed of gift," by which the Confessor presented it to
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the monks of St. Peter, Westminster, he having a residence here. It

did not, however, continue long in their possession, for the Conqueror,

very soon after he subjugated England, "being enamoured of its situation,

its convenience for the pleasures of the chase, the pureness of the air,

and its vicinity to woods and waters," obtained it "' in exchange,"

bestowing on the monastery Wakendune and Feringes, in Essex. He at

once commenced building a castle on the pleasant site; and in the fourth

year of his reign kept his court there, and held there a synod : for eight

centuries and a half, therefore, \'\'indsor has been the palace of the British

sovereigns, and its history is in a great degree that of the kingdom over

which they' ruled.*

In the prodigious pile which now covers the hill, there can be little

resemblance to the castlo in which the first William received his pruud

Norman barons, and the humbled Saxon " thegns " he had subdued. It

was not until King Henry I. had enlarged it "with many fair buildings,"

and kept his Whitsuntide there, in the year 11 10, that it became famous

as the royal residence. He was married to his second queen at Windsor,

in 1122, and five years afterwards he held another "solemn feast" at the

castle, when David, King of Scotland, and the English barons, swore

fealty to the king's daughter, the Empress IMaud, at Avhich time Windsor
was esteemed the second fnrtress of the kingdom. More than one par-

liament was held here in this reign ; it was ^^•ithin its Avails that John
angrily awaited the meeting of his barons at rauuiymede, they having

refused to trust themselves by visiting the king in his stronghold, and

the king merely leaving the fortress to append his signature to Magna

* The seal of Uie Coi'iioration of Windsor is here engraved. Tt

will be perceived that tlie castle forms the principal object. The
inhabitants were first incorporated by Edward I., when Windsor
was made llie cmmty fnwn until 1314, when Edward II. transferred
it to Readiii-. The frcnuine old name of the town, sligliUy Latin-
ized into " Wyndlesorie,'' ajipears on this seal. The corporation
consists of a high steward (II.R.H. tlie Prince Consort), recorder,
mayor, «ix aldermen, &c. It was declared a free borough in 1276.
The population, by the census of l^ol, was about 9000. The
borough sends two members to parliament. Its principal public
structure, the hall and corn-market, was bcilt by Sir Christopher
Wren, in 1686.
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Charta, and return sulkily to his fastness. During the barons' wars

the garrison was lost and won by both parties in turn. The peaceful

days of the first Edward note only the records uf tournays and residence

here. His successor had several royal children born here ;
" Edward

of "Windsor" was his eldest, who afterwards figures so nobly in English

liistory as Edward III. It derived accessions of strength and beauty

from many succeeding monarchs. By the third Edward it was almost

entirely rebuilt : the famous AViiliam of AVykeham being clerk to the

works, " with ample powers, and a fee of one shilling a day whilst at

Windsor, and two shillings when he went elsewhere on the duties of his

office;" his clerk receiving three sliillings weekly. As evidence of the

liberty the king's subjects then enjoyed, it may be stated that " three

hundred and sixty workmen were impressed to be employed on the

building, at the king's wages : some of wliom having clandestinely left

"Windsor, and engaged in other employments to greater advantage, Avrits

were issued prohibiting all persons irom employing them on pain of

forfeiting all their goods and chattels." Good old times I

In the great civil war the castle was garrisoned for the parliament,

and was unsuccessfully attacked by Prince Eupert in 1G4;2. Six years

afterwards it became the prison of Charles I., who here " kept his

sorrowful and last Christinas."

After the Itestoration, the second Charles restored the castle from the

state of dilapidation in which he found it. But for its present aspect we

are mainly indebted to his ^Majesty George IV., who, by aid of his

architect, Jeffrey ^Vyatt, afterwards Sir Jeff'rcy Wyattville, and "as-

sisted" by copious parliamentary grants, gave to the palace its high

character; Art contributing largely to the advantages it received from

Nature. It is, however, to be regretted that these restorations were not

postponed to recent times, when Gothic architecture is so much better

understood; we may well imagine how infinitely more perfect the struc-

ture would have been if the successor of William of "Wykeham had been

Gilbert Scott, and not Sir Jeffrey "Wyattville. To describe "Windsor

Castle is foreign to our purpose ; it would demand a volume instead of a

page; and there are many guide-books that do so with sufficient accu-
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racy. Visitors arc admitted freely to exaaiinc all the more ordinary

apartments;'^' and these arc richly decorated by works of Art. The

corridor contains a large collection of paintings by many of the old

masters, mingled with several of our own time,—the portraits of Law-

rence, and the commemorative pictiires of \Yilkie, Leslie, and Winter-

halter. During a considerable portion of the year, Windsor Castle is the

residence of the Sovereign. It is unnecessary to say that " the apart-

ments" ordinarily called " private," but which are occasionally, and under

certain restrictions, shown to visitors, are fitted up with a degree of

graceful refinement unsurpassed in any mansion of the kingdom. They

will not indeed vie in costliness of decoration, and extravagance of orna-

ment, with many of tlie continental palaces ; there is here no lavish

expenditure, and but little of that " display " which excites more of

wonder than admiration; but there is an elegant "fitness" in all things,

appertaining more to comfort than to grandeur, and belonging less to

the palace than " the home." But in furnishing and decoration, in the

several chambers for state purposes, and in all tliey contain, there is

amply sufficient to make the subject satisfied that the sovereign is

worthily "lodged" when at Windsor, to rejoice that it is so, and fer-

vently to pray that so it may continue to be through many generations

yet to come.

Windsor Castle has been always described as the only royal residence

in England ; certainly, it is the oidy appanage of the crown that can be

considered on a par with those regal dwellings in which other European

sovereigns reside, or compared with some of the seats of our nobility

scattered throughout the several shires. It is in truth a palace worthy

of our monarchs, rising proudly on a steep which commands prospects

innumerable on all sides. There is perhaps no single sjiot in our island

from which can be obtained so grand an idea of the beauty and the

wealth of England :

" And ye, (hat from the stately brow

Of Windsor's heights th' expanse below

* Ticlsets to view the state apartments may be obtained in London from Messrs. Colnaghi, Pall Mall

East, and other publishers. But also, by a recent and very judicious arrangement, visitors may receive

orders from J. Roberts, Esq., at the Lord Chamberlain's office, within the walls.
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Of grove, of lawii, of mead survey,

Whose turf, ivhose shade, whose flowers among
Wanders the hoary Thames along

His silver-winding- way."

But the value of "Wiiulsor is largely augmented by tlie associati(jiis that

connect it with the past. Many of the illustrious names of ten centuries

have their records here: here the Order of the Garter was instituted;

^Yindsor Castle is the temple of the order ; true heroes, many, have

Leen numbered among the " jjoor knights," wlio have still their "con-

venient lodgings within the walls." *

St. George's Chapel is in the lower ward of the castle ; it was begun

by King Edward IV., the older chapel, founded by Uenry I., having

gone to decay, as well as that rebuilt by Edward III. The king, deter-

mined that his new building should equal any fabric then in existence,

ni'piiinted the Bishop of Salisbury to sui)erintend it : so costly and

laborious was the work that it was not completed till the reign of

Henry VIII., the roof of the choir being the last thing done, in the

year loOS. Sir Keginald Bray, the prime -minister to Henry VJL,

succeeded the Bishop of Salisbury as clerk of the works, and he

was a liberal contributur to its completion ; his cognizance occurs

on several parts of the building. Some remains of the older chapel

of Henry III. are still, however, believed to exist on the north side

of the dean's cloisters, and at the east end of the chapel, behind the

altar, where one of the doors is covered with old wrought iron -work of

much beauty.

The chapel is the mausoleum of many kings. The earliest buried

here was the xinfortunate Henry VI. : but his tondi has been long since

* This establishment was formed liy Edward III. They were originally called '' MiUfes Paiijicres,"

subsequently "Alms, or poor knights of Windsor," but are now distinguished only as "military

knights of Windsor." Their number is tliirteen of the royal foundation, and five of the foundatinn of

Sir Peter Le Maire, in the reign of James I. There is also an establishment (founded by the will of

Mr. James Travers), but not within the walls, for seven naval officers. By one of the oai'ly i-cgulai

tions it was declared that " the knights should be elected from gentlemen brought to necessity tlirungh

adverse fortune, and such as had passed their lives in the service of their prince." This \\hiilesianc

rule has been seldom adhered to until of late years. During the sovereignty of Queen Victoria no

claims have been regarded except those of merit and sei'vice. It is a gratifying sight, and one of which

all Englishmen may be rightly proud, to see these gentlemen thus comfortably provided for in their

honoured age.
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destroyed, and the royal arms, under a simple arch, marks the spot

where it once stood. In the north aisle is the tomb of Edward IV.;

it consists of a simple slab, over which is erected an open screen,

highly enriched Avith Gothic tabernacle -work in iron, which has

been gilt. In the year 17811 the vault below was opened, and the

skeleton of the king discovered in a plain leaden ci.ftin. In a vault

beneath the choir King Henry VIII, lies buried ; he has no monument,

but one was in course of erection by him when he died, which he directed

to be made more stately than the tombs of any of his predecessors.

They were all despoiled and destroyed in the great civil war. One

of his queens, Jane Seymour, is also

buried at AVindsor, and so was King

Charles I.'''

St. George's Hall was built by Edward

III, as a banquetiug-room for the Knights

of the Garter, when they met to celebrate

the festival of their patron annually at

Windsor. The old seal of the warden

and college of the chapel of St, George,

at \Yiudsor, is curious, as depicting the

king kneeling to the patron saint of

England. It has that minutiae of detail

which gives so much interest to these

early works. At this time the festival

was celebrated with tournay and proces-

sional display ; many noble foreigners

were invited to be present, and the

utmost splendour of feudal pomp was lavished on the ceremonv. For

more than two centuries feasts of this kind were annually held at

Windsor, The new statutes of the order, made by tienry VIII., pre-

EDWAKD III. AND ST. GEORGE.

* The tomb-house now used as a royal burial vault was originally designed by Wolsey for himself,
if was fitted as a chapel by James II., and, after his abdication, allowed to decay, until George 111., in

the year 1800, gave orders that it should undergo a thorough repair, in order to be used as a place of
interment for himself and family—a purpose to which it lias been since dedicated.
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eluded the necessity of holding the great feast here ; and in the reign of

Elizabeth it was arranged to be held wherever the court happened to

be. So showy were these displays, that knights -companions were

allowed to bring fifty followers ; and admission to the order has always

been considered one of the highest lionom's an English sovereign can

bestow. Their number (exclusive of foreign princes) is limited to

twenty-five. The stalls of the sovereign and the knights-companions of

the Garter are situated in the choir of St. George's Ch.apel. Each stall

is enriched with carving, and behind is the armorial bearings of each

knight, and above the silken banner emblazoned with his arms. The

royal stall is on the right of the entrance, and is distinguished by a

larger banner of velvet, mantled with silk.

Of the Order of the Garter, Selden says:—"It exceeds in majesty,

honour, and fame, all chivalrous orders in the world," and has "j^rece-

dence of antiquity before the eldest rank of honour of that kind any-

where established." Of course a chivalric institution of the middle ages,

so entirely adapted to the knight-errantry then practised, has lost much

of its meaning and use in modern times ; it is now simply a distinction
;

but it is the noblest the sovereign of these realms can bestow, and among

the brotherhood are enrolled the names of sovereigns of other kingdoms,

who willingly admit the honour accorded by such companionship. The

origin of the order is still involved in doubt. The recent historians of

Windsor, whose work we have several times quoted, tell us, " the annals

of the institution, the chroniclers of the time, and the public records, do not

afford the slightest information on tbe subject; and although some writers

on the order have treated with contempt the romantic incident to which

its extraordinary symbol has been ascribed, they have neither succeeded

in showing its absurdity, nor suggested a more i)robable theory. The

popular account is, that during a festival at court, a lady happened to

drop her garter, which was taken up b}' King Edward ; who, observing a

significant smile among the bystanders, exclaimed with some displeasure,

' Honi soit qui mal y pense '
—

' Shame to him who thinks ill of it.' In

the spirit of gallantry which belonged no less to the age than to his own

disposition, conformably to the custom of wearing a lady's favour, and
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perhaps to prevent any farther impertinence, the king is said to have

placed the garter round his own knee." ^••

But greatest among all the many attractions of "VMndsor Castle are,

perhaps, those which are presented to the visitor by the views lie obtains

from the terraces, or any of the adjacent heights, and especially from the

battlements of "the Round Tower,"

—

'• Of hills and dales, and woods, and lawns, and siiircs,

And glittering touas and silver streanii.'"

lie stands in the centre of a panorama of unequalled beauty, and he is,

as he ought to be, proud of his country. Look where he will, some

object of deep and exciting interest meets his eye. Immediately beneath

him, and seeming as if part of the grand demesne, is Eton, with its many

associations of the present and the past, and fertile in hopes of the future.

Here Wellington learned his first lessons in war ; here, in his boyhood,

the victory of Waterloo was fought and won ; here William Pitt, and

here also his great father, were the embryo pilots who steered " the ship"

through the storm ; here Bolingbroke, Camden, Walpole, Fielding, Boyle,

Fox, Porson, Canning, and a host of other immortal men laid the founda-

tions of that renown which became the glory of their country. Farther on

is Slough, where, in a comparatively humble dwelling, the Herschels held

commune with the stavs.f Yet a little farther is the churchyard in which

Gray lies, that of " Stoke Pogis,"—beneath the tomb he erected to his

mother and his aunt ; it is the srpiare tomb seen in our cut, and is without

his name upon it, but a plain tablet on the wall records that " opposite

this stone, in the same tomb upon which he has so feelingly recorded his

grief at the loss of a beloved parent," his remains were deposited, August

» Such was the opinion of one of our soundest historical antiquaries, the late Sir Nicholas Harris

Nicolas, who first expressed it in his History of the Order of the Garter, and afterwards in his com-

munication on the early history of the order, " Archajologia," vol. xxiii. He thinks the anecdote

" perfecUy in character with the manners and feelings of the time, and the circumstance is very likely

to have occurred." It should be noted that this writer had no tendency to " romance," and but ex-

pressed the conviction of a mind devoted to dry research ; but his couviction was essentially based on

probabilities.

t The famous telescope of Dr. Ilcrschel is still preserved in the garden of the house in which lie

lived, and may be seen without much difficulty by persons desirous of renderiug hoinag-o to the memory

of the great astronomer.
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1771. The churchyard is well worthy of a pilgrimage—it is a pleasant

field walk of about two miles from Slough, and retains many features

alluded to in the famous " I'.legy." Still nearer ^Vindsor is the ivy-

covered tower of Upton, which is very ancient, and bears traces of

Norman workmanship. It is believed by many to have been the one the

STOKE POMS CHURCH.

poet had in mind, if not in eye, while writing. It certainly accords better

than that at Stoke Pogis Avith his description—it is, and has been for

centuries, " ivy-mantled." Upton was one of his early haunts ; the

gloomy character of the church and neighbourhood in twilight must

have been well suited to the thoughts of the poet in this his most

popular work. In the distance are the hills and woods that shadow the

cottage in which ]Milton wrote ; the mansion in which Edmund Waller

and Edmund Burke lived and died ; and the little graveyard of " the

Friends," where William Penn is at rest.
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Ivcr, Langlcv, Bulstrode, Dropmoro, Buruliam, and Dorney—places

honoured in history and cherished in letters—will be pointed out to those

Avho examine the rich landscape in this direction. Looking eastward

and southward, other historic sites, and other examples of beautiful

scenery, come within his ken. On a level witli the eye is a range of hills

—St. Leonard's liill, Highstanding Hill, Priest's liill, and Cooper's

Hill; while further eastward are St. Anne's Hill, and St. George's Hill.

At St. Leonard's Hill dwelt "for a season" the Earl of Chatham, "the

:k^i M^*!*t^^^

THE ny '^[A^TLED tovvlr

great father of a greater son;" there, too, is Biufield, where Pope
" lisped in numbers,"

—

First in tliesc llelds lie ti-ied tlio sylvan strain ;"

under the trees of Windsor Forest, in his boyhood, he conned his lessons,

accompanied by his tutor, an old French Roman Catholic priest.

Cooper's Hill overlooks llunnymede, commemorated in the beautiful

verse of Denham

—

" Hire his tif^t lays mnjo-tic Penliam sun^ ;"

while St. Anne's Hill looks down on the town of Chertsev, where dwelt
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ill calm retirement, after seasons of exciting labour and thought, Charles

James Fox, and where

" TIic last accents (bw'J from Cowley's (ongue.''

Gazing up ''the Long Walk,"—that nohle tree-avcnuc of three miles,

—the visitor sees the statue of George IV., a colossal work, standing on

a rock, and placed on a mound ; from this point we obtain a pee]) into

the ancient glades, and contemplate those venerable sovereigns of the

forest, who wore their green leaves in glory when the Conrjueror

was at Hastings.

To enumerate half the 2)laccs seen from ^^'indsor Castle, and which

time, circumstance, and some heroic or grateful memory have rendered

famous, would occupy pages of our tour, ^^'c may not forget, however,

that the sight is often cheered and gratified while wandering over the

view from "Windsor's heights" by those well-managed and productive

" farms," which, under the jiersonal care of the Prince Consort, are

examples and lessons to the English gentleman.

Eut to the present age, and the existing generation, the castle at

Windsor is suggestive of holier and happier feelings than those we derive

from the past. The most superb of our palaces is accepted as a model

for the home of the humblest, as of the highest, British subject ; the

lowliest in position, as well as the loftiest in rank, deriving their best

example from thosj graces and virtues which are adornments of the

proudest mansion of the realm. And not alone is this "homo" pre-

eminent for domestic happiness : the personal character of the Sovereign,

and that of her illustrious Consort, intlaence every class and order of

society; they are the patrons of all improvements for the good of their

country ; all its charities are helped and forwarded by them ; under their

just and considerate rule, at a time when every state in Europe was in

peril, there was no disaffection at home : loyalty has become the easiest

of Enghsh duties ; those who teach the present generation the old and

venerated lesson, " Fear God and honour the Queen," have to contend

against no prejudice, to reason down no opposing principle, to overcome

no conscientious scruples tliat rational liberty is abridged by earnest and
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devoted homage to the crown. It is the universal heart of Iier kingdom
wliich utters the '-common" prayer—" that God will with favour bcliold

our most gracious sovereign lady Queen Victoria; endow her plenteously

with heavenly gifts
;
grant her in health and wealth long to live, and

strengthen her that she may vanquish and overcome all her enemies."

The " Little Park," so called because of its immediate contiguity to

the castle, and to distinguish it from the "Great Park," is described as

UEKNEd OAK: THE EARLIFR.

about four miles in circumference ; it derives interest, in addition to its

intrinsic beauty, as the scene of those revels which Shakspere has de-

scribed in his " Merry Wives of Windsor." * And here was the famous

tree
—"Heme's Oak"—round which " tlio hunter"

—

" Si. nie time a keeper hero in Windsor Forest"

—

* Tlie Little Tarli was enclosed some years ago, during- the present reign, and the meadow below the

slnpe was given in exchange to the people of Windsor, who now play at cricket there, and use it tbr

fijtes and other amusements.
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Avas doomed to walk " all the winter time." The veritable tree was cut

down by an unfortunate mistake at the close of tlie past century. Ireland,

in his picturesque views of the Thames, jTOblished in 1792, describes it as

llien standing, and gives an engraving of it, which we copy.

There are, however, many in Windsor who believe that this tree was

not the tree, but tliat a venerable ruin which still exists, and to preserve

"' ''^^ '^^A/^'
HEHNE S OAK: THE LATEI

which every possible care has been taken, is actually that to which the

" immortal poet " made reference in the drama of which the scene is laid

in this neighbourhood. Among the most strenuous advocates for this

view of the case is Mr. Jesse, whose works exhibit so much of pure

fancy in combination with observation, thought, and genuine love of

Nature ; and there can be no doubt that the venerable father of the forest,

whose cause Mr. Jesse elorpiently adopts, was aged when Falstaff was
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pricked by the fairies i;nder the branches of some douizeu of the foret-t

" thereabouts :"*

" Under its boughs, all mossed witli ago,

And high top bald with grey antiquily.''

This tree is of a picturesque character, it is venerable and interesting,^

and the reader will be pleased to examine its likeness, as an example of

the antiipie features of the sylvan scenery of Windsor.f

* An inscription has been placed on this tree from Shaknwre, as if to identify it wiUi that to whie'.i

the poet alludes. Messrs. Tighe and Davis, in their great book on "Windsor, have again entered into

the entire question as to the fate of the old tree; they have come to the conclusion that the genuine

tree has been destroyed, and that the present one is one of the old trees in an avenue once Known as

l^necn Elizaljcth's "Walk. It is a tree of no remaikable size, aid was alive in 1790, when the real tree

was cut down.

t The question as to the identity of this tree with that named by Sliakspere was anxiously inquired

into by Mr. Knight in his edition of the immortal poet's works, and he places beyond doubt the fact of

its destruction. West, the president of the Royal Academy, used to relate that King George III. " liad

directed all the trees in the park to be numbered, and upon the representation of the baililT that certain

trees encumbered the ground, directions were given to fell those trees, and that Heme's Oak was among

the number."' Mr. Nicholson, the landscape painter, some time after this made further inquiries on the

point, and requested Lady Ely to ask the king himself, ;u;d ho confirmed the story, saying, " that when

he was a young man it was represented to liim that there were several old oaks in the park which had

become unsightly objects, and that it would be desiralile to take them down. He gave immediate direc-

tions that such trees should be removed ; but he was afterwards sorry he had given such an order

inadvertently, because he found that, among the rest, the remains of Heme's Oak had been destroyed."

If any doubt remains, it will certainly bo removed by the fact that about the period the following lines

appeared in a newspaper (the WhiUhcM Evming Post). Ui: Thomas Wriglit, F.S.A., has courteously

forwarded them to us, as copied by him out of an old volume of " cuttings " collected by his father.

" ODE,
' ITON DEUKe's oak liEING CL'T DOWN', IN THE SIRIXG OF

' Their ix ,(n

fiomrdin. „

Uvtli all til,'

Walk roiiioi

Within this dell, fir many an ago,
Heme's (.)ak uprear'd its antique head ;

—

Oh! most unhalbiw'd was the rage
Whicli tore it from its native bed.

Tlie storm that stript the forest bare
Would yet refrai[i this tree to wrong ;

And Time himself appear'd to spare
A fragment he had known so long.

'Twas mark'd "ith popular regard.
When laiiKd r.li/aheth was queen ;

And Sh.iksp.Tr, I'.iiu'land's matchless bard,

Made it Uie >ul>i''ct of a scene.

So honour'd when in verdure drest.

To me the w ither'd trunk was dear ;

As, wlien the warrior is at rest.

His trophied armour men revere.

Th.at nightly Heme walk'd round this oak.
The superstitious eld received ;

!, that ILriie the hiinlcr,

III Windsor Forest,

. ,ii still midtwjht,

1 1.-: c(-c.

Siiakspeue's Merry Wives of Windsor.

And what they of his outrage spoke

The rising age in fear believed.

The hunter, in his moi-ning range.

Would not the tree with lightness view

:

To him Heme's legend, passing strange,

In spite of scoffers still seem'd true.

Oh ! where were all the fairy crew
Who revels kept in days remote,

That roimd the oak no spell they drew,

Before the axe its fibres smote ?

Could wishes but ensure the power.

The tree again its head sliould rear,

Shrubs fence it with a fadeless bower,

And these inscriptive lines appear :

' Here, as wild Avon's poet stray 'd '

—

Hold ;—let me check this feeble strain—

The spot by Shakspere sacred made,

A verse like mine would but profane."
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From the parks at Wiiulsor we are naturally led to some consideration

of Windsor Forest: there is notliinc,^ of its class in the kingdom more

entirely heautifal,—in a word, it is worthy of the magnificent castle to

which it is attached. Although now of comparatively limited extent, it

was "anciently" among the largest forests of the kingdom.* "It com-

prised a part of Buckinghamshire, as well as a considerable district of

Surrey, and ranged over the whole of the south-eastern part of Berk-

shire, as far as Ilungerford." In Surrey it included Chcrtsey, and its

WICKLIFFS OAE.

eastern boundary is said to be marked by an aged oak-tree^ still standing,

at Addlestonc, and under the boughs of which tradition states that

AA'ickliff preached. The reader will, no doubt, be gratified if we submit

to him a picture of this tree also.

Let us vary our more matter-of-fact details by the introduction of one

of those sketches which, though of little importance in themselves, like

the lights in a picture, may give strength and value to a subject.

* One of the most beautiful siints in Windsor Forest is " tlie Heronry;" the birds are still numerous
there. It lies in the vicinity of the red brick tower at the western extremity of the park. The neigh-

bouring scenery strongly calls to mind the sylvan descriptions in "As You Like It." It is probable that

Shakspere derived many of his ideas of forest scenery from Windsor Forest.
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IMany years have passed since we believed vcq knew every house,

cottage, lodge, and tree in the picturesque neighbourliood of Old Wind-

sor; indeed once, when in very ill health, we spent three months at a

keeper's lodge ; his wife had been the favourite servant of an old friend,

and we were especially recommended to her care because of the air, and

quiet, and new milk, and fresh eggs, and the quantity of game (no

imputation on the good keeper's honesty). It was then .we learned all

the green paths and brown roads, and dales and dells, of this charming

locality; spending hours, day after day, in the forest, with no other

companions than a sure-footed pony and the keeper's only child—

a

particularly shy, mild, blue-eyed, blushing sort of girl, who looked fifteen,

but was quite twenty; who used to cry over "Paul and Virginia" at

least once a week, and knew by heart every word of " Turn, gentle

hermit of the dale," and •' ^Margaret's Ghost;" who loved moonlight,

believed in fortune-tellers, and confessed that whenever she tossed a cu]>

she found a true-lover's knot in the bottom. It was, therefore, evident

that the girl had a lover somewhere ; but as we had never seen him, we

asked no questions. We had taken several excursions together, and

we fancied we had made considerable progress in all kinds of forestry :

could tell the different sorts of birds'-nests at a glance; could find a

liare's form, and could track a rabbit ; could tell how the Avind blew, and

where the deer lay ; and knew many lonely roads and winding paths

where that enemy of tranquillity, "the public," had never been.

One evening, returning from a delicious ramble, our fair guide turned

into a cover so close that we almost laid down on the pony's neck to

avoid contact with boughs and brambles ; and when that peril was past,

we found ourselves on a long strip of upland which stretched away for a

considerable distance. This narrow elevation, had it been near the

castle, or any other dwelling, would have formed a terrace, sloping as it

did on each side into the wildest underwood, running on boldly and

unsheltered, save at its abrupt termination, where, in far back times, two

trees had been planted, designed perhaps to form what their interlacing

boughs really had formed—a natural arch. Through this there was a

bird's-eye peep at the Thames : there lay, like a vast mirror, the calm,
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silent river, lending its magic light to the landscape, tonclied here and

there by the rose-coloured and saffron tints of the i^etting sun ; indeed,

the sun had set, but the tender farewell colours still lingered on the

clouds, and were reflected by the faithful river. The scene was so

unexpected, and so fascinating, that we drew up with an exclamation of

delight, much to the pony's contentment, who immediately began to

crop the grass. After a sufficient pause, so ra})idly were the tints fading

that, as we rode slowly along the ridge towards the trees, the river, in

the deepening twilight, assumed a very soft, grey, lake -like effect— it

was the perfection of repose, ^^'e asked our fair guide (whose bustling,

thrifty mother had given her the out-of-the-way name of Ixizpah) if

this elevation was supposed to be natural or artificial, and she informed

us that some said it was thrown up in old times in a single night, so that

one of the ancient queens could sit there on her })alfrey to see a battle.

This was not satisfactory, but our guide had no more to tell. Rizpah,

however, deficient as she was in historic information touching the path-

way, became quite eloquent in its praise ; she thought it the prettiest

spot in park or forest—the river shone so bright between the trees. Did

we not observe how beautifully the ferns waved at either side?—they

were so large : and in the little valley beyond the trees, just down the

slope, there were so many orchids ; and at the other side of the wood-

cutter's hut (yes, that distant brown ridge was a wood-cutter's hut) there

were such lovely beds of iris, and such reeds I Should she go and gather

some? the pony could not well go along in the hollow—the felled timber

lay here, and there, and everywhere ; but she could run over them—it

was so pleasant to spring from one log to another I But the blackbird

was whistling his evening hymn, the bees and butterflies had folded

themselves up for the night, and the " whang " of the cockchafer, and

peculiar cry of the owl—not the " hoot-tu-who !" but the waking cry,

a struggle in his throat, trying his voice, as it were, before he com-

mences his fearful shout—warned us that the night would fall before we

arrived at the lodge if we tarried longer ; and so we told Rizpah very

decidedly—for she always tried to have her own way—that we would

come another time—the dew was falling, and we dared not linger.
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The girl looked disappointed, and we turned our pony (nothing loth)

homeward ; suddenly a clear sharp cry—the nearest attempt a woman
makes at a shout—broke upon our car, and in less than a minute it was

answered. We looked for Rizpah, and saw her running towards us from

beneath the long shadows of the arclied trees.

" What cry was that?"

"It was I," replied the panting Rizpah, as she laid her hand on the

pony's neck, and seemed intent on picking her steps, though the path

was broad and clear, a rich carpet of short grass and moss ;
" it was I

;

and did you not hear the echo ?"

"Echo !" we repeated ; "we heard an answering shout, but no echo."

" It is a curious echo," persisted Piizpah ;
" we have many curious

sounds in these parks and forests."

Now wo had been fully convinced that Eizpah was practising

upon our credulity, and were half amused and half provoked at

the coolness and self-possession of the shy, innocent-looking forest

girl, but we simply repeated, "Very curious indeed; was the echo

there when the queen sate on her palfrey to see the battle of the

Thames?"

Iiizpali replied, witli her usual mixture of coolness and innocence,

" She did not know."

Eizpah's mother was a stout, rosy dame, simple-minded and straight-

forward—bright, cheerful, good-natured, and somewhat noisy; but

though her voice was loud, it was not unmusical or inharmonious, and

there was a tenderness in its tone when she spoke to the sick or the old,

or the little children who sometimes found their way to her door, that was

quite pleasant to hear. Her husband was like all other "' keepers "—a tall,

broad-shouldered man; we never saw him out of his dun-coloured

leather loggias, or without his gun, and hardly ever heard his voice.

She patted and petted him and her daughter, and patronized them in an

easy, good-natured way, as if they were both little ones. She extended

this care -taking to ourselves; and thus saved us all trouble in our

domestic arrangements, while evidently increasing her own hap])iness.

A great portion of that happiness depended on her being considered
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a " clever woman ;" she was proud of that, proud of being clever and

clear-sighted.

On our return, we were reproved for being out so late, and Kizpah

war rather sharply questioned as to the cause. We had just com-

menced telling the good dame about the echo, when IJizpah, who was

prei^aring tea, poured, as if accidentally, a little of the boiling water out

of the teakettle on her mother's favourite cat—a cat, by the way, who

was chained every evening at six o'clock to the fender, to prevent its

poaching. The scolding and commiseration which followed interruptetl

tlie story.

The cottage was a perfect bower of ivy, and clematis, and roses, and

woodbine : along the south wall each climber seemed to flourish over

its own particular territory, but at the gable end, where our rooms were

situated, all mingled together; while the eaves were tenanted by birds,

which even the cat did not seem inclined to disturb.

" If you please," said Rizpah, while removing the tea-tray, " there is

no use in telling mother about the echo ; she never believes in it, or in

anything—not even in Heme the Hunter, or the fairy bridges at full moon

over the Thames. Father and I never tell her anything of that sort."

" But she could test the echo."

•' It's too far for mother to walk, and the pony would not be able to

carry her ; so, if you please, it's better to say nothing about it. She

would begin to fancy things."

" What things, Ilizpah ?"

" Oh, I don't know," replied the girl, blushing ;
" mother has a very

active mind : I would rather you said nothing about it." And she

raised her soft lirpiid blue eyes to ours with such an appealing look, that

we said quietly, " Very well," and commenced reading.

In about an hour we heard a soft, low whistle, a little to the right; it

was repeated twice. We opened our door, and passing along a passage,

entered the kitchen ; there stood Hizpah, looking decidedly sulky, with

extended hands, holding a very thick skein of worsted, which her mother

was slowly winding, talking all the time in an unmistakeable lecturing

voice.
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"I fear," I said, " tliere are poacliers about; I have heard a whistle

repeated tliree times."

"It"s only the wind in the woodbine," said Iii/.[iah, quickly; and

while she spoke the clock struck nine.

"It's too early fur poachers," said tlie dame, "and the moon is at

full ; they know better than to be about at this hour, or at full moon."

"It was not the wind in the woodbine, Ivizpah," we rejilied, "nor in

the ivy either— surely we must know the whistle of a man from the

whistle of the wind : besides, there is not suflicient air afloat to move

the petal of a rose."

At that moment an ill-favoured, snub-nosed, rough-coated, faitliful,

ugly dog— one of those miracles of canine sagacity and l)ad temper to

be depended on only in moments of difficulty and danger— stood

suddenly up on his hind legs, and jilacing his stubbed, vulgar paws on

the ledge of the window, pricked his ears, bared his teeth (llizpah used

to call it laughing^, whined, and wagged a nothing of a stump, which

courtesy might designate a tail, most vigorously.

" L)uwn, DickenI down, sir I " exclaimed llizpali, stamping her

foot.

" Uli I ohl" said the dame, throwing her ballon the lloor, " is iliat

the wind in the woodbine ? Soh I There's but one human creature

beside your lather and us two that Dickcn laughs at I" The dame

threw up the window, and there was a rustling among the branches
;

but Iiizpah held the struggling Dicken in her arms.

"It's either father or the white owl in the ivy," faltered Iiizpah, still

restraining the dog.

"Father, or the white owl in the ivy I" repeated the dame, in lier

loudest and most contemjHuous tone; "why, you jade, you know

father's always a-bcd and asleej), on moonlight nights, until eleven.

The owl in the ivy, indeed 1 wliy he was found dead this morning."

In a moment she liad seized one of the guns, which always lay in a

corner of the kitchen, and presented it at the darkness. Kizpah fell on

her knees screaming, and Dicken sprang out of the w indow.

" What's to do here V'" inrpiired the keeper's gruff', determined voice

K K
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from tlic outside, and we saw him dimly under the shadow of the pro-

jecting roof; " put down the gun, mother, and open the door ; it's (piito

time to put a stop to this hide-and-seek foolery."

Rizpah, trembling and blushing, rose from her knees : it was not so

dark but she saw that her father had taken a prisoner. " Oh, mother I

mother I " she exclaimed, " father knew he was come back—and oh I

mother ! mother I"

And "Ah, Tiizpah I Rizpah I was thaf the echo from the Thames? Is

that great six-foot-one young man the 'wind in the woodbine?' Is the

individual you call 'Paul' the 'owl in the ivy?' Sly, sly, quiet little

blushing Rizpah I for shame I"

The next morning it was the dame who looked sulky, and instead of

patting and petting Rizpah, it was Rizpah who petted and patted the

dame. There might have been " family reasons," which did not concern

us, but it was evident that the usually self-contained gamekeeper had

determined Paul should marry Rizpah, and that Rizpah offered no oppo-

sition. The dame was either tired out or won over—perhaps a little of

both ; at all events, we lost our forest guide, but not before Ave know the

forest well.

Leaving the bridge that connects ^yindsor with Eton,— the Castle to

the right, in Berkshire, and the College to the left, in Buckinghamshire,

—

we pass a long and narrow and prettily wooded ait, Roniney Island, so

well known to Etonians, and dear also to brethren of the angle,—for

here good old Izaak passed many pleasant days of spring and summer

with his beloved friends, Cotton, Donne, and that great and excellent

man. Sir Henry Wotton, appointed by James I. Provost of Eton, " as

the fittest place to nourish holy thoughts, and afford rest to his body and

mind," after his busy life as an ambassador. We may fancy the four

high and pure souls luxuriating imder the shadows of refreshing trees,

their simple enjoyments augmented by rare converse concerning Nature

and her works : kindly, and loving, and gentle hearts ; all in their decline

(for Sir Henry was sixty when he took orders and office there), yet fresh

and green, and young in age ; each illustrating that passage Avhich he

who was "chiefest" among them so sweetly and so truly wrote :

—
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" This man is free from servile bands,

Of linpc to rise or fear to fali
;

Lord of Iiimself, tiiougli not of lands—
And having notliing, yet hatli all."

We soon pass tlivougli Windsor Lock, still lonely and retired, although

so much uf business and bustle is close at hand.*

'W %
<^if 4^1^

'''%^

W1NDS0.1 LOCK.

Under the railway bridge of the Great Western Ave then row, between

another ait—" Blackpott's"—and '"the Home Tark," until we arrive at

Victoria Bridgi:, a new and exceedingly graceful structure, which
connects Windsor with the pretty and picturesque village of Datchct.

The bridge, which has its companion a mile or so lower down the

stream— the Albert Bridge—was built in Ibol, from the design of

Thomas Page, Esq., civil engineer, the acting engineer of the Thames

• For the skctcli wc engrave we are indebted to Commander King, the gallant son of one of " the
military linights," who, by the gracious kindness of his sovereign, "reposes" here in happy tran-
quillity, after a long life of honourable and aetive labour.[ [Captain King is well known to, and lii^-hl v
respected by, all artists and lovers of art. He was for many years a regular contributor to the walls
of the Royal Academy

; and his copies of Claude are among tlie best tliat have been made from the
pictures of that great master.
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Tunnel, and tlic enginocr for Westminster Bridge. " Patcliet mead" is

the name given to the hjwhuid on the banks of tlic Thames between tlie

river and the Little Park. It is the scene of Falstaff's adventure in the

buck-basket, and " the muddy ditch close by the Thames' side" existed

until the time of Anne, when it was converted into a covered drain, and

known as Iloghole. The embankment raised to form the ajiproach to this

new bridge destroyed the last vestige of this hole, together uith the small

brick arch over it. The scenery about this bridge is very charming

—

quiet lawns, rich woods, and the noble castle, meeting the eye on all

sides. Passing other pleasant places, and some graceful islets, which

give their charms to the river scenery, Ave arrive at Old ^Yindsor.

Old Windsor—as the village is still called, although Windsor proper

has gradually lost its }irefix of '• Xew," by which it is distinguished in

all earlier documents, and Iiy which it is indeed even now "officially"

described—was formerly a place '" of consequence." At the Conquest it

contained a hundred houses, " twenty-two of which were exempt from

taxes—out of the rest there went thirty shillings." It -vwis a manor

belonging to the Saxon kings, and they are conjectured to have had a

palace here from a very early period. A few serfs and swineherds

dwelt in straggling huts near the old palace or manor-house of the

Saxon kings at Old Windsor, tending their swine in the woods, which.
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stretching sontlnvavds and westwards, formed the outsldrts of the Royal

Forest of ^Yindsor. It is certain that I'Alward the Confessor some time

kept his court here, and it was that sovereign avIio presented the manor

to the Abbot of Westminster, to increase the wealth of the monastery he

liad there founded. The site of the palace at Old Windsor is not known

with certainty. A farm-house, which until recently stood west of the

church and near the river, surrounded by a moat, probalily marked the

site. Scarcely raised above the level of the Thames, which flows close

to it and supplied the moat with water, the palace had no natural

defence, and was used rather as a convenient spot for hunting and hawk-

ing than as a ])lace of strength.* When the Conqueror was firmly fixed

upon the throne, he obtained the land from the monastery in exchange,

and commenced building the Castle of Windsor on the elevation in the

vicinity so peculiarly adapted for the site of a castle, according to the

established rule of these defences. Cut the palace at Old Windsor was

not deserted by royalty until long after the Castle was built. The pro-

bability is, that this castle was a simjile niilitar\- defence, and had no

conveniency for residence until Henry I. completed, in lllo, additional

buildings, and royally opened his home at Whitsuntide; after whicli

we hear little of Old Wiiulsor, except that the manor passed into a

variety of hands, by whom it was held from the king by the service of

finding a man with lance and dart to attend the royal army, ^^ince the

fourteenth century it has been held on lease under the crown.

Perhaps there are not so many dwellings in Old Windsor now as

there were when the Xorman took possession of England : and naturally

and rationally preferring the height to the dell—to overlook the Thames

rather than submit to its occasional inundations—commenced the fortress

that has endured for eight centuries and a half, without having encoun-

tered any of those "battles, sieges, fortunes," to which so many other

" strong places" have succumbed. Yet in Old Windsor there is nothing

old
; we search in vain for any indications of antiquity ; there is no " bit

of ruin" to carrv association back. A new road from Windsor leads

Tiahc ami Davis's " Annals of Wimlsor."
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partly tlirongli tlio Long Walk, beside the model farm of liis Royal

Higlniess the Prince Consort, and a turn to the left conducts to the

veneraLle church. It is a by-road, rarely trodden except by those who

worship; a group of noble trees, and some yews of great age, completely

surround and almost hide the sacred edifice. It is not, however, of very

early date, and is rather iiicturesque than beautiful.

In the churchyard was buried that unhappy lady—fair and frail

—

^^•ho, as an actress and an author, obtained some share of notoriety at the

close of the past century, and who was celebrated by the name of

'• Perdita," from her clever imi)crsonation of that character in Shakspere's

" ^yinter's Tale." A tomb covers her remains, but it is overgrown Avith

nettles : there have been none, for half a century and more, to care for

the last resting-place of unhai)py " Mary Robinson." An unpretending

gravestone, near at hand, honours the memory of another who is there

buried, one who was neither more nor less than a simple shepherd.

A sensation, difficult to describe, oppressed us when, after a lapse of

many years, we found ourselves in the ever green churchyard of Old
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Winclsor; vce felt a loneliness that was not tranqnillity—an nndcfincil

lonying it was foi- porpetual repose : all around us was so still that even

the song of the robin, and the footfall of the little wren upon the crisped

leaves, disturbed our musing. It was a bright, glowing autumn day :

there was no wind, no breeze, not enough to send another brown leaf

from the oak—hardly any air to breathe : a very bright day for England,

for the soft vapours, so thin and gauze-like, which here and there veiled

the azure firmament, could hardly be called " clouds "—a cloudless

autumn day : yet no shine of sun could penetrate the matted branches of

the grand outspread yews. It flooded them with light ; their luscious

berries were of more than coral brightness. It was wonderful to stand

off at a little distance from these resolute, unyielding trees, presenting

the same outline, the same tone of colour, to one century after another,

and note how their uppermost platforms—tier after tier of firm-set

boughs—rejoiced in that great sunlight, while beneath reposed the dark

ground, carpeted by accumulated spines of countless years. " Old

"Windsor I" fallen from its ancient state, and but a suburb to the glorious

pile beyond it! So "old" it is, that every vestige of its antirpiity has

mouldered into dust—the sacred dust that cherishes the roots of grand

old trees, and yields nourishment to the very grass whereon we tread I

There was a change : the fitful autumn had called up a dark, heavy

sweep of clouds, so suddenly, that we knew not whence they came : yet

there they were, hanging like a mighty pall across the hemisphere,

obscuring the full-faced glory of mid-day, and casting a grey, filmy hue

over all the landscape. But we were compensated for the loss of light

by the variety of shadows that passed over the church and trees, and we

sat on a tombstone to watcli their progress. All the tombs in this cpiiet

field of graves have a green-grey tone of colour, caused, perhaps, by age

or damp, or a mingling of both; they are in wonderful harmony. Upon

some of them are time-honoured names; some are railed in. but the iron

has lost its hard and exclusive character—it is either cnwrcatlied by ivy

or overgrown by moss. You would rather not believe that those who

desired to preserve those j^articular graves were cold, dejiant people,

who wished to protect what belonged to them from the contamination of
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vulgar dust and aslics, but loving, tender folk, \vho •'• honoured their

dead" with fervour in simplicity. How we cling to the desire of heing

renienihcred lure, as if we doubted how we should be reeoguised here-

after I yet how few are the bright names that endure even ten years

after their owners have removed into the narrow house—how few of the

many swept away by the surges of ''Time'' obtain an immortality

derived from Heaven I

' It bo a goin' to rain," said an old labourer, who had wheele<I a

barrow, heavily laden with autumn prunings, up the broad gravel walk,

close to where we sate : until he sjioke we were unconscious of his

presence. We looked up, not knowing whether the words were addressed

to us or muttered to himself. Although he had that neglected look we

too often observe in aged ^leasants,— as if circumstance ignijred the poet's

notion of "a brave jieasantry, their country's j/y/r7r/'— his wriidded skin

was fair, and the red tint of the winter ajijile was on his cheek ; there

was unextinguished fire in his light blue eye : the face and furm were

alike Saxon. In his youth the old man must have been conspicuous for

strength ami beauty. He had withdrawn his hands from the barrow,

and wiped his furrowed brow with the remnant of a spotted liandker-

chief. " It be a goin' to I'ain," lie repeated, in answer to our look of

inquiry, '' though the clouds are drifting towards the castle, and may

breakover there: but there's no telling at this time o' year—they're

here one uiinute, and gone the next. There's not much in the church-

yard to please you : only, maybe, like the rest of the gentiy, you want to

see what we used to call the tondj of the Fair Shepherdess. Lor I when

that tomb was put up first, what nundjcrs came to see it I but there 's

nothing changes its object so much as curiosity—what people think so

much of to-day they don't care about to-morrow. I 've seen such loads

of lords and gentlemen gazing at that tomb—but not so many ladies.

She was a play-actor once, and they called her the Fair Perdita, Avhich

is shepherdess, you understand, the fair shepherdess—but to see how
one may go from liad to worse ! They say a king's love fell upon her

like a mildew, and, for all her beauty, withered her up ; and then she

died, poor tiling,—bad enough off too. And her daughter,— she has
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been to see her mothei-'s tomb often, as I know well, for I have been on

the spot, and opened the gate to hev : and she'd bow and smile like a

real lady : but always—and I minded it well—always she came either

at early morning or in the gloom before night. She'd hang over the

railing, even in winter, like a wreath of snow : it always seemed as

though she loved, yet was ashamed of her ; and she died just eighteen

years after her mother. She could not have been more than five years

old when the poor foolish mother died. I can tell over the inscription to

you—I learnt it all by heart years and years ago, to repeat to the i)oor

who could not read, and the rich who could not see ; but, lor I" he added

in a somewhat peevish tone, '' everybody reads and sees now.

—

'Mrs. Mary Robinson,'—that 's the Perdita,— ' 3Irs. Mary Robinson,

author of poems, and other literary works : died on the 2Cth of Decem-
ber, ]SOO, at Englefield Cottage, in Surrey, aged 43 years.' And then

the daughter—not married, you understand— ' ^Maria Elizabeth Robin-

son, daughter of Mary Robinson, of literary fame, who died at Englefield

Cottage, January the 4th, Ibly, in the 23rd year of her age.'—Two
young deaths, and that's the cud on 't. Why, you'll hardly believe it,

now, when the gentry come and ask which is ' Pcrdita's' tomb, and I tell

'em, maybe they '11 hardly dani]) their shoes to look at it, and ask each

other what poems 'twas she wrote, and no one knows—not one can tell I

But, some fifty years ago, I 've seen some, and from the Castle, too, who
would tell them all over plain enough."

AA e sought to divert the old man's attention from a painful theme by

remarking that there was another tomb in the churchyard of such natural

and simple interest that we should be glad to know if " Thomas Pope,"

whose grave was close to the church-door, had been one of his

friends.

The expression of his face changed in a moment : we felt at once that

we had fallen in his esteem. " Turn Pope," he said, in an indignant

tone, " was only a common shepherd—just as he himself was ; only a day

labourer—nothing more than that! T'hose who put up the stone needn't

have faced it right by the church-door, in the very eyes of the congre-

gation : for his part, he didn't know what the gentry could see in such a

L L
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lieadstone, to stand gazing at it, as they often did, on the Sabbath

—

exalting one poor man above anotlier."

"We told him we thought he ought to feel proud of such a distinction

for one of his own class, and that we honoured the memory of the fcal

shepherd far more highly than that of the mahe-belicvc shepherdess :

the one had left an unsullied name, and an example worthy of imitation;

the other—poor, fluttering butterfly I—no woman cuuld look on licr

grave without a blush and a tear. Could he repeat the epitaph on

Thomas Pope ?

"Ah, ah, ah I
"— what a cackling, bitter laugh it was! so con-

temptuous—" No—ah, ah 1 the gentry who liked might read that for

themselves. He had nothing to say against Tom Pope 1—Tom never

had a coat on his back in all his life ; nothing but a smock-frock,—and.
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all, ah ! to put a tomb over him ! ' Faithful and honest,'—why, to be

sure, many as 'faithful' were left under smooth grass: to think of his

being exalted on a tombstone I"

We were so foolish as to persist—though the old man had resumed

his barrow—in the attempt to reason him out of his nature,—a nature

by no means peculiar to a Berkshire labourer. " Surely he ought to feel

proud of a distinction conferred upon one of his own people."

Alas, alas! Tom Pope was none of his people: his father died at

ninety-two—no one put a tomb over him. He himself would be eighty

come Easter ; and full sure he was no one would put a tomb over him.

It was evident he considered the record of Thomas Pope's virtues an

insult. He found no fault with the homage rendered to the gaudy

imitation
; the mock shepherdess had his sympathy,—she did not belong

to his race : the real shepherd had his contempt. " Why should he have

a tomb, when no one tcould put a tomh over him?'' The old peasant

wheeled away his load ^^ithout further parley.

This is the touching inscription on the headstone to the memory of a

real shepherd, conferring distinction and honour on the churchyard of

Old Windsor—
THOMAS rorE,

SHEPHERD,

WHO DIED JULY TUB SOTIT, 1832,

AGED 96 TEAKS.

CUEERFL'LLY LABORIOCS TO AN ADViXCED AGE,

HE WAS llCCn ESTEEMED BY ALL CLASSES OF HIS NEIGHBOURS,
SOME OF WHOM HAVE PAID THIS TRIBUTE OF RESPECT TO THE MEMORY

OF A FAITHFUL, INDUSTRIOUS, AND CONTENTED
PEASANT.

ALSO,

rilCEBE, WIFE OF THE ABOVE,
WHO DIED MARCH 2ND, 1843,

AGED 90 YEARS.

A passage through the churchyard leads to the Thames, and just at

the corner is a quaint old house, which the artist thought it worth his

while to cop3', less for the mansion, however, than for the scenery about it.

A mile or so from Old Windsor, and we enter the county of Surrey,

on the right bank—Buckinghamshire remaining with us some way
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further on its left ; the two great metropolitan counties then continuing

on either side until, cast of London, they meet the shires of Essex and

Kent. The first object that arrests the eye of the tourist is the spire of

the church at Egham ; but his attention is soon directed to an object of

even greater interest

—

Coopeu's Hill. The hill is indebted for much

of its fame to the poem of "majestic Denham ;" it has other, and earlier,

claims to distinction : although little more than " a steep," its slopes arc

*b^

VILW FROM COOPEUS HILL.

gradual and ever green : it is beautifully iilanted—perhaps was always

so—in parts ; and is now crowned by charming villas, lawns, and

gardens : it was, however, altogether a poetical fancy Avhich thus pic-

tured it

—

" his shoulders and his sides

A shady mantle clothes ; his curled brows

Frown on the gentle stream, which calml3' flows
;

"While winds and storms his lofty forehead beat—

The comuinn fate of all that 's hi^'li and great."

Denham, although born in Dubliu, where his father was some time Chief

Baron of the Exchequer, was "native" to this neighbourhood : here his

ancestors lived and were buried. At Egham Church there arc several
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monuments to theiv memory : bis own dust reposes in Westminster

Abbey. If he bestowed celebrity on Cooper's Hill, be derived lience tbe

greater portion of bis fame : tbe poem was published at Oxford in ICAo,

during tbe war between tbe King and tbe Parliament ; its popularity

was rapid, and bas endured to our own time. Dryden described it as

"tbe exact standard of good writing;" and " Denbam's strengtb" was

landed by Pope.

But Cooper's Hill bas an advantage greater even tban that it derives

from the poem

—

" Tlie eye, de :ceiiding- from the hill, surveys

Where Thames among- the wanton valleys strays ;"'

for at its foot is immortal Runnymedo, and midway in its stream is tbe

little island on wbieb, it is said, John, tbe king, yielded to tbe barons,

who tbere dictated to tbe tyrant terms tbat asserted and secured tbe

liberties of tbeir country. Ptunnymedc is still a plain level field, un-

broken by either bouse or barn, or wall or bedge. AVe know not if by

any tenure it bas tbe right to be ever green; but we have always seen it

during many years as a fair i:)asture—upon which to-day, as seven cen-

turies ago, an army might assemble.

The small ait or island

—

Magna Chauta Island—is situate midway

between Pamnyniede and Ankerwyke—now a modern mansion of the

Harcourts, but once a nunnery, founded by 8ir Cilbert de Montfichet and

his son, in the reign of Henry II. Even the walls are all gone; but

some ancient trees remain, under one of which tradition states the eighth

Henry met and wooed tbe beautiful and unfortunate Anna Boleyn.

It is a mooted point whether the barons held tbe island, or the king-

selected it as the place where the eventful meeting was to take place.

In Tighe and Davis's " Annals of Windsor," the name of Iiunnymede,

which the field then bore, and still retains, is said to be derived from

Run and mede, signifying in Anglo-Saxon, the Council ]\Ieadow. It is

probable, therefore, that Edward the Confessor occasionally held his

witaii or council there during his residence at Old Windsor, and that

the barons chose the ait as well on account of its previous association

M'ith those very rights they met to assert, as because it was a convenient
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distance from ^Yindsoi", sufficiently near for the lung, but far enougli

removed to iirevent any treaclierous surprise by his forces. The early

historians, indeed, expressly assert that the spot was chosen by the

barons, the king, according to some, having suggested Windsor as the

MAGXA CIlAUT.i

place of meeting. According to local tradition, the conference took

place and the charter was signed on a little island in the river near

Ankerwyke, and opposite the meadow, and now called IMagna Charta

Island. The Charter bears date June 15, 121o. It is certain that
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Joliu "took refuge in Windsor Castle in 121.J, as a place of security

against the growing power of the barons;" nor did he quit the protec-

tion its walls afforded him until after the signing of Magna Charta.

The res;ilt of this great political gathering is one of the events in

the world's history. Hence, as Hume hut coldly writes, " very im-

portant liberties and privileges were either granted or secured to

every order of men in the kingdi^m : to the clergy, to the barons, and

to the people."

IMagna Charta may be considered as a general condensation of the

laws for the proper guidance of the kingdom, and the liberty of its

subjects, which had descended from the time of Edward the Confessor,

and had been confirmed by other kings, particularly the Conqueror.

The severe forest laws, and other obnoxious introductions of Norman

usage, were always distasteful to Englishmen ; and on the accession of

Henry I. the celebrated Charter of liberties abolished many vexatious

enactments, and placed the right of the subject on a clearer basis.

Stephen and Henry II. both confirmed these laws ; but the troublesome

days Avhich succeeded supplied excuses for their infringement, and the

gradual encroachment of the crown on the general privileges of the

subject, induced the barons and people to demand from John a clear

and full declaration of their rights, to be solemnly confirmed for ever.

There has long been preserved in our British Museum an ancient

Charter which purports to be that which John signed at ]»unnymede.

It is part of the manuscript treasures so industriously collected by Sir

Robert Cotton ; there is a somewhat curious history of its discovery by

Sir Robert at his tailor's, just when he was about to cut it into strips for

measures. The story is related by Paul Colomies, who long resided in

England ; but the indefatigable historian of Magna Charta, Mr. Richard

Thomson, inclines to doubt the truth of the anecdote, and prints a letter

from Sir Edward Bering at Dover Castle, in ir,30, to Sir Robert Cotton,

in which he states that he possesses the document, and is about to send

it to him. This famous parchment was much injured by the fire that

took place at Westminster in 1731, and destroyed the building contain-

ing the Cottonian Library ; it is greatly shrivelled and mutilated, and
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tlic seal reduced to a shapeless mass. Mv. Thomson is of o])inion, that

though this famous co]iy "has Lecn considered of inferior autliority to

some others brought forward by the Record Commission, on account of

its deficiency in certain Avords and sentences, which are added for inser-

tion beneath the instrument, yet the same circumstance may very

l^robably be a proof of its superior anti(|uity, as liaving been the first

wliich was actually drawn into form and sealed at Kunnymcde ; the

original whence all the most perfect copies were taken.* It was fortu-

nately engraved in facsimile by Pine, before the fire had injured it
;

and one of the most important clauses is given in our woodcut ; it is that

which }>rovides for the free and immediate dispensation of justice to all,

in the words:—"No freeman shall be seized or imprisoned, or dis-

possessed, or outlawed, or in any way destroyed ; nor will we condemn

^Miib^me iu| ctmi wmixf mc\xv eim ^.A^m-i

m
CLAUSE OF -MAGNA CIIAUTA.

him, nor will we commit him to prison, excepting by the legal judgment

of his peers, or by the laws of the land."'f By this imjiortant clause

tlie liberty and property of the subject were preserved until after

open trial.

There is another fair copy of this document in the Cotton Library.

* The Chai-tcr purports to be given " under our hand at rainingmcdc, between Windsor and Staines."

The signature of the king was in all probability " his mark," as was usual with tlie uneducated nobles

of his era. It is a curious fact that no sign-manual of a British sovereign is known to exist before that

of King Richard II. The usual sign-manual was a rude cross placed before the name written by some
" learned clerk."

t The original abbreviated Latin would read in full thus :—" Nullus liber homo capiatur, vel irapri-

sonetur, aut dissaisiatur, aut utlageter, aut exuletur, aut aliquo mido destruatur, ncc super cam ibimus,

nee super earn mittimus, ni^i per legale judicium paiium suorum, vel per legem ten'x."
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The Record Commissioners, however, seem to attach most importance to

that preserved in Lincohi Cathedral, which is supposed to be the one

sent by Hugh, then Bishop of Lincohi, to be phaced among the archives

tliere. This is very carefully written, and contains all the words and

sentences noted for insertion in the body of that preserved in the British

Museum. There is another among the archives of Salisbury Cathedral,

which is thought to be the one entrusted to Herbert Poore, the Bishop,

or William Longespee, the Earl of Salisbui'y, for preservation there, in

accordance with the old custom of i)lacing copies of such important

documents in the great clerical depositories. These are the only ancient

examples of this great grant; but there are many early entries of it in

old legal collections, reciting the whole of its clauses, and verifying their

accuracy. These were confirmed by other English sovereigns ; and

the Great Charter was thus the foundation of English liberty.

It is to be regretted that no monument marks the spot, at IJunny-

mede, where the rights and liberties of the people of England were

maintained and secured, although several attempts have been made to

raise one here. The very name, however, is a memory imperishable :

the ait and meadow are places of pilgrimage to all who boast the Anglo-

Saxon blood ; and few are they who cross the Atlantic to visit Father-

land without offering homage to their great ancestors in this meadow of

eternal fame—repeating, with raised and hearty voice, the lines of the

poet :

—

" Tliis is tlie place

Wliere England's ancient barons, clad in arms,

And stern with conquest, from their tyrant king

(Then render'd tame) did challenge and secure

The Charter of thy freedom. Pass not on

Till thou hast bless'd their memory, and paid

Those thanks which God appointed the reward

Of public virtue."

In the island which forms so charming a feature in the landscape, the

llarcouvts have built a small (jothic cottage—an altar-house, so to call it.

It contains a large rough stone, wliich tradition, or fancy, describes as

that on which the parchment rested when the king and tlie barons

affixed their signatures to " the Charter." It lias the following inscrip-

tion : "Be it remembered that on this island, in June, 121o, Kino: John
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of EnL,4aiKl signed tlie IMagna Charta; and in the year ISoi, tliis

building was erected in commemoration of that great event by George

Simon llarcourt, Esq., Lord of the Manor, and then High Sheriff of the

Count}

COTTAGR ON .MAGNA CIIAKTA ISLAND.

A Httle below Ankerwyke, the Coin, which divides the counties of

Buckingham and Middlesex, joins the Thames. The river rises near

the smatl market town of Chesham, Bucks, and passing by Cherreys,

waters the town of Bickmansworth, Herts, reaches Uxbridge, flows by

the once famous village of Iver, refreshes the villages of Drayton and

Harmondsworth, and, gathering strength, "goeth," to borrow from old

Leland, "through goodly meadows to Colnbrook, and so to the Thames,"

There is Httle to interest the voyager after he leaves this interesting

neighbourhood, gradually losing sight of Cooper's Hill, until he approaches

Staines ; we have leisure, therefore, once again to admire the rich foliage

of the river—that which ornaments its surface or decorates its banks.

We direct the reader's attention to some of the objects that here gratify

and instruct.
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A pretty little weed that decks the still recesses of the river is the

amphibious Persicaria {Folijgonnm amjihlblum), a plant that seems to

thrive equally well on land or water

;

in the former situation being one of

the most troublesome of weeds to

the river-side farmer, but when it

takes to the water forming one of

its greatest ornaments; the green

and red shaded leaves floating on
.

PEKSICABIi.
the surface, above which rise the

bright pink flower-spikes in groups, that wave and dance with every

ripple of the water, are always pleasant and cheerful.

In no jilace do we remember to have met with that most elegant of

plants, the Forget-me-not {Mi/osotis pahisfris), in such beauty and

luxuriance as in some of the fresh grassy nooks that we every now and

then come upon in the course of our

voyage. This is the true Forget-me-

not, the Virr/iss-meiii'iiicJif of the Ger-

mans, with whom originated, if we

mistake not, the romantic knight and

lady story to which it owes its name

—

a name that is often given erroneously

to other commoner and less beautiful

species with small blue flowers. The

glossy green foliage and thick waxen

flowers of the true flower sufficiently

distinguish it from others, independent

of the scientific distinctions. In all

Euroi)eau countries, but more especially forget-mk-ncit.

in this country, the Forget-me-not has been a favoured theme of the

poets. There is hardly one of them who has not made it a subject upon

which to build some sweet theory of remembered friendship or love.

It is attractive, not ahuie for its own peculiar grace and delicacy,

but because it is found evcrvwhere in England : there is no flower
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more " common," yet there are few more beautiful and none more

suggestive.

The tall, rosy-flowered plant that makes such a show among the

river-side herbage, is the Large-flowered Willow Herb {EpUohium

hirsuti.m), called by the country folks "Codlings and Cream," from a

supposed resemblance to those luxuries

in the smell of the young foliage of this

herb. As cattle are fond of eating it,

it has been recommended for cultivation

as fodder in wet places where other

useful plants will not grow, and where

the wiflow herb flourishes luxuriantly.

This is one of those conspicuous

plants for form and colour that tell with

such charming effect when introduced

in the foreground of river pictures, in

company with the dock-reeds, loose-

\-M f? strife, meadow-sweet, the yellow flag,

and other water-nymphs so dear to the

landscape-painter of the school of nature.

Happily that school is increasing in numbers and in strength : hai)pily,

too, there is a growing disposition to avoid those evils which arise from

a willingness to cojty deformities rather than to seek and find beauty in

combination with truth. We cannot too frequently impress on the

artist the exceeding value of the charming and graceful "bits" he will

continually encounter on the banks of the Thames.

While revelling among historic sites, and enjoying the rare banrpiet

of foliage, of which Father Thames is so profusely lavish " hereabouts,"

we may not, however, forget that we have yet much to say of the fish

that abound in his waters. The Carp and Tench are of his produce,

although they are not found in quantities sufficient to tempt the angler,

and do not often come to his bait. We describe them nevertheless, for

they belong to our river. The common Carp {Ci/primis carpio) inhabits

most of the ponds, lakes, and rivers of England, always preferring

LAP.GE-FI.OWEr.ED WILLOW IIEUB.
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muddy to clear bottoms ; it is very tenacious of life, and grows to an

enormous size, sometimes weighing between fifteen and twenty pounds.

The mouth is small, and has " no apparent teeth;" the body is covered

with large scales; the general colour is a golden-olive brown, "head

darkest;" the fins dark brown; the belly a yellowish white. In the

"Boke of St. Albans," by Dame Juliana Berners, printed by Wynkyn de

Worde in 1400, the carp is mentioned as a " deyntous fisshe ;" and in

the privy purse expenses of Henry VIII., in 1;j82, various entries are

made of rewards to persons for bringing " carpes to the king." It is,

however, not a native, althcugh the period of its introduction to England

is not ascertained. The Prussian carp is much smaller than the common

carp. The carp with which we are most familiar is the "golden carp ;"

of late vcars it has become, so to speak, domesticated, and adds essentially

to our home enjoyments in vases and drawing-room tanks, whore it is

usually associated with minnows and other " small fry" of the river

being kept in health by water plants, which grow freely in comparative

confinement. The date of the first introduction of " gold and silver fish"

into England is "differently stated by authors," as IGll, IGDl, and 1728.

Yarrell does not attempt to fix the period. There is no doubt that they

were first imported from China. In Portugal, and, indeed, elsewhere,

they are completely naturalised, inhabiting many of the streams and

rivers ; it is probable they will be so ere long in England, for they breed
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freely in many of our ponds, and seem to reqnire no especial care, either

in winter or summer. '"' The extreme elegance of the form of the golden

carp, the splendour of their scaly covering, the ease and agility of their

movements, and the facility with which they are kept alive in small

vessels, place them among the most pleasing and desirable of our pets."

They become remarkably tame, frequently taking food from the hand,

and appearing to distinguish clearly between an acquaintance and a

stranger.

The Tench {Tinea vulgaris) differs essentially in character from the

carp, although its habits are similar, frequenting the same localities, and

delighting in muddy bottoms ; its origin is also foreign ; and it is

exceedingly tenacious of life. The scales of the tench are small ;
tlie

head is rather large and ••blunt;" tlie general colour of the body

is a greenish-olive gold, '• lightest along the whole line of the under

surface; the fins darker brown;" ii grows sometimes to a large sizi"",

not unfrequently weighing from five to seven pounds. The angler

finds it very difficult to make prey of this fish ; they are usually shy, and

" take to the mud" when alarmed; occasionally they bite freely, ^'e

have ourselves taken out of a pond five or six dozen in a day, each of the

average weight of three pounds; finding on that occasion a small pellet
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of new bread the most eflective bait. Yarrell, however, states that " the

best bait for them is the dark red meadow worm," and that the time

when they are most readily taken is '"early morning." They are not

numerous in the Thames, and are there never fished for expressly,

although every now and then one will make acquaintance with an

angler's hook. The Thames, however, as we have often said, has other

fish besides the carp and tench to tempt the brethren of the gentle craft.

We arc now approaching the ancient town of Staines ;—its bridge

and its church -steeple are in sight ; but before we reach them there is

an object standing on one of the aits that claims our especial attention.

We must step ashore to examine it, for it is the Bouxdauy Stome of the

THE EOONDAliY STuNP;.

City of London ; and here its jurisdiction ends—or did end, we should

rather say, for by a recent enactment all its rights and privileges, as

regard the river Thames, were transferred to " a Commission."

The conservancy of the river Thames was vested in the Lord ]\Layor

and Corporation of the City of London by long prescription, confirmed

by various charters and acts of parliament. Apart from the Courts of
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Conservancy, wliicli were held by the Lord ]Mayor in person, attended

by the Iiecorder and other officers, ^Yith much state, most of the adminis-

trative duties of Conservator of the Thames have long been performed

by a committee of the corporation, known as the " Navigation and Port

of London Committee," consisting of twelve Aldermen and twenty-nine

Common Councilmen. Tiieir jurisdiction extended from Staines, in

Middlesex, to Yantlet, in Kent. Their duties were to prevent encroach-

ments on the bed and soil of the river, or anything being done on its

banks to impede navigation ; to regulate the moorings of vessels in the

])ort, deepen the channel, erect and maintain public stairs, keep in repair

the locks, weirs, and towing paths, regulate the fisheries, and seize

unlawful nets, &c. In the performance of these duties they were aided

by four harbour-masters, an engineer, watcr-bailitf, and other officials

appointed by the corporation.

The revenue arose princijially from two sources, viz. the tonnage dues

on shijjs frequenting the port, and the tolls paid by vessels passing

through the locks, or using the landing-piers. The corporation also

received, not as conservators of the river, but as owners of its bed and

soil, rents for wharfs, i)iers, and landing-places, which they granted

licences to erect. The produce of the tonnage dues was about £18,000

per annum—a sum more than sufficient to cover the expenses charged

upon them, as the corporation were in possession of a surplus of about

£1'0,000 ; but as the application of these dues was, by act of parliament,

strictly limited to the river below London Bridge, no benefit could be

derived from the jiossession of such surplus to the upper portion of the

river, where the amount received from tolls was small, and, in conse-

rpience of the great competition of the railways with the carrying trade

of the river, had latterly become so much diminished as to fall far short

of the annual expense.

Notwithstanding the difficulty in which the corporation were placed,

with a surplus below bridge, which they were unable to appropriate, and

a deficiency above bridge, which they had no means of making good but

by pledging their corporate estates—they have shown no hesitation in

the performance of the duty cast upon them. Meanwhile circumstances
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had arisen to prevent that efficient management of the Thames which it

has ever been tlie constant object of the corporation to secure. A claim

was set up by the crown to the l>cd and soil of the river. Tiie riglit to

the conservancy of the Thames had been contested in the time of Queen

Elizabetl), by the tlien Lord High Admiral, and decided in favour of the

city; but the right to the bed and soil of the sea-shore, and of navi-

gable rivers, between liigh and low-water mark, is comparatively a recent

claim on the part of the crown. A bill was filed against the corporation

to enforce this claim, and requiring them to show their title ; and after

protracted proceedings, extending over a period of thirteen years, a

compromise was efiected. The city, with a view to the interests of the

public, consented to acknowdedge the title of the crown to the bed and

soil of the river, and the crown consented to grant a title to the corpo-

ration, stipulating, at the same time, that a scheme, snggested by

Government for the future management of the river, should be adopted

and embodied in an act of parliament, which act has recently come into

operation.

The Thames Conservancy Act, 18o7, placed the authority over the

river Thames—within the limits of the ancient jurisdiction of the city

—

in a board consisting of twelve persons, viz. the Lord Mayor for the

time being, two Aldermen, and four Common Councilmen, elected by the

Court of Common Council, the Deputy-master of the Trinity House, two

persons chosen by the Admiralty, one by the Board of Trade, and one

by the Trinity House. The members are severally to remain in office

for five years, unless otherwise removed, and are eligible for re-

election. The revenue arising from the tonnage dues below bridge,

and the tolls and other receipts above bridge, together, form one

fund for the management and improvement of the navigation of the

river ; and of the receipts arising from embankments, or other appro-

priation of the bed and soil, one-third is paid to the crown, and the

remaining two-thirds added to the general fund above mentioned.

Thus was almost regal authority, enjoyed for ages by the citizens

of London, and exercised by their chief magistrate and corporation in a

spirit of munificent liberality that did honour to their administration,

N N
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quietl}^ supplanted and absorbed by the greater power of the crown.

Our hope is, that public interest may not suffer by the change.

Those who have visited the Thames ahove "the city stone" cannot fail

to lament that the whole of the river has not been under their juris-

diction : between Staines and London all matters have been admirably

and liberally managed ; from Staines upwards they have been shamefully

neglected. There are numerous '•' Boards of Conservancy " from Crick-

lade downwards, not one of which seems to have the least idea of

cleansing the river, repairing its banks, or facilitating its navigation and

traffic. If we are to judge of other '• reforms" which the corporation of

the metropolis is doomed to undergo by this reformation of the conser-

vancy of the Thames, we fear we may not anticipate a change that will

be advantageous.

It is to be hojied that the " improving " spirit of the age will not

proceed so far as to remove this ancient boundary mark ; but that the

inscription it still retains
—

" God preserve the City of London"—will be

uttered as a fervent prayer by generations yet to come : for, of a truth,

upon the prosperity of the metropolis of England depends the welfare of

the kingdom.

Staines— or, as it is written in old records, Stanes— is on the IMiddle-

sex side of the river,— a busy and populous town, with a venerable and

picturesque church. A handsome bridge connects it with the county of

Surrey, from whence there are direct roads to AA'indsor, Egham, and

Chertsey. This bridge was erected in 1832, George Eennie being the

engineer. It was opened in state by their Majesties King William IV. and

Queen Adelaide. " The bridge consists principally of three extremely

flat, segmental arches of granite, the middle arch being of seventy-four

feet span, and the lateral ones sixty-six feet each : there are also two

adjoining semicircidar arches, each ten feet in the span, for towing-

paths. Besides these, there are six brick arches of twenty feet in the

span, two on the Surrey side and four in IMiddlesex, to admit the water

to flow- oft" during land-floods." Our engraving is taken from "above

bridge," and underneath one of the arches is seen the comfortable little

inn, " The Swan," well known to all brethren of the craft, and especially
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those wlio frequent " Staines Deep," ••' wlievo, during the autumn niontlis,

abundance of lav-e roach Avill usually reward the pleasant toil of the

punt-fisher.

Staines was the site of one of tlic earliest Lridges in England. The
Roman road to the west crossed the Thames here, and the Roman

J^S^i^^

station at this jilace is called in the Itinerary of Antoninus, Pontes, so

that even then there was a bridge across the river. The Roman bridges

in England seem to have been most commonly wooden, supported on

* " Deeps " are portions of the river stalled and otlicrwise protected, in ordjr to prevent tlie use ol

nets, and so to facilitate the sport of tlie angler, for whose especial benefit they are formed. Usually
old boats are sunk in these deeps : the fish collect about them, and cannot be removed by any " coarse

"

process. The deeps between Staines and Richmond have all been formed at the expense of the Corpo-
ration of London: to them, therefore, Thames anglers have long been, and will long be, largely
indebted. To the angler, at all events, the transfer of power from the Lord Mayor to tlie Commission
is a subject of regret; and he is a recreant brother, who, obtaining a day's sport in any of tlie " deeps'
will fail to repeat the prayer of the boundary stone—" God preserve the City of London."
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stone piers. Perhaps the remains of the Litter may have given the

phice its name.

The river jiroceeds hence between low hanks, which are freqnently

innndated during winter, nntil we reach the lock at " Penty-IIook"

—

Penton-Hook-—an artificial passage hy which Loats are enabled to avoid

a " long round " of a mile or so. Hut he who voyages for pleasure will

find this ancient passage very desirable : it is generally an entire soli-

tude
; water-birds revel hcie ; butterflies are always numerous ; the

Thames trout is seldom absent from its tiny breaks and wateri'alls ; and

the Abbey river is one of its tributaries, suggestive of memories when

the monks of Chertsey had here their productive fisheries, which kept

their ponds and preserves continually full. This retired and tranrpiil

branch of our dear river is in high favour with the angler; and perhaps

there is no single nouk of the Thames, frnm its rise to its fall, where he

can receive so large a recomponce of quiet })leasure. Docs he " scrape"

for gudgeon ?— here he v ill iind a dozen " pitches," each of which yields

enough for a day. V\i\\ he try his skill among the roach and dace,

baiting with a single gentle a " Xo. 12" hook mounted on a single hair,

and a somewhat heavy tloat—for the stream hereabouts is deep and

ra})id ?—he is either a poor craftsman, or will be singularly unfortunate,

if he do not basket his ten dozen before he issues from the bend into the

main current. Does he covet the "big" chub?—let him throw his

mimic grub under any one of those overhanging willows, and the

chances are he will hook one of more than three pounds' weight. But,

especially— is lie a barbel fisher, and has the luck to have Galloway

aiding and assisting his sport?—he is sure to catch more than he will

like to carry home, if he has to Avalk from the bank to the railway.

Galloway, who lives close to Chertsey— or, as he will tell you, "Chcrsy"

— bridge, is one of the best fishermen on the Thames, and if any day in

his company be not a good day, the fault will not be his ; for he knows

not only every pitch, but every stone of the river between his own

immediate locality and a few miles above it and below it. lie is not

only an experienced and intelligent, but a most obliging and "pains-

taking " guide and counsellor, and seems always to consider that ample
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sport is ever a part of bis contract,— so, as we have said, if the evening

bring disappointment, the cause has been beyond his control But if a

neophyte visit tlie Thames in search of sport, Avliose line is strong

enough, and hook big enough, to snare and Land a Severn sahiion,—if

his shot are swan-shot, and his float a pretty toy, and his rod bends like

a reed in a storm, or is as stiff and straight as a " popilar tree "—what

then can Galloway do '?—what but shrug his shoulders, gently hint that

the water is too clear or too thick for sport, and grumble '"under breath"

a wish that such brutal tackle were in " Norroway." And to this heavy

aftliction he is often doomed ; while the " angler " seeks the train with a

light load, and growls his discontent against the liberality of the bounti-

ful Father, who has only refused reward to a bungler in the art.

Let the true angler, who knows his art and loves it, spend a day with

Galloway at Penty-Hook, and we assure him of a day's enjoyment such

as he will rarely find elsewhere, or in other company ; for Galloway is

full of anecdote such as the fisherman likes to hear and tell. The barbel

loves quiet ; in this locality he always finds it, and Galloway knows his

haunts and his habits well.

The Barbel {Barhus vulgaris) is said to be so called from the barbs

or wattles attached to its mouth. It feeds on slugs, worms, and small
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fish, and is therefore always found at tlie Lottom. It is a poor fish " for

the table," and no mode of "dressing" that we have ever heard of can

make it tolerable as a dish
;
yet large quantities are sold in the London

markets, principally (why we could never ascertain) to the Jews. In

the Thames, and also in other rivers, they grow to a large size, some-

times weighing as much as fifteen or sixteen pounds ; and when they are

" on the feed," which is usually during the autumn months, when the

weed begins to r(jt, it is no unconnnon thing for the angler to catch

upwards of a hundredweight in the course of a day. We have ourselves

achieved this feat several times ; and once, under Teddington Weir,

killed two fish, each of which weighed ten pounds and a half : for con-

firmation of this fact we refer any sceptic to James Kemp—one of the

Kemps of Teddington, to whom we shall make reference in due course.

The usual practice is to fish for barbel with '' the ledger;" it is, how-

ever, " a custom more honoured in the breach, than the observance,"

—

for it gives the angler nothing to do except to watch the running out of

his reel, and to " haul in," as if a stone were fastened to his line. By

this mode, a large piece of lead is attached to the line within about two

feet from the hook ; the hook being baited with a large lob-\vorn], it is

then thrown in, and the barbel '"runs away" with it, literally hooking

himself, for the weight acts as a check. This is, however, coarse and

clumsy fishing, for a fish worth little or nothing when it is caught. Far

otherwise is it when the barbel is hooked with a very small hook,

mounted on line gut, or it may be the single hair of roach tackle : then

the strong fellow gives ample '" play," and probably half an hour will

necessarily pass before the landing-net is in requisition, and he is safely

deposited in the well of the punt—especially when the water is deep and

the current strong.

To us, our days of barbel fishing are pleasant and very healthful

memories—the truest luxuries of an active and busy life ; and although

we have killed trout in the rivers and lochs of Ireland and of Scotland,

and salmon under the beautiful fall of Doonas, on the mighty Shannon,

we recur with greater pleasure to those hours of repose and relaxation

we have passed at Penty-Hook, when winding up and letting out a line,
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to the end of which was attached a stout and strong- barhel of some
seven pounds—our assured property from the moment the hook entered
his leathern mouth.

From Penty-Hook there is nothing- to interest the voyag-er until lie

reaches the pretty Ferry at Laleiiam. He may, if he pleases, step

ashore at the clean and neat ferry-house here pictured, and either dine
on the bank, or in one of the small rooms, to which access is readily

obtained. In any case, he will do well to look about him. The steeple

of a church adds its elorprent grace to a pleasing although flat landscape :

it is the church at T.aleham. On the opposite side is the srpiare tower

"'4

"^>^. ^^.^., ^ .,^^

^ .

lALEHAM FERr.y.

of Chertsey Church. Cattle are feeding on the luxuriant grass in

Chertsey Mead, or cooling themselves in the shallow stream ; the ferry-
boat is conveying foot passengers only, for the river here is not deep,
and a mounted traveller may cross it, swimming merely the small " bit

"

that forms the channel of the barges. IJising just above him is St. Anne's
Hill—so long the happy and rpiiet home of Charles James Fox, and
nou- the property of his descendant, Lord Holland. Looking eastward,
he has in view the wooded rise of Woburn, and f^irther on that of Oat-
lands. Immediately beside the banks, however, there is nothing to
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claim attention until lie arrives at Chertsey Lock, right under which,

a])parently (for there is here a fall of some magnitudeX is Chertsey

Bridge.

Let us step ashore, and, having refreshed ourselves at " The Che-

quers,"—the inn jjielured in our print,—-walk a mile or so to visit

Chertsey town.

We are arriving at Chertsey, in the evening, after a pleasant day at

Pcnty-Hook : it is eight o'clock ; we hear the chimes of the curfew,

heard very rarely in England now-a-days, but in the rpiiet little town, of

^^,

%%
^€^

small traffic and no manufacture, the ancient custom is still maintained,

the curfew tolling so many times to denote the day of the month—once

for the first, and thirty times for the thirtieth.* We pass the church,

* The ringing of tlie curfew is one of the oldest of English customs. Though popularly believed to

have been introduced by William tlie Conqueror, it was more probably an ancient usage as a precaution

against fire, in remote days of defective local rule, when houses were chiefly built of wood, and fires

were frequent. The curfew, or coMrrc/eu, itself was a metal case, which closed over the wood ashes and

extinguished them. Eight o'clock was the hour at which all persons were enjoined to put out fires and

lights and retire to bed. On the continent the custom was general.
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part ancient, and part new : if we enter it, it will be to see a beautiful

bas-relief by Flaxman of the raising of Jairus's daughter. It is behind

the church—between it and the river—we shall find the remains of once

and long -famous Chertsey Abbey. These remains consist of a few stone

walls, the graveyard, now a rich garden, and the fish-ponds, which even

to-day bold water, by which cattle of the adjacent farm are refreshed.

The abbey was founded a.d. GGO, and held almost imperial rule over

REMAINS OF CnEKTSEY ABBEY.

numerous villages, extending its " paternal sway " into Middlesex, and

even so far as London, where its mitred abbot had a " fair lodging."

It was of the Benedictine order, its foundation being almost coeval with

the conversion of the Saxons by Erchenwald, first abbot of Chertsey,

and afterwards Bishop of London. ( Jrailnally it grew to be one of the

wealthiest and most powerful abbeys of the kingdom, fostered and

endowed by nearly every English monarch, from the Conqueror down,

o
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until the eighth Henry dissolved it, find gave its rich possessions to the

Abbey of Bisham, which, having enjoyed them for a time, relinqiiished

them in turn to various " civilians and laymen." Chcrtsey Abbey

received the remains of the pious but unhappy Henry VI.,

—

" Poor key-cold figure of a holy k!iig,

Pale ailie; of the liouse of Lancaster,"

—

subsequently interred at ^^'indsor. Its glory extended far and near;

its jurisdiction in Surrey was almost unlimited; its wealth was pro-

digious ; its abbot ranked with princes—and ruled them. It is now

difficult to trace its site ; of the enormous and very beautiful pile, scarcely

one stone remains ujion another. Those who delve the adjacent ground

rarely do so without disinterring long -buried bones : indications of its

ancient glories now and then present themselves—broken capitals, stone

coffins, encaustic tiles, and fragments of painted glass ; but Chertsey

Abbey is little more than an historic memory. Our engraving exhibits

all of it that vet remains.

Tui y t N Gi r

If the visitor has time, he will stroll through the town to visit

St. Anne's Hill, and do pilgrimage to the home, and lawns, and gardens,

and quaint summer-houses, and lonely walks so closely associated Avith
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the memory of Charles James Fox. On his way he will pass " the

Golden Grove/' where lives one to whom many owe a debt for large

enjoyment and mnch instruction— Sir George Smart. Directly fronting

his plain and simple house is the famous oak-tree, which no doubt the

monks planted near to one of their out-dwellings, which still bears the

name of Monk's Grove. Let him pause awhile at the gate of wrought-

iron, at the entrance to the dwelling of Charles James Fox, and walk to

GATLWAY TU Fti.b IK, I

the summit of the hill, from which, on a clear day, he may obtain a vicw

of St. Paul's,—although distant twenty miles and more. The view is

indeed glorious and beautiful from this charming height— A'N'indsor on

the one side, London on the other. A slight descent leads him into a

close and thick wood, at the bottom of which is a picturesque " bit "

—
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St. Anne's "\Vi:i,l, a relic of the chapel that once existed here, and was

probably erected Avheu the abbey was Ibuiuled, twelve centuries ago.

^^ c return to Chertsey, and passing up its main street, stand before

a quaint old building, where a good and benevolent clergyman now

resides—the licv. John Clark, the son of the long distinguished Cham-

berlain of London : the house is the Porch House, in which the poet

Cowley lived, and where he died on the 2Sth July, 1GG7. He was

interred in Westminster Abbey ; his body having been conveyed in a

funeral barge upon the waters of the Thames he loved so well

—

" What tears tlio river shed,

NMieu tlio sad pomp along- his banks was led 1

"

A throng of nobles followed him to his grave ; and the worthless Idn^
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he had served, and by whom he had been deserted, is reported to have

said that he had not left a better man behind him in England. Although

COWLEY s nouss

the Porch"—from whence it received its name, "the Porch House"

-was long ago removed, Cowley's house retains much of its original

COWLET S SKAT.

character. The room in which he died is still intact, and a group of

trees

—

Cowley's Seat—flourish in vigorous age.
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"\Vg may not extend our visit, although a drive tlirough the j^retty

viHage of Addlestone—^^joiuing the raih'oad there—wouhl be a ^vortl)y

finish to a long summer's day of pleasure.* We return to Chertsey

Bridge, and resume our voyage downward, admiring, as we pass, the

pleasant woods and wooded heights of Wohurn, and welcoming another

of the river's many tributaries—the Wey, which joins the Thames a mile

or so below the bridge at Chertsey. The Wey rises in Hampshire,

about a mile from Alton—" famous for ale." It passes through Farn-

ham, Godalming, Guildford, Woking, Byfleet, and Weybridge, where it

is joined by a small streamlet—the Bourne, and also by the Basingstoke

Canal. The junction of the three streams is so picturesque that we

TXJi: WLY UllIDGE.

supply an engraving of the scene. Following their course to the

Thames margin, let us now glance at Chertsey Mead, which, it is said,

produces the best hay in England ; and where, during a large part

of the year, there is right of commonage, of which the neighbour-

* The whole of this distiict has been fully described by Jfrs. S. C. Hall, in " Pilgrimages to English
Shrines f and the reader who desires to know more concerning it is referred to tliat volume. We
have introduced two of the prints by which it is illustrated, in order to make more clear our details

concerning St. Anne's Hill, and the residence of Charles James Fox.
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ing farmers avail themselves to fatten cows that supply London with

2)ure milk.

The Wey enters the Thames at a mill in the curve of the stream, but

the ordinary course for boats is to the lock at Shepperton. The woody

grounds of Oatlands now begin to rise on the right, and a short distance

to the left is SnErrERTON Church and village. Close to the river are

the house and grounds of W. S. Lindsav, Es i., iM.P. Some fine trees

siiEppERTON cm-RCir.

hang over his boat-house. These grounds are, perhaps, the most beau-

tiful to be met with all along the river-banks : those who have taste as

^^ell as riches have always the power to give to others a large share of

the luxuries they themselves obtain from wealth. The distance to

Shcpperton by water from Chertsey Bridge is about four miles ; but the

direct way by land is not more than a mile and a quarter. Another

turn of the river brings us to I^ower Ilalliford. The river is now free

of any striking feature until we approach the long bridge at ^yalton :

the village is half a mile inland, and hidden from view. At a sharp turn

of the river before we reach the bridge is Cowav Stakes. Our sketch

is taken from the bridge, looking back toward Weybridge Church, its

tall spire and the high land of Oatlands Park being the chief features of
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the view. The small arch in the foreground is a waterway. Between

this point and the two dark trees of the middle distance, still lie under

the Thames all that remain of the stakes wliich, tradition says, are those

that impeded Cresar. AYhen the water is low and clear, some of the

fragments, it is said, may still he seen imbedded in the clay ; others have

been taken from the river, black with age, but still sound.

Caisar has left a circumstantial account of his battle here with the

British tribes. It occurred b.c. G4, on his second visit to our island,

CUWAY STAKES

when, satisfied of the insincerity of submission of the natives to Roman

rule, he resolved to penetrate faither than lie had hitherto done, and

quell opponents under the command of Cassivellaunus, He narrates the

sort of guerilla warfare the Britons carried on against his forces, by

continually harassing them in small parties, "so that one srpiadron

relieved another," he says, "and our men, who had been contending

against those who were exhausted, suddenly found themselves engaged

with a fresli body who had taken their place." He accordingly deter-

mined to come to a general engagement, and invade the territory of

Cassivellaunus. He describes leading his army towards the Thames to

ford the river, which he says could only be passed on foot in one ])lace,

and that with difficulty. He had gained intelligence from prisoners and

deserters that his passage was here to be disputed : when he arrived at

the river, he perceived a large force on the opposite bank drawn up to

oppose him ;
" the bank moreover was planted with sharp stakes, and

others of the same kind were fixed in the bed of the river, beneath the
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water." But nothing could restrain the impetuosity of liis legionaries,

who dashed into the river, and drove off the Britons.

The venerable Bede notes that these stakes " are seen to this day,

about the thickness of a man's thigh, stuck immovable, being driven

hard into the bottom of the river;" and Camden, in his " Britannia,"

says of Oatlands, " It is a proper house of the king's, and offreth itself

to be scene within a park ; necr unto which Caesar pa.ssed over Thames.

'

He then narrates the event, concluding by saying, '" In this thing I

cannot be deceived, considering that the river here is scarce six foot

deep. The place at this day of these stakes is called Coway Stakes
;

and Caisar maketh the borders of Cassivellaunus, wliere he setteth down

his passage over the river, to be about fourscore Italian miles from the

sea which beateth upon the east coast of Kent, Avhere he landed, and at

the very same distance is this passage of ours.''

In the time of CVcsar there can be no doubt that the whole of the low

land about here was a swamp, and the Britons secured themselves in the

rude earthworks they had constructed in the woody land which over-

looked the river. There arc intrenchments of this sort on St. George's

Hill, at Weybridge, and also on St. Anne's Hill, Chertsey. There are

traces of others at ^Yimbledon, proving that this range of elevations

was made use of for defence. We have mentioned the old hill camp

wliich formed one of the defences of the Cotswold Hills ; and here we

may properly devote a brief space to a consideration of the early inha-

bitants of the banks of the Thames.

When Cajsar visited Britain, the old Celtic population was considerably

intermixed with the Belg;>3, who had taken possession of the richest parts

of South Britain, and kept up a close alliance with the Gaulish traders,

to whom the people of the Kentish coast greatly assimilated. Strabo

slightly describes the personal appearance of the old Britons, in their

long dark garments fastened round the waist, and long hair and beards.

Herodotus and Pliny speak of their puncturing and staining their

bodies with the juice of herbs, as a mark of noble descent. C;x!sar notes

that they were " clad with skins ; all the Britons stain themselves with

woad, which gives a blue colour, and imparts a ferocious aspect in

p p
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battle ; they have long flowing hair, and do not shave the upiicr

lip.'"-.'

The river Thames has preserved, as if in a museum, some relics of its

ancient masters. Our engraving exhibits a group of antiquities found in

the stream, and upon its banks. Of these the early British shield of

bronze, with its great central boss, and double row of smaller ones, was

dredged up from the river between Little ^Yittenham and Dorchester, a

neighbourhood that formed the site of several hostile engagements, f

The leaf-shaped bronze sword was found also in the river near Vauxhall,

and is remarkable for its similarit}' to the early Greek weapons found at

ANTHjflTIES FICU.M THE THAMES.

Pompeii. The other aiiti(^uities of the group belong to the Saxon

period, and the banks of the Thames are rich in such memorials.

The other objects depicted were discovered in tumuli on the high

land at Lung Wittcnham, in Oxfordshire. The umbo, or boss, at the

right corner of the grouj), was originally fixed on the large wooden

shield adopted by the Saxons. At Dorchester, many remarkable antiqui-

ties have been found : among the rest a large brooch, richly ornamented.

* Of tlie various native tribes noted by Ptolemy, the Dobuni occupied Gloiicestcrsliire and Oxford-
iliire; the BelgK, Wiltsliire and Ilanipsliire ; tlie Attrebates, Berkshire; and the Trinobantes, the

greater part of Jliddlesex and Essex. Kent was held by tlie Cantii, a large and influential tribe whi:-h,

.•vs early .as the time of Csesar, was subdivided among four ruling cliieftains.

t At the junction of the rivers here, still remain the intrenchments of the early Britons.
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The more ordinary decorations for the person generally found in Saxon

tumuli are exhibited in our second group, consisting of brooches and

hair-pins found at Fairford and Long AYittenham. Three varieties of

the former have been selected ; they are all of bronze, the central one

being of the most ordinary form. That to the left is cup-shaped, the

surface decorated with raised ornament, which has been strongly gilt.

That to the right is formed of white metal, decorated with incised orna-

ment, and washed with silver ; a pin behind assisted in securing them to

the dress. The hair-pins crossed at the back of the central brooch are

also of bronze, having pendent rings attached to the upper part of each,

one being slightly ornamented. With them were found finger-rings,

consisting of a flat coil of bronze, beads of clay in variegated colours,

and a variety of smaller articles for personal decoration, showing some

considerable amount of refinement in the wearers. The inhabitants of

Middlesex and Kent appear, however, to have been always in advance

of the Saxons of the inland counties, which may be ascribed to their

connection with the continental traders, and their superior wealth. The

contents of their tumuli indicate a higher refinement, and a different

taste in decoration. Anti(|uaries are now beginning to classify the

Saxon tribes in England with much certainty, by the data afforded by

these relics from their last resting-places.

Such were the people—progenitors of a race destined to establish
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the name and customs of Anglo-Saxons over the whole world. In

thus tracing them to their source, we find much that is worthy of

study in their life on the hanks of the Thames " in the old time before

us." Scattered among their graves are instructive illustrations of tlieir

history not to be found in the pages of the chronicler, but worthy of

note ; and in our descent of the stream we shall yet have to note the

relics of their brethren, which also testify to their history as clearly as

do the more enduring monuments of stone to the histories of classic

nations.

Before we pass under the bridge at Walton, we are called upon to

leave the boat, and walk a brief distance to visit the village and the

church : both are full of interest. In the village is the house of the

President Bradshaw ; at Ashley Park, not far distant, the Protector is

IM 1 1 a t IRAE>11A\\ ^ llOlsL

said to have some time resided; at Hersham, in the vicinity, lived

"William Lilly, the astrologer,

—

" A cunning man, hygiit SiJrophel,

That deals in Destiny's dark counsels.

And sage opinions of the moon sells,"—

and his remains lie in Walton Church. On St. George's Hill is an

ancient encampment of considerable size, which, although of date
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anterior to the Romans, was, as we have intimated, probably occupied

by Ca\sar when preparing for his struggle with the Britons, under Cassi-

vellaunus ; and it may be safely conjectured that his legions passed from

this height into the valley to cross the Thames at Coway Stakes—" ea

celeritate atque impetu." From the summit of this hill is obtained one

of the most striking and magnificent views to be found anywhere

in England, extending not only over ^Middlesex and Surrey, but into

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent, and even Sussex.

Bradshaw's house is now in a dilapidated state, inhabited by poor

persona, but it retains several indications of its ancient grandeur ; a

chimney-piece is shown in the appended engraving ; it is one of tlie

remaining ornaments of a wainscoted chamber, in which, probably, " tlie

regicides " often sate in council ; there is a village tradition that here

the signatures were affixed to the death-warrant of the king.

S^rn^ -'m%
fmmP Iff I

Ai.Tox cnui;cii.

We must enter the church, and—having examined a gorgeously

-

sculptured tomb, of much artistic value, from the chisel of Roubiliac, to the
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memory of Viscount Shannon— '• the fair Uack marble stone" that records

tlie name of "the astroh:>ger"— the white tablet that marks the grave of

Henry Skene, the tourist— the singular monument to John Selwyn,

wh()se heroic achievement of killing a stag after having leaped upon his

hack, in the presence of Queen Elizabeth, is commemorated in " a brass,"

now let into the wall—Chantrey's beautiful statue of a mourner leaning

on a sarcophagus, to the memory of "Christopher D'Oyley"—we may
criticise an object no less interesting as a record of the olden time— it is

SCOLD S BRIDLE.

"the scold's bridle," one of the few "examples" yet remaining in

England. It bears the date IGoo, and the following inscription,

—

" Chester presents Walton with a Ijriille,

To curlj women's t mgues when they are idle,"

—

and was presented to the ]iarish by the person whose name it bears,

because he had lost an estate " through the instrumentality of a gos-

sipping, lying woman." Its construction and mode of fastening are

sho^^n in the engraving ; when locked, a flat piece of iron enters

the mouth, and effectually keeps down the " unruly member." The

venerable church, has, therefore, several objects of interest,—we can

name but few of them
;

yet we may not forget that in the adjacent

graveyard was interred, some eighteen or twenty years ago, one

" Who blazed,

The comet of a season,"

an eloquent writer, a brilliant wit, a man of large knowledge and exten-

sive learning ; his grave is without a mark ; we had a difficulty in finding
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the secluded spot in wliicli he lies : yet there are many who rememLer

" William Maginn," perhaps ^Yith more of admiration than respect, and

who will grieve that no stone distinguishes the place in which lie rests

" after life's fever."

We again make our way to the Thames, and join our hoat, passing

under the long and narrow hridge here pictured, from a sketch by

W. E. Bates. " It is, in hct, a sort of double bridge, a second set of

arches being carried over a low tract of ground, south of the principal

bridge which crosses the river. From this bridge there is a pleasant

WALTON Cr.IDUli

view of the Thames, above and below, (Joway Stakes being imme-

diately beneath us, and the new '• villa-jilanted" demesne of "Oat-

lands" rising gracefully from its banks.* We must pause awhile in

* Oatlands is now "a village'' of handsome houses, many of them with charming gardens and

grounds. A large hotel has been recently erected, and is, we understand, exceedingly well con-

dor! ed and made comfortable to visitors: the vicinity yields in attraction to none; it is distant

fifteen miles by railway (the South-Western) from London. The palace at Oatlands, in which divelt

irenry VIII., Queen Elizabeth, the Consort of James I., the Queen of Charles I., and the Queen of

Charles II., has long since disappeared; its site being occupied by a modern mansion, which became

the property of the Duke of York, was at his death purchased by Mr. Ball Hughes, known as " the

Gulden Ball," and, having passed through "various hands," has been divided into " building lots." Tlie
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" the deep " immediately under it, for it is famous fishing ground ; and

here, perliaps more than in any otlier part of the Thames, the angler

finds the hream abumlaut.

The Bream {Ahramis hrama) inhabits most of the lakes and rivers

of England, but appears to be found in the Thames only in special

localities : often as we have fished in the glorious river, we have never

yet caught one except in that part of it which avc are now describing.

The bream is often killed in large numbers, and frequently of weight

between two and four pounds ; sometimes much heavier. It is, how-

ever, a poor fish—a degree worse than the barbel, as food ; although

THE BKEA.\r.

Izaak (|uotes, in reference to it, a French proverb, to the efiect that

" he who hath bream in his pond is able to bid his friend welcome ;"

famous grotto still remains : it was constructed at great cost for tlie Duke of Newcastle, by three

persons—a father and two sons—who were employed in the work during several years. It consists of

five chambers, the sides and roofs of which are encrusted with spars, ores, shells, and crystals. In a

little dell adjacent are several stones, numbering, perhaps, sixty or seventy : they are the gravestones

of pet dogs,—the pets of Her Royal Highness the Duchess of York,—and many of them have appro-

priate inscriptions. Tlie Duchess died at Oatlands, in lt^20, anfl was interred at Weybridge Church,

where a monument was erected to her memory, with a beautifully sculptured figure by Chantrey. That
old church has been taken down, and a new and very graceful structure built a few yards from its site.

Chantrey's monument lias been re-erected in the new churcli ; but tlie vault, originally in the transept,

is now in the churcliyard. The tall spire of Weybridge Cliurch is seen from all parts of the adjacent

country.
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and Chaucer considers it worthy of note, as among the preparations

for a feast :

—

" Full many a lair pavtricli haddo ho in luewe,

And many a bream and many a hice i i stewe.''

The fish is flat and broad ; the tail being long and " deeply forked."

The colour is yellowish white/-'

Passing between low lands for the distance of about two miles, we

arrive at Suxbury f—a pretty village on the Middlesex side. There is

a weir of considerable length, and lower down a lock : the lock has

been recently constructed on " scientific principles"—the waters being

raised and lowered by machinery, but the effect of the '" improvement"

is to embarrass and delay the voyager.

|

* There is a good and experienced, as well as a very civil and ever-ready fisherman here,—J. Roger-

son,—whose cottage adjoins the bridge, and whose punts are moored at the adjacent bank. Besides the

bream which abound In this locality, there is a good barbel pitch close at hand, and the roach and dace

are plentiful enough to give assurance of a day's sport. The inns at Walton are " comfortable " for

anglers.

t " In ancient records this place is called Sunnabyri, Sunneberie, Suncberie, &c. Sunnabyri is com-

posed of two Saxon words—^mna, the sun, and bijri, a town—and may be supposed to denote a iilace

exposed to the sun, or with a southern aspect."-Zj/so;js.

J " About a mile below Sunbury Lock there is a turn on the left bank, or a back-water meeting the

Q Q
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Flat and inilnterestiug are tlie meadows tliat stretch away from the

Surrey bank of the Thames, as we voyage Lelow Sniihury. Tall osiers,

for the most part, shut out all distant views from the water. The

villages of West and East ^loulsey succeed in their turn. Between the

former village and the river lies the low open tract, or common, known

as IMoulsey Hurst, and memorable chiefly in the annals of pugilistic

encounters and horse -racing. East IMoulsey has very rapidly increased

during the last few years. Fine trees have disappeared, and rows of

genuine suburban residences have sprung up in their places. A new

church of an agreeable aspect has been added to the group, near the

Ilurst ; and opposite to the Palace of Hamjiton Court, the terminus of

the railwa}-, and a cluster of hotels have established themselves. The

old church of East Moulsey is small, and belongs altogether to a period

in which Moulsey itself was simply a country village, and had not yet

risen to the dignity of a metropolitan railway station.

Situated on the ^Middlesex side of the Thames, the village of lIam}iton

rises from the river's edge, and its long series of villas, with their

orderly looking trees and well-kept gardens, with here and there a

fishing cottage peering from beneath thick masses of overhanging

foliage, skirt the stream. At the entrance into Hampton from Sunbury

there are several good houses, that stand back at some little distance

from the Thames ; and in front of them the water-towers and other

buildings of the London and Hampton works, fur the supply of the

metropolis with water, have been recently erected. An attempt has

been made to impart an architectural character to these edifices, but they

present a very cpiestionable appearance after all. The passage across

the water from Moulsey Hurst is effected by means of a truly primitive

ferry-boat. Immediately adjoining the landing-place stands Hamilton

Church, occupying a commanding position on rising ground. To the

edifice, however, unhappily may be assigned a "bad pre-eminence," as

river again, but tiie course of tlie river lies to tlie right banlt, and tlic -n-ater runs tery sliarp. Tliis

part of the river is called ' Cane Edge,' and the stream from this part up is known as ' Sunbury Race.'
"

—The Oarsman's Guide.
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being among the verj' worst examples of the church -building of thirty

years since. At that period the old church was pulled down, and the

present wretched affair was erected at great cost. The village extends

for some distance from the river towards the north ; and at about a mile

from the church in that direction it has very recently expanded into a

second village, which bears the name of New Hampton. From the New
Hampton road Bushy Park extends to Kingston and Teddington, and

for the space of half a mile it reaches almost to the river's side, below

JAUlilLK S VILLA.

the Hampton Villas. Of these residences the most striking is "GAnracK's

ViLi.A," once the property and the favourite residence of the great master

of histrionic art. The garden, like its neighbours, abuts upon the river :

but the house stands beyond the road, and, consequently, it is separated

from the water- side part of its grounds: a communication, however,

suggested by l_)r. Johnson, exists in the form of a very picturesque

short tunnel under the road. Here, beneath a weeping willow that

droops gracefully into the water, stands "the Grecian rotunda, with

an Ionic portico" (it is really a little octagonal water-side summer-
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house), whicla in Garrick's time gave shelter to Roubiliac's statue of

Shakspere, that has since been promoted to the Hall of the British

Museum.*

The river bends slightly towards the south as it flows eastward, before

it changes its course below Hampton Court for a northerly direction.

More than one small island divides the stream at Hampton, and many

are the fishing-rods that may be here seen patiently extended over the

beautiful forget-me-nots, and other flowering plants which arc grouped

with the thick rushes and bending willows. As we advance, we

approach a second series of water -side residences,—the murmuring

sound of the " overshot," or weir, of the lock, becomes more distinct,

—

and our boat enters and passes through " Moulsey Lock," the last but

one on the Thames. The present lock has been newly built within the

last four years. Hampton has the questionable fame of possessing

the ugliest and the most inconvenient bridge on the Thames, although a toll

is still demanded from passengers. It is of wood, and was built in 1778,

"by a builder at Weybridge." Close to it, in Surrey, is the terminus

of the South-Western Railway ; and near it is a neat little country inn,

" the Castle," with small but comfortable rooms overlooking the river.

^Ye float under this bridge, and in another minute we have landed close

to the principal entrance to the Palace of Hampton Court. From the

bridge itself, the view both up and down the stream exhibits English

scenery in its highest perfection. But we hasten on to the Palace,

passing a row of shops, hotels, and dwelling-houses, "Hampton Green"

opens out before us, stretching away to our left, where it is bounded by

a small cavalry barrack. In front of us are more houses, and imme-

diately beyond them appear the noble hawthorns and horse-chestnuts of

* The " Temple of Shakspere," as Garrick caUed this buildiug, was constructed expressly for

Roubiliac's statue, a commission from the actor to the artist, who did his utmost to produce a good

^•ork—to his own loss ; for Garrick, with his usual tact at driving- a bargain, gave little more than

would pay for the model and the marble. The artist was also subjected to the meddlesome taste of the

actor, whose vanity was unbounded, and who threw himself into the affected posture of poetic inspira-

tion, which he insisted the statue should exhibit. When the work was finished, the sculptor executed a

new head, as Garrick demurred at a faint vein of colour in the marble. The only portrait of Roubiliac

we possess represents him working enthusiastically on this statue, which he certainly desired to make

his chef-d'auvre. It passed to the British Museum, by Garrick's desire, on the death of his widow.
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Bushy Park. This "Green," in the olden time, was the tilting -ground

;

it is now the scene of much holiday merry-making during summer

months. The palace stables stand between the Green and the river.

Here also are a few tolerable houses, of which more than one promises

the best of " entertainment," " provided at the shortest notice," for

visitors of all classes and of all tastes.

The " Toy," so long the recognised chief of the Hampton Court

hotels, has ceased to exist in its former capacity, the building having

been altered to form a group of private residences. A rapid " decline
"

preceded this "fall" of the "Toy." * In the days of Dutch William,

who spent much time at Hampton Court, man}' were the rump-steak

dinners given by the monarch himself at the " Toy " to his courtiers

;

and on these occasions, dense, without doubt, wore the clouds of tobacco-

smoke that enveloped both the guests and their royal host. The present

" Toy," however, is an excellent hotel.

The palace itself is shut off from the Green by a long and massive

wall of dark-red bricks, having in front of it a broad ^\alk, now deeply

shadowed with noble elms and chestnuts, leading from the river to

Bushy Park. This was a favourite promenade with Maiy, the consort

of "William III.; and here, also, the Low Country maids of honour and

other ladies, who in those days graced with their ]>rosence the English

court, might continually be seen. Hence the place obtained the popular

name of the "Fran Walk," which has since degenerated into the ^^ Frog

Walk," by which it is now known.

At the entrance to the palace precincts, on either side, a lion and a

unicorn discharge their patriotic duty of " supporting " the royal arms.

We enter. On our right are some porter's -lodge -looking buildings, with

a single good red-brick house—a family residence. On the opposite

side, stretching away towards Wolsey's noble gateway -tower, is a long

range of cavalry barracks, with their guard-house, stables, canteen, and

* Much speculation has ariseu with reference to the singular title—tlio " Toy." It may, however,

be ilerivetl from the tois or /oiVs—movable fences of net-work that were used as barriers in many of the

games, once played daily on the adjoining- green—the tilting-ground, or (as it is styled in a survey of

the year 1653) the toying-place of the Tudors and Stuarts.
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other accessories. Our barracks are generally successful specimens of

the art of unsightly and inconvenient building; and here, where some-

thing better might have been expected, this unworthy art has achieved

its climax. The associations of " Royal Hampton's pile," however,

which throng thickly upon our minds, are not interwoven with deeds of

chivalrous valour or of military renown,—except, indeed, such as are

inseparable from the present purposes to which the palace is so happily

ENTRANCE TO HAMPTON COt'UT.

applied. '• The o'cr-great cardinal " and his unscrupulous master rise

before us ; then come visions of the unfortunate Charles, of ])hlegmatic

"VYilliam, of decorous " Anne," and of the first George with his broken

English. Eich, indeed, is the palace of Hampton Court in materials for

a domestic history of almost unparalleled interest. We can but glance

at the more salient points in the sketch for such a history.

In the time of Henry III. the manor of IIampi,on (" Hamntone " it is

written in the Domesday Survey) was held by the Knights Hospitallers

of St. John of Jerusalem, and from them Wolsey obtained a lease for

the purpose of building on the site of the old manor-house his stately
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palace. The Avorlvs were commenced about the year lolo, and they

were urged on Avith such rapidity that the cardinal shortly after made

Hampton his residence, or, as Skelton would have it, he held his "court"

there. The splendours of Hampton Court when in the hands of Wolsey

speedily produced that dangerous "envy" which in 152G induced him

to present his palace with all its sumptuous furniture to the king.

Henry VIII. accepted the gift without hesitation ; and, in return,

graciously "licensed the lord cardinal to lie in his royal manor at

riichmond at his pleasure ;" also permitting him occasionally to occupy

Hampton Court itself. In lo27, jMontmorency, the French ambassador,

was received at Hampton Court in such a style that the Frenchmen did

" not only wonder at it here, but also make a glorious report of it in

their own country."

The great hall was built by Henry ^"^III., after the palace had come

into his possession, and he added other buildings to the pile, " till it

became more like a small city than a house." With his characteristic

selfishness, he also afforested the country around, converting a wide tract

of the adjoining lands into a chace, which he stocked Avith deer. Henry

spent much of his time at Hampton Court. There Edward VI. was

born, and there Jane Seymour died. With Edward himself Hampton

Court Avas a favourite residence, and so it continued to be during several

succeeding reigns. James I. held there the "conference" of IGtJi.

IMany of both his happier and his most anxious days Avere spent there

by Charles I.* In H\iji> Cromwell purchased it, and made it his prin-

cipal abode. It Avas in equal favour with Charles II. after the Restora-

tion ; James II. resided there less habitually ; William III. and Anne

may be said to have made it their home. The first and second Georges

folloAved in the steps of their predecessors in so far as Hampton Court is

« It was from Hampton Court that Charles I. fled to the Isle of Wight, on the night of November

11, 1647, and so brought to a cliraas the long- rupture between himself and the parliament. The night

was dark and stormy ; the king was attended only by one servant, Lord Ashburnham, and Sir John

Berkeley. They went towards Oatlands, and so through the wood there, the king acting as guide. In

one of the letters he left behind him he says, " I confessc that I am loath to be made a close prisoner

under pretence of securing my life." This jourueywas the last act of freedom of tlie unfortunate
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concerned. But since tlicir time a change has come upon what Lord

Hervey (Pope's "Lord Fanny") was pleased to call the "unchanging

circle of Hampton Court." The state apartments and the hall are

thrown open freely to the public daily, with the exception of Fridays

only; and the rest of the palace is arranged to form a series of residences

for families who may be considered to have claims upon their Sovereign

and their country. ITer jMajesty the Queen is kno\^'n to feel a warm

interest in Hampton Court, and the ap})ointments to the residences in

the palace are made expressly by the royal command. Recent circum-

stances have greatly enhanced the interest which attaches to this royal

house, thus converted into a palace of the people. In place of persons

of high rank but narrow means, Hampton Court has now become, for the

most part, the residence of the widows and orphan families of officers

who have fallen in the Sikh war, and in the Crimea: and we may feel

assured that many of those families who mourn the lost heroes of the

fierce struggle in India—our Havelucks and Neills—will here find

honourable and honoured homes.

The palace originally consisted of five principal (piadrangular courts,

but of these three only now remain. To these, however, must be added

a variety of offices, and many ranges of subordinate buildings. The

first and second courts are for the most part remains of the original

palace, with the exception of very rpiestionable classic additions in the

second court and the great hall of Henry VIII. The third court is

the work of Sir Christopher Wren, and is a dull and heavy affair. The

hall has lately undergone a complete restoration, which has been

thoroughly well done : the grand open timber roof, the finely-propor-

tioned windo\\s with their brilliant new heraldic glazing by Willement,

the showy array of banners, the groups of armour, and the quaint and

still bright -hued tapestry, all combine to realize the most romantic vision

of a palatial hall. Adjoining the hall is a truly appropriate with-

drawing room.

To the state apartments we ascend by the " king's staircase," at

an angle of the second court. A series of wretched allegories cover

the walls and ceilings of this staircase ; they are the work of
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Verrio.* We first enter the " gnard-eliamLer," where tliere are some

curious weapons of by-gone days. Here commences the miscellaneous

collection of pictures, some originals, others copies, many curious and

valuable, and more equally uninteresting and worthless, which cover the

walls of the long range of noble rooms. There are a few relics of the

state furniture also here, and a considerable quantity of fine china. The

Cartoons demand a far more detailed notice than our space will admit

:

we content ourselves, therefore, with a few brief words of ardent admi-

ration, and a strong expression of hope that these most precious of our

national " Art -treasures " may be removed from the sombre gallery to

which they are now consigned, in order to take their rightful place

in a worthy "National Gallery" in London.

Among the more remarkable pictures are some historical works of

great interest, by Holbein and others ; a group of the " Charles the

Second Beauties," by Lely, and a companion group of portraits by

Kneller of the ladies of the court of William III.; various other por-

traits; two fine Giorgiones; Andrea IMontagna's really grand "Triumjih

of Julius C;i}sar," and the Cartoons. Two very remarkable pictures by

Mabuse, which were sent to the IManchester Exhibition, were returned

from thence to Holyrood instead of to Hampton Court ; they were long

supposed to be portraits of the Scottish James who fell at Flodden, and

of his English Queen Margaret, the sister of Henry VIII.; but the

researches of ^Ir. David Laing, since they have been removed to Scot-

land, seem to prove satisfactorily that the portraits are those of King

James III. and iMargaret of Denmark, and that they were painted

about l-i84, for the Church of the Holy Trinity, Edinburgh.f

From many of the windows there are charming views of the gardens

and the park. \Yith these views we now hasten to form a more intimate

* Verrio was one of tlie most famed of a school of artists, who, in accor.lance witli a taste gencratfcl

at the court of Louis XIV., covered the walls and ceilings of Englibh mansions with enormous alle-

gorical pictures. He lias been immortalized by Pope in the lines descriptive of " Timon Villa :"—

'• On painted ceilings you devoutly stare,

Where sprawl the saints of Verrio aud Laguerre."

t An excellent "companion' to "Hampton Court" was compiled a few years ago by Henry

Cole, Esq., C.B. : no doubt it has been since revised. It is sufficiently elaborate to answer all purposes

of the visitor.

R n
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acquaintance. We descend by a different staircase, and passing along

the colonnades of the " fountain court," we enter the gardens. They arc

admirably kept, and their formality is both characteiistic and })leasing.

There is a fountain in a circular basin opposite to the centre of Wren's

facade ; and here are a brilliant throng of such gold and silver fish as

might have satisfied Wolsey himself with their size and their lustrous

hues. The gardens extend from the river to Bushy Park. In front of

the palace, and also reaching to the Thames as it sweeps onward to

Kingston, lies the " Home Park," with its splendid trees, noble deer,

formal sheet of water, and the picturesrpie lodge of the ranger. A noble

terrace-walk passes in front of the palace, and on reaching the river it

is continued at right angles to its former course, and parallel with the

stream ; here, between tlie terrace and the " Home Park," are some fine

HAMPTON COL'KT : GARDEN FRONT.

Specimens of Avrought-iron work, that will repay a careful study.

Returning towards the palace, we observe the bell that summons the

attendant gardener who has the charge of the " private garden." To this
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garden tlie public are admitted, but they are expected lierc to pay

a small gratuity.

The garden is well worthy a visit. It affords some fine views of the

palace, and it also contains the famed "vine," which fills its ample hot-

house, and displays such a collection of clusters as it is probable never

elsewhere hung upon a single tree.--' "We return to the open gardens,

and walk past the palace. Leaving behind us a newly-built tower, we
enter the " wilderness," a thickly-planted space to the north of the main

edifice, where some of the finest trees in England are grouped together.f

At the extremitv of this wilderness is the " Maze." i We need no guide

t(^ lead us to the entrance that tempts all visitors to explore the intri-

cacies within; for more than one of the pleasure -seekers of the day is

there before us, and their laughter is by no means kept within the

hedges of the maze, though it does not transgress beyond the bounds of

moderation. And this remark leads us to observe that the great boon

of free public access to Hampton Court Palace and Gardens is thoroughly

appreciated by the public, llarely, indeed, is an individual to be seen

who needs to be reminded that he is acting with impropriety. Thousands

and tens of thousands of persons of all classes avail themselves of the

opportunity so liberally afforded them of enjoying this beautiful place
;

* This vine produces the grape caUed the Black Hamburgh ; it spreads over a surface of 110 feet, and
in some seasons has yielded more than 2500 bunches of grapes.

t This wilderness was planted by King William III., with a view to hide the irregularities of the

north side of the palace, where the old domestic offices were situated.

t This is a curious relic of the ancient taste in gardening, and was planted in the reign of William
III. It consists of narrow walks between tall clipped bushes, which wind intricately to the open space
in the centre. There is only one way by which it may be reached, and any deviation leads to a stop-

page and a necessity for retracing the path.
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and yet the few jiolice who are on duty find their office almost a

Binecure. This is as it should be.

The reader will permit us to vary these comparatively dry details of

facts by introducing a sketch of one of those "characters" so frequently

encountered ou or about the river.

During our later visits to Hampton Court, we have felt disappointment

that we did not meet at the old landing a man who had long been asso-

ciated with our memories of the neighbourhood. He was known by the

sobriquet 0^ " FiX'shAYater Jac\<.'' V\'o missed tlie blithe rosy face, the

bright eyes, the broad joyous smile of the young Irishman, wlio was

accustomed to assure us he knew of our apj)roaching visit to " the

Coort" by a " drame " he had. He was lame; and Ave remember once

endeavouring to obtain for him a situation where he might earn his

"crust" on dry land, believing he might lose altogether the use of his

limbs from being so continually in and about the water; but Jack said

he couldn't bear the thought of quitting the beautiful '' ould river," that

he knew, and that knew him : besides, so many would miss him,— his

friends—God bless them !—A\ho called to see him and the "Coort" any-

way oiicc a-year. "A fresh -water Jaclc," he would say, "is all as one as

a king—he never dies." So there 'd be another in his place before he 'd

been a mile away from Hampton : and sure some of his own beautiful

ladies and gentlemen might be murdered by them thieving "jacks,"

" and the sin o' that would be on his soul to the end of his days, and

may be afther." No; as long as he had one leg to stand on, and two

hands to help, he 'd keep his ground in the " wather."

Poor Jack 1 when he declared his tongue was loosely hung he said but

the truth ; he told us, on the first day of our acquaintance, all he had, or

rather all he chose, to tell— for Irishmen, however voluble, have their

reserves. He professed great love and admiration for the Thames ; but it

was evident that, no matter what his worldly interests might be, his heart

was in a perpetual state of transit between Cork and Kerry. He had

plenty of information about the river, and was an excellent fisherman

"when not on duty;" knew where to get gudgeons, and where the

barbel lay, and would keep a keen eye and a steady hand to his work
;
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but say a word of "the Lee" or "the Shannon"—just name Killarney

—

down wouhl go the rod, the pole miglit float where it pleased, in an

ecstasy he would pitch all the ground-bait over at once, and, with

sparkling eyes and fluent tongue—if he had not done so previously

—

inform you that "in troth" he \^•as an Irishman himself, and what was

bether still, a County Cork man—and what was twice as good as that, a

boy from Clonakilty !
" Sure, then, I'll never turn the back of my hand

on ould Ireland. People says to me, ' ^Vhy do you say you 're Irish, Jack,

when you have such beautiful English on the top of yer tongue'?' but

I 'd scorn to be an imposture. No, if Ireland hadn't a rag to her back,

or a string to her harp, every blade of her grass would be dearer to

Jack O'Conner than all the timber on the Thames,—and that 's a bould

word, for well I know the forests it floats all over the world, and I 've

nothin' to say aginst them ; but for all that, I 'd rather this minute have

a blade of the grass that grows on my mother's grave than the whole

of 'em."

Wq remember inquiring, if Jack loved his countr}' so tenderly, why

he had left it. Jack twistdl his shoulders and said, "The rason ?" \^'hy,

betwixt the famine and the sickness, there was nothing left for him to

love but the bare sod ; but he added, " Even with all the sickness and the

hunger, I'd have stuck to that sod if it wasn't for the hurt I got in moe

knee (saving yer presence) ; but if boys with the use of their four

bones couldn't get more than the wet potatoe and the sup of wather,

how could such a hocher^ as meeself get through?—and all mee people

either dead or gone to the Far West 1 If I had the luck to take the

pledge, and keep it, it's not here I'd be, anyway. I got my wound

through being overtaken^- during the full of the ^lay moon, at the

corner, as you turn from the Lake to go up to the blessed Church of

Aghadoe. I thought I wasn't quite right in meeself, and I knew my
neighbours—the good teoile^—from the skirl of the pipes coming

through the air, just like the song of a bird through the leaves of a

forest ; and I felt the drowsiness coming over me,— ' Keep up, John

t Tipsy,
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Conner,' I says, ' and don't be takiui;" the breadth of the road instead of

tlie length of it ; but go on.' Well, I tried hard, but I couhln't foot a

straight line; and I heerd thuui coming closer and closer: and I had

sense enough to be ashamed of meeself one minute, and glad the next,

because the only girl I cared for wasn't there to see. ' And it ',s a purty

pass I'm come to," I says. ' -when I don't wish //oh—darlint of my heart.I

—to be near mel' and yet I wasn't so overtaken intirely but I knew

where I was ; and I saw the leaves dancing in circles on the road, and

the dust wheeling, and every now and agin a buz in my ear, and I tuk

off my hat, not to be wantiu' in manners, as they passed, though

I wished meeself far enough a\vay : and then of a suddent I minded

there was a slip of a rowan-tree growing over the gripe of the ditch,

and I knew if I could catch a hoult of one of its dawshy boughs, or even

get under its shade, I 'd be as safe as if I was in the holy cardinal's hall

up there, and his holiness himself to the fore ; * so here goes, I says, and

I made a spring, thinking to clear the gripe—for in them times I was

free and firm of foot as the finest deer on Cilena
; but as ill luck would

have it, niee head was light, and mee feet heavy wid the brogues,—for

it was a holiday, so I had 'em on,—and into the gripe I went : if there

was wather in it, I 'd have been drownded like a blind puppy, but as it

was, I lay like a turtle, and the moon looking mee full in the face like a

Christian. I roared and cried ; but sure I knew no one could hear me

that would give me a taste of help ; and I wanted to think of mee

prayers, and if I could have got at one, I'd ha' been safe enough ; but

I was bothered between the goin' and the comin' of the good peojile's

pipes, and the song she had sung for me, and me only, not two hours

gone,—the song warbled round mee heart, and the i>i]:ies, as I said,

bothered mee ears, and I knew by the prayers keepin' their distance

that there was somethin' goin' to happen beyant the common ; and sure

enough, it wasn't long 'till they gathered round me, like a swarm of bees

round a Maybush, first peejiin' and pryin' at me, as if I Avas a grate

curosity, and not one of 'em the length of mee hand, and titterin' and
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sniggerin', all as one as tlie young girls of flesh and blood are so fond of

doing when they set their comeithers on some unfortunate boy ^Yithout

sense, or, indeed, with sense—for one sort is just as 'asy made nothin'

of as the other. Then they made a ball-room of mee chest, footin' and
patterin' over me; and the young ones made a horse of mee nose, and
the king and queen had high tay ou mee forehead, and a game of liide-

and-seck through mee hair. I knew that as long as the good people

liked to divart themselves that way, I sliould say nothin' against it

though if I could have thought of a prayer, they'd have had it ; so

I lay as still as a dead lamb until one, all over in a shine of silver, cried

out they must have some shooting, and then there was a grate scrimigin'

and racing, and trying their bows and arras ; and they set to pulling the

hair out ofmee head for bow-strings, and I bearing it all like a Christian,

and yet couldn't think of a Christian prayer! Oh I mv !?rief ! Well
though they war little, the high heels of their dawshy shoes ran like

iron into mee flesh, and I desired to ax them to go 'asy, particular those

on mee nose, wdio kickt it crooked, and left it so—as your honor ma\-

see, if you pay me the compliment to look straight in mee face." And
certainly Jack's nose leaned considerably more to one side than to the

other— this gave him a quaint, roguish expression. He continued,
'•' Well, I dun know how it was, but I begun to think of mee poor

mother; and though she wasn't a prayer, she was the next thing to it,

she taught me all she knew that way, as well as every other way ; and

surely, the more I thought of her, the ligliter grew the little iron heels,

and somehow, the dawshy craythurs themselves seemed as if the light

shone through tliem ; but still they ke])' on at their new play, shootin'

their little arras, which sparkled for all tlie world like stivers of diamonds.

so bright and swift— made out of dew and moonlight, and the webs that

glitter on the hedges of a summer morning— so that I was fairly bothered

watching them, now thinkin' tliis and now thinkin' that ; and my mother
seemed a grate ould picture in the thick of it. At last I spied up at the

sky, and sure enough I thought I saw the first strake of day, like an

angel's smile in the heavens, and with that I said asy to myself, ' Oh,
Holy :\rary :' That done it—and me too !—Skirl—whirl—wish—e I—
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all round me. But one, a little spiteful devil, with a hooked nose, and a

red feather in his cap, came out of the mob, and taking- his stand on the

top of a bouchlawn, draws his bow, and looking at me as a judge looks

at a prisoner, ' Take that, John O'Conner,' he says, ' for findin' fault

with the heels of mee boots, that war made before the Flood,' he says,

' and are better than new now !' and with that he lets tly at me, and the

arra hot me in the knee. I thought the life would lave me that very

minute ; but life is tough, and hearts are tougher. I sat up, and sure

enough when I did, the heavens were all in a glow o' \nnk like a bride's

blushes, and an innocent rabbit was staring me full in the face. I might

have taken a priest's word for it, and believed it nothin' but a drame,

only for the lameness and the arra, which I drew out with this hand

(thafs so Jionoured as to hand i/c safe ashore, mec noble lady); and mee

poor mother kep it for a corker* for many a day to fasten her shawl.

One Sunday she forgot a warnin' she had, and took it to Mass, and she

never saw it afther."

Poor Jack ! his place, to our fancy, can never be efficiently filled.

We inquired for him. and, to our astonishment, heard that, fascinated

by the blandishments of a recruiting sergeant, he had exchanged the

Thames for the " Connaught Rangers."

" But his knee—his lameness 1" we exclaimed.

" Please, my lady," said the new "Jack." ''his knee was bosh, and

his lameness bosh. He made a good thing of it here— all blarney : he

got shillings where I get pence. He was born with a silver sj^oon in

his mouth."

" How ? has any one heard of him lately ?"

" Oh yes ; he was in the Crimea, and distinguished himself, they said :

led a something, which I don't believe—all bosh !—lost a leg and an arm

(I should not wonder if they grew again, like the lobster's)—was made

a sergeant, and got a pension, and a lot of medals at his button-hole,

and a Queen's handkerchief in his pocket. Pity he doesn't come back

to his old place—he should have it cheap."

A corAw—strong pin.
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What a grumbling water-rat I We were more than proud of our old

acquaintance ; but we ho}ied he had not fooled us so entirely, and are

more than willing to believe his lameness ivas real, and that time had

removed the impediment to preferment.

From the " Maze," at Hampton Court, we cross over the Kingston

Road into Bushy Park, passing through a cluster of hotels, lodging-

houses, and private residences. Famous are the horse-chestnuts and

thorn-trees of Cushy, but fame has done them no more than justice.

The thorns are supposed to have given its name to the park. The

fern here is picturesque, and the deer abound on every side. Some

of them are very tame ; so much so, that they will even eat from

the hands of visitors who, in the summer season, assemble for a sylvan

repast beneath the trees. There is a public drive across the park to

Teddington, and more than one foot-path promises a delightful walk to

the pedestrian. Opposite the principal entrance, in the great avenue,

is the " Diana" fountain, which stands in the midst of a large circular

])iece of water, and exercises its vocation after a very agreeable manner.

The lodge and the stables of Bushy are separate buildings, and though

rather extensive, they do not claim any special notice,—except, indeed,

to state that the former was the favourite residence of William IV. and

good Queen Adelaide.

Bushy Bark must be regarded as forming an integral part of the

royal domain of Hampton Court. Having traversed its pathways, and

rested in the shade of its trees, we retrace our steps to the palace, and

returning through its courts to the river where our boat awaits us, we

set forth on our voyage downward. The first object that attracts our

notice is the junction of the " silent Mole"' with the waters of the

Thames. This tributary, itself produced by the union of a numerous

series of small streams and brooks, some of which rise in Sussex, and

others in Surrey, assumes the importance of a river near lieigate, in the

latter county, from whence its course lies in a north-westerly direction.

Winding amidst the lovely scenery of central Surrey, the Mole flows

on past Dorking, Leatherhead, and Cobham ; and then, taking its leave

of bold hills and rich woods and ancestral mansions, it hastens through
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the flat region of the Moulseys towards the Thames. IMuch has been

written, both iu i^oetry and prose, upon the IMule, and many are tlie

landscapes that otlier artists besides "SYitherington have painted near

its tranquil waters. As late as the times of the lordly builder of

Hampton Court, known as the " Emlay," this river has both changed its

name and acquired its celebrity, from the singular circumstances that

attend its career in the neighbourhood of Box Hill and Norbury Park,

Here the bed of the stream is composed of a very porous earth, in

which, at some little depth below the surface, many cavernous hollows

are supposed to have been formed. In ordinary seasons the supply of

water is sufficient, as well to fill these hidden recesses as to maintain

the stream itself at its ordinary level ; not so, however, in any time of

drought ; then the stream fails, and for some distance the channel is

dry, with the exception of here and there a standing pool. Near the

bridge at Thorncroft the ground again becomes solid, and here accord-

ingly the exhausted river rises in a strong spring, and resumes its

WOLSEY S TOWEK.

original condition. As will be readily supposed, this singular inter-

ruption to the course of the Mole gave rise, at early periods, to a variety

of marvellous legends. Old Camden does not fail to give his version of

the wonder, and, according to him, the 3Iole at Box Hill absolutely
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leaves the surface of the earth for a ^Yhile in order to traverse a dark

and subterraneous channel, arched out for its reception, and for some

hidden purpose, by the great engineer, Nature. We may add, that at

Wey-pool, in the "porous" region, tlie river has hollowed out abasia

about thirty feet in diameter, in which the curious process of its absorp-

tion may be observed.

On the banks of the ^Mole there is yet a remnant of ^Yolsey's palace,

•'
his palace of Esher-Place," to which he retired after " losing the favour"

of King Henry, who had despoiled him of all his possessions, leaving

him nothing—compelling him to beg from the monks at Leicester

Abliey even
" A little earth fur charity '.

"

William Wainfleet, who held the see of Winchester from l-ilT to

li80, built a stately mansion of red brick on the borders of the Mole,

and it l)ecame the episcopal residence. It was repaired and partially

rebuilt by "' the o'er-great cardinal;" and of this erection the gatehouse

yet remains, a striking object on the banks of the jdeasant river.

INIilton speaks of the

" Sullen Mole that ruuncth undorueath ;''

Pope of the

'• Sullen :MoIe that hides his diving flocd ;"

And Drayton pictures the Thames hastening to soft dalliance with

the Mole,—when he is reproved by his parents, Thame and Isis, who

desire him, in preference, to mate with the Medway—

" r.ut Tliamcs would liardly on : oft turning Ijack, to show

From his much-loved Mole how loth he was to go."

Having passed the confluence of the Mole with the Thames, our boat

sweeps by the palace gardens, and we glide swiftly along between the

Home Park and the pretty village of Thames Ditton. Once again we

find ourselves amidst a flotilla of punts, and great is the amount of

serious fishing we observe to be going on. On our right some small

willow-bearing islands attract notice, and we learn that these are

spots famous in the history of Thames picnic parties—so famous.
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indeed, that during the summer season they vie with Bushy Park itself

as scenes of much ]]aj>py and harmless enjoyment of this description.

We pass the islands, and hiiid on tlie Surrey banlc of the river, with tlie

view of improving our acquaintance with Ditton. In tlie Domesday

Look it is stated that "' Wadard holds of the Bishop (of Bayeux) Ditonc,

in the hundred of Kingstone ;" and it included the rich manors of

Cleygate and Weston—the former belonging to the abbots of West-

minster, the latter to the nuns of Barking. The church is "of remote

origin, but has been greiitiv altered at diffiM'ont times, and enlarged bv

THE fWAN AT lllni

additional erections." It contains some remarkable tombs and brasses,

most of them of a late period. Our print exhibits the long-famous inn,

"The Swan;" and the stately mansion—"Boyle Farm"— the resi-

dence of Lord St. Leonards. "The Swan" is, as we have said,

" famous," but only in the records of the angler. Time out of mind,

Thames Ditton has been in favour with the punt-fisher, not alone

because si^ort was always abundant tliero,—its pretty aits, close beds of
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rushes, and overhanging osiers being nurseries of fish,—but because the

river is especially charming " hereabouts," and there are inany associa-

tions connected with the fair scenery that greatly augment its interest to

those who enjoy the recreation of the " contcmi)lative man." All

anglers, therefore, are familiar with the pleasures to be found in this

quiet and attractive nook of the Thames. Our own memory recalls to

us a day we cannot soon forget : it was passed in a }»unt with Theodore

Hook—a lover of the gentle art, as many have been to whom "society"

and the gaieties of life were necessities. Hook was in strong health at

that time—it was in the year ISoi ; the fountain of his wit was in full

and uninterrupted flow ; it is not difticult to imagine, therefore, the

stores of incident and humour that were opened up between the first

cast of the plummet into the stream and the winding up of the reel

when the declining light gave notice that refreshment was provided at

" the 8wan." *

» On that occasion Mr. Hook produced some lines, which we believe are little known, and were not

published with his name ; we therefore reprint them from the Xew Monthly Marjaziae (then edited by

]Mr. S. C. Ilal!) for July, 1834, in which they wore printed. They wci-e composed in the punt, and

afterwards written down. It is need!e^s to refer to Jlr. Hook's wonderful facility in improvising

verse.

' When sultry suns and dusty streets

Proclaim town's winter season,
And rural scenes and cool retreats

Sound something like high treason—
I steal away to shades serene,

Which yet no bard has hit on,
And change the bustling, heartless scone

I'or quietude and Ditton.

Here lawyers, free from legal toils,

And peers, released from duty.
Enjoy at once kind Nature's smiles,
And eke the smiles of beauty:

Beauty with talent brightly graced,
Whose name must not be written.

The idol of the fane, is placed
Wiihin the shades of Dittox.

Let lofty mansions great mon keep —
I have no wish to rob "em—

Not courtly Claremont, Esher's steep.
Nor Squire Combe's at C )bham.

Sir Ilobliouse has a mansion rare,

A large red house, at Wnitton,
But Cam with Thames 1 can't cimpare,
Nor Whitton class with Ditton.

I'd rather live, like General Moore,
In one of the pavilions

W'hich stand upin the other shore.
Than be the king of millions;

For though no subjects might arise

To exercise my wit on,
I'rom morn till night I'd feast my eyes
By gazing at sweet Dittox.

' The mighty queen whom Cydnus bore.

In gold and purple fl )ated,

B it happier I, when near this shore,

Although more humbly biated.

Give me a punt, a rod, a line,

A sung arm-chair to sit on.

Some well-iced punch, and weather fine,

And let me fish at Dittos.

' The ' Swan,' snug inn, good fare affords

As table e'er was put on.

And worthier quite of loftier boards
Its poultry, fish, and mutton

:

Anil while sound wine mine host supplies,

With beer of Mens or Tritton,

Mine hostess, with her bright blue eyes.

Invites to stay at Dittox.

Here, in a placid waking dream,
I'm free from worldly troubles,

Calm as the rippling silver stream
That in the sunshine bubbles ;

And when sweet Eden's blissful bowers
Some abler bard has writ on.

Despairing to transcend his powers,
I'll ditto say for Dittox."
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As a fishing station. Ditton has lost some of its ancient fame ; and the

inu liad fallen also from its " high estate." Latterly, however, it has

Leen cousiderahly '" brushed up ;" the landlord and landlady seem very

attentive to their guests
; the rooms arc remarkably clean and neatly

furnished, and anglers may again enjoy there the quiet comfort which

ought to succeed a day of jileasant toil. JMoreover, there are several

good and experienced fishermen at Ditton ; and punts, as well as row-

boats, may be generally obtained.

Esher is about two miles from Thames Ditton ; but those who voyage

the Thames will surely pay a visit to this village, charming for its

scenery, and deeply interesting from its associations. It was anciently

named Aisseic (so in Domesday), Aissela, and Ashal. In this neighbour-

hood is Claremont, so sadly connected Avith the brief history of the Prin-

cess Charlotte, who died here on the Cth Xuvember, 1817. It is now
the property of his ^lajesty the King of the Belgians. Here too resided

the unhappy Lord Clive, of whom parliament pronounced that he

rendered " great and important service to his country." The house

IS plain, but the grounds are exceedingly beautiful, and are kept with

much care. Jii the church at Esher are interred Anna Maria Porter

and her motlier, who resided many years in a small cottage in the village.'^

At Thames Ditton, too, William and 3Iarv Ilowitt lived in one of

* So far back as the year 1825 \vc visited Uie accomplished sisters, Jane and Anna Maria Porter, at
their pretty cottage

; and wo have given a record of this visit in the " Pilgrimages to English
Shrines," from which we borrow the appended engraving. A tomb was erected by her daughters over
the remains of Mrs. Porter: it gives the dates of her birth and death, and contains this memorable
passage—

"RESPECT HEK GRAVE, FOR SHE JIINISTEUED TO THE POOn ;"

It IS in the chureliyard
; a cyjircss flourishes at tlie head of the grave. Not long after the death of her

mother, Anna JIaria was laid by her side. The last time we saw Jane Porter-it was at Bristol, a few
months before her death, in lb50-her parting words to us were these, " Whenever you are at Esher,
do visit mj^ mother's grave."

While at Eslier the sisters were in the wane of life, but having good health, and still occasionally
wi'iting

; enjoying honourable repose : having obtained a la: ge amount of fame, and being in easy and
comfortable circumstances. Anna Maria, although the youngest, died first, Jane surviving her sister
several years. They must have left a mass of interesting correspondence ; and their lives afforded
materials for an interesting biography. It Is to be regretted that no use has been made of eitlier
since their deaths. They published novels when talent in women was comparatively rare, and they
obtained an amouTit of fame perliaps beyond their deserts : yet tlicir many books still hold a prnminent
place in public favour. They were undoubtedly, however, the precursors of " Waverley ;" and Sir
Walter Scott followed in the steps of these eminent and excellent ladies.
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the many pretty and graceful " home -dwellings " that abound in this

vicinity.

There is little to attract the voyager between Ditton and Kingston.

The banks of the river are on both sides low, generally bordered with

rushes, with occasional aits, on which grow the " sallys " which supply

so many of the basket-makers of London. We have therefure leisure

THE COTTVCE F lANE Mil U r rTH!

here to consider some of the wild flowers of the water, of which we
shall soon lose sight, for we are approaching the " roads," from which

they have been driven by the " higher state of cultivation."

The neighbourhood from Staines to Twickenham is rich in aquatic

vegetation, both as regards the number of species and the prodigal

luxuriance of their growth : in one small still pool, a few yards in

extent, intercepted from the stream by a narrow strip of beach, we found
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ill flower at one time specimens of the noble White and the Yellow

AVater-lilies, the beantiful Fringed Villarsia, or Yellow JJuckbcan, the

delicate Frogbit. the Arrow-head in fine blossom, the Purple and the

Yellow Loosestrife ; and on the bank the fine bold foliage of the Water-

dock, Wild Teasel, Reeds, and many of the minor or less remarkable

si)ecies that create the wealth of a river Flora. It was delightful to the

eye and mind of the poet, painter, botanist, or the simple lover of nature.

Several of these plants we have already i)ictured as they have occurred

in the course of our tour; we may here describe two or three not

hitherto noticed.

The Yellow \Yater-lily {Xiiphar hifca), whicli is so constantly found

in company with its fairer sister, the ^^'llite Lily,—though indeed it

. ^-..

.

cannot rival the latter

in size and beauty,-—pro-

duces by its contrast of

colour a charming effect.

These two together stud

the river with silver and

gold, giving an almost

tropical luxuriance to

the still nooks which are

their favourite haunts,

and where they develop

themselves in full glory. The structure of the yellow lily is extremely

curious on a close examination, which shows a very complicated and

ornamental arrangement of the interior parts round a central object, the

seed-vessel, Avhich in shape bears a resemblance to a flagon or bottle
;

and this circumstance, in conjunction with the flower emitting a

decidedly spirituous odour, has given rise to its having received, in the

provinces, the Bacchanalian cognomen of " Brandy-bottle."

There is another yellow flower tliat, at a little distance, bears a close

resemblance to the last, but, on a nearer inspection, is found to be very

distinct; this is the ViUarsia ni/mjjJio ides, or Yellow Buckbean, gene-

rally spoken of bj' botanists as a great rarity : it may probably be so in

YI-LI-OW WATI.:
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VELLOW DLCKBt

most localities, for wc have never met witli it exeei)ting in tlie 'J'hames

from Wimlsor clownwanL-^, where in sonic parts v.e fnund it gruwin;^^ in

rich profusion. The leaves are

very like those of the Water-

lily in shape and texture, though

smaller; and they float in a

similar way on the surface of

the water, above which rise the

bright yellow blossoms, of a

graceful contour ; the petals

being edged with a delicately

-

cut fringe, which gives to the

flower a peculiar elegance.

This is one of the numerous

native '•'aquatics" that are worthy of cultivation by every possessor of

an ornamental water ; or it miglit be

easily grown within the limits of an in-

door tank or aquarium, the culture being

extremely easy.

What a striking appearance the Wild

Teasel (Dipsacus sj/h-eslris) makes, rear-

ing its erect form above the humbler

herbage, and crowned with those curious

bristling heads which, in the early part

of the year, are clothed with diminutive

lilac llowers, and later in the season

form the receptacle of the seeds. Tliis

handsome plant is interesting also as

being closely allied to the Fuller's Teasel,

so largely employed in the preparation

of woollen cloths,— if, indeed, the two

plants are not, as some botanists suppose, ^*""d teassi..

varieties of the same species modified by cultivation and difference of

soil, which in one develoi)s the delicate hooks to which the Fuller's

T T
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Teasel owes its efficac)', and for which no artificial snbstitute has yet

been found. The heads of the latter jilant are fixed on to the circum-

ference of a lar^-e broad wlieel, \\hich is set in motion, and the cloth is

held ai^ainst tliom till the action of the crooked awns has sufficiently

raised the nap. The Teasel is of commercial importance, and is culti-

vated in fields as a regular crop in the West of England, and also in

some parts of Essex, but especially in Yorkshire—that county having

of late years taken the lead in the manufacture of woollen cloths.

Among the insect tribes, too, we meet with a variety of interesting

objects, the water-side vegetation being a favourite haunt of numerous

species, who there find abundance of

food and shelter : many have presented

themselves to our notice during our

rambles, but want of space has prevented

our figuring or describing more tlian a

very small jn-oportion of them. Here,

on a burdock leaf, its usual habitation, we

found that curious and pretty little in-

sect, the Green Tortoise -beetle {Cassida

€(2uestris). In appearance it really very

much resembles a miniature tortoise, the

upper part uf the body being expanded

into a shield which conceals the feet and

head. But it is in the grub state that its habits are most singular, the

tail being })rovided with a forked appendage, upon which the creature

heaps a mass of extraneous matter, so that it carries about with it an

artificial canopy that answers the purpose of defence and concealment.

These pauses in voyaging the Thames are always full of interest

;

instructive also, no matter what may be the object for which we " step

ashore."

As we approach Kingston, we pass the new buildings of the company

which sui>}»lies the Surrey side of London with water. The edifices

themselves arc by no means picturesque ; nevertheless, as objects that

cannot fail to attract the eve of all vovao^ers, we have thought it well to

Cr.REX TORTOISE-BEKTLE.
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engrave them. The locality in which they are placed is called " Seething

Wells ;" and they are " The Chelsea and Lambeth Water-works.""^'

For the following detailed analysis of the Thames water, at Kingston,

^iW^'t
*"^«^

WATKll-WOUKtf : SKhTlILNCi \

we are indebted to the kindness of Mr. Henry Witt, F.C.S., Assistant

Chemist to the (jlovcrnmont School of ^Minos :

—

Gr.iins in the

Imperial (Jallnn.

Sulphate of Lime I'^'f'"

Carbonate of Lime !*'6l6

Carbonate of Magnesia O'^'f

Chloride of Sodimn (common salt) 1'661

Chloride of Potassium t''^'=s

Carbonate of Soda ^'^^50

Organic matter
^'''•^'

Suspended Clay
3-603

Carbonate of Ammonia 0.0034

Total 2,:;-9404

. " The hot spring at Seething Wells was once thought an almost infallible remedy in certain cases

of ophthalmia."
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Cut the composition of the water varies at different seasons of the

year. The follow ing represents the average composition at Kingston, as

ileduced from a large nuniLer of analyses, made by Mr. AYitt, throughout

the year 18ott :

—

Grains in the Gallon.

Maximum. Minimum. Mean.
Total iniliurity 2.sl4S ls-37 23-4S8

Suhpendud matter 4-41 117 3-054

Or-anic matter 1-G3 O-fiS 1-050

Dissolved Salt 22-108 1CG5 10-404

Common Salt 3-o7 2-005 2-633

Lime 10-31 G-487 7-884

These analyses show how excellent in quality is the water now
supplied to London from Kingston, or rather Thames Ditton, Ly the

Chelsea and Lambeth Water Companies.

The shallow wells of London cannot but be condemned as drinking

waters, on account of their almost invariable contamination with sewage
;

the deep wells which sink into the chalk are inconveniently hard ; but

the Thames water at Kingston is sufficiently free from organic matter to

be perfectly wholesome as a beverage, and sufficiently soft not to give

rise to serious inconvenience on that account.

The water is pumped into large subsiding reservoirs ; whence, after

remaining about six hours, it passes on to the filters. These are large

beds of sand, gravel, &c., through which the water passes at the rate of

about Gt gallons per srpiare foot per hour.

'J'he filters are composed of the following strata in a descending

order :

—

^''''-
Feet. Inches.

1. Fine sand 2

2. Coarser ditto 1 o

3. Shells G

4. Fine gravel 3

5. Coarse gravel 3 3

After complete filtration, the purified water is pumped up to a

covered reservoir on Putney Heath, whence it descends by gravitation

to London, passing over the river in two iron tubes, supported by a new
bridge, recently erected for the purpose between Putney and Fulham.

The two new sul»siding reservoirs comprise an area of three acres.
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and are each capable of containing ten million gallons of water. The
two filter-beds adjoining comprise an area of two acres, and are each

capable of filtering ten million gallons in twenty-four hours. The two
high level covered reservoirs on Putney Heath are two and a half acres

in extent, and hold twenty feet deep of water. They command a service

of 170 feet above Trinity high-water. The aggregate nominal engine

power employed in pumping is 700 horses. The average quantity of

water pumped daily is about G,'.lOO,000 gallons.

Kingston is among the oldest of English towns ; and is said to have
been "the metropolis of the Anglo-Saxon kings." It is difiicult to say what
is meant by "metropolis of the Anglo-Saxon kings." The metropolis of

the kings of \A'essex, to whom Kingston belonged, is always understood to

have been Winchester. But the kings would not necessarily be crowned
there, as that ceremony might take place anywhere within tlie boundaries

of their kingdom. Kingston seems, however, to have been a famous place

when the Romans found and conquered the Lritons in this locality. Some
writers have advanced arguments for believing that the " furd " which
Ciesar crossed was here, and not at Walton ; and indications of barrows,

fosses, and ramparts of Roman origin, are to be found in many places in

the neighbourhood. It is more than probable that a bridge was here con-

structed by the Romans. The Saxons followed in due course, and here they

had many contests with their enemies the Danes; but a.d. 838, Egbert
convened at Kingston an assembly of ecclesiastics and nobles in council,*

and here, undoubtedly, some of the Saxon kings were crowned :
" The

townisch men," says Leland, " have certen knowledge that a few kinges

were crounid there afore the Conqueste." Its first charter was from
King Juhn, and many succeeding sovereigns accorded to it various

grants and immunities. During the war between Charles I. and the

Parliament, Kingston was the scene of several " fights," being always
on the side of the king. The town is now populous and flourishing,

although without manufactures of any kind. Since the establishment of

'This record, in wliicli the town is called 'Kyningestun, famosa ilia locus,' destroys the supii:)si
Hon that It did not receive that appellation till the reiyn of King- Athelstan, and proves that it was i

royal residence, or at least a royal demesne, as early as the union of the Saxoa hei^iarchy.'-Lysons.
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a railway, villa residences have largely increased in the neighbourhood
;

and the two suburbs, 8urbiton and Xorbiton, are pretty and densely

-

crowded villages of good houses. The church has suffered much from

mutilation and restoration ; it is a spacious structure, and Avas erected

about the middle of the fourteenth century, on the site of an earlier

edifice. Amongst tlie monuments is a fine brass, to a civilian and his

Avife, of the year 14;57."'"''' Of existing antiquities there are but few :

county histoiians, however, point out the sites of the ancient Saxon

TUE KINGS STONE.

palace, " the castle," the Jews' quarter, and the Eoman town, Tamesa

;

and the game of " foot-ball," it is said, is still practised by the inhabitants

* It is to the memory of Robert Skerne, of Kingston, and Joan, liis wife ; she was the daughter of

the celebrated Alice Pierce or Ferrers, mistress to Edward III., and afterwards wife to Sir 'William

de "Wyndesore. This lirass abounds with beautiful details of costume, and records tlie day and year of

Robert's death :

—

" May I'.e in heaven rejoice who lived on earth sincere.

Who died upon the fourth of April, in the year

Of Chiist, one thousand twenty score and thirty-seven."
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oa Shi'ove Tuesday, in commemovatiou of one of the feats of tlieir

ancestors, by whom the head of a king-assassin was ''kiclved" ahont the

Saxon town. Eut perhaps the most interesting object now to be found

in Kingston is "the King's Stone." It had long remained neglected,

though not unknown, among disregarded heaps of debris in "the new

courtyard," when it occurred to some zealous and intelligent antiquaries

that so venerable a relic of remote ages was entitled to some show of

respect. It was consequently removed from its degraded position,

planted in the centre of the town, and enclosed by a "suitable" iron

railing. It is now, therefore, duly and properly honoured, as may be

seen by the engraving.*

EINCSTON I;K1D(.E.

Kingston Bridge, to which we now conduct the tourist, is a con-

venient and graceful structure, erected from the design of jM. Lapidge,

« The stone formerly useil to stand near the church-door, and was from time immemorial regarded

as that upon which the Saxon Kings of Wessex were inaugurated according to the old Teutonic custom

—a custom long prevalent in Germany and the northern nations, and still adopted in the coronation of

the sovereigns of England ; the old sacred stone of Scone, on which the Scottish kiugi were crowned,

was brought from thence by Edward I., in 1296, and placed beneath the English chair where it

still remains. Kingston is exi)ressly mentioned, in a charter of King Edred, a.d. y46, as the royal

town where cousccraUon is accustomed to be performed. Speed records the coronation of nine sove-
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and opened, in 1828, by tlie Earl of Liverpool, then High Steward of the

borough. It took tlie place of an ancient wooden bridge, the successor,

it is said, of one which the Saxons built to rcjilace that which the iiomans

had constructed.

And so we leave Kingston, looking back upon the pleasant and jiros-

perous town, pursuing our course downward between low banks, with

here and there a mansion of note, but meeting nothing for comment until

we approach Teddington ; its " lock " being the last— or, more properly,

t\\Qjirst—lock on the Thames.

Before we visit Teddington, however, we ask the reader's permission

to introduce one of those sketches with which we seek to vary our

descriptive details.

When Gilbert Golding, who was considered at that time as '"smart a

lad" as ever di]>ped oar in tlie Avaters of the Tliames, married Fanny

Meadows, every one said he had caught a Tartar; that is, every one

who did not incline to the otlier belief—that a Tartar had caught him I

At all events, they were married in the church of Teddington : Gilbert a

tall, lithe, graceful youth of twenty-one; Fanny a short, strong, thick-

armed woman of thirty. Gilbert, fresh and fair, looked younger than he

was : Fanny, dark and sallow, seemed older. Gilbert had a soft, low

Voice, that went wliispering amongst the reeds and water-] slants like the

iV'ig-ns here; the first was Athelstan, by Aldhelm, Archbishop of Canterbury, a.d. 924, followed by his

brothers Edmund and Edred ; then cam^ Edgar, Edward the Martyr, his brother Ethelred II., and

Edmund II., in a.d. 1016. Two intervening kings, Edivard the Elder, and Edwy, are stated by the

sams author to have been also crowned here, but this is more conjectural than strictly historic. Snme

writers have deduced the name of the town from the stone, thus—King's-stone ; but the proper deriva-

tion is clearly obtained from its name, which means

simply " a manor belonging to the king," The

kings had manors scattered all over the country,

many of which still bear the name of King-ton,

which does not necessarily imply a town. In fact,

manor is perhaps the best translation of the word

tim.

Athelstan, the first of the Saxon kings crowned

at Kingston, was the first of the race who placed on

their coins the title of King of all England. The

various kingdoms of the heptarchy had by this time been consolidated, but he never actually possessed

tlie whole kingdom. We engrave two specimens of his silver pennies, on one of which he is styled

" Athelstan Res Saxorum," and on the other, " Athelstan Rex totius Britanni:e." Both inscriptions

are in an abbreviated form.
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breath of a south wind: Fanny's voice was keen and sharp as a north-

wester. Gilbert was a " beau " in his way ; his braces, embroidered

after a criss-cross, quaint lasliion, in scarlet worsted, were bright on his

strij)ed shirt
: he was very jiarticuhnr, poor fellow, as to the width of the

strij)es. The broad black riband round his throat was tied in a jaunty

bow; and on Sundays he had always a sjirig of myrtle, a rose, a car-

nation, or some pretty cottage flower, in the button-hole of his smart

blue jacket.

Fanny was anything but a " belle :" her plain straw cottage bonnet

was tied firmly on her head, tight down at the sides, by a broad, thick,

blue riband, that had been dyed at least three times, and would " come

out in black" as good as new in winter. During the week she dressed

in cotton, of some dark obscure patterU; chiefly of a chocolate hue ; and

her broad, strong feet, and stout ankles, were cased in blue stockings and

hob-nailed shoes. On Sundays she went faithfufly and reverently to

church in a miraculously thick silk, which, according to the tradition of

Thames Ditton, had been given to her mother, who was lady's-maid to a

grand old Lady Thornbury—who never would have hooks put in her

wardrobe, because her dresses could stand by themselves.

Fanny's Sunday bonnet differed little from that worn during the

week
; but it was tied do^^-n with a broad white riband, and there was a

peculiar bow at the side—the position of the bow had not varied the

eighth of an inch for ten years.

Gilbert was considered the handsomest lad in Teddington : the best

that could be said of Fanny was, that she was always clean and
respectable. Why were they married? Gilbert had neither family nor

friends
;
but he had one ambition—he wanted to scull his own wherry.

Fanny told him she had saved as much money as would purchase two.

They were married.

Fanny never wanted to be thought of, or what is called " petted," by
her handsome husband ; but, she took care of him and of his earnings, and,

in process of time, of his three boys. All her sharpness would not have

made Gilbert careful, so she managed to be care-taker to the whole

family, and her petty acts of wilfulness seldom roused his easy nature

u u
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even to remonstrate : if lie was suddenly called upon to act, by some

contradiction, or little feminine rebellion, he soon gave in, lounging off

to bis boat, and returning with a briglit smile, all for tbe sake of " peace

and rpiietness." She was as particular as he could be as to the breadth

of his stripes and the trimness of his dress, and cultivated the flowers he

loved best. She ministered with the unconsciousness of strong love to

all bis little weaknesses, and so had her way in important matters.

INIany of the pretty girls of Teddington—aye, and in the sleepy, but

well-to-do town of Kingston—did not hesitate to say that the handsome

boatman was thrown away on an ugly old wife : older than he she was

to a certainty; but Ciilbcrt Golding was evidently hapjiy and prosperous

under the trial : and her desire to please her husband, whom she loved

with the strength and determination of her perhaps coarse, but fervent

nature, was so great, that at his request she altered the bow of her

bonnet, and permitted him to choose her a new dress I

How the girls of Teddington did stare and flout 1 but Fanny went

steadily to church with her little lads, stiff and sturdy as ever, apparently

unconscious of her finery : still, it must be confessed, it was impossible

not to wish that Fanny had been Gilbert, and Gilbert Fanny. Both

Gilbert and his wife were in much favour at "The Anglers," and the

landlord never failed to recommend the handsome waterman and his boat

to what he called '" nice customers." Fanny considered his boat her

fourth child: she cherished, and dried, and re-covered the cushions, and

had a suimiier and a winter set. There was no boat could vie with

Gilbert's : she bought striped awnings, and contrived rpute a picturesque

and pretty canopy, that kept off rain or sunshine. She always "helped"

her husband to paint the " Forget-me-not," as the boat was modestly

called; and Fanny's heli) in this, as well as in other matters, consisted in

"doing it all herself," Her voice was sometimes raised beyond its usual

pitch ; but, on the ^^hole, as Fanny's duties multiplied, so did her temper

and manners soften.

One light evening in June, Gilbert wafted to " The Anglers " the

gentleman he had been rowing about all day, moored his boat, eat his

supper, kissed his boys and his wife, told her he would wash the boat
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himself, and prepare her for the next day. He only stopped in his little

garden to gather a carnation, and proceeded to the boat, which lie

unmoored, and sculled into the shadow of one of the distant aits.

The evening closed in, the moon rose ; it was a soft, balmy evening,

a delicious evening,—not a ripple on the water. Gilbert did not return

to supper. No one at "The Anglers" had seen him since he dis-

appeared behind the ait ; most likely he had been called by some one

who wanted a moonlight row—nothing more likely. Fanny prided her-

self, amongst other strong-minded notions, on never being anxious or

uneasy about anything— '•' It would all come right ; and if it did not,

what odds V"

However, when "the neighbours" were asleep, and the moon was
gone down, and the church clock " gone one," Fanny might have been

seen peering through the half-darkness, rustling among the boats, and
after unmooring one, rowing from ait to ait—down one channel, up
another, frighting the water-fowl, and calling, in a suppressed voice-
even there ashamed of her anxiety—" Gilbert I—husband !-Gilbert '.

"

Xo one heard her shriek of terror when, right across a creek, she

discovered the " Forget-me-not " alone, unmoved by breeze or ripple !

In a moment she sprang on board, Where were the oars ?—one lying

across the seats, another floated within reach of her hand.

"Gilbert:—husband!

—

Gilbert!" She was unanswered, unechoed,

in the stillness of the lonely night.

She hastened to the village, and shouted loudly and strongly from

house to house, that they were to get up and seek and find, for that

Gilbert's boat was drifting beside the bank—but where was Gilbert

(Jolding ? They must wake up and find her husband. And so they all

did—that is, they arose and sought ; and during the remnant of that

night, and all the following day, they dragged the Thames, and hunted,

and took counsel together, and dragged the waters in every creek and

willowy bay for him they did not find.

Fanny looked for neither sympathy nor kindness—she rather repelled

both
;
yet seemed endowed with almost supernatural strength, and

worked as seldom woaian was known to work before. She kept the
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boat ill repair, and twice each year repainted witli her o\Yn hand her

husband's name upon it. She would not sell it, but let it out, and always

saw to its moorinii: and cleaning. As her boys grew up, she steadily

refused to let them take to the water : she said " their father would

not like it." All her words and deeds proved that she did not,

or would not, consider him dead ; and during moonlight nights, no

one was surprised to hear Fanny unmoor a boat and paddle it beside

the banks, and among the reeds and willows—now in, now out of

the moonshine—always returning to her widowed bed before dawn of

day.

There were no three finer lads in Surrey than the three Goldings

—

good, steady boys, constant and attentive at school, and afterwards con-

stant and attentive to their work. We came u})on those three lads quite

unexpectedly one sultry summer afternoon : we were sauntering through

a friend's grounds (you may see the top of the house above the trees)

along a pathway which led to an un])rotected foot-bridge that crossed a

small arm of the Thames, half pool, half rivulet, sometimes more than

half empty— at times like a water-garden, at others a little mimic sea.
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We knew by the rapid tinkling of the sheep-bells, and the bleating from

a pen which skirted the pathway, that something particular was going

forward among the sheep. Ujjon the bank stood Edward Golding, in

vigorons yet kind contention with a strong-minded young ram, that

objected to being washed ; while AN'illiam, the second lad, waist high in

the water, stretched out his arms to receive the obstinate animal, and the

youngest was occupied with a little lamb, which soon ran bleating and

dripping to its mother. The lads enjoyed the work, and the worthy

farmer assured us he would rather have the Golding lads to help at his

sheep-washing than any three men in the parish, for " Ye see," he said,

" they are both strong and tender." Fanny must have been proud of

her boys, but she did not say so. She toiled on. thought and worked,

silent and reserved even to her own children ; and tliough considerably

' aged," still passed more than one sleepless night during each full moon

rowing amongst the sedges between the aits—up one channel, down

another. Poor Fanny I

The very night of the sheep-washing the lads took their homeward

way, singing one of the Christmas carols in joyful tune. As they drew

near home their voices fell, for though their humble cottage home

abounded in comforts, and they knew their tea would be ready, the cake

baked, apd their shoes and stockings warm on the hearth, still there was

always something about their mother that forbade merriment : they could

tell her all their little troubles, and she would give them good advice,

and something like sympathy in her own hard fashion; but she had

neither ears nor smiles for their joys. They saw the door was open

—

their mother met them on the threshohl— a strange awe crept over

tbem, and they stood round the little table without speaking, looking

from one to the other. The cake was cut, and two persons had

evidently been sitting there. Fanny pointed this out to them, but did

not speak.

" What is ?" The inquiry was arrested by their mother's imiia-

tient, almost imperious gesture. Silently she glided towards her little

bed-room. The check curtains of the bed were drawn : she seized the

arm of her eldest son, and croaked, rather than whispered—
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" I knew he would come back, alive or dead—I knew he would come

back : lie is now between the living and the dead, ricmember, he is

not to be questioned why he went, or where he has been : he is my hus-

band—your father, boys, lie is come home—home— six years gone

—

eight years gone—but he is home I Hush I Let us pray, and thank

God:"

Silently they knelt down—silently they prayed—silently the incense

of thanksgiving rose and passed to Heaven. Nor did they see their

father until morning ; and then, instead of Fanny, a grey-headed,

weather-beaten man unmoored the " Forget-me-not."

"When his wife was not present, his neighbours did not hesitate to

question him as to the cause of his disappearance, and where he had

been,

•'He wanted to see the world," he said, " and had done so ; and was

not a little glad to get home again."

And that was all 1

It is a popular fallacy to derive the name of Teddington from Tide-

end town, from an idea that the first lock on the river being here, here

the '"tide" may be supposed to "end," In old records it is called

Todington and Totyngton.* The manor is supposed to have been

given to Westminster Abbey by Sebcrt, the first Christian king of the

East Saxons. The church is of common-place character. We have

engraved it, nevertheless, for it contains several remarkable and inter-

esting memorials,—among others a monument to " Peg ^Yoffington," f

—

and also because it is so familiar a friend to '" bi'cthren of the angle,"

who have long regarded the Deep under the weir at Teddington as

among the pleasantest of all their river memories. These memories are

in truth very pleasant, for although it has '•' fallen from its high estate,"

* "There can be no other objection to this etymology than tliat the place is called Totyngton in all

records for several centuries after the name first occ\irs."—Lysons.

t The tomb of " Mrs. Margaret Woffington, Spinster," as she is termed upon it, is a plain oval

medallion. She died, aged 39, in the year 1760, and had achieved great popularity as an actress, par-

ticularly for the impersonation of male characters of the foppish type ; her most celebrated part being

that of Sir Harry Wildair, in Farquhar's play of " The Constant Couple." She was seized with the

indisposition which proved fatal to her when speaking an epilogue at Covent Garden Theatre.
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and is by no means as productive of sport as it used to be. there is still

plenty to be had in several " pitches," where abound all the various

denizens of the populous river ; Avhile enjoyment is ever enhanced by

associations with the past, which are suggested at every spot of ground

beside which the punt is pushed or moored.

The fishermen here are " the Kejits :" they liave followed that voca-

tion from father to son for more than a century and a half; and although

^^^

.iiNGTox ci;l'i:cu.

some of them have been occasionally in bad repute as preferring the

occupation of the poacher to that of the angler, others of the family

have made and established good names, which they continue to pre-

serve " to this day." The best of them is James Kemp, whose cottage

stands in a small row by the water side, while the senior of the

race keeps the neat and clean " Angler's Inn," through which there

is a passage to the boats. James is the oldest of our river allies ; we

fished with him when his strength was insufficient to moor a punt, and

for more than twenty years he was our companion on that " glorious
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first of June," to whicli the angler looks forward with intense anxiety,

for on that day the Tliames is open to hihourers with tlie rod and line.*

The Lamprey {Petromij:ou mariitiis) and the Lampern (Fcfrom^zon

J-lariatilis) are Loth dhtained at Teddiiigton : the former occasionally,

the latter periodically during winter in large quantities. ' These fishes

are, in reference to their skeleton, and in some other resjiects, the lowest

on the scale of organization among vertebrated animals ;"' they are

cartilaginous, and live by suction, their mouth bein;- so formed as to

^^ /..^r

induce a very powerful contact with the object to which they arc

attached, whether to stones, to prevent their being swept away by

currents, or to the prey to which they adhere, " their small, numerous.

* ToiUlington Lock is now a new lock, the venerable and ]>
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rasp -like teeth eating away the soft parts down to the bone." The
Limpern is rarely eaten, but the fishery at Teddington furnishes a

large supply to Holland, where they are used as bait for cod and

turbot. " Formerly the Thames alone supplied from one million to

twelve hundred thousand annually to the Dutch;" but of late years the

fish have become comparatively scarce. They are caught in eel-baskets

and are remarkably tenacious of life. When attached to any object,

the water obtains access and egress by seven small apertures on each

side of the neck; hence its popular name of "seven eyes." They are of

a dusky colour, not unlike the eel, which they resendjle in other

particulars.*

Those who visit Teddington will do well to walk up the village and

examine some ancient houses, with some of which enduring memories

are associated ; especially they will ascend a small hillock to visit

Strawberry Hill. Of late years it has undergone many alterations
;

we have preferred to picture it in its zenith, when in the full enjoyment

of its fame—such as that fame was.

Strawberry Hill, the favourite r.;sidence of Horace Walpole, was built

by him in 1747; but he was lung afterwards employed in enlarging and

improving it, as his collections of vcrfu increased. It was originally a

small cottage built by a nobleman's coachman for a lodging-house, and

tenanted by a toy-woman, named Chcvenix : so Walpole, in one of his

letters, declares his house to be "a little jilaything house I got out of

Mrs. r!hevenix"s shop." The style of architecture he adopted was the

florid Gothic, and to him the merit is certainly due of directing attention

again to its merits. However questionable we might now consider the

taste that constructed a fire-place after the fashion of the tomb of

Aylmer de Valence, in Westminster xYbbey, it must be remembered that

the true principles of mediaeval architecture had to be resuscitated ; and

that this study of original authorities was a step in the right direction.

* The generic character is thus given by Varrell :—"Body smootli, elongated, cylindrical, like that

of an eel ; the Iiead rounded ; the moutli circular, armed with hard, tooth-like processes, tlie lip forming
a continuous circle round the mouth ; seven apertures on each side of t!ie neck, leading to seven bron-
chial cells; no pectoral or ventral fins; the skin towards the tail extending in a fold from the body
both above and below."

X X
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and infinitely Letter than the pseudo-Gothic of greater architects than

A\'alpole. lie succeeded in imparting a very picturesrpie character to

his mansion, and it soon became a " show-house," so that its owner was

besieged with visitors, and looked upon a wet day as his only chance of

])eaceably possessing it. In it he wrote his famous "Castle of Otranto,"

and his more famous Letters ; and in the grounds he established a

}>rinting-j)ress, amusing himself by producing therefrom luxurious

editions of his own works and tliose of his friends. The mansion was

STRAWBERRY IIILL.

very slightly built, being little more than lath and plaster ; Walpolo

himself declared " he had outlived three sets of battlements:" and on

tlie occasion of the great sale liere, a temporary building was erected

in the garden, as the lung gallery in which it was originally intended to

be held, was believed to be too fragile to be filled with people. The

extensive character of the collection he left may be gathered from the

fact of twentv-four days being devoted to selling it. The lots averaged
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one Imndred and fifty per day, consisting of books, prints, coins, and
medals; paintings, and drawings of all ages and styles; and a vast

collection which may be classed under the general name of " curiosities,"

embracing arms and armour, Roman pottery, Raffaelle-ware, porcelain

of Dresden and Sevres, furniture of an ancient and curious kind, anti(pie

rings, snuft'-boxes, and historic relics of much general interest—com-
prising, in fact, the combined results of a taste that seldom is found in

one individual—partaking of the educated scholar, the curious book-
worm, the lover of Art, the antiquary, and the collector of '• nic-nacs ;"

for the house contained a variety that might suit the taste of all such

persons. Walpole, at his death, bequeathed it to the Hon. Mrs. Darner,

the lady sculptor, whose works on Henley Bridge wc have already

engraved. To her he left also the sum of £2000 for keeping it

m repair; the reversion of the house to pass on her death to the Countess

Dowager of Waldegrave
: but Mrs. Damer gave it uj. to the latter lady

before her own death. Walpole had managed, by entails and jointures,

to secure his collections from being scattered through several genera-
tions

;
but, all legal obstacles being removed, the renowned George

Robins " distributed" them in April and May, lSl-2. The greatest interest

was excited, as the collection comprised very rare things, which had
been comparatively unknown for the previous half century, and large

prices were realized for the various lots. The present Countess of

A^aldegrave is, however, anxiously replacing in tlie old house such

articles as she can recover; and though it will be hopeless to expect to

restore a tithe of its original contents, every item regained will add to

the general interest of the whole.

Pope's Villa is the next remarkable residence after Strawberry Hill

is passed, from which it is distant but a very short walk. Pope died

before Horace \\'alpole had completed his purchase ; but the house then

remained in the condition in which the former had left it. Our cut is

copied from an engraving exhibiting it as in Pope's era. He purchased

this house in 1715, and removed to it with his parents from Binfield.

The high road from Twickenham to Teddiugton passed in front of the

house, and the small piece of ground at the back, toward the Thames,
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M-as all the garden Pope could command witliout crossing the road_.

where the large garden %vas situated ; he accordingly formed a tunnel

beneath the road, and, decorating it with spars, it Lecarac " the grotto,"

so celehrated by his friends, and so ably described by himself, and

immortalized by the verse he wrote fur it. He had little care for money,

and as he made more than he wanted for necessity, he spent it in con-

tinually ini](roving his house and garden. Speaking of this once to

Spence, he said, '* I never save anything, unless I meet with such a

jiressing case as is an absulute demand upon me ; then I retrench fifty

pounds or so from my own expenses. An, for instance, had such a thing

happened this year, then I would not have built my two summer diouses."

His half-sister, ]Mrs. Kacket, once said to the same person, "It is most

certain that nobody ever loved money so little as my brother." He died

at Twickenham in 174J-, and was buried in the church, with his father

and mother. After his death the house was sold to Sir William Stan-

hope, who added new wings to it, enlarged the gardens, and formed a
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second subterranean passage. His daughter marrying the lliglit Hon.

Wclborc Ellis (afterwards Lord IMendip}, the estate passed into his

hands, and he guarded witli jealous care every relic of Pope. At his

death Sir John Lrisco succeeded to the ownership ; and when he died it

was unfortunately purchased by the Baroness Howe, in 1807, who at

once ordered it to be destroyed, and erected a new mansion at the dis-

tance of a hundred yards from the site.

Pope's taste in improving his house and gardens certainly induced a

dissemination of taste in general by other imitations, and he led the way

to nmdern ornamental gardening. His favourite work was his grotto,

which he constantly amused himself by adorning, and was C(jnally fond

of descanting upon in very glowing terms to all his friends. ^'\ ar-

burton says that " the improvement of this grotto was the amusement of

Pope's declining years." He has left an interesting description of it in

a letter to his friend Blount, written in 172o. He says—" It contains a

spring of clearest water, which fuUs in a perpetual rill, that echoes

through the cavern night and day. From the river Thames you see

through my arch uj) a walk in the wilderness to a kind of open temple,

wholly composed of shells in the rustic manner ; and from that distance,

under the temple, you look down tiirough a sloping arcade of trees, and

sec the sails on the river i)assiug suddenly and vanishing as tiirough a

pcrs})ective glass. ^Yhen you shut the door of this grotto, it becomes

on the instant, from a luminous room, a camera -obscura, on the wall of

which all the objects on the river, liills, woods, and boats, are forming a

moving picture in their visible radiations. xVnd when you have a mind

to light it up, it affords you a very different scene. It is finished with

shells, interspersed with pieces of looking-glass in angular forms; and

in the ceiling is a star of the same materials, at which when a lamp ot

orbicular figure, of thin alabaster, is hung in the middle, a thousand

l»uinted rays glitter and are reflected over the place. There are con-

nected to this grotto, by a narrower passage, two porches,—one towards

the river, of smooth stones, full of light, and open ; the other towards

the garden, shadowed with trees, and rough with shells, flints, and iron

ores. The bottom is paved with simple pebble, as is also the adjoining
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walk up the wilderness to the temple, in the natural taste, agreeing not

ill with the little dripping murmur and the aquatic idea of the whole

l)lace." The porch and entrance to the grotto is seen in our engraving.

Pope never tired over improving it, and composed the following

inscription to be placed in it :

—

" Thou who shall step where Thames' translucent wave
Shines a broad mirror through the sliadowy cave,

—

Where lingering drops from mineral roofs distil,

And pointed crystals break the sparkling rill

—

Unpolished gems no ray in pride bestow,

And latent metals innocently glow,—
Approach: Great Nature studiously behold.

And eye the mine, without a wisli for gold I

Approach: but awful ! Lo I th' ^^^gorian grot,

Where, nobly pensive, St. John sat and tliouglit

;

Where British sighs from dying Wyndham stole.

And the bright flame was shot thro' Marchmont's soul I

Let such, such only, tread this sacred floor,

Wlio dare to love their country, and bo po(jr."

Villas, many of them very fanciful in construction, now line the

IMiddlesex hank of the river—few, however, being on the Surrey side

—

until we reach the populous village of Twickenham.

In the days of Pope and Walpole, Twickenham seemed likely to

realize the prediction of the latter, " that it would become as celebrated

as Baio3 or Tivoli." It was the fashion to construct residences on the

Thames banks, and to make the village a retiring place for the celebri-

ties of London. Hudson, the painter, and the early instructor of Sir

Joshua Peynolds, erected a dwelling near Pope's Villa, and in close

contiguity to one built by Scutt, " the English Canaletti," as he was

termed, and the friend of Hogarth. Sir Godfrey Kneller—" Kneller,

by heaven, and nut a master, taught"—also retired to Twickenham to

S2)end the latter years of his life.* On a stone inserted in the church

wall, noting a grant of space, to increase the limits of the cluirchyard, by

the Duke of Somerset, in 1713, Sir Godfrey is named as one of the

churchwardens, f

* He resided at Wliitton, a hamlet of the parish. He built a substantial brick mansion there : the

hall and staircase were painted by Laguerre, under his superintendence, but it is said to exhibit some

of Sir Godfrey's own handiwork.

t He also otiiciated as a justice of peace for the county, and several amusing anecdotes are given of

his adjudications in what he considered equity ; in some instances quite opposed to the letter of the
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The parish church is situated upon the edge of the river, but it is

ahnost hidden from view Ly a large island, sacred to picnic parties, and

hnown as Eel -pie Island, from the popular refreshment provided there.

It is of considerable length, and has a house for the entertainment of

water-parties, the whole of this '"' ait " being devoted to their service and

TWICKENHAM CUURCH.

use. A narrow arm of the Thames divides it from the village of

Twickenham, and nearly opposite the middle of the island stands the

church, in front of which is the old vicarage with its gardens. The

church tower is an old stone fabric, ajiparontly of tlie time of Henry VII.

The body of the church was rebuilt in ITlo: it had fallen to the

ground on the night of the i'th of April, 171.'\. owing to neglect. It is

law. Thus, on one occasion, a soldier was brouglit before liim for .stealing a j'jint of meat, Inif, having

pleadod that it was the butcher's fault for putting such a temptation in his way, Sir Godfrey took his

view of the case, and discharged the man, giving the astonished^ butcher a severe reprimand '. Tope
has alluded to the decision in his lines

—

" I think Sir G( dfrey should decide the suit.

Who sent the thief (that stole the cash) away.

And punished him that put it in his way."
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chiefly remarlcable as tlie mausoleum of Pope and his family. They are

buried in a vault in front of the communion rails. Pope erected to the

memory of his parents a tablet in the east wall of the north gallery
;

and upon the north wall a monument was erected to the poet himself, hy

Bishop ^^'arLurton.* It is of pyramidal form, of dark grey marble,

The momiment, at the cxfreiiiify, to

to the memory of liis parents. Beneath

* It is the one nearest llie spectator hi our engravnii

which the female fig-ure points, is tliat wliich the poet plac

Tope's monument are tlio iines

—

" POETA LOQUITUR,
" FOR ox;: wno would not be burikd in westminstkr abbey.

" Heroes and liing-s, your distance lisep.

In peace let one poor poet sleep;

Who never flattered follcs like you:

Let Horace blusli, and Virgil too.''

Pope expressly directed, in his will, that he should bo buried " near his dear parents," and that lie

should be " carried to the grave by six of the poorest men of the parish, to each of whom I order a suit

of grey coarse cloth as mourning'."
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with a medallion of tlie poet, as if suspended upon it, above which is a

laurel wreath. On the outer wall of the church, on the same side, is

the tablet Pope placed to the memory of Mary Beach, " in gratitude to

a faithful old servant," who had been his nurse and constantly attended

him for thirty-ciyht years. Xcar it is another tablet to the memory

of ]Mrs. T'livC'—tl'.e "Kitty Clive" of Garrick's era; it bears a long-

rhyming inscription, commencing

—

" Clive's blameless life this tablet shall proclaim,

Iler moral virtues and her well-earned fame."

After making a competency by her exertions as a comic actress, she

retired to Twickenham, and resided at a house on the site of IMarble

Hill Cottage. Mis. Pritchard, the groat tragic actress, on whom

^V r- '-'^i^^r^

TWICKENHAM AIT.

Garrick principally depended in his great plays, also lived at Eaymons

Castle, close by.

On the right bank of the river, the long line of Petersham ^Eeailows

terminates at the grounds of Ham House, which is almost hidden in a

mass of noble trees which surround the house and grounds with their

umbrageous foliage. This noble old mansion was built in KUO (as appears

by a date over the principal entrance) by Sir Thomas Vavasor, who was

appointed, with iSir Francis Bacon, one of the judges of the ^Marshal's

Court in the year ensuing. It was sold to the Earl of Dysart in the

reign of James I., " whose widow, Katherine, on the 22nd of May,

15G1, surrendered it to the use of Sir Lionel Tollemache, and Elizabeth

his wife, her daughter, who, in the year following, surrendered it to the

Y Y
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use of Sir Lionel's will." ••' This daughter, by her second marriage,

became Duchess of Lauderdale, and was remarkable for the political

power she possessed, being one of the busiest women of a busy age.

Burnet describes her as " a woman of great beauty, but of far greater

parts. She had a wonderful quickness of apprehension, and an amazing

vivacity in conversation. She had studied not only divinity and history,

but mathematics, and })hilosophy. She was violent in everything she set

lIANr HOUSE.

about ; a violent friend, but a much more violent enemy." iVfter the

Restoration she became the chief politician ;
" she took upon her to

determine everything ; she sold all places ; and was wanting in no

methods that could bring her money, which she lavished out in a most

profuse vanity." The small dull chamber in which she is traditionally

reported" to have received the king and courtiers, is still jireserved

intact ; and her favourite chair still remains there, with her reading-desk

and walking-cane beside it. The interior of the mansion is an excellent

Maiming and Er.iy's " HUtory of Surrey."
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specimen of the noLlc houses of that era; the ceilings are painted by

Verrio, and tlie ornaments and furniture disphiy the massive magni-

ficence of decoration then in fashion ; the behows and brushes in some of

the apartments are encased in silver ornament, and the several drawing-

rooms contain valuable and interesting relics in profusion ; few mansions

in England are more crowded with }iieturcs and objects of cerhi than

this. The Iwig gallery is hung Avith })ortraits of the principal statesmen

of the courts of the Stuarts.*

On the left bank a pleasant lield-})ath leads to liichmond, over fertile

meadows, studded with noble mansions. The tirst of importance after

passing the ait is Orleans House, a noble mansion of I'cd brick with

white quoins. Here resided the Princess of Denmark, afterwards Queen

Anne. The young prince, her son, used to amuse himself by exer-

cising a troop of boy soldiers on the ait we have spoken of. Caroline,

.5^;-

Queen of George II., ^^as once entertained here by the then proprietor

of the mansion, who on that occasion built the octagon room, A\hicli forms

* In a small room .adjacoiit, thu famous opposUion ministry to Clarendon, known as the " Cal)al

'

(from the Initials of the names of the five noblemen who formed it), was wont to moot, n is stil

called " The Cabal Chamber." A full description of this interesting: house, witli nia:iy ilUistratiuns

may be found in " The Baronial Halls" (vol. ii.), edited by S. C. llaU, F.S.A.
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SO conspicuous a feature in tlie view. It bear;:; tlie name of Orleans

House, from having been rented by the L)ul>:e of Orleans at the com-

mencement of the present century ; and here Louis i'hilippe, afterwards

King of the French, passed some of the hajjpiest years of a life of

unusual adventure. In the course of the changed furtunes that awaited

the family of that sovereign after his abdication of the throne of France,

the house has again become the home of one of his sons. Next is

jMarble Hill ; it was designed, and the building superintended, by Henry,

Earl of Pembroke, the estate having been purchased, and the house

erected, by King Cieorge IT., for the Countess of Suffulk.

Avery pleasant walk from Ham leads to the pvetty and retired village

of Petersham, on the high road between Pichmond and Kingston. It

was famous in times long gone by, but is now chiefly remarkable for the

well-known establishment of iJr. Ellis—Sudbrook I'ark—renowned for

its "water-cure,"' by which many have obtained liapjiiness with health.

^Ye believe there is no place of the kind throughout the kingdom

better conducted ; the principle, adopted with so much success, is no

doubt greatly aided by the jiure air, the tranrpiillity of umbrageous

walks, the close A'icinity to Pichmond Park, and that relief from

thought and labour which best ministers to disease, cither of body or

mind.

Petersham is very closely associated with ouv earliest and pleasantcst

memories of the Thames : many years have passed since we occupied a

small cottage in that rpiiet village ; and with it not a few of our happiest

associations are connected. We ask leave of our readers, therefore, to

introduce to them one of these "memories;" desiring to make them

acrpiainted with a character who cannot yet have been entirely forgotten

in that quiet and comparatively unaltered neighbourhood.

Peter Peter.'^ham—we knew him a long time ago in the ])rctty village

of Petersham ; his name was Peter, and so avc always called him Peter

Petersham, or I'etcr^ham Peter—it did not matter which. He was then

a stalwart green-eyed man—indeed we fancied he had a green-toned

skin—and his hair looked more like a tangle of green water-plants than

human hair— it ^^as so damp and clinging, ^\c seldom strolled without
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meeting liim in the lane that led from the corner of our cottage garden

to the noLIe avenues and quaint imaginings of Ham House, \vhere old

Lady Dysart then resided, and used to drive out of those stately gates

(which seemed intended to send forth only stately carriages with six

portly horses—the carriages containing only big wigs and high heads)

in a tiny carriage drawn by a pony, who seemed to think his life

depended on his swiftness. A wonderful old lady she was—nearly

ninety—quite blind, highly rouged, and wearing a round black hat, and

a cloth something, that seemed an ancient riding-habit. It was pleasant

to see the '• turn-out" bowling along the avenue. As we have said,

we seldom reached the superb trees without encountering Petersham

Peter, looking as if he were the river god, who kept his cold guard in

the midst of the stately " plcasauncc "—all walled in so grim and green

—

and had been suddenly seized with a desire for roving, to ascertain if

the world was going on as it did in the days of old Lady Lauderdale.

Peter was very erect, and looked as if his figure were draped i'or effect
;

his garments hung loosely about him, and he carried a dangling fishing

-

net on a pole, with several eel-baskets and indescribable things he used

for Thames fishing, or poaching, or anything " handy." Sometimes you

came U})un him stretched at his full length upon a Ijank sloping to the

Thames ; however sleepy or heavy he might look, be sure he \\'as

watching a kingfisher, or noting if any particular "jack," or miraculous

eel, made their water- home in his immediate neighbourhood. (Some-

times while rowing round an "'
ait," or crossing to Twickenham, Peter

was seen rising from among the reeds or rushes, or leaning in one of

his most picturesque attitudes by the hollow trunk of an aged willow.

Sometimes you met him in Richmond Park, and he knew every dell and

tree, and could tell you where the " liveliest snakes," and greenest

lizards, and best Hies for fly-fishing, were to b: found. He called

bottom fishing " mud-grubbing," and always said that whoever was

fond of catching fish in an unnatural, '' unlcgitimatc" way, deserved

hanging, ^yhat Peter's unnatural and unlcgitimatc way of catching

fish was is move than we believe was known : he had his own ideas on

the subject, and very (piaiut and original they doubtless were ; but our
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own opinion Avas, tliat Peter caught fisli, or aught else, wlien and how

he could, without reference to any standard of right or wrong. We
have said that a long pole, with a landing-net dangling from one end,

rested on his shoulder; he also carried no end of rods, and lines, and

traps for moles or beetles—queer implements only comprehended by

himself. He was a good practical entomologist, though he made rare

mistakes with the scientific names, which he always attenijited ; and

whenever he had a rare specimen to show, he would suddenly drup all

his paraphernalia on the grass, and beckoning to you in a peculiarly

mysterious manner, exclaim,

—

" Ah I ah 1 now for a sight ; he be a

wonder I I never did see—there he be I I got un I—in vulgaris a

genu-ine mole cricket, but proper Grlgollot ialfajja vulgarcs. Ah I

ah 1 ah I Let un alone, miss—you do be always wanting to touch un
;

you'll get bitten some time. You'd pull a snake by the tail, you

would ; or a toa-ad out on his hole—never did see sich a young lady.

'Taint fem-enine to have no fear. Young ladies as I know come down

from Lon'on for a day's pleasure ; they go hootin' and screamin' and

faintin', they do, at their oami shadder—pretty little innocent dears they

be. Lut, loak I they got no sense—no, not a bit o' sense ; fear'd o'

frogs—don't know a frog from a toa-ral; fear'd o' earwigs, scream into

next Aveek at a spider, and doan't know an eel from a sarjiint—that's

edicatiim I They cum to me, and they say, ' ]\Iister—what's your

name?' An' I say, 'Peter.' An' they say, ' I want a nightingale,

Mv. Peter.' An' I say, 'Do 'ee?' An' tlicy say, 'Yes; I want a

nightingale to take to town this evening ; and you must engage it to

live and to sing—only it mustn't sing too loud; and it must be (piite

tame, and eat out on my hand.' Tliem's the sort o' knowledge they

have!— t' expect the bird that's born to freedom and fresh air, that the

hand o" man was never intended to rest on, to be tame, and to be sure

to live, like one of them dirty sparras I I knew a chap once—he was a

rare one—well, he sold one of them wise young uns a sparra for a

nightingale ; he pulled some feathers out of it to make it look slim.

The innocent look of the young un when she said,
—

' Oh, it's a

brown bird !'
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" ' Yes, miss,' he says.

" ' I wish you would make it sing just a little now for me to hoar it.'

" ' I can't, miss—it's a nightingale, not a dayingale.'

" ' Ye'r sure it's a nightingale ?'

" ' ilonour bright as the Thames in sunsliine.'
"

" Then," we exclaimed with one voice, '' Peter, it was you who sold

the young lady a sparrow as a nightingale ; for you always, when you

tell a great story, or commit a great fraud, say, ' Honour bright as the

Thames 1'
"

" Do I, miss ? Well, maybe it was me—mayl)e I was taken in

meeself—maybe I didn't find the differ until it was sold," and Peter

laughed. " Ah ! ah I the Uxw was, one of the company said it was as

like a sjjarra as one pea is like another; how I did laugh to myself, for

she grew quite offended like, and insisted that this was a light brown

bird, l.)Ut that a sparra was next to Ijlaclc. She had Lonnon sparras in

her eye, pretty dear !"

Petersham Peter would cheat yon whenever and wherever he could
;

he had a supreme contempt for all who were not as conversant with

country concerns as himself; and, if possible, he entertained a still

greater contempt for those who did not render due homage to tlie river

Thames. Peter did not deny that there were other rivers in the world,

but he was indifferent, rpiite indifferent about them ; tliey might be

longer, and broader, and deeper—but they were not the Thames !

'*' Lookee," Peter would say, when, from a mere love of mischief, we

drew depreciating comparisons between the Thames and other rivers—we

mean, when we depreciated the Thames-—" lookee, it's all very well to

say there be finer rivers, and I say. Show un, and they never do show

nn ; so why should I believe un '?"'

" You wont go and see them, Peter?"
'' ^Yhy should 1 ? Ain't I well here ? Can't I see every cloud that

passes in that clear water, without the trouble of lookin' up ? Doesn't

the Lord ]\Iayor, and the kings of all the nations of the yearth, stand

on Iiichmon' Hill—the band playin' and the barges goin'—and bless the

'Imighty Father for their eyesight to show un sich a river? Likely
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they'd come here to look at un, if slie wasn't tlie finest upon yearth
;

tlie birds o' y'air sing sweeter upon lier Lanks tlian they do in \Yindsor

forest— it's a fact. An' as to fish ! match me Thames eels in Europe,

that's all. Doesn't the king of the French send for 'em ? Finer rivers,

is there? I say. Snow rx. The Thames is my fayther and mother too;

I never knowcd any other—I don't own any other. Wasn't I found in

a clump o' withies, a roaring- agin' a iMarch -wind V And Mathey

Prongs, the ould angler, didn't he first think I was a fish, and threw his

rod at mo over the bed o' yellow water-lilies, and when the hook struck

me, I stopt ronrin', and laughed. Ah ! ah ! So he knew I was a Briton,

and worth the rareing, and brought me home rowled up in his landin'

net. And didn't the dame—Dame Prongs— (my mammy I calls her)

—

didn't she feed me up on roach, and dace, and gudgeons, and eels ? And
when was I, from the time I could go alone, a day out of the waters o'

the Thames? It wouldn't drown me, or gi'e me cold; it was mother's

milk to me. Didn't I play with the cygnets until the swans thought me
of their own brood ? The water-coot wouldn't leave her eggs while I

counted them
; and though Fm not a reg'lar anylhing—not boatman or

fisherman— I makes a good livin' at times out on its waters, at times out

on its banks. Sure I've a right to speak o' my own Thames! There

isn't a rower, a punter, or a barger from Oxford to Kew that doesn't

give me good morra or good night by land or water."

Years came and went—they are ever coming and going— all of

mingled sunshine and shadows : the sunsliine very bright—the shadows,

thank Him who orders both, seldom deei^ening into gloom. Sometimes

we spent our summers abroad, sometimes among our own islands, amid

its hills and valleys, its palaces and cottages, enjoying its rivers and its

lakes—enjoying, and not unfrequently agreeing with Peter, that there

might be finer rivers than the Thames—only ''show un."

Tlie few persons we knew at Petersham had cputted it, or added to

the mounds in its churchyard. V\q seldom went to Pdchmond without

inquiring about Peter
; but we never heard of him ; he was nowhere seen

;

his haunts knew him no more : his name even seemed forgotten.

Lately we have been mightily taken with aquaria ; there is great fas-
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cination in our mimic lakes, whether of fresh or salt water, in their glass

enclosures. We like to see our fish sporting amid forests of valisneria,

and the zoophytes clinging literally to their native rocks. One of our

practical friends, whose vivarium is our admiration (perhaps our admi-

ration is mingled with a little envy), in a most generous and disin-

terested manner offered to send us his wise man—not of the woods, but

of the rivers—a most wonderful old man, who knew every water-plant,

every insect, every fish and creeping thing to he found near, or in, the

waters of the Thames. It was very generous thus to open to us the

floodgate of his own knowledge ; we could not help sighing when we

thought of poor Petersham Peter—what a treasure he would be to us

now—what plants, and water insects, and fish we should have I And
then we might "out-Herod Herod;" we might introduce our wise

man to our friend, and between the two wise men we should rival

IMr. Mitchell and his acres of vivaria in the Zoological Gardens. Tjut

Peter must have long ago gone home ; he was an old man thirty

years back.

Our friend's wise man came : at a distance he looked like a doubled-

up fishing-rod, with its loose case hanging about it. He was stooping-

over a very dirty, rusty tin can. We could not at first see his face

—

when we did, it was so tangled and matted over with grizzled hair, that,

except for the rapid movement of his very restless but human eyes, it

might have been the face of an enlarged Skye terrier—it was literally all

hair. We asked what he had brought, and the contents of the can,

whose names, as he poured them out, would have formed addenda to

Yarrell's " British Fishes ;" many of them were new to us, perhaps it was

from the manner in which the old fisherman jironounced their names.

He was certainly vcrij old— the veins and muscles of his hands were

lined and netted under the horny skin like fret-work—surely warm,

gushing, life -sustaining blood could not creep, much less flow, through

these ossified veins I He had by a restless movement of his head thrown

back his hair from a liigh, narrow forehead, and there the skin seemed

literally pleated—furrow after furrow of bronzed skin—fold upon fold.

He would have been more interesting, though probably less picturesque.
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if lie had been something cleaner ; hut that was hardly to he expected.

Still he was a picture Eemhrandt would have copied ; had he been

dressed for effect, the effect probably would not have been so good,

—

there was marvellous relief to the blue jacket and loose trowsers in the

deep red waistcoat, and bright (dirty bright) folds of what looked like nn

Indian scarf wound round his throat, one end tossed over his shoulder,

the other descending below his waist ; the wonderful folds and shadows

of his hair and beard,—the strange markings, such iron -pen markings,

on his brow and hands,—his wrists rugged and gnarled as the " crouch

oak " at Addlestone, that has numbered five hundred years,—his back

bowed,—his marvellous leanness, and the deep booming of his voice,

echoing as if from an empty cask suddenly inspired by vitality,—his

eyes, too, blinked and glittered when he stooped over the large can, we

saw their reflection in the water like twin balls of fire. lie was a strange

old man— so strange and unlike any creature we had ever seen, that

while he bent and bowed over his can, drawing up first one, and then

another little sparkling floundering fish out of the water, we gave no

heed to his Avords, but simply looked at him ; at last, dropping one of

those abominable loaches—they are always making believe to die, yet

they never do die, and are so greedy-—well, dro])ping a panting loach

into the can, he exclaimed— " ^Yhat 'ill nn buy ? will un buy nothing ?

—there 's no more suitable fish for vivarrummis to be had.—all as tame

as silky lambs,^—cum when ye whistle, Avag their tails, cat out of \\\\

hands. Lless 'ee, I 've got lizards would follee un over the house like

dogs, and won't drink Lunnon water—there I 1 'm tellin' no lie, HONOun

nniGHT AS THE ThAMES IN 'siIIXE I

"

"And you," we said, "you are Petersham Peter!"

The old man drew himself up as erect as he could, and looking

strangely about, exclaimed in a low, husky voice, " 'SS'h.o said that ? say

nn agin."

" You are Petersham Peter I

"

He advanced slowly towards us, shading his bewildered eyes with his

hand, peering awfully into our face, examining us feature by feature.

At first his eyes gleamed brightly, then they became dark and dull, and
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heaving a heavy sigh, he turned away

—

" I doant know 'ee, I never saw

lui before."

" Yes, Peter, you did,—years ago, when we were young,"—and wo

recalled such little incidents as had made impression on our own minds.

" Ah I ah I mole -crickets, and nightingales, an' pleasant meadows

—

sweet hay—cygnets. Ah I and the ould little grand lady in her flying

carriage, she went to dust sooner than Peter. Ah I You never know'd

harm of ould Peter, did ye ? Bid i/e .?" he repeated almost fiercely.

" No, Petei'—never !"

' I wouldn't ha' wronged the noble river of a can of water I I loved

it,—you know I loved it I My oavu river I I always said when they

talked of finer rivers, ' Show un,' but they never did, though they sent

me to seek un, away—away over the sea. It was no great harm I done,

to send an old man out of his country ; they thought I'd never live to

cum back, but I did, ye see : but I 'm not Petersham Peter now. I 've

never been that side o' Lunnon since "—he paused, and then smoothing

his hair down he made a sort of bow, assuming a low, cj[uerulous tone,

" I 'm a very old man, lady, and no clear in y'n brain, or y'n eye ; I 'm

broken all-the-gather. I keeps Greenwich way, and gets me little live

stock out of rain-full streams and green-jacketed pools, I does,"—he

looked round stealtliily, and added, " thci/ doan't know me Greenwich

way

—

the^ never did. Some night I'll try to watch for moonshine, and

ji;.~i ha' one look over the hill, before I die, at the gay river. Only wdien

I cum agin, don't call me that name. Maybe, if ye did, some one,

unawares, might ask for my ticket o' leave, and, hush I I (/ot none; but

I 'm not worth sendin' out o' the country agin. I 'm not clear y'n brain,

or y'n eye!" He paused, shook his head, and while mechanically

dipping up his fish in the miniature landing-net, he soliloquized,

glancing dreamily at us—" It cum so stunnin', yet so sweet it cum over

me—so queer, ' Petersham Peter,'—^just like a boat hail from tother

world I I wish I knew rightly who you be I Y'ou can't be she ; she

was slim as rod osier, and wonderful fond of letting all my fish go out

of the well o' the boat right into the river. Ah I ah I Turn all the eels

out of the pots, if she could, and woiddn"t sjiit an emperor of ^Morocco

—
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vulgaris. Ah, dear I I forget it. She was as bright a young uii as the

Thames in sunshine 1 No, no I why, you Vl make two o' slie I an' yet,

how be it? Petersham Peter I"

Perhaps in England there is no single view so beautiful as that

obtained from the summit of Richmond Hill ; nay, it is scarcely too

much to say there is nothing more charming in the world. Such is the

opinion of many foreigners who have beheld the landscape attractions of

VIEW FROM RICHMU^D UILL.

all lands, and such is surely that of those who, having travelled long

and far, retuini to their own country with a confirmed conviction that

Englishmen find nowhere any scenery so delicious as that they possess

" at home."' No doubt there is much that is wider, and broader, and

grander—more magnificent and more comprehensive—which voyagers

elsewhere may enjoy, but none within the same limits so gifted with

surpassing loveliness. The scone from Richmond Hill has, therefore,
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been at all times a fertile theme of the j^oet and the painter, although

neither art nor language can render it sufficient justice.

' Heavens ! what a goodly prosiiect spreads around

Of hills and dales, and woods and lawns, and spir

And glittering towns, and gilded streams I

"

Such was the exclamation of one of the many poets who have offered

homage to " the Hill ;" we may quote another :
—

Where Thames along the daisied meadi

]Iis wave in lucid mazes leads

—

Silent, slow, serenely flowing,

Wealtli on either side bestowing.''

Cut, in fact, there are few whom the IMuse has not stirred into life, when

gazing from either of the adjacent heights upon a scene so entirely

beautiful—at once so gentle and so grand, so graceful and so rich.

As we approach Piichmond from Twickenham, and pass a slight

l)rojection at Ham, we come in sight of "the Hill." From the river the

rise appears very slight : on the summit are several good and "tall"

houses, the most conspicuous of which is the far-famed "' Star and
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Garter" inn; and here all visitors will linger, entering- either its jirettlly

arranged grounds or its stately chambers for refreshment, and gazing

from one of its windows over the thick and ajDparently dense foliage

that seems to cover the whole valley underneath, through Avhich the

all-glorious father meanders '"'

silent, slow," the source of that green

fertility which makes the landscape " beautiful exceedingly." ••' "The
eye, descending from the hill," marks the tortuous course of the river,

above and below, glances among ''' the palace homes of England," and

watches the gay boats, of " all sorts and sizes," that float upon the

surface, issue from tiny creeks, or continue moored beside lawn-slopes :

gaze where we will, there is ever something to stir the heart, and justify

that love and pride of country which rivals or foes attribute to English-

men as a vice I

The distant views from any of the heights are as fair and beautiful as

those immediately around and underneath. Looking over Richmond

Park we behold stately Windsor; further off, the hills of Buckingham-

shire—the historic Chilterns; and nearer, those over Runnymede and

Chertsey. Turning eastward, we look on many of the steeps that,

rising above the Lower Thames, fling their shadows on the sails of a

hundred nations, thronging that part of the great highway of the woi-ld

which lies between the Nore and London Bridge. Surely the tourist

may exclaim, and justly,

—

" Earth hath not anythuig to sliow more lair,"

challenging the wide world to produce a scene which so happily com-

bines the grand and the beautiful

—

" In wondrous peri-pcctive displayed,

A landscape more august than happiest skill

Of pencil ever clothed with light and shade :

An intermingled pomp of vale and hill,

City and naval stream, suburban grove,

And stately forest where the wild deer rove
;

Nor wanted lurking hamlet, dusky towns,

And scattered rural farms of aspect bright."

* So close are the trees, and so little can be seen of the intervening meadows and gardens, that a

story is told of an American from the Far West, whose eye, having been accustomed to endless and
trackless forests, saw the beauty as a blemish, and declared it to be his opinion that "the valley wanted
clearing."
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A gate on tlie summit of the hill leads into Richmond Park, The

public enjoy a right of entrance, and it is pleasant to know that the

right is rarely or never abused. The park was first enclosed by

Charles L, but there were certain neighbouring owners who " could not

be prevailed upon to alienate their property upon any terms." His

majesty, however, seems to have convinced those "village Hampdens ;"

notwithstanding that the affair " made a great clamour, and the outcry

was that he was about to take away his subjects' estates at his own

pleasure." Jerome, Earl of Portland, was made the first ranger, in the

year 1G38. In IG-i'.) the park was given " to the City of London, and

to their successors for ever." At the Eestoration it found its way back

to the Crown, of which it is now a mere aj^panage of comparatively little

value, although her Majesty has sought to make it practically useful by

presenting some of its residences to men who are, or have been, bene-

factors of their country.

At that end of the park where a gate leads to IMortlake, and near a

cottage in which resides one of the most estimable gentlemen of the

age—Professor Owen—there still lives and flourishes a tree that has

been famous for many ages : it is the Shrew-ash. It is interesting to

note how little odds and ends of superstitions are rooted, like wild prim-

roses, in out of the way wilds— the nooks and corners of our intellectual

country. It is so difficult to define where faith ends, and superstition

begins, that sometimes we lose sight of irrationality, in sympathy with

the sentiment that is blended with the superstition. The shrew-ash is

only a few yards beyond the pond which almost skirts the Professor's

lawn—where herds of dappled deer come fearlessly from the high

ground of the park to drink at early morning, and again while the sky

is yet glowing with the tints of the setting sun. This venerable and

celebrated tree stands on rising ground.

White, in his " Natural History of Selbourne," describes a " shrew-

ash " as " an ash whose twigs or branches, when gently applied to the

limbs of cattle, will immediately relieve the pains which a beast suffers

from the running of a shrew-mouse over the i^art affected,—for it is

supposed that a shrew-mouse is of so baneful and deleterious a nature
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that wherever it creeps over a beast, be it horse, cow, or sheep, the

suffering animal is afflicted with cruel anguish, and threatened with the

loss of the use of the limb. Against this evil, to which they were con-

tinually liable, our provident forefathers always kept a shrew-ash at

hand, which, when once medicated, would maintain its virtues for ever.

A shrew-ash was made potent thus : into the body of the tree a deep hole

THE SHREW-ASH.

was bored with an auger, and a poor devoted shrew-mouse was thrust

in alive, and i)lugged in, no doubt with several quaint incantations long

since forgotten. As the ceremonies necessary for such a consecration

are no longer understood, all succession is at an end." The shrew-ash

in Richmond Park is, therefore, amongst the few legacies of the kind

bequeathed to their country by the wisdom of our ancestors. We once

knew a queer, spiteful, old Kentish gardener, who suggested, in open
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defiance of legendary lore, that it would be far wiser to bury a shrew
wife under an ash, than stop up a poor innocent shrew-mouse in it. He
laughed to scorn all superstitions; and many of his old nei^-hbours

believed he would live and die a " cast away," he was so fond of holding

everything connected with "good old times" in utter contempt.

Our readers will perceive that across the hollow of the tree near the

top there is a little bar of wood : the legend runs that were this bar

removed every night, it would be replaced in the same spot everv
morning! How? Who can tell how? The legend calls the fact

"established," and so we are bound to believe it. The superstition now
is, that if a child, afflicted with what the people in the neighbourhood

call " decline," or whooping-cough, or any infantine disease, is passed

nine times up the hollow of that tree, and over the bar, while the sun is

rising, it will recover. If the charm fail to produce the desired effect,

the old women believe the sun was too far up, or not up enough, or the

"verse " (for we have been told there is a spoken charm) not properly

repeated. If the child recovers, of course the fame of the tree is whis-

pered about,—for the oldest crone would hardly dilate on such a subject

in her usual voice at mid-day. There is an Irish saying tliat " every

whisper has four wings," and thus the tale spreads. There is a sort ot

shrew-mother to every shrew-ash—the veriest ancient in the parish
;

withered and bent, with lean arms and long fingers, that clutch her

staff, her picturesque scarlet cloak giving that life to the landscape of

which painters never tire. She acts as guide and teacher to any young
mother who has an afflicted child—and faith in the charm ; and the two
may be seen in the grey light of morning—the little creeping crone, and
the tall girl enveloped in a cloak or large shawl, beneath whose folds is

cherished her precious burthen. She follows through the long dewy
grass, and heeds nor deer nor cattle ; but she fears the chill air will make
her darling worse, though she dare not say so, for she must not anger

the aged crone even if she handle the child roughly, as she thrusts it

up and passes it over, under and over, until the accomplisliment of the

mystic nine. The child wails, of course, but tliat is not heeded by tlie

sybil
:

it is speedily pressed to the warm bosom of its mother, and tliev
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creep away stealthily, half ashamed or afraid to be seen by their neigh-

bours.

The shrew-ash in Eichmond Park is still i;sed and still firmly believed

in, the superstition having by no means entirely lost its force. The

friend who communicates this fact to us lias more than once seen at

daybreak a young mother, wath her sick babe, resorting to the ash for

cure, and eagerly watching under its withered branches the first streak

of sunlight in the east.--'

We must descend the hill and enter the ancient village—the now

populous town of Ixichmond. We cannot long delay, although it is full

of associations, any one of which might demand a chapter instead of a

lino. It is, however, essential that we visit the church, and then stroll

to the green, in order that we may stand on the site of the ancient

palace, "to which the former kings of this land, being wearie of the citie,

used customarily to rcsorte, as to a place of pleasure, and serving highly

for recreation."

At Richmond resided Nicholas Brady, and here he translated and

versified the Psalms, Here lived, and in the church is buried, James

Thomson -.j- here he

" Surg- tlic seasons ami their change ;"

and manv memories of him are preserved in the house where he resided,

" in unaffected cheerfulness, and general, though simple elegance,"

There are few who walk through the fair town, or row along the waters

* SuperstiUons regarding trees have been rife in every ago and country, and may be referred to tlie

" sacred groves " of the ancient idolaters, or the custom of consecrating trees to particular divinities,

tinctured with the prevailing superstition of the more modern nations of the north, and tinged with a

darker belief in mysticism. Hence the witch-hazel is believed to be as efficacious as the horse-shoe iu

preventing the incursions of a witch for evil purposes, if a branch be fastened over a door. But for

charms in disease, no tree has been so much used as the ash, which, in addition to the power it is sup-

posed to possess, as narrated above, was also believed to cure other diseases. If the wound made in the

tree was bound with packtliread, the child recovered as the tree recovered ; but the life of the patient

depended so entirely on that of the tree, that if it was wilfully destroyed the disease returned and ter-

minated in death.

t Thomson lived in a small cottage in Kew Lane. It has been enlarged and altered since his time.

Tliere was no monument to his memory in the church, until the Earl of Buchan placed, in 1792, a bra,s

phate in the north aisle to denote the spot where he was buried, June 29, 1748, " for the satisfaction of

his admirers," as the inscription states, " unwilling that so good a man and sweet a poet should be

without a memori.al."
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that lave its banks, wlio will not recall the graceful tribute of a brother

poet

—

" Kemembrance oft shaU haunt this bhore,

When Thames in summer wreaths is drest,

And oft suspend the dashing oar,

To bid thy gentle spirit rest !

"

Richmond Churoii has few old features, and the most remarkable

monuments are on the exterior. At the south-west an-le is a marble

1-

RICHMOND CHUKCU.

tablet, executed by E. W. Wyon, to the memory of Barbara llofland,

authoress of " The Son of a Genius," &c. She was born at Sheffield, in

1770, and died at Richmond, November '.», ISii. " She endeavoured,"

says the inscription, " with Christian humility, to recommend, by her

valuable example, the lessons inculcated in her writings." V\'e knew
her long and well, and to know her was a privilege. After a life of
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active and useful labour, and tlie calm and ])atient endurance of many
trials, she rests amid the scenery she loved so well, and near the places

she cherished most in her warm and tender heart. The world owes her

much; she was one of its best teachers. Her works will endure lunger

even than the monument that records her name, for they are the expe-

rience of her own naturally devout nn'nd, her generous sympathies, and

her womanly wisdum. Here, in later times, died and was buried the

great actor, Edmund Kean. To his memory a simple monument has

been erected by liis accomplished son,^" who, inheriting much of the

father's genius, has avoided the " perilous ])leasures " that led to death

at the comparatively early age of forty-eight. There is no gentleman

more thoroughly respected, or more entirely entitled to respect, than the

younger Kean. If the stage owed a large debt to the acting of the

father, it has contracted a larger to the sun, for his judicious and liberal

' management," and especially for having made its '" means and ai)pli-

ances " sources of instruction as well as of delight. ^Many other great

men and women have left their names as perpetual memories in this

neighbourhood : it is fidl of associations, and these, added to the charms

of beautiful scenery, must ever keep for riichmond a fame unsurpassed

by that of any other locality in the kingdom.

On Pvichmond Green is all that now remains of the Old Palace of

Shekx,! consisting of a stone gateway, and a smaller postern gate beside

it. Above the large gate is sculptured the arms of England, su])portcd

by the dragon and greyhound, indicating its erection in the time of

Henry VII. Beside it may be traced a few portions of the old brick-

work of the palatial buildings, with the cliaracteristic reticulated pattern

* It consists of a medallion ijortrait, surrounded by drapery, and was erected in 1839. Kean
died in the house adjoining Kichmond Theatre, in JLay, 1833. This theatre was built under tlio

superintendence of Garrick, and was frequently patronized by George IIL, when living at Kew. JLany
great actors have played there. It was here the accomplished actress and excellent lady, Helen Faucit,

made her debut.

t " It is well known that this place received its present name by royal command in tlie reign of
Henry VII., who was Earl of Richmond in Yorkshire. In Domesday it is not mentioned : a record of

nearly the same antiquity calls it Syenes ; the name was afterwards spelt Schenes, Schene, and Sheen.
Some writers, founding their conjectures upon the latter word, which signifies bright or splendid, have
supposed it to be expressive of the magnificenc of the ancient palace."

—

Lysons.
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which gave diversity to the walls. It is believed to have been the

entrance to the wardrobe court.*

»EMAI>.5 Oi RlLUMiJ.NU PALACK.

The ancient name of Richmond was Sheen, signifying hcaafifui (from

the German word, which still boars the meaning) ; it was considered as

part of the ^Manor of Kingston, in the Domesday Survey, when it was

crown property. Edward III. died in the mansion of Shene, at which

time it was a pleasant retirement for the English sovereigns, Henry V.

rebuilt the palace, with " curious and costly workmanship," which was

destroyed by fire in IIIIS. Henry VII. immediately gave orders for the

rebuilding of the palace, and ordained that it should be named Rich-

* The anus over the great gate, though much decayed, are still clearly t'

of King Henry VII., who was Earl of Richmond before he

conquered his opponent, Richard III., on Bosworth Field,

The supporters of the royal arms of Henry are unlike those

of any other English monarch : the shield is supported by
the red dragon of the House of Cadwallader, the last king

of the Britons, from whom Henry claimed his descent, and
the white greyhound of the House of York, as represented

in our cut. Henry VIII. retained the dragon, but adopted

the lion of England, instead of the greyhound, for his other

supporter.

distinguished .as
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mond, after his own title, before lie had achieved the sovereignty of

England on Bosworth field. King Henry VII., and his son, Henry

VIII., took much jileasure in the ])alace here, and frequently held tour-

naments and festivals at Iiiclnnond. Henry \ll. died in the ]>alace
;

Katherine, the first <|ueen of the eighth Harry, was confined here of a

son ; and the Emperor Charles ^". lodged here on his visit to England

in loo2. The manor was afterwards granted to Anne of Cleves, on her

vuluntary divorce from Henry VIII. ; and Queen IMary and her hus-

band, Philip of Spain, frequently resided in the jialace, which was also

a favourite with her successor, Elizabetli, who entertained the King of

Sweden within its walls, Avhen he visited England to make her a })ro-

posal of marriage. She died here on March 24, l<;0o. The sons of

James I., Henry and Charles, both held the manor ; and here the latter

laid the foundations of his important Art-collections. In 1027 the

manor was settled on his queen, Henrietta ]Maria. After the execution

of Charles, the parliament sold the manor. Hollar has published a view

of it as it appeared in the reign of Charles I. It was a picturesque

edifice, abounding with towers and pinnacles. On the Restoration the

king restored it to the (jueen-mother ; and it was leased to Sir Edward

Villiers. It was much dilai)idated, and was soon afterwards pulled

down.

The many attractions of Richmond, and its proximity to the metro-

polis— from uhich it is distant eight miles— have always maile the

neighbourhood a fixvourite of the high-born and the \vealthy. A long

list might be given of '' great people " who have had their dwellings on

the hill or on the river banks. Euceleuch Lodge is among the most

conspicuous and the most beautiful as we reach its slope, just after

passing the bridge, voyaging westward.

There yet remain some of the fish of the Thames to which attention

should be directed; and as we are approaching that part of the river

where the sport of the angler terminates, we may describe two, although

neither of them is found in abundance so low down. Richmond,

however, has been always in favour with professors of the rod and line,

and it is rarely we pass the banks of Buccleueh Lodge without encoun-
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tering half a dozen pnnts ; for during autumn tlic roach is numerous

here, and of small barbel there is usually a plenty.

The (.'hub is a shy fish, and although sometimes taken with the worm
or gentle when bottom-fishing, it is more frequently caught on the sur-

face with a mimic fly or cockchafer ; and then under overhanging trees,

where skill is requisite. They often ^-row to a large size in our river :

we have more than once hooked a fish weighing five pounds. In its

general aspect the chub resembles the dace, but is somewhat more taper

;

it is of little value as food, the flesh being poor and " waterish ;" never-

theless, old Izaak gives an elaborate recipe for " dressing him "— for

drying up his ''fluid watery humour"—and for giving him such a sauce

as may " recomjiense the lal)Our."

The Pope, or " ruffe," is found in great alnmdance in many parts of

the river
; it bites greedily, and it is a common practice to take ladies to

a '•' pojie pitch," inasmuch as there is sure to be plenty of sport, the

pope biting like the perch, and with a certainty of being hooked by a

very small efiort of skill. It resembles the perch, too, in other parti-

culars, the fins being sharp and somewhat perilous to delicate fingers.

It is small in size, seldom exceeding in length five or six inches.

An idea prevails that the pope is a fish between the perch and
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gi;dgeon, but there is no foundation for it, other than its general like-

ness to the one, and its liaLitat being the gravelly bottoms frequented

by the other.

We cannot part from this branch of our subject—the ])leasure sup-

plied to anglers by the all -bountiful river— ^vithout a Avord or two of

comment on " the Thames Angling Preservation Society"— a society

by which much has been done to preserve tlie river fi'om illegal nets,

and to punish the poacher. Its formal meetings are held once a year

at Iiichmond—in July. Its report is jiublished annually: the excellent

secretary, Henry Farnell, Esq., is indefatigable in his efforts to advance

its purposes ; every angler is bound to support a society which does so

much to enable him to enjoy a day's ample sport in any of " the dee]>s,"

which it materially aids to preserve and to " furnish."

"We resume our voyage, setting out from Iiichmond Ehidge—which

we engrave from a photograph taken by Dr. Farre— first turning with

pleasure to the pretty and well-known ait, and looking back every

now and then for a charming view of the town and the surrounding

scenery.

As, however, Ave shall not again have occasion to ste}) on shore and

examine the treasures of the river Flora, Ave may delay the reader
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a^^]ule in order to present to him another bouqr.ct of the Avild flowers
that grow so luxuriantly, and at the same time submit to his scrutiny

a few of the insects concerning which his curiosity will be continually

excited as he rows or -wanders along

its banks.

On the leaves of the ^VilIow-herb

\\Q found a grotesque-looking crea-

ture, which at first sight appeared

to be staring malignantly at us from

his perch
; but, on a nearer exfimi-

nation, those sinister eyes (as we

thought them) proved to be mere

painted resemblances of these or-

gans; and, to carry out the illu-

sion, the " spots " are situated on an

enlarged portion of the body, repre-

senting a head, from which proceeds

an apparent proboscis somewhat like an elephant's trunk, whence the

3 c

CATERrilJ.AR OF THE II.'
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creature has been named the Elephant Hawk-moth {Chccrocampa

EJpenor), of which this is the caterpillar state. It is of a dusky colour,

and on the sides are several of the curious eye-like spots; but when

seen from the front, with only the two larger spots visible, the appear-

ance is somewhat startling. The true head and eyes are comparatively

minute, and are situated at the end of tlie probosci^:-like portion of

W

THE ELEPHANT IIAWK-MOTH.

the body. The moth into which the "creature" is eventuall}- transformed,

presents a decided contrast to the weird aspect of its caterpillar form in

its earlier state of existence, being a soft, elegant fly, beautifully

painted with rose-colour and olive -brown : it may be frequently met

Avitli in tlie same situations as its caterpillar,

cither flying ra})idly in the twilight, or at morn-

ing re])Osing inactive in some shaded and retired

spot. It is, therefore, both curious and interesting.

There is a very charming little moth, called

by collectors the China-mark Moth, constantly

met with in moist, reedy places, and, of course,

found abundantly by the banks of the Thames.

This pretty species has white wings, elegantly

marked with brown and grey. Its caterpillar

cui.NA-.MAKK .Muiu. makcs itself a curious habitation by cutting

out portions of a leaf, and then attaching them together into a kind of

portable tent, which accompanies the little animal in all its wanderings.
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The botany of the river-side, as we have intimated, becomes far more

scanty as we approach the more populous districts lying on either side,

almost uninterruptedly until we reach London : and we cannot without

regret take leave of the fair Flora that has

aflbrded us such unfailing pleasure and in-

terest, from the very cradle of the infant

stream in Gloucestershire, through its whole

course down to our jiresent position, whence,

for a time, objects of more immediately

human interest must occupy our attention.

We may notice one more favourite, which

we liave hitherto omitted to mention, but

which forms a very striking and beautiful

feature in most of the flowery group.s

that ornament the old locks, and conduce

so much to their jiicturesrpie effect. We
allude to the ^Meadow Crane's-bill {Gera-

nium jjra/c»se}, a jJant with elegantly cut

foliage, and clusters of large bright }iur[>le

,Mi:Ar,lW CI'.AXE S-BII.L.

nowers.

The Heed (Arundo pliragmltcs) must be familiar to every voyager

on the Thames, whose banks are almost constantly edged with deep

beds of this common though graceful plant. The presence of these

reed-beds is a powerful aid in the iiictures(pie effect of the '•'bits" for

which this river is so famous : witness the good service they render in

the foreground of ]iictures by Doddington, and otlier painters, to whom

the Thames scenery is so dear ; though, after all, in the best-painted

picture we must still lose the peculiar charm of the reed— its graceful

motion, as it rocks and v^aves its feathery crest in the wind. Eut

besides playing its ornamental part so well, the reed is not without

some pretensions to the useful, both in its natural position, where it

serves to protect embankments and dykes for preventing the encroach-

ment of the water, and also, when cut, for thatching, and various

purposes of building and gardening. ^Moreover, the ilowcr-heads will
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dye wool green, and the roots are said to be useful as a medicine in

bilious com})laiuts ; but for the accuracy of this crowning recommenda-

.^ tlon wc cannot vouch from our own

experience, for the tourist amid these

charming scenes will have little need

of a remedy " against the bile,"—and

so we contented ourselves with ad-

miring the " effect" of our friends,

the reeds, in situ. \Ve have more

than once directed the attention of

the ornamental designer to the les-

sons he may receive from Nature on

the banks of the river Thames.

Passing under the railway bridge,

which crosses the Thames at the

eastern boundary of Kew Gardens,

we have them on our right hand for

more than two miles. The left bank

aftbrds more diversity, and to that

we direct special attention. The

first object which attracts the eye is a palatial building, now appro-

priated to the Female Naval Orphan Asylum. It was commenced by

Lord Kilmurry as a residence, but has been greatly enlarged, and is

now devoted to a high purpose—as one of those noble institutions which

do honour to England, rendering memorable over the world the

W'Ords, " Supported by Voluntary Contributions." About half a mile

brings us to Isleworth Church, with its ancient ivy-covered tower. The

body of the church is of red brick, an<l was constructed in ITOo. It

contains a few of the monumental brasses which were in the older

edifice ; one of them represents a knight in armour of tlie fifteenth

century ; but the most curious is affixed withinside the Duke of

Northumberland's pew, and is here copied ; it preserves the figure of

one of the last of the English nuns, being to the memory of " Margaret

Dely, a syster professed in Syon, who decessed the vii of October,

THE RKED.
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Anno 15G1,"—during the short while the nunnery was restored to the

Roman Catholic service in the reign of Queen IMary. The village of

Isleworth is chiefly devoted to garden -ground, and

the growth of vegetables for London markets.

Though never occupying a j^osition in history, Isle-

worth is noted in our most ancient surveys, Simon

de Montfort encamped here with the refractory

barons, in 12G3 ; and Fairfax fixed his head-quarters

here in V'Al. It is a straggling, unpicturesque vil-

lage, offering no inducements to delay the tourist.

Sion House, which occupies the site of the ancient

religious foundation, is close beside the church ; it

was originally granted to a convent of Bridgetine

nuns, by Henry V., in the year 1414: : they seem to

have led a quiet life of much prosperity ; upon its

dissolution, in the reign of Henry VIII., the reve-

nue of the Convent of Sion was value<l at the very

large sum of £17ol 8s. -i^d. j^er annum. The king retained the

desecrated buildings, and here imprisoned his unfortunate queen,

Katherine Howard, while arranging her judicial murder. The body of

the same king rested here on the road to his mausoleum at Windsor.

Edward \1., in the first year of his reign, gave the building and site

to the Protector Seymour, Duke of Somerset. On his attainder it was

granted to the Duke of Northumberland, in whose family it has since

remained, except during the short period when it reverted to the Crown

during the reign of JMary—the forfeiture being occasioned by the ambi-

tion of the duke, whose son married the Lady Jane Grey : it was in

Sion House she accepted the crown, having been conducted thence as

queen to the Tower of London, so soon afterwards to die on a scaffold

within its walls.

Queen Mary was induced to restore the nunnery at Sion, and endow

it with the manor and demesnes of Isleworth. It was dissolved by

Elizabeth, who, however, retained the lands until DiOl, when they were

again given to the Dukes of Northumberland. The present house was
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constructed soon afterwards, and has some rich interior details. The

exterior is singuhirly phiin, a mere (|iiadrangle of heavy stonework. It

contains some fine juetures. One of the prettiest and pleasantest j)or/(/s

on the river is tlie graceful Paviliux we have here introduced.

fflh

Brentford commences at tlie end of the walls of the park at Sion ; Lut

the greater part of the town is happily hidden h\- a long island thickly

covered M'ith trees. It is one of the most unpicturesque towns on the

river, ahounding in gas-works, factories, and distilleries ; its streets pre-

senting an appearance of dirt and neglect, lieightened by alleys, tlie

abodes of squalid poverty. A large part of the population are employed

in the extensive market-gardens in the neighbourhood. The town

takes its name from the small river Brent, which here flows into the

Thames, rising in the adjoining county of Hertford, and pursuing a
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tortuous course throngli the centre of Middlesex. It is a small

stream, but its junction \Yith the Thames at an important locality led

to the foundation, in very early times, of a village here, the establish-

ment of a large nunnery on the opposite side of the ford materially

aiding its growth.

And so we arrive in sight of Kew Bridge; but before we row under

it, we must step ashore to visit some of the attractions of this ancient

and renowned village.

Kew— '•' the situation of which near the water-side might induce one

to seek for its etymology from the word key or quay"—has been vari-

ously written at various times " Kayhough, Kayhoo, Keyhowe, Keye,

Kayo, and Kewe." Lysons, half a century back, describes its green-

house as famous, being 140 feet in length ; and Darwin, about the same

period, pictured its garden as " a crow] jlory "-

" So sits enthroned, in vegetable pride,

Imperial Kew, by Tliames's glittering side."

The historian and the poet, could they rise from their graves, would see

^\ ith wonder and delight the greenhouse and the garden of to-day, filled

with the floral beauties of a hundred lands,—miles of walks among

flowers under glass.

Inasmuch as there is an admirable and cheap guide-book for the use

of visitors, compiled by the accomplished Curator, Sir William Hooker,

we are relieved from the necessity of details descriptive of these beauti-

ful gardens and conservatories : it will suffice to say that, although still

the property of the Crown, and in charge of the Board of Works, the

public are freely admitted every day, under a few needful restrictions

;

that the privilege is enjoyed by very large numbers dailij ; and that the

result fully bears out the belief, that where advantages ai'e given to "the

people," they are neither lost nor abused by carelessness or cupidity.

Cases of impropriety are rare, while it is certain that health, instruction,

and gratification, have been largely derived from the means thus gene-

rously i^laced at the disposal of all.

Between Richmond and Kew there is no bridge ; there are, however.
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three ferries, one of whicli we have introduced as a very picturesque " bit."

It is that which leads to Isleworth, and is called the Kails-iiead Fekuv,

a name it obtained before the introduction of those iron wavs which now

LILS-IIEiD FERKY.

conduct tourists from London to the far-famed " Hill," and thence to

" regal Windsor."

Although we do not delay the voyager by describing the gardens, we
ask him to visit the ancient and venerable Palace, famous during

" Good King George's reijjn,"

and interesting now, altliough it is lonely and without inhabitant

—

standing as a striking and somewhat gloomy monument to record the

libarality of the sovereign and his successors, who gave the adjacent

grounds to the people. It was once the property of Sir Hugh Portman,

"the rich gentleman who was knighted by Q ;een Elizabeth at Kew,"
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and was built during the reigii of James I., although it retains very
little of the style of architecture of that period, being of red brick, but

exceedingly plain and without ornament. In 17^1 it was purchased by
George HI.

;
his queen, Charlotte, died there, and during many years

it was the favourite suburban residence of the royal family.

Under the superintendence of her Majesty, the grounds were " orna-

mented with various picturesque objects and temples, designed by Sir

William Chambers, among which is one called the Pagoda, in imitation

of a Chinese building, 41) feet in diameter at the base, and 103 feet in

height." No doubt this was a marvel at the time of its erection
; it is

still a conspicuous object from all adjacent parts, and the temples are

attractions judiciously distributed.

It is more than delightful to escape in summer from the turmoil of the
hot, dusty, London world, to the peculiar serenity and surpassing beauty
of Kew

;
the gardens are so full of interest, so varied, so suggestive, and

so instructive, that a much larger space than we can devote to the
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suLject would fail to convey an idea of the treasures tliey contain ; we

are willing, therefore, to let fancy go back to the time of (^uecn Char-

lotte, whose love of nature laid the foundation of that which now yields

—sometimes to many thousands in a day—so much of health, pleasure,

and information. The square red "palace"—wdiich her Majesty loved

sufficiently well to select as a residence, above all others, after the

death of her beloved husband-—seems lonely and silent in the midst of

that fragrant paradise, where trees are bursting into bloom, and birds

are pouring forth the rejoicings that specially belong to the " sweet

month of May ;" but there is no difficulty in peopling it with " the

great" of the past, and seeing, by the light of history, the beautiful and

brilliant family that once held court

" BcsKle the Thames at Kew."

In those days the "gardens" were, like the palace, the exclusive property

of the Crown : but Avhcn the latter ceased to be a " royal residence," our

good and ever-considerate Queen, desiring to enlarge the circle com-

menced by Queen Charlotte, devoted the whole of the estate to the fruits

of botanical research ; and it was finally determined that the public should

be admitted daily. Thus the "gardens at Kew" may be ranked

amongst the great teachers, as well as the healthful luxuries, of the

pcoi)le.

It is delightful to see how truly this privilege is enjoyed by the

various classes who visit Kew : the humble but Avell-dressed artiznn

and his family are generally " taken " with the beauty of the grounds

and the marvels of the " House of Palms ;" brilliant ladies, whose dresses

rival the flowers in variety of tone and colour, linger in the "houses," or

enjoy the charming promenades under shadows of lofty trees ; the

botanical student pores over the "specimens," both in the beds and in

the houses-—too often, while alive to what is rare or curious, forgetting

the Icautij of the "wonderful works of the Creator." Long after the

mere pleasure -seeker has returned to London by the rail or the river,

you may observe two classes of persons lingering in Kew Gardens—the

mere botanical student, and the artist, sketching for popular botanical
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publications, that add so much to the interest and the information of our

drawing-rooms. Foreigners are especially delighted with Kew Gardens
;

the vegetation, the absolute green—&o vigorous and fresh with us, is

never so bright on the Continent as it \3 in England ; and however rare

and wonderfid the collections are in foreign lands, there is \isually a

slovenliness in their display which no English gardener could endure :

our lawns excite the especial admiration of strangers, who are lavish of

praise of our "good order" and "arrangement." To thoroughly appre-

ciate " Kew Gardens " they should be repeatedly visited ; the changing

seasons vary the character of their loveliness : there is always something

fresh to admire, something new to learn; and though the "new

museum" is so totally devoid of architectural excellence as to be a blot

where it might have been a beauty, yet its contents are of the greatest

value and interest, and such as lead from the threshold of science by

paths which the research and learning of great botanists render compa-

ratively smooth and easy,

"Kew Green" is one of the most "(piaint" and peculiar "bits" of

scenery within ten miles of the metropolis. The church may be taken

as the i)rineipal feature,— a clean, bright, stately English church, neither

new nor old. This "green" is irregularly " flanked" by houses of all

heights and qualities ; some trellised, some bare and stately, others hid

away in the bright foliage which climbs their walls ; some standing

boldly forward, others receding modestly behind trees.

The church stands on the west side of the green. Its grave-

yard contains the graves of several remarkable men, among whom
may be named Gainsl)orough and Zoffany. (iainsborough was never

a resident here : he resided for many years at Schomburg House,

Pall ^lall ; it was at his own request that he was buried at Kew, beside

the grave of his old friend, Kirby, author of a once celebrated work on

Perspective; but Zoffany lived in the little hamlet called Strand-on-the-

Green, which adjoins the bridge on the Middlesex side of the river.

Gainsborough's tombstone is the central slab in the foreground of our

engraving. He had desired that his name only should be cut upon the

stone; it is, therefore, simply inscribed, "Thomas Gainsborough, Esq,
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died August 2nd, 1788, aged 01 years." A similarly brief inscription

records the deatli of liis wife ten years afterwards. There is enough of

the " country cliurchyard " yet nniaining at Kew to make it a fitting

resting-phice for such a painter: one who has left us some of our most

charming itictures of natural scenery. It is no unpleasant spot, for trees

shadow it, and a free air is around. It is a more agreeable pilgrimage

to the grave of Gainsborough than to the }ilace of greater honour

—

the crypt of St. Paul's—where so many of his brethren lie. In a

few years, however, Kew may be part of London ; for buildings are

rising rapidly between the sefjuestered village and the outskirts of the

metropulis.

The Bridge at Kew is a comparatively modern structure. Looking

eastward a pleasant ait fortunately takes away from Kew and its river

walks the view of " Brentford's tedious town." Plence, in Middlesex,

there is little to claim attention until we approach Chiswick ; while, on

the Surrey side, we pass along by the side of osier beds, with nothing

worthy of notice until ^Mortlake is reached. " The name of this place

has been generally supposed to be derived from mortnus laciis, or the
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dead lake ;" in Domesday it is called " Mortlage." Cromwell House, one

of its attractions, has been recently pulled down. It is erroneously

described as a residence of the Protector ; but Mr. Lemon, of the State

Paper Office, informs us that in the collection there are several letters

dated thence by the Lord Henry Cromwell, of the reign of Henry VIII.

Dr. Dee, the famous astrologer, lived at Mortlake, in a house near the

water-side, a little westward from the church; and here Queen Elizabeth

came to visit him, and see his famous glass, into which he conjured

spirits for magical purposes. He had attended i^Iizabeth before on

frivolous errands of superstition, particularly when a wax image with a

pin stuck in it was found in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and the queen and

council were in great alarm lest it boded evil to her life. When the

queen came to Mortlake in March, 157.5, she did not enter Dee's house
;

" Her ]\Lijesty," he tells us, " being taken down from her horse by the

Earl of Leicester, master of the horse, at the church wall of IMortlake,

did see some of the properties of that glass, to her IMajesty's great con-
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tentment and deliglit." * Upon the ground Avliere Dee's laboratory

stood were afterwards erected tlie tapestry works of Sir F, Crane ; they

were established in IGl'J; and to this circumstance we are probably in-

debted for the possession of the famous cartoons of Raphael, ])urchased

as copies for the ardzan. Leading from Nlortlake are byways to Rich-

MOiTLAKE cniucn

mond and to Kew, through low and ill-drained grounds, principally

market gardens. Here and there, however, we meet some stately

* He records the incklent in his very curious diarj'. The queen, who believed in his powers of

judicial astrology, was desirous of seeing for herself the spirits he conjured in his magic crystal. She

came from the palace, at Kichmond, to Dr. Dee's house, but the funeral of the astrologer's wife had

only been performed two hours before, which was the reason that her majesty would not enter the house.

Aubrey tells us that Dec was buried in this church " in the chancel, a little toward the south side."
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manor-liouse, seated in solitary and aristocratic grandeur amid groups of

ancient and wide -spreading cedars.

MoRTLAKE Church is in jjart a very ancient edifice, dating so far back

as 1348, although the earliest date on the building is lolo.* The
outward door of the belfry is, however, said to be the only remaining

part of the original structure. It is fidl of interesting monuments.

Mortlake is a long street of houses, with gardens to the Thames. Its

chief feature from the river is a large brewery ; but it has a few pic-

turesque remains of old gardens, occasionally preserving an old '-bit" of

the scenery, which may serve to show its peculiar character— a mingling

OLD SUM.MKK-UOLSE AT MUKTLIKE.

of the antique with the grotesque— relics of old grandeur in combina-

tion with squalid poverty—picturesque only in pictures.

That portion of Barnes Mhich is called the Terrace immediately

succeeds Mortlake
;

it is a pretty and pleasant row of houses, chiefly let

as lodgings, the place being much in favour during the summer months.

* This date is on a stone over the belfry door, inscribed " Vivat E. H.
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The village lies fuvtlier Lack from the river—a straggling village, with

a cluster of houses surrounding a pond. Some parts of the church arc

said to be as old as the time of Richard I.* The old " house "—Barne-

Elms—in which Queen Elizabeth visited Sir Francis Walsingham, where

lived Sir Henry Wyat, and where some time resided the poet Cowley, is

one of the famous points of the district.

Until we arrive at Putney, there is nothing to detain the toui'ist after

he leaves Larnes, unless he desire a peep at several " cozy " houses,

called the Castelnau Villas ; we must, therefore, conduct him into

^Middlesex, and ask him to land at Chiswick, proceeding thence to the

hamlet of Hammersmith.

There arc few localities in the vicinity of London so interesting as the

pretty and ]ileasant village of Chiswick. Its principal attraction is the

charming and very beautifully decorated mansion of the Duke of Devon-

shire, with its delicious grounds and gardens. " The house was designed

and erected by Itichard BonIc, Earl of Jjurlington, v.hose skill in archi-

tecture has been proved by his works, and whose encouragement of his

favourite science greatly j)romoted the progress of that taste which has

since produced so many fine architectural examples in this country."

The model which the architect generally followed is that of the Villa

Capra, near Vicenza, tlie designer of which was the famous Palladio.

It is magnificently furnished, and contains a collection of rare and

valuable pictures. Here Charles Fox died, on the D3th September,

ISOIJ ; and here George Canning "put on immortality," on the Sth of

Aus-ust, 1S27.

» Mrs. Ann Baynard -nas buried hcie on tlie 10th June, 1697. We read in Lysons that "she was so

fond of the study of divinity that she learned Greek to read St. Chrysostom in tlie original ; besides

which she had numberless other accompli»hments, on which, as she possessed them in common with

many young ladies both of that and of the present age, I shall not enlarge." There is not now the

least trace of her mor.umout, wliicli was at the east end of tlie churchyard. The inscription is copied

from Aubrey :—
" Here lies that happy maiden who often said

That no man is happy until he is dead ;

That tlie business of life is but playing the fool,

Which hath no relation to saving the soul ;

For of all the transactions that's under the sun,

Is doing of nothing—if that be not done,

All wisdom and knowledge doth lie in Uiis one.
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The interest of Chiswick House is, however, surpassed by the church
and churchyard of the viHagc. In the former the architect, Kent, the

associate of Lord BuHington in the adornment of the house and grounds,

reposes in the vault of his patron ; and here there is a fitting monument
to Charles Whittingham, the printer, whose skill and taste gave to the

Chiswick press a fame that " went over the world." The graveyard

contains the ashes of many persons of note : the imperious Duchess of

Cleveland here mingles with common clay
; here "repose the remains"

of Cromwell's daughter, ^Mary
; here Holland, the actor, Garriek's

friend, exchanged his motley for a winding-sheet ; here Lord IMacartney,

the pioneer to China, rests frum his labours ; here calmly sleeps a man of

marvellous genius, the exile Ugo Foscolo ; here lies the painter Louther-
bourg

; and here, still speaking from his sculptured tomb, reposes the

great artist, ^Villiam Hogarth. The monument was erected by a sub-

scription among his friends, and t!ie ei.itaph was written by Carrick :—

" FarcweU: jrrcat paiiiler of niankiiul,

Who reach'tl the noblest point of art

;

Whose iiictuieil morals charm the minil,

Am] throngh the eye correct the heart.

If genius fire thee, reader, stay;

If nature touch thee, drop a tear

;

If neitlier move thee, turn away,
For Ilngartli's honour'd dust lies Iiure."

At Chiswick Hogarth lived, died, and was buried ; and his house—in

which his predecessor was Sir James Thornhill, and his successor the ex-

cellent and accomplished clergyman, Cary, the translator of Dante—still

stands, as a place of pilgrimage
; it was his liome, \n ho, " while he faithfully

followed Nature through all her varieties, and exposed with inimitable

skill the infinite follies and vices of the world, was in himself an example

of many virtues." *

The house at Chiswick was that in which Sir James Thornhill resided

at the time of his daughter's elopement with Hogarth. It is gloomy,

with high walls; long walls of brick bound the way to it from the main

* Vide "Pilgrimages to English Shrines: the Tomb of Ilojarth." By Mrs. S. C. Hall. Also
" Tombs of English Artists: Hogarth," by F. W. Fairholt, Art Jouriud, April, lt^53, from which we
b irrow our illustration and description.
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Rtroet of the village. In the days of Anne it was far from the metropolis,

but now it is as much a Loudon suburb as Islington was then. Large

as the house appears, it is really somewhat small, fur it is all frontage,

and only one room deep, without any back windows. The garden is

not larger than such a house would require, and the small stable at its

further extremity has over it a room Hogarth used as a studio. Against

the garden wall are two narrow upright slabs of stone, commemorating

the graves of his dog and bird. The words upon the former—" Life to

the last enjoyed, here Pompey lies "^—are a satirical paraphrase on the

ci)itaph to Churchill, the satirist, in Dover Church, with whom he had

passed some years of friendship, but who had bitterly attacked Hogarth

at the close of his career ; not, however, without provocation on the part

of the latter.

In Chiswick churchyard the painter reposes, and he is not the only

artist buried there. Loutherbourg rests under a most heavy and

ambitious monument; a slab against the wall near it records the name

of James Fittler, the engraver ; and AYilliam Sharpe, another of our best
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English engravers, was buried, by his desire, near Hogarth. The tomb

of the hitter artist is a not ungraceful structure, exhibiting on one side

a hasso-TcUevo indicative of his art ; an inscription on the east side

notes the death of Hogarth, in October, ITGi, at the age of sixty-seven,

and his wile in November, 1780, at tlie age of eighty. His sister's

death is recorded on the south side, in August, 1771, at the age of

seventy ; and that of Mary Lewis, his niece, who acted as saleswoman

at his house in Leicester Square, and who died in 1808, at the age of

IIOGAUTn d TOMD.

cighty-eiglit. The other face of tlie monument has an inscription to his

mother-in-law, the widow of Sir James Thornhill, who was first buried

in this grave in 17o7. This monument had fallen into much deca}', and

had become the theme of public comment ; but it has been admirably

restored, and on a small piece of granite at its base is inscribed,

—

" Rebuilt by William Hogarth, of Aberdeen, in iSoG." All honour to

his northern namesake's liberality and taste I

V\G might linger long, and with advantage, in this the most inte-
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resting of the many graveyards of England, in which repose the ashes of

tlie great ; but we must resume our voyage, ghincing at " the Water-

works," one of the metropolitan supplies of " pure water," and landing

at the graceful suspension bridge which crosses the Thames and conducts

to Hammersmith.*

The name of Ilanmicrsmith is not found in any record prior to the

reign of Elizabetli, yet it is now a populous suburb of the metropolis
;

UASI.MEEdlllTU Ul;IDGE.

for, although distant some five miles from Hyde Park Corner, there is

scarcely any interruption to the line of streets that leads to it through

Knightsbridge and Kensington. Its pretty and picturesque church

dates no further back than the reign of Charles I. It was built at the

cost of Sir Nicholas Crispe, merchant of London, a loyal adherent of the

* The bridge was constructed in 1S23, from the designs and under the superintendence of Willi

Tierncy Clarke. He afterwards erected one similar at Prague, in Bohemia.
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monarchy during the contest between the Crown and the Parh'ainent.

His history is touchingly told in an inscription placed under an effigy

of Charles I., at the base of which is a pedestal surmounted by an urn.

" Witliin this urn is entombed tlie heart of Sir Nicliolas Crispe, Kni-iit
and Baronet, a loyal sharer in the sutlerings of his late and jiresent
Majesty. He first settled the trade of gold from Guinea, and there built
the castle of Cormantine. Died the 2Cth July, 1065, aged 67 years."

In the churchyard are many monuments with foreign names, servants

in the household of the IMargravine of Anspach, who once inhabited

IMERS.MITH CI

Brandenburgh House—a house which became famous as the residence of

Queen Caroline, the wife of George lY. It was razed to the ground
very soon after her death.

V^'e resume our voyage, and passing between banks on which are

several graceful villas, although generally the land is low and cannot be
healthy, we come in sight of the ugly structure—ungainly piles of

decaying wood—which, crossing the Thames, unites the villages of

Putney and Fulham. Both these villages are famous in history, and we
must delay the tourist while we visit them. Let us land at Putney,
first noticing that group of houses, in the centre of which is one that is
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familiar to all the "oarsmen" of the river, the well-known " Star and

Gauter," the head-quarters of several aquatic clubs. The illustration

has been sketched to include one of the most conspicuous, though not the

most iiicturesque, objects in this part of our course—the Club-house of

UAKfEU, TLTNEY BUIDGE.

the London Eowing Club, the largest association of amateurs that has

ever existed on the Thames in connection with this healthful recreation.

It has been recently erected at considerable cost ; and if the pojjularity

of the club continues to increase as it has done during the last two

years, it will, we imagine, soon be found too small for the accommodation

of its members.

We take this opportunity of introducing to our readers drawings

and descriptions of the principal varieties of boats used upon the

Thames, so that—with such as Ave have already noticed—we may
furnish a perfect idea of -'the craft" of all kinds which float over its

surface. V\'e owe to the courtesy of Messrs. Searle, of Lambeth, the

very eminent boat-builders, the privilege of making our sketches in
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their yard at Stangate, Nvliile every facility in the AA'ay of accurate

description was afforded to us Ly them.

The Thames watermen have long been celebrated for their superior

style of rowing; in all their matches with foreign competitors they have

invariably been successful ; and, indeed, until the last few years, no other

English watermen stood the smallest chance when contending against

them. It Avas only after repeated unsuccessful contests that the Tyne
watermen proved victorious, and this result was only obtained after

acquiring the Thames style of rowing. Latterly, the ^Manchester and

Liverpool watermen have greatly improved; but the Thames men may
still be considered the best in the world.

The boat which is universally used by the above -bridge watermen is

known as the Thames Wheuhv. The peculiarities of this boat are, its

THE TUA>rES -WITERKY.

shallowness (which is compensated for by its spreading in the centre),

and its sharpness at the head and stern—the head, or bow, tapering

gradually from the rullocks (row-locks), and from the keel, until it ends

in a sharp point, which is cased in iron ; the stern also tapers off, but

ends with a stern-post, rising perpendicularly from the keel, to Avhich

a rudder can be attached at pleasure.

The boat represented is what is technically termed a ran -dan wherry

—that is to say, it has three sets of rullocks, so that three persons can

row at the same time in it (but this is not compulsory, as the watermen

generally row single-handed) : when this is the case, the men fore and
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aft each row an oar, aiul the one in the centre rows a pair of sculls—on

him also devolves the task of steering the boat.

The waterman's wherry is built heavy enougli to bear the welyht of

six or eight passengers besides the rower, but as this kind of boat is

particularly adapted for speed, much lighter ones of the same con-

struction have been built for amateur pleasure-boats, and for rowing

purposes.

These light racing wherries are all oniriggcd,—h\\i as this term may
not be understood by the general reader, we will here give a short

description of an outriggcd boat. In order to gain great speed, b'jats

have latterly been built very long and very narrow, thereby offering less

resistance to the water ; but, as the boats Avere built more narrow, the

oars and sculls had to be shortened in proportion, and in consequence a

great deal of power was lost, through the shortness of the leverage ; to

obviate this defect, the rullocks are carried out from the side of the boat

by a light framework of iron, by this means the rowers arc enabled to

use very long oars or sculls, whilst the boat is built as narrow as possible.

Outriggers were first brought into general notice by the Claspers (Tyne

watermen), who rowed at the Thames Regatta about twelve years

back.

The outrigged wherries are very subject, from the lightness of their

build, to ship the water, to obviate which the head and stern are covered

^^ith canvas. Some of these wherries are built with only two pairs of

rullocks; these arc used either for two pairs of sculls or a pair of

oars.

The lightest kind of wherry is generally called a sculler, or loar/ci'boat;

they are chiefly used for matches, and require great skill and dexterity

on the part of tlie rower, as the slightest thing upsets them—the lightest

only weigh thirty -five pounds ; to the racing boats we have more

directly referred in our notices of Oxford.

The Skiff is another kind of boat much used on the Thames ; it

greatly differs from the wherry in form, being sh orter and wider,

and the gunwale rising higher from the water : it is much better

adapted for rough water, and is consequently in general use aniung
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tlie below-bridge watermen. This boat is also used for sailing. There
is a boat now in great vogue on tlie Tliames, called a Gig, Avhich differs

very slightly from the skiff, the chief distinction being that the gunwale

of the gig is perfectly straight from stem to stern, whilst that of the

skiff rises at both ends
; the bow of the latter boat also slopes gradually

up from the keel, whilst that of the gig rises very abruptly.

THE SIIAU.OP.

The Shallop is a boat built on the same principle as the skiff, but of

a much larger size, and with an awning to cover the sitters : this

awning is sometimes supported by a light iron framework, and some-

times it is formed of wood.

The chief peculiarity of the Fuxxv is its having a licad and stern
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exactly alike; it is a shorter boat than a Mliorry, and more easily

managed, ^Yhicll makes it valuable to amateurs.

Cutters is the generic term nsed on the Thames for long oared

boats, built for four, six, or eight rowers ; they are outrigged, and

:iGIIT-OARKD CUTTER.

covered at the head and stern with canvas : tlie eight-oared boats are

seventy feet long.

" Putney," according to Lysons, " is in Domesday called Putelei ; in

subsequent records it is spelt Puttenheth, or Pottenheth." The village

leads np-hill, through a street of good villa houses, to "Wimbledon and

Poehamjiton. It has an old church, and is famous as the birthjilace of

three remarkable men : West, Bishop of Ely, the son of a baker here
;

Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, whose father was a blacksmith in the

town; and Gibbon, the historian.
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The tourist will derive greater interest, however, from a visit to the

Middlesex side of the river, and that interest will continue almost

unhroken until he reaches London : along its Surrey banks are to be

seen only objects that blot the landscape, however much they may add
to the solid wealth of the country ; for, excepting a group of very ugly

and cheerless, though costly domiciles, that have replaced as many
quaint old dwellings of a by-gone time, and which skirt the river imme-
diately after leaving Putney, there is but a succession of factories and

small cottage houses, which serve to shelter labourers and artizans
;

unwholesome -looking swamps divide the space with yards, and quays,

and waggon-sheds, auxiliaries to manufactories of gin, soap, starch, silk,

paper, candles, beer, and vitriol—the first named and the last being no

doubt mutually dependant for aid and assistance. Such is the only

picture to be contemplated all the way; it includes long, straggling

Wandsworth, and longer and still more straggling Battersca, both with

modern and ugly churches, that of Eattersea being especially odious,

inasmuch as it is thrust forward almost into the current, and it is impos-

sible to avoid looking at an oliject, in producing which the architect

seems to have studied how far it was in his power to render it repugnant

:

we, therefore, pass rapidly over the Surrey side of the Thames between
the bridges at Putney and Eattersea,

We breathe more freely as we cross the bridge and enter the village

of Fulham
;
resting awhile, it may be, at the venerable and still com-

fortable inn, which was tliere '-beyond the time of legal memory/' to

enjoy a chat, perhaps, with Phelps, the veteran waterman, who still plies

his "trim-built wherry," and is even to-day a good specimen of what
his class were long ago, before the api.lication of steam and the omnibus
deprived them of their employers, and made mockeries of the privileges

of—"jolly young watermen." Voyaging down stream, however, there

are a few houses upon the banks which may not be passed without a

word of comment. The first is Craven Cottage, once the residence of

Walsh Porter, and in later times of Sir Euhver Lytton ; we recall the

days we have passed there with more than mere pleasure. The Bishop's

Palace succeeds—from which one good man has recently been removed
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to a vault in the neighbouring church, to be succeeded by another wlio

has ah'eady made the country his grateful debtor. The house that has " a

gothic look " is Prior's Bank : ^\e know not who dwells there now, Init

not many years ago it was the residence of '•' a pair of friends," who

made it renowned, not alone for genuine and liberal hospitality, but for

refined elegance, and as a new birth-place of the graces, the whims, the

amusements, and the " teachings " of that " olden time " of which the

mansion externally and internally professed to be a cojiy. The place is

hallowed in the memories of many men of letters, of art, and of wit, who

1pf;^g|^l!gri|pH

had, and gave, enjoyment there : Prior's Bank will find a place in the

biographies of not a few "celebrities" of the nineteenth century. In a

little group of small cottage houses close beside, lived Theodore Plook

during the greater part of his life ; a history of this small dwelling might

fill a volume ; it has been removed to make way for a hideous bridge

(uglier, if possible, than its neighbour), by wliich a water-company

carries supplies to London ; while the Yorick of so many " tables " sleeps

among a crowd of right reverend prelates, in a retired nook of the

churchyard close at hand. The church and churchyard will largely

repay a visit ; in the latter repose the ashes of forty bishops, so at least
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says the cicerone of the place ; but the series may Legin with Irkenwald,

that bishop under " Sigibert, king of the West Saxons, and Conrad, king

of the Mercians," to whom Fidham—tlien called Fullenhanne or FuUen-

holme, which signifies folucnnn domna, " tlie habitacle of birdes or the

place of fowles "—was originally given. V>o they forty, more or less,

however, among these pillars of the English church are men of whom the

British nation will be for ever proud ; men of learning, virtue, and

jiiety ; honour to their memories ; he must be of a cold heart and of a

dead imagination who can stand unmoved in this small area of tombs,

where sleep in death Sherlock and Lowth, and many others, " whose

works live after them," and to whose graves tens of thousands yet to

come will bow in grateful homage.

Between Fulham and Chelsea, to which we now hasten, passing by

several graceful vilhis, we arrive at " C*remorne," a popular place of

:-?<

amusement that has taken tlie place of old Vauxhall. But an object of

far higher interest soon greets the voyager ; it is the hospital in which
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the old and worn soldiers who have served their country repose after

their toils. We have tirst, however, to row under Batthusea Bridge.

Like that of Putney, it is coarse, unseemly, and inconvenient in

character, all its defects being- brought into strong relief by the beautiful

structure ^vhich now crosses the river a little lower down.

We must step ashore at Chelsea ; for this locality is fertile of useful

suggestions and interesting associations.

Lyndsay House is seen on the left, and its old history is full of

interest, enhanced by the records of later residents. Here the painter,

iMartin, lived and worked ; and near it the great artist, Turner, died

—

ungracefully, to say the least. But associations multiply as we ])ass

in^i,>ii,,ii,i^Sililil-illlllii'i^'li;

CUtLSEA CIlVl

Tjondon-ward. A narrow lane, such as we still see sometimes at port

towns, leads to the venerable church. The monument to the memory of

Sir Hans Sloanc occupies the cast corner of the churchyard. The

church and many neighbouring localities derive interest from associations

with the history of that great and good statesman. Sir Thomas IMore.

At his house, in Chelsea, the eighth Harry frequently visited his

" beloved Chancellor,"
—

''a house neither moan nor subject to envy,

yet magnificent and commodious enough," with gardens " wonderfully
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cliarming," with " green meadows and woody eminences all around." *

Here the Abbot of A^'estminster took him into custody for refusing to

"take the king as head of his church;" and for denying the king's

supremacy, he was beheaded on Tower Hill. He had anticipated his

death, and had caused his tomb to be made in the church at Chelsea.

AVhether his body was interred there is doubtful; but the place is fi

of memories of him of whom it was rpuiintly said

—

When MouE some time had chaticellur been,

No MORH suits did remain
;

Tlie same sliall nevei- mure he seen,

Till Mure be tlici-e ag-aiii."

A few yards farther—leaving to the right the pretty jiier at which

steam-boats ply every ten minutes, and where a few of the old water-

men still linger—we reach that famous row of " good houses " known as

Cheyne WALK,f a pleasant promenade, and one of the most memorable
" bits" that skirt the river-side.

The house stood some distance from the river, at the back of Lyndsay House, on ground nnw
occupied by the Moravian burial-ground. The gardens reached to the Thames, and from their water-
gate More stepped into the barge that can led him to the Tower.

t Our view of Cheyne W.ilk is taken from the centre, looking towards London. The first house on
the left, with the old sign-board in front of it, is " Don Saltero's Coffee-house," a place much renowned
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A few steps onward, if we are foot passengers, " a row " of a luuulred

yards if we are voyagers—passing on the left the okl '•' Physic Garden,"

bequeathed, in the year liJTo, by Charles Clieync, Esq., Lord of the

jManor of Chelsea, to the company of A])othecaries for a term of years,

CHEYNE WALK.

and afterwards purchased and presented to them by Sir Hans Sloanc

—

and we reach the long-renowned Hosvital of Chelsea. We picture the

side view, as it is seen on ascending or descending the river. Assuredly

there are few who cross the Thames to visit either the railway station

at Eattersea, or Lattersea Park, who will not have their attention

directed to this deeply interesting monument of an age which is unhap-

in the days of Queen Anne, and celebrated by Steele in liis Tathr. Himself and other wits of the day
patronised its proprietor, James Salter, whom they christened " Don Saltero." He bad been servant to

Sir Hans Sloane, and opened this house in 1695 witli a collection of curiosities, the refuse of Sir Ilaiis'

collection, calling his house " the Museum Coffee-house." It was greatly added to by continued gifts,

and this " eminent barber and antiquary," as Steele styles him, became famous for his "curiosiiics."

The walls were covered with glass cases, stutf>;d alligators hung from the ceiling, and a " catalogue of
the rarities to be seen" published, " price two-pence." It is a singular specimen of what were popular
curiosities a century ago :

" A piece of Solomm's Temple ," " Job's tears which grew on a tree, where-
with they make anodyne necklaces," "a giant's tooth," "a young frog in a tobacco-stopper," and
" a flea-trap," are among the " curiosities ;" with which, however, were mixed really curious things.

Tennant mentions having been talien there when a boy, and that his father saw there Richard Crom-
well (sou (if the rrofector), "a little ar.d very neat old man, with a nio--t placid countenance."
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pily suggestive less of pride tlian of Immiliation, but of wliieli tliis home

for battle-tried and weatlier-beaten soldiers is one of the redeeming

points ; where for two centuries the brave men who receive grateful

proofs of a nation's gratitude tell

" IIow fields were won."

Of Chelsea Hospital the front view is the most striking ; for, though

it does not possess any very remarkable architectural feature, it has a

.>^. -^

CaKLSEA HOSPITAL : SIDE VIE^Y.

certain " nobility of look," and all its associations are of great interest.

The foundation of the hospital—or, as its inmates prefer to call it, " the

college "•—is known to have been one of the few good deeds of the

voluptuary, Charles IT.—being an exception to the ride as regarded the

sovereign
" Who nevei- said a foolisli filing-,

And never did a wise one."

There is a tradition, but it is without proof, that '' the merry monarch
"

was influenced to this merciful act by his mistress, Nell Gwyniie. Be it

as it may, it was a furtunate circumstance for the country. ^lany a

3 F
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battle has been won for these kin;^cloms by the knowledge that the

maimed soldier can never be a deserted beggar—by the certainty that

honourable scars will be healed by other ointment than that of mere

pity—by the assurance that shelter and comfort are prepared for the

wounded or aged, of whom a nation becomes the guardian and protector.

In this "Palace Hospital" are contained—so that all visitors as well as

inmates may continually see them—various trophies taken at victories

gained by British soldiers over those of France : it is a proud as well

as a numerous collection.

" It has often been remarked by foreigners," says Faulkner, in his

account of Chelsea, " that the charitalde foundations of England were

CHELSEA IIO.SllTAI

more fitted, by their grandeur and extent, for the residence of kings
;

wdiile her palaces, by their external appearance, seemed better calculated

for the reception of the needy and unfortunate. But surely they could

not have paid a nation greater honour ; and when we survey the noble

fabrics at Chelsea and at Greenwich, we cannot but feel proud that we
live in a country which constantly affords an asylum to the heljJess
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wanderer—which relieves the wants of tlie needy and allays the suffer-

ings of the sick to an extent, and with a liberality, unknown throughout

the rest of Euroju'."

This edifice stands upon the site of a college founded by King
James I, for the study of polemical divinity. It was originally pro-

jected by Dr. Matthew Sutcliffe, Dean of Exeter, in the early part of

that king's reign. James laid the first stone in IMay, l(3u:i, and in the

same month of the succeeding year granted a charter of incorporation,

in which the number of members was limited to nineteen, and a provost,

and the institution was to be named " King James's College." tSntcliffe

liberally gave toward the foundation all he could, and he was empowered
by an act of Parliament to receive any aid in the way of bequest or

contribution, but so little came that '^ scarce an eighth part was erected,

as only one side of the first quadrangle was ever completed, and this

range of building, according to Fuller, cost above three thousand

pounds." After h^utcllffe's death, in K'.l".), it languished, and was finally

broken up in the troubles of the Great Civil War. In the year HMV:),

Charles gave the ground and bull. lings to the Eoyal Society. They
endeavoured fur some time to let the i)remises advantageously, but

failing in their attempts, they sold them again to Sir Stephen Fox, Lord

Commissioner of the Treasury, for the king's use, for the sum of £lo(.>0.

On the 12th of :March, 1(;S2, Charles II., attended by his principal

courtiers, laid the first stone of the present Hospital buildings, and Sir

Christopher Wren was the architect. Evelyn notes that in the following

month—'- I was desired by Sir Stephen Fox and Sir Christopher Wren
to accompany them to Lambeth, with the plot and design of the college

to be built at Chelsey, to have the Archbishop's approbation." This

was obtained
;
and Archbishop Sancroft gave £1000 toward the build-

ing. Sir Stephen Fox promising "that he would settle £'oOuO per annum
on it, and build to the value of £2o,000." Tobias Rustat, yeoman of

the robes to the king, also contributed £1000, and presented the bronze

statue of Charles II. which still adorns the quadrangle. The entire

building was not completed till IGDO, and the total cost is said to have

been £150,000. It accommodates about 400 inmates. The colonnade
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and portico toward the river afford an agreeably sheltered walk for the

old men in had weather, and communicates Ix'tween the two wings.

The hall i.s sjiaeious, and in it is a large allegorical picture of Charles II.

on horseback, by Verrio, ^\hose ceiling-painting at lIain})ton Court we

liave already noted. The chapel has an altar-2»iece by Sebastian llicci,

painted A\heu he visited this country in the reign of Anne; it represents

the Resurrection of our Saviour.

Battersea Park has been laid out onl\' within the last two or three

years ; it is therefore in its infancy—the shrubs are miniatures ; but to

the next generation it will be one of the chief adornments of the metro-

politan suburbs. From it we look upon the old wooden bridge, and the

Putch-looking church and village of Chelsea. ])eyond the hospital is

the XEW BUiuor,, constructed by 'J'homas Page, I'-sq. Jt is a toll bridge;

AT CIIKI.SKA.

and it has been [)leasantly said that " Government gave a park to the

people, and placed a toll-bar at the gate to keep them out of it." The

bridge is the most beautiful of the many that cross the Thames between

its source and its fall into the sea ; and its value is much enhanced bv
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tlie charmingly constructed station that stands in a dell almost at its

foot
—

" the ^^'est End Crystal Palace Station," that communicates also

with Brighton and the southern counties of England.

Close to the gardens of Chelsea College, on the London side, stood

the once-famed Raxelagh.* The line of trees which parts the college

garden from the small garden appropriated to the veterans ^Yho are here

domiciled after their warlike labours, was once a part of the "walks" of

Eanelagh ; and a few years ago the remains of the lamp-irons which lit

it were still upon some of the tree stems. This most aristocratic place

of amusement was opened in 1742. The great feature of the spot was

an enormous Rotunda, a hundred and eighty-five feet in diameter, in

which concerts took place, and which is the conspicuous object in our

view, copied from a print published in 1743. Royalty and nobility

patronised the place largely. During its fashionable career Ranelagh

and its pleasures are frequently referred to by the writers of the era,

* U obt-iined its name from being erected on the site of tlie mansion of Ricliard, Earl of Ranelagli,

who was Paymaster-General of tbe forces, and one of the Commissioners of Chelsea Hnspital, during

the reign of Charles II., and obtained from the Crown a grant of the land. He died in ITl'i, and iu

1733 the house and grounds were sold in lots.
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but none have left better accounts than the amusing letter -writer,

Horace Walpole : in a letter to Sir Horace JMann, dated May 2G, 1742,

he says :
—

" Two night.s ago lianelagh Gardens -were opened at Chelsea;

the prince, princess, duke, much nobility, and much mob besides, were

there. There is a vast amphitheatre, finely gilt, painted, and illumi-

nated, into which everybody that loves eating, drinking, staring, or

crowding, is admitted, for twelve pence. The building and disposition

of the gardens cost nineteen thousand jwunds. Twice a week there are

to be ridottos at guinea tickets, for which they are to have a supper and

music." For a time it drew all comjiany away from Vauxhall, wliicli until

then was unrivalhHl. In 174s, ^Yalpole notes that its attractions had

not decreased :

'' lianelagh is so crowtled, that going there t'other niglit

in a string of coaches, we had to stop six-and-tliirty minutes." Lut its

reign was brief,—half a century saw it terminate
_:
fashion soon changed

;

lianelagh was found at last to be ''dull"—the public got tired of merely

parading round the orclicstra in the great hall, and listening to music.

Lloomfield has described the effect on himself:—

•

'• Tn I!;iiicla^:li once in my life

V,y jrnod-iia;urc«i force I w.is ili-iven ;

Tlie r.ations luul ceased their long- .stril'o,

And iieacc IjcaniM her radiance from lieaven I

Wliat woi.dors were liere to be fonnd,

Tliat a clown nii;;lit enjoy or disdain I

First, we traced tlie fray circle all round,

Ay— (/)?(/ tlicn V( innt yuinnl it ar/uiii .'

"

The diameter of the interior of the Piotunda was one hundred and

fifty feet. liound the walls were forty seven boxes for refresh-

ments, with doors at the back leading to the gardens ; tliey were

lit by Ijcll lamps, and divided from each other by i)iers covered with

looking-glass. Twenty-three chandeliers hung from the ceiling. An
arcade and gallery projected from the lowest story of the building

outside
;
the entrances were by four Doric porticoes. AYhen the attrac-

tion of Concerts failed, masi|uerades were substituted ; but patronage

diminished, and in ISOo it was taken down. The new road from Sloane

Street to the Suspension Bridge passes over a part of the grounds. In

the immediate neighbourhood was the " Old Chelsea" porcelain woiks,
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concerning wliich very little is known, but which produced efforts of art

that may vie with the best issues of Dresden and Sevres,

The whole of the district hence to Westminster, and from the river

inland to Pimlico was formerly a most lonely and dangerous locality,

and so continued until the commencement of the present century. The

Five Fields and Tothill Fields, which comprehended nearly the whole

space, were dcsjrt spots, crossed here and there with footpaths and raised

causeways, flanked by ditches, which divided a few wretched gardens,

containing some hal.'-dozen ruined sheds scattered over the ground,

inhabited by the very worst classes of the London community, and

where it was not safe for strangers to travel. Hollar has preserved its

features in his '"'view of the pest-houses" in Totliill Fields, in 1G()0;

London is seen in the distance, as if on the confines of a desert. These

pest-houses were set apart in this dismal and secluded locality for the

cure of such unfortunates as were afflicted ; and the churchwardens'

accounts furnish us with notes of monies paid for their support. Now
this spot is thickly covered with houses, streets, and squares; and aris-

tocratic Belgravia occupies the once worthless marsh-land of old Chelsea.

The opposite bank of the river was sacred to the market-gardener

until a very recent period. The first great change was effected by the

fSouth-Western Railway, which fixed its opening station originally at

Nine Elms, where an extensive "goods station" still remains. Between

this spot and Vauxhall Bridge, thirty years ago, was a place of general

recreation, known as Cumberland Gardens : it consisted of an open space

toward the Thames, laid out in grass-plats, and surrounded by open

boxes and tables for refreshments, after the style of old-fashioned

suburban tea-gardens. The ground is now occupied by a distillei'y.

The bridge which crosses the Thames at Vauxhall is of cast iron, and

was begun by Ronnie, and finished by Walker. It was opened for traffic

in 181 n. The trees seen above the houses at the foot of the Surrey

side of the bridge are those of Vauxhall (^Jardens, which have been of

late years only opened at long intervals : they were once the glory of

English pleasure -gardens, frequented by the highest in the land, from

the gay days of Charles II. to those of " the Regency ;" and were
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celebrated in musical history for talent of the highest kind here intro-

duced to the public . In the old orchestra, whose towering summit

may be seen from the Thames, the greatest musical celebrities have

sung. Handel, Dr. Arno, and Hook superintended its concerts, and

Hogarth decorated its walls with paintings. It obtained its name from a

very old mansion which once stood near it.* This old manor-house of

Fawkes Hall, as it existed in the reign of Charles I., is shown in our

engraving ; at that time it was described as a " fair dwelling-house.

strongly built, of three stories high, and a pier staircase breaking out

from it, nineteen feet srpiare." This staircase occupied one of tlie towers,

in accordance with the ancient plan, and the house ^^•as a curious speci-

men of the old timber houses of the gentry in the sixteenth century.

It appears to have obtained its name from Foukes de Crent, who married

* It has supplied a name to similar places abroad, where " Wauxhall " indicates generally a garden

ilhiminated for promenades and singing. Its old title is given by Pepys in his Diary, who descrilies

how he went " by water to Fox Hall, and then walked into Spring Garden." Over the gate of the old

liouse at Vauxhall, erected for his own residence by Jonathan Tyers, the proprietor at the early part

of the last century, the old name, " Spring Garden," may still be seen.
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the heiress of the manor, the Countess of Albemarle, sister to Bakhvin,

Archbishop of Canterbury ; and it was granted, by the name of the

manor of Foukeshall, by Edward II. to his favourite, Hugh le Despencer.

In 1615, the records of the Duchy of Cornwall prove the premises now

known as Vauxhall Gardens to have been the leasehold property of Jane

Vaux, widow of John Vaux, citizen and vintner of London, and a

benefactor to the parish of Lambeth. It has always remained, with the

manor of Kennington, as the property of the Crown, and belongs to the

Prince of \Yales as part of his Duchy of Cornwall.

Evelyn and Pepys note, in their instructive and amusing diaries, many

of their visits to this favourite resort of the Londoners, The reason of

its popularity may be gathered by Pepys's description of his own induce-

ments to go there. He found there in May, 1GG7, "a great deal of

company, and the weather and gardens pleasant : and it is very pleasant

and cheap going thither, for a man may go to spend what he ^\ill or

nothing, all as one. But to hear the nightingale, and the birds, and

here fiddles, and there a harji, and here a Jew's trump, and here

laughing, and there fine people walking, is mighty diverting." Evelyn

styles it, "a pretty contrived plantation." Addison has left us in the

Spectator a good description of the garden in May, 1712, wlu'U it had

lost nothing of its rural beauty. His visit is supposed to be in company

with the immortal Sir Roger de Coverley, as he " had promised to go

with him on the water to Spring Garden in case it proved a good

evening." He details the boat journey from the Temple Stairs, and

continues :
" We were now arrived at Spring Garden, which is exquisitely

pleasant at this time of the year. When I considered the fragrancy of

the walks and bowers, with the choirs of birds that sang upon the trees,

and the loose tribe of people that walked under their .shade, I could not

but look upon the place as a kind of Mahometan paradise. Sir Eoger

told me it put him in mind of a little coppice by his house in the country,

which his chaplain used to call an aviary of nightingales." The night-

ingales disappeared as the suburbs of London increased ; and it is said

that after the gardens came into tlie possession of Jonathan Tyers, and

the birds got thinner, men were hidden among the trees to imitate the

3 G
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note of the popular favourites. Tyers obtained Lis lease in 1730; and

he introduced music, illuminations, and amusements of various kinds
;

occasionally adding to the attractions by emidoying such artists as

Hogarth and Hayman to decorate his saloons with pictures, and Rou-

biliac with statuary.* In 1710, the price of admission was one shilling
;

season tickets at two guineas admitted two persons on each night ;
" no

persons in livery to walk in the gardens."' At this time it was usual to

go in boats from London; but in 17o0, on the opening of ^Yestminster

Bridge, Mr. Tyers purchased and pulled down a number of old houses

opposite Lambeth Church, which gave an opportunity for making a

coach road to the gardens, and " on the tirst night of the entertainments

beginning, so great was the novelty of visiting that delightful s})ot in a

carriage, that the coaches reached from the gardens to beyond Lambeth

* The famous statue of Handel, the work which first brought this great sculptor into public notice.

was executed for the Gardens, After passing through many hands, it was purchased about five years

ago by the Sacred Harmonic Society, and is now in their rooms at Exeter Hall.
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Church, which is near a mile." * Tyers died in 17G7, and was so much

attached to the gai'dens that he caused himself to be carried round them

l)ut a few hours before his death ; after which event they were conducted

by his sons till 178o. In fact, no public place of amusement has such

abundant "' memories" associated with its career as Vauxhall, and none arc

of such ancient standing, connecting the era of Charles II. with our own.

Dropping quietly down the stream, we often encounter the Lui-'F-r.AiuiE.

It is a smaller class of barge than the square barge of the Thames,

being sharp forward, and altogether more like an ordinary vessel. Per-

haps this accounts for the name of clipper-barge, which it sometimes

receives. Luff-barges are rigged with a sprit and foresail, without a

mizen, and generally carry goods where larger vessels are unable to go :

their trade is mostly confined to London and the upper part of the river.

On the jMiddlesex bank of the river, at a short distance from the

bridge, we may note one of those steam-boat }iier.s which have been such

cons})icuous objects in our journey from Wandsworth to London, and

which the traffic in cheap boats has rendered necessary for the thousands

of passengers who have again taken '•'the silent highway of the Thames"

for their road. . Twenty years ago this enormous traffic did nut exist,

and in the early part of the last century, fishermen threw their nets in

the river here, not without hope of a salmon. Now, the water is in a

constant state of turmoil and mud, rendering the necessity for occasional

visits, at different spots, of the BALLAsx-DnEDGKiif—a heavy-looking but

picturesque boat, that clears the stream by a rotary series of iron

* Nichoirs "History of Lambeth."

t Curious tilings are occasionally " ti -lied up " from the Tliames by these innchi

Eihvaril I. for the port of Londiin was found in 1810, and has been enyraved iu " II

Book,'' vol. ii. We engrave two bronze swords found in the Thames, near Vauxhal

primitive weapons of the ancient Uritoiis; and, as others i.r.risol;

nients, they were probably brought by ancient traders in excliangc

nihir ai

nritish

es. The Sea! <>f

me'.s Evcry-Day

found in Roman settle-
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buckets, which dig into the soil, fill themselves, and, passing up an

incline, empty into a hoat beside them the deposit of gravel and mud.

The ]MiLi,BANK Prisox, once termed the Penitentiary, which is seen

in the background of our view of the pier, is the only great prison on

the Thames bank. Its ground-plan is very peculiar, and in all ma})s of

London looks like an ornamental star : a series of wings radiate from

a centre, where the governor's house is placed, which thus commands

the whole establishment. It originated with Jeremy Bentham, and is

chiefly used for hardened offenders, or criminals condemned to trans-

portation or the hulks. The site was purchased of the jMarrpiis of

Salisbury for jei2,()00, in 170'.». The soil is a deep peat, and the foun-

dations had to be laid on a solid concrete. It lies low, and is unhealthy.

The only entrance is at the Thames front, where a commodious esplanade

is formed, and there is a stone landing-place with stairs. It is calculated

that from 4000 to oJOO prisoners pass through it yearly. It contains

more than loOO cells, and was constructed at a cost of nearly half a
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million of money. It is now in much disfavour, owing to its situation,

and is greatly dreaded by offenders : it may be said to be the most

terrible of London prisons. The steamboat pier is one of a series

erected on the Thames banks, between Wandsworth and Greenwich, for

the use of the boats plying "above bridge" or "below,"

—

"the" bridge

being London Bridge, once the only one which spanned the river.

These piers float between solid frameworks of timber, which break the

force of the tide, and support lamps. The landing-stage is commodious,

with open seats for voyagers, protected by an awning, A flight of steps

leads from the centre to the shore ; and the whole is constructed to

adapt itself to the rise and fall of the river at the ebb and flow of the

tide.

Lambeth is on the opposite bank, and consists, as we see it from the

river, of boat-builders' houses, lightermen's sheds, gas-works, manufac-

turers of cement and glue, potteries for stoneware,"" drain-pipes, ttc,

and whitening-makers, whose wooden-framed open warehouses, with

their thousands of " pennorths " drying in the air for the use of the

London housemaids, are conspicuous objects in the uninviting scene.

* " The Vauxhall Pottery, esfablislicd two CLMituries since liy tn-o Dutclinien, for tlie manufacture of

old Delft ware, is probably the origin of all our modern inyAcrla."—Curiosities of London. By J.

Timbs, F.S.A.
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Lamdeth Palace and Cnrncii now come in view; they are among

the most interesting okl buildings on the banlvs of tlie river. The church

was rebuilt in 1852, and is a beautiful example of modern restoration.

Before that time it was in a most neglected and unsightly state,—now it

LAMBETH PALACE.

is a model of neatness, and the memorial windows are very beautiful :*

one is dedicated to the late Archbishop Ilowley, whose benevolent

career was especially deserving this recognition.

Close beside it is the old brick gate -house of the palace, for more than

six centuries the residence of the Archbishops of Canterbury. It was

built by Archbishop INIorton at the close of the fifteenth century. It

consists of two square towers connected by an embattled recessed

centre ; the whole built of red brick, with stone quoins, the bricks

* In the churchyanl, wliicli is .also beautifully kept, is the tomb of John Tratlescant, who, at

his house in the fields beyonil, formed the first important museum in this country, in tlie reign of

Charles 11. It passed, at his death, to Elias Ashmole (who is also buried here), and now forms pait of

the Abhmolean Museum at Oxford.
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ari-anged in an ornamental manner by the introduction of coloured

glaze, forming a large chequered pattern over the surface, a fashion

first introduced in the reign of Henry VIT., when these towers were

erected. There is a spacious arched gateway and postern in the

central recess.
'"• In these towers is the Record Room, filled with

ancient archives connected with the See of Canterbury. Tliere is

also a small prison here, walled with stone, and fitted with three

strong rings of iron for the security of prisoners, one of whom—
Richard Grafton— has recorded his name upon the walls. On the

water-side, the gate -house is connected by a long brick wall with

the Lollards' Tower. Above this wall may be seen the noble old hall

(now converted into a library) built by Arclibishop Juxon in the

reign of Charles II. It is constructed of dark red brick, dressed with

stone, and having a series of bold buttresses. The lantern which sur-

mounts the centre of the roof is crowned by a vane, upon which is

exhibited the arms of the See of Canterbury, impaled with those of

Archbishop Juxon, and crowned with the mitre of the See. This noble

hall has been injured in its effect by its conversion into a library, the

bookcases crowding the walls, and projecting too far forward. It was

first adapted to this use in 183i). The libi-ary contains many valuable

manuscripts and early printed books. It is 'J3 feet in length, and oO

feet in height. The Lollards' Tower is faced with stone towards the

river, and still bears on that side the arms of Archbishop Cliichely, by

whom it was built in l-too ; beneath them is an ornamented niche, where

a figure of St. Thomas-u-Becket was once placed. The prison is in the

small adjoining tower, only to be entered by a steep staircase leading

from the larger one. It is seen to the extreme left of our view,— a

narrow irregularly shaped room, fastened by an oaken door, formed of

three layers of wood strongly riveted, and studded with great nails, the

door case being of arched stone. The room is about eight feet in

* " At Hiis gate tlie dole immemorially given to the poor by the Archbishop of Canterbury is con-

stantly distributed. It consists of fifteen quartern loaves, nine stone of beef, and five shillings' worth

of halfpence, divided into three equal portions, and distributed every Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday

among thirty poor parishioners of Lambeth, the beef being made into broth and served in pitchers."—

Times' Ctn'lositics of London.
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height, nearly fifteen in length, and eleven feet wide ; lighted hy two

dcepl3'-recessed narrow windows. Tlic walls and ceiling are thickly

covered with wood.* A few names and inscriptions have heen cnt in

this wood hy unhappy prisoners once confined here. The rings which

chained them still remain. These lonely walls speak loiidly of the

nature of the good old times, when "dissent" led quickly to " death.""}"

We cannot here dwell on the interesting associations this venerahle

palace conjures up in the mind, nor attempt to record the varied im-

pressions that arise from a visit within its ancient walls. For the artist

it ahonnds with antirpie " hits :" one of its most picturesque rooms, the

" Guard CHAiinEi;," we engrave. It is mentioned hy that name as early

as 1424, and in it Archhishop Laud held his state on the day of his

» A modern autlior has imagined lliat tliis was for the "comfort" of the prisoners ; such an idea did

not exist in tlie old times. It was intended to deaden all sound of the voice, either in talking or

under the influence of torture, and is upon " the approved midel " of the horrible dung-eons of Germany
and Italy, which were similarly constructed.

t Though popularly known as "The Lollards'" Tower, it cannot lie proved with certainty that

Wicklitfe's followers were imprisoned here ; but the great Reformer was examined in the old chap,.'! of

this palace, and it is more than probable that some of his sect were here confined. The inscriptions

above-named seem to belong to the era of Henry VIII.
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consecration. The roof is singularly elegant, with oaken ribs richly

carved ; it was admirably restored in lSo'2, having been previously

hidden by a flat ceiling of plaster. The palace was restored throughout

by Archbishop Howley between the years 1828 and 18-i8. This munifi-

cent prelate devoted a large sum to this necessary work of renovation

and improvement ; he rebuilt the whole of the residential portion in the

Tudor style of architecture, at a cost of upwards of £G0,000. The

garden still preserves a park-like appearance, bounded by large trees.

The gardens and grounds cover eighteen acres ; but they are now sur-

rounded by houses and factories that deface their beauty and destroy

their salubrity.

From Lambeth to the opposite bank is one of the oldest ferries on the

river, leading to " the Horseferry Uoad," which obtains that name from

this ancient river-wav. Successions of coal and corn wharves now
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line the banks^' until we reacli the Houses of Parliament. This mag-

nificent pile starts up like a glorious giant from the hovels near it. Its

history is too well known to require lengthened notice here. Designed

and erected by Sir Charles Barry, the buildings cover nearly eight acres

* When Yauxhall Bridge is passed, the tcri-ibly dirty state of the Thames becomes apparo:it; the

picture that follows is scarcely overdrawn :—
" The enormous traffic of London, its increased dirt, and even its increased and statutory habits of

cleanliness, its sewage, coal-smoke and coal-gas, tiers of barges, and steamboat piers, have done their

work; but not so the Corporation of London, ancient conservators of the status quo of a river, noble in

spite of its debasement ; not so the Crown, or, worse than all, the population of London, and we may
say, the nation itself. The lunging surf of the river steamers stirs from its oozy bed, in the rear of

some friendly obstruction, the sleepy sediment of the tainted Thames. A ceaseless passage of steam-

craft ploughs through the sludgy compromise between the animal, the vegetable, and the mineral

kingdoms. Feeble rays from a clouded sun glimmer through the murky atmosphere, and play with tar-

nished glister over the dingy flood. Fishes, wiser in their generation than ourselves, have forsaken in

di>:gust a medium which in these latitudes has long since ceased to be a definite element
;
poisoned

by impurities to which their simple natures are utterly averse, and scared by circumstances over

which they feel they hare no earthly control. Odours that speak aloud stalk over the face of

the so-called 'waters.' The Avernus of the Fleet Ditch finds articulate echo in the Cocytus of the

groat Effra Sewer; and as we watch the tiny drainlet that dribbles down the shore at dead low-

water, we see how it is that 'every little helps' to corrupt the stream below, and adds a fiercer zest

to that satanic Julienne whose reck is for ever rising on the wings of Azrael, and foreshadows the

terrors of a now and a warmer world I"

—

T/ie Oarsman's Guide.
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of ground. The river front is 'JiO feet in length ;
and there are more

tlian o<J0 apartments in the entire pile, exclusive of official residences,

state apartments, and the '•' Houses " of the senate of England. The

eastern or river front has a noLle terrace 7(J0 feet in length, and 33 feci

in width, lighted at night by a series of lamps on the parapet. It com-

municates with the retiring rooms used Ly the members of rarliament,

and is an agreeable promenade in summer evenings. The entire face of

the building is richly decorated with heraldic sculpture, displaying the

coat-armour of the English sovereigns from the earliest period, with

i\ 1
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THE STAR-CIIAJIISEI

badges and inscriptions. At each end ol tlic terrace are projecting

wings, with high towers, surmounted by gilded pinnacles and elaborate

sculptured ornament, being the most picturesque features of the entire

design. The vast Victoria Tower, seen to the left of our view, which

forms the royal entrance from New Palace Yard, is 310 feet m height,

and SO feet square. The clock-tower, at the other extremity of the

building, is an imposing erection, second only to this gigantic tower,

but more highly enriched by ornament and gilding. The bell within

it weiirhs eisht tons, and the clock-face is twice the size of that at
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St. Paul's. Before the great fire of October 14. 1834, the river-frontage

exhibited a strange mixture of old brick and stone buildings, with the

stone front of tlic ancient " Chajiel of St. Steplien " in the midst. The

Sjieaker's house and garden were here ; and close to the bridge was the

old ''Star Chamber," rendered memorable by the state prosecutions of

Charles I. From this official department issued the numerous levies,

forced loans, and royal prosecutions which led to the great civil wars.

The building was taken down in iSofi. (3nr engraving is copied from a

OLD WESTmNSTrT, IIAI

drawing made before its demolition. It received its name from the stars

painted on its ornamental ceiling.

The old Hall of ^Vestnlinster now forms the vestibule to the lluuscs of

Lords and Commons, and the Law Courts. This noble building was

added to the old Royal Palace of the English Icings, which once stood on

this spot, by ^yilliam Paifus, and was enlarged, altered, and adapted to

its present form at the close of the fourteenth century, by Richard II.

Tlie roof, formed of Irish oak, and richlv carved, is one of the most
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remarkable pieces of ancient carpentry at present existing. During the

progress of reparations madie in 183o, portions of the older Norman

details of the building were discovered. The north porch, seen in our

view, is believed to have been erected under the superintendence of

William of Wykeham ; we now, however, only look upon his design, for

the entire front, having greatly decayed, was renovated in 1822. It was

happily uninjured by the great fire which destroyed the surrounding

buildings. Our engraving exhibits this front and the Law Courts as

they were seen at the commencement of the jn-esent century, and is

copied from a painting lent to us by the excellent Lord Chief Baron.

The buildings to the left were the first removed, together with the Star

Chamber. At that time the Law Courts retained (at the angle nearest

the Abbey) some of the brickwork of the sixteenth century.

\Yestminster Bridge, the work of Labelye, a Swiss, was the second

erected over the Thames, London having but one bridge until the year

1750, when this was opened. It was built on caissons, and the founda-

tions are bad ; the stone is also decayed, and the bridge is now ruinous.

At the present time workmen are employed night and day on the con-

struction of a new bridge of iron, with stone piers, which is being exe-

cuted by the admirable engineer, Mr. Page, who erected that at Chelsea.

Wordsworth's fine sonnet, " composed on Westminster Bridge, Sep-

tember 3, 1803," should not be omitted here. It is a noble picture of

London at early morning :—

" Earth liatli nut anytliiiig to show more fair
;

Dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty I

This city now doth like a garment wear

The beauty of the morning ; silent, bare,

Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and temi>les lie

Open unto the fields and to the sky,

All briglit and glittering in the smokeless air.

Never did sun more beautifully steep

In his tirst splendour, valley, rock, or hill I

Ne'er saw I, never felt, a calm so deeji I

The river glideth at his own sweet w ill

;

Dear God I the very houses seem asleei',

And all that mighty heart is lying still
:

"

Richmond Terrace, and the houses in " the piivy garden," known as
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\Yhiteliall Gardens (in one of wliicli Sir Robert Peel died), occupy the

site, as tliey partly preserve tlie name, of the royal gardens and palace

Avliicli once covered the spot; the latter was destroyed by a fire January,

KVJb, through the carelessness of a Dutch washerwoman, one of

AVilliam III.'s servants. It was an inconvenient series of ohl buildings,

all of it that now remains being Inigo Jones's famous banqueting -hall,

the only portion ever executed of the great architect's grand design for

its entire renovation. Views of the street and river fronts may be seen

in Brayley and Britton's " Londiuiana," vol. ii. ; and these authors say

—

"Had the building been completed according to Inigo Jones's design, it

would have comprised four pavilions of similar character to the present

bani|ucting-house, and we cannot but lament that an edifice conceived

in a style of so much grandeur, and so truly worthy of becoming the

abode of a British sovereign, should from any cause have been suffered

to remain incomplete." The "cause" Avas irresistible,—financial diffi-

culties, and the Great Civil War in England, effectually stopped its

progress. The banqueting-rooni is now converted into a chapel. The

ceiling is decorated with an apotheosis of James I., ])ainted by Paibens

while on a visit to the court of Charles I. in tlie cliaracter of ambas-

sador : he was paid £3000 for his work, and was knighted at Whitehall,

February 21, I'loO. The painting was "repaired" by Kent in the

time of George II., and again by Cipriani at the latter part of the last

century
; Pennant says the latter artist had :i;i'<J0O " for his trouble ;" it

is to be regretted that cither artist was "troubled" on this score, for

their labours have overlaid and obliterated the Avork of the great

Fleming. Pubens' masterly sketch for the central compartment of the

roof is i^reserved in our National Gallery. It was purchased in 1S42

for £200.

The palace of Whitehall, with its gardens and surrounding buildings,

as it appeared in the reign of Charles II., when seen from the Thames,

is given in our engraving, from an ancient drawing in ^'S'ilkinson's

" Londina Illustrata." The statue of James II. docs not appear at the

back of the banqueting -house, thus enabling us to fix the date of the

original sketch. The privy garden to the left of this, now covered with
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aristocratic residences, was then a garden, laid out with parterres and

fountains, reaching from the Thames to Parliament Street. The old

Ilorse-Guards is seen beyond, and the peculiar nature of this hinVs-ci/c

view enables us to see a portion of St. James's Park beyond, and the

canal in its centre edged with trees. At the upper corner of the

extreme left of the view a portion of the old brick building of the

Treasury, and the turrets of the famous gateway, designed by Holbein,

OLD WllITEllAU

may be perceived,— tlioy arc the relics of "York Place," the famed

residence of Cardinal ^^'olsey, and the jialace which belonged to the see

of York by bequest from Bishop Walter Cray, who died 12."io. Wolsey

added greatly to the grandeur of the building, and lived full royally

within its walls. Cavendish, liis gentleman -usher, has preserved a

glowing account of the state, banquetings, and masques which enlivened

it during his palmy days. His household amounted to five hundred

persons, exclusive of retainers, and he selected them from among " the

tallest that he could get in all this realm." Skelton, in his severe satire
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(ni Wolsey, fiiruished a dangerous parallel between the stateliness of the

cardinal and that of the sovereign :

—

" The Kynges Courto

SliouUl have the excollence
;

ISut Hampton Cmiite

Ilath the prc-erayiience,

And York Place

With my Lorde's Grace
;

To whose magnifycei 08

Is all the continence."

Here Wolsey banqueted the king, nobles, and ambassadors, and here the

monarch first riiet Anne Bullen, and afterwards " privily married her in

his closet at AYhitehall." Wulsey's property had ceased therein at tlie

beginning of K'iMO, when the king took all his possessions and changed

the name of the building. Shakspere has immortalized some of the

scenes here enacted, recording this change of masters in the speech of

one of liis characters, who exclaims

—

" Sir, you

Must no mire call it York I'hicc, that is past

;

For since the Cardinal fell, that title 's lost :

'J'is now the king's, and called WhiteluiU."

Along the banks of the Thames, in the olden time, was a series of

noble residences extending from ^^'hitehall to the Tem})le. The first of

these was Suffolk House, which occupied the site of the present

Northumberland House, and was erected on the site of the dissolved

hospital of St. iMary Rouncival, by Henry Howard, Earl of Northam]>ton,

in the reign of James I, He died there in 1G14, and it then became the

property of the Earl of Suffolk, and was called Suftolk House, when it

was sketched by Hollar in the early part of the reign of Charles I. This

sketch is preserved in the Pepysian Library, and is copied in our cut

;

it was a large quadrangular mansion, inclosing a courtyard, its lofty

towers rising proudly on each side. The domestic offices were detached

from the main building, and reached to the water-side ; the space

between, shaded by tall trees, was laid out in walks and gardens. A
gate in the centre and a flight of steps led to the Thames—an essential

convenience, when every nobleman kept his barge and liveried water-

men, and the river was a great highway.
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The daughter of this Duke of Suffolk marrying the Earl of Xorth-

uniberland, the house passed into his possession, and received the name

of Xorthumberland House. ]Many alterations have been made in it, but

it is still the most interesting aristocratic residence in London, retaining

its old garden, separated from the Thames only by the wharves in Scot-

land Yard, above which wave the tree-tops, shutting out all surrounding-

houses from the rpiiet garden, and giving an air of almost pastoral

SlFl'uUC lIULali.

repose to the back of the noble mansiun, whose roof, crowned by the

lion crest of the duke, can be distinguished from the river. It is the

last of the old jialatial residences of the nobility left to grace its banks.

"We next reach Ilungerford Market ••'—with its picturesque suspension-

bridge for foot passengers, comjileted in Islo, under the direction of

Mr. I. K. Brunei—and notice the group of hay-boats, with their bril-

liantly painted hulls, and brightly-coloured sails, unloading at the wharf

* The market takes its name from Sir Edwr

juse on this site, which he converted into a inn

lungerford, wlm, in tlic reign of Charles 11., had a
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beside it. They bring their cargoes of hay often from a long distance,

and may be seen encountering the rongliest weather, A number of

them always come up every tide to Ilungerford Bridge, where their

freight is principally landed.

Continuing our course toward the City from Ilungerford Bridge, let us

briefly describe the olden glories of the Thames l)anks, when the space

between the river and the Strand was occui>ied by the palaces of the

nobility. Close beside the bridge, on the site of the present Buckingham

Street, stood Yokk lluusi;, which we engrave from Hollar's view. It

was anciently the town residence of the bishops of Xorwich, and

obtained its name from the exchange made with the archbishops of

York, who adopted it as their palace in London, until Archbishop

Mathew, in the reign of James I., exchanged it with the Crown for

several manors. It was afterwards granted to the Lord Keeper, Sir

Nicholas Bacon, who died here in 1507. His son, afterwards the famous

Lord Chancellor Bacon, Avas born here in loGO. He was so strongly
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attached to the phace of his birth that when the Duke of Lennox

proposed that he should sell it, or exchange it, he replied,

'• York House is the house where my father died, and where I first

breathed, and there will I breathe my last breath, if it so please God and

the king."-^-' In the reign of Charles I. it became the residence of his

favourite, George Millers, Duke of Buckingham. It was bestowed on

YOKK II'JISE

Fairfax, the parliamentary general, in the Great Civil War
;
and his

daughter, marrying the second Duke of Buckingham, re -conveyed the

property to the descendant of its earlier owner, who resided here after

the Eestoration; but his dissipated habits led to a necessity for its sale.

It was then pulled down, and various streets were built on the site
;

they preserve his worthless name in the titles, " George i^treet, Villiers

Street, Duke Street, Of Alley, and Buckingham Street." The house

• Aubrey has preserved an anecdote of Bacon, which incidentally shows the imrity of the Th.imcs

in his day:—"His Lordship being in Yorke House garden, looking on fishers as they were throwing

their net, asked them what Uiey would take for their draught. They answered, so much. His Lord-

ship would offer them no more but so much. They drew up their net, and in it were only two or three

little fishes. His Lordship tlien told them it had been better for them to have taken his offer. They

replied, they hoped to have had a better draught ; but, said his Lortlship, ' Hope is a good breakfast,

but an ill supper.' "
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was a noLle building, romarkaljle for the sumptuous character of its

internal fittin,L,''s, as well as for the fine antiques the duke had purchased

from Rubens. It \^•as chiefly used by him for state occasions. Bassom-

pierre, during his embassy to England in \(V2C,^ visited it, and describes

it as "extremely fine," and the most richly fitted up of any he ever saw.

The stairs which led to the river were surmounted by Inigo Jones's

celebrated water-gate, still standing at the end of Buckingham Street,

one of the most interesting and beautiful relics of ancient architecture

in the metropolis. The garden joined that of Durham House.

DuRHAJr House, A\hich stood on the site of the present Durham Yard,

and occupied that portion of ground now covered by the Adelphi,-''

possessed very great historic interest, and preserved some antique

features when Hollar drew the sketch (about the year 1G40) from

* The Adeli'hi was built by the brothers Adam, and named from the Greek -word adtX^ot (brothers),

in compliment to them, because of the difficulties they had surmounted in erecting the important

structure on what was bad and unprofitable ground—a muddy deposit from the Thames. It is con-

structed on vast arches, celebrated as the " night residence " of houseless and abandoned persons, the

" Pariahs " of London life. The centre house of the terrace, No. 5, was occupied by Garrick, who died

in it, January 20, 1779, and there " lay in state " previous to his interment at Westminster. His widow

also resided there, dying in the same room as her husband, in 18'J2.
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whicli our engraving is copied. Tiie strong walls of stone, the

pointed arches, and the fortress -like towers, seem to he portions of

the old work of the hishops of Durham, whose town residence was iixed

here as early as the reign of Edward I. Stow says it was built by

Bishop Hatfield in loio. Bishop Tonstal surrendered it to Henry YllL,

who converted it into a royal palace, giving in exchange the building

known as " Cold Harbour," in Thames Street. ])uring a great tourna-

ment given at Westminster by that monarch in loiO, and which con-

tinued for six days, the challengers lodged at Durham House, where,

Stow tells us, " they not only feasted the king, rpieen, ladies, and all

the court, but also they cheared all the knights and burgesses of the

Commons House in the Parliament; and entertained the Mayor of

London, with the aldermen and their wives, at dinner." Edward VI.

granted Durham House to his sister Elizabeth as a temporary residence.

It afterwards became the residence of John Dudley, Earl of Xorthum-

berland ; and here was solemnized, in May, lo5:3, the ill-starred mar-

riage of his fourth son. Lord Guildford Dudley, and the Lady Jane

Grey, eldest daughter of Henry, Duke of Suffolk ; a political alliance

which ultimately brought both to the scaffold. On the death of Edward

VI., the plot for making Lady Jane Queen of England was carried out

in this house ; and here the crown was forced on her which so speedily

became a crown of martyrdom. Mary, on her accc.'^sion to the throne,

returned the mansion to the see of Durham. Elizabeth afterwards gave

the use of the house to the great Sir Walter Kaleigh, but lie was

obliged, after her decease, to restore it to the episcopal see. The man-

sion was not long tenanted by the bishops, but was purchased in VUO

by the Earl of Eembroke. It was pulled down in the early part of the

last century, and the ground covered with houses.

Salisbl-uv House was separated from it only by a small garden, and

was built in the reign of James I. by his treasurer and secretary, Robert

Cecil, Earl of Salisbury. It was a massive rectangular building, with

turrets at the angles, and presented an imposing frontage to the Thames.

After tlie earl's death it was divided into two mansions, and then sub-

divided ; ultimately converted into an Exchange, but having no "success"
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it was purchased Ly builders, and Salisbury and Cecil Streets were

erected on its site.

Close beside Salisbury, stood Woucester, House, wliicli, in tlie reign

of Henry ^"III., belonged to the see of Carlisle, but then passed into

the hands of the earls of Bedford, and from them to the earls of

Worcester, the last of whom died here in lt'i27. His son being created

Duke of Beaufort, it changed its name to Beaufort House ; and the

space of ground it once occupied is still marked by Beaufort Buildings

r OP hc ^^[i

:$^Trrr€
rf iffl'c

in the Strand, creeled after its desa'uction by fire through the careless-

ness of a servant. Pennant informs us that the great Earl of Clarendon

lived in it before he built his celebrated mansion in Piccadilly, paying

for it at the extravagant rate of £.i>00 per year, a sum fully equal to

£1200 at present.

The old palace called the Savoy Avas the next important residence on

the river-bank. It was a furtress-like building close upon the stream,

and without the intervening garden which cliaracterized the others. It

was originally founded by the Earl of Savoy in the reign of Henry III.,

and rebuilt by Henry, Duke of Lancaster. Here was inijU'isoncd Jolin,
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King of France, after he had been captured by Edward the Black Prince

at the battle of Poictiers, in 1356. He ^Yas honoiu-ably and courteously

lodged here, and his imprisonment made as light as possible ; the king

and queen frequently visited him, and "made him great cheer." He

was released in 13G0; but, having returned to England on a visit, he

died ^Yithin the walls of this old palace, which had been assigned to him

as his temporary residence while he remained in London. It afterwards

passed into the possession of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, and during

t.W'"^
',

THE aAvoy.

that time was burnt by the ''rabble rout" who followed Wat Tyler.

It lav in ruin and neglect for a long time after that event. In loOo

it was restored as a hospital by Henry VII., suppressed by Edward VI.,

re-endowed by Queen IMary, and continued as a hosjiital and sanctuary,

'• a nursery of rogues and masterless men throughout that century." It

recovered some degree of respectability at the Pvestoration, and within its

walls the meetings of the commissioners for the revision of the Liturgy

were held in IGCI, known as "the Savoy Conference." It consisted of
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twelve bishops and several Presbyterians. At tins time Fuller, the

author of the "Worthies," was lecturer here; and Charles II. promised

the place of " Master of the Savoy "' to the poet Cowley ; he, however,

ultimately gave it to Dr. Killegrew, ^Yhich occasioned Cowley to write

his poem, " The Complaint." The same sovereign established the

French Church here, first opened in lOGl. Stry])e describes the old

building as "very ruinous" in 1720; but he adds, "in this Savoy, how

ruinous soever it is, are divers good houses : first, the king's printing

-

j)ress for proclamations, iVcts of Parliament, gazettes, and such like

})ublic papers ; next, a prison ; thirdly, a parish church, and three or four

of the churches and places for religious assemblies— viz. for the Frencli,

for Dutch, for High Germans and Lutherans, and lastly for the Pro-

testant Dissenters. Here be also harbours for many refugees and poor

l^eople." The right of sanctuary was so strenuously upheld, that there

is a record of one man who went, in IGliG, to demand a debt from one

who had taken sanctuary there, when the inhabitants rose oi masse,

tarred and feathered him, then carried him in a wheelbarrow to the ]May-

pole in the Strand, and so bound him to it. The modern Londoner can

scarcely believe that these lawless doings were practised in the very heartof

civilization not more than a century and a half ago I The building then

going gradually to decay, was patched up, and chiefly used as a barrack

for soldiers and a prison, it was ultimately destroyed in ISIG, to form

the approaches to AYaterloo Bridge. The chapel, once within the walls,

remains, and is a curious relic, containing many old monuments. It

was built in lon.i), and lias a fine old ceiling, and a beautiful altar-screen,

said to have been designed by Sir Peginald Bray, and recently restored

by Sydney Smirke. The reparations were executed at the expense of

Her Majesty in 184:3. Several noted men are buried here—the poets

Gawin Douglas and George Wither, the African traveller. Lander, and

the historical painter, Hilton.

The Surrey bank of the river between Westminster and Hungerford

Bridges comprises the district known as " Pedlar's Acre," a jiiece of

ground given to the parish of Lambeth, and situated on the verge of

tlie Thames. Pojiular tradition asserts the gift to have been made by a
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pedlar, who owned the hxnd, on condition that himself and his dog

should he commemorated on one of the church windows. We engrave

this far-famed piece of glass -painting, which

is certainly of the time of Elizabeth ;
but

there is no record in the parish accounts to

justify the old tale.*

The Lion Brewery and the great Shot

Tower are the most conspicuous objects

past Hungerford Bridge. The latter is of

cylindrical form, a hundred feet in height.

The shot is formed by pouring molten lead

from the upper part through small perfora-

tions, the drops rounding as they fall to the

bottom in water. The whole of this district

was formerly known as Lambeth Marsli, an unwholesome and unprofit-

able locality, freipiently overflowed in high tides. The buildings on

this bank have all been erected since the opening of Waterloo Bridge

in 1817.

Waterloo Bridge, long celebrated as the finest over the Thames, and

praised by Canova as "the noblest bridge in the world," was constructed

by Eennie, at the expense of a public conipnny. It cost £m)i)(){); the

approaches, &c., making up the sum to nearly a miUion.f Close to the

foot of the bridge, on the City side, is Somerset House: it is a noble

pile, now entirely devoted to government offices. X It was built by

Sir AVilliam Chambers, and is his finest work. The Thames front is

800 feet in length, and is provided with a terrace, supported on arches,

50 feet above the bed of the river, and is the same number of feet in

advance of the main walls. This terrace forms a noble promenade
;

it is

much to be regretted that the public are excluded from what was once

* Some writers believe the glass is a. rebus on th3 nara3 Chapman. " rcdlar's Acre was not callca

by tliat name till the end of the seventeenth century : its old name was Church Hopes.

t Owing to the heavy rate of its tolls, it was for a long time unprofitable to the sliarelioUlers. bo

great was its loneliness, that it was almost unsafe at niglit, and the scene of frequent suicides.

X Except the rooms granted to the Antiquailan, Astronomical, and Gtological Societies.

3 K
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an agreeable airing -place for London, Immediately adjoining Somerset

House is the modern building, King's College.

The old palace of the Protector Somerset, uncle to Edward VI., stood

upon this site, and gave name to the present structure ; it was a pictu-

res(|ue brick and stone edifice, erected for him from the designs of

John of Padua. When the "]»roud Somerset" was beheaded, in loo2,

the house devolved to the crown ; Edward VI. assigned it to his sister,

the Princess (afterwards Queen) Elizabeth
; and James I. settled it on his

queen, who named it Denmark House, in compliment to her native country.

WATERLOO BRIDGE, AND SO.MEHSET liOUSE.

Inigo Jones added new buildings to it, and this is the condition of the

building as exhibited in our view on the op])osite page. The great

architect died within the walls of this building, in lGo2. Here lived

Henrietta Maria, cpieen of Charles L, and here she founded a convent, and

publicly performed the most slavish rites of the Catholic church ; on one

occasion her confessor enjoined as a penance that she should walk fi'om

hence to Tyburn barefooted. Cunningham says, " a few tombs of her

French Roman Catholic attendants are built into the cellars of the present
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Luilding, immediately beneath the great square." Here Oliver Cromwell

" lay in state ;" so also did General Monk. Catherine of Braganza, queen

of Charles II., took up her residence here, at the Restoration. It seems

to have been considered the private property of the Queens Consort of

Endand, and was during the last century chiefly used, as Hampton

Court was used, for lodging the aged or poor retainers of the Court.

In ITTo Buckingham House was given to Queen Charlotte in lieu of it;

and it was soon afterwards pulled down.

Between this place and the Temple there is now nothing of importance

to arrest the attention of the voyager. In the old time the ground was

chiefly occupied by two nolle mansions and their gardens
;
the first

being Arundel House, the home of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel,

whose classic tastes made the mansion celebrated in the days of James

and Charles I., fur the rare collection of marbles and gems of all kinds

he gathered here. He was "the greatest patron of literature and the

fine arts of his own, and we might also add of any other, time. Imgo
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Jones first rose into notice iinder his countenance ; he brought Hollar

from Prague, and estahlished him in London ; Francis Junius and

Oughtred were received into his family ; Cotton, Spclman, Camden, and

Selden were among his intimate friends. It is only to be regretted that

at his death the splendid collections he had amassed should luive

been so much dis])ersed as the state of the times, and perhai)s more

])articularly the limited, if not distressed circumstances of the counte.-s,

his widow, occasioned. The marbles, embracing the ancient inscriptions.

?S

VIEW FROM AKl'MLL

and among them that invaluable monument ot Grecian history, the

Parian Chronicle, were presented to the University of Oxford, in lOTT,

by his grandson, Henry Howard, Earl of Arundel and Surrey, and

afterwards Duke of Norfolk." "••' They arc now kei)t in the c^uadrangle

of the Oxford I)ivin!ty School. It was at the instigation of Evelyn that

the marbles were sent there, and the library to the then recently founded

Pioyal Society, in which he also took a warm interest. Evelyn describes

his visit to Arundel House in 1GG7, and says of the marbles :
" ^A'hen I

saw these precious nionuments miserably neglected, and scattered up

and down about the garden, and other parts of Arundel House, and how

Tarker's " Handbock to Oxford."
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exceedingly the corrosive air of London impaired tliem, I procured him

to bestow them on the University of Oxford, This he was pleased to

o-rant me, and now gave me the key of the gallery, with leave to mark

all those stones, nrns, altars, &c., and whatever I found had inscriptions

on them that were not statues." The donor died IGT?, and in the

following year the old mansion was pulled down, and Arundel Street,

Surrey Street, Howard Street, and Norfolk Street, were erected on its site.

While Hollar resided in Arundel House, he made the curious en-

gravings which are so well known to London topographers, preserving

11^

as they do the peculiar features of the assemblage ot old buildings of

which the mansion then consisted.* The curious view of London from

tlie roof of this house we cujiy from Hullar's careful etching. It is of

peculiar interest, and was executed al»out HUG, Looking toward the

city, the large building in front is Essex House, and over it we see old

St. Paul's Cathedral, after the spire had been destroyed by lightning.

The view of the group of houses and churches beyond is bounded by

the Tower and old London Brid^-e, with its numerous arches and houses

* It was originally the town residence of the bishops of Bath, ami passed from them, in the reign of

Edward VI., to Lord Tliomas Seymour, brother of the powerful Protector, Somerset. After the execu-

tion of Seymour, the propsrty was purchased by Henry Fitz-Alan, Earl of Arundel.
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tliereon. It is a faithful and curious picture of " the princely city

"

before the Great Fire.

Essex House, adjoining, obtained its name from Queen Elizabeth's

unfortunate favourite ; and from it he made his unsuccessful attempt to

excite a revolt in the city, which led him to the scaffold. It has been

well described by Pepys, as "a largo, yet ugly house;" but it was con-

tinuously inhabited by a series of noble residents until the close of the

seventeenth century, soon after which period it was taken down. It

stood on the site of the present Essex Street.

"SA'e now arrive at the Temple Stairs, and admire the group of trees

which still surround the little fountain that inspired the muse of L.E.L.

;

whose tastes were essentially those of a lover of London and its associa-

tions. As her graceful little poem is but slightly known, and few

London scenes have inspired poets with a theme, we reproduce it here

;

it is one of i\Iiss Landon's latest works :

—

"THE TEMPLE GARDEN.

" The fountain's low singing is lieard in tlie wind,

Like a melody bringing sweet fancies to mind ;

Away in the distance is heard the far sound

From the streets of the city, that compass it round,

LiKe the echo of mountains, or ocean's deep call

:

Yet Uiat fountain's low singing is heard over all.

" The turf and the terrace slope down to the tide

Of the Thames, that sweeps onward, a world at its side;

And dark the horizon, with mast and with sail

Of tlie thousand tall ships tliat have weather'd the gale;

Wliile beyond the arched bridge the old Abbey appears,

Wlierc England has garner'd—the glories of years.

" Tliere are lights in the casements,—how weary the ray

That asks for the night-time the toils of the day I
—

I fancy I see the brow bent o'er the page.

Whose youth bears the paleness and wrinkles of age:

AVliat struggles, what hopes, what despair may have lieen,

Where sweep those dark branches of shadowy green '.

"

Close to it is the noble old hall, remarkable as the only building re-

maining in which a play of Shakspere's was acted by his contem-

poraries,^'' as part of their Christmas revels. The fine old garden on

* It is recorded in the Diary of John Manningham, a student here, as follows :—" Feb. 2, 1601. At

our feast we had a play called ' Twelfth Night ; or, Wliat you Will.'
"
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the river's bank has been a garden from the days when the chiefs of

the White and Red Rose factions pinched their flowers here as badges

for their adherents—a scene so vividly rendered in l^hahspere's

" Henry VI." The present gardener has restored the glories of the old

garden, as well as such glories can be restored to a place in " populous

city pent." The show of summer flowers is generafly good, but that of

chrysanthemums at the close of each year attract and gratify thou-

sands—the beds being masses of variegated flowers. The picturesque

group, called " New Paper Buildings," of red brick and stone, forming

so striking a feature at the eastern side, was erected by Sidney Smirke,

A.R.A., in 184:8. The memories that are associated with this spot, the

early home of the Knights Templars of London, the solemn old church,

where their effigies still lie, and where such men as Selden and Oliver

Goldsmith repose, demand a volume for their due description. Between

the Temple and Blackfriars Bridge, was the old lawless district known

as " Alsatia," celebrated by Scott in his '• Fortunes of Nigel;" he there

gives a vivid and true picture of the loose characters by whom it was

inhabited. Its proper name was " Whitefriars," from the church of the

Carmelites, originally founded in the thirteenth century, which, with the

monastic establishment, were destroyed at the Reformation
;

but the

privileges of sanctuary continued until it became a nest of ruffians,

fraudulent debtors, and the worst members of society, who crowded into

the narrow lanes, where the law had no power. It ultimately became

so dangerous a nuisance that its privileges were abolished, and the

district is now principally occupied by factories and gas-works.

The Southwark side of the river, originally low marsh land, is now

thickly covered with houses; the river-bank presenting a continued

series of wharves, where may be constantly seen groups of barges, such

as are depicted in our cut. They have discharged their cargoes, and are

waiting for high water, to be "off" with the next ebb. The principal

vessel in the cut is one of the old-fashioned, square bowed, flat-bottomed

barges, having a large hatchway in the centre for the cargo, with the

small bunk, or cabin, for the crew. She also carries ingenious weather-

boards, to prevent the great amount of lee -way a vessel without a keel
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would make, Lcatiiig in a fresh breeze. The sails consist of a sprit,

foresail, and niizen, and her mast lowers down hy the forestay -when

the vessel is passing under bridges. The crew consists of a captain and

three or four men.

On the Surrey side of the river, and exactly opposite Somerset House,

was a celebrated old place of amusement, known as Cuper's Gardens. It

was formed by a gardener of that name, who had been servant to the

Earls of Arundel, and was laid out in shady walks, arbours, and flower-

beds, the whole being decorated with such antique fragments as the earl

was willing to spare him : some few of these were afterwards found in the

Thames, and excited much curiosity. This garden was opened in 1G78,

and Aubrey, in his account of Surrey, says, " the conveniency of its

arbours, walks, and several remains of Greek and Roman antiquities,

have made this place much frequented." Early in the following century,

an attempt was made here to rival Vauxhall, by the erection of an
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orchestra, and the exhibition of fireworks. The gardens iiltimately

obtained a bad repute, and were closed in lTo3.

Blackfriars Bridge, the third bridge built in London, was erected by

Robert Mylne, and opened for general traffic in IKrJ. The bridge and

npproaches cost the city £27o,00i). It has been since repaired at a cost

of £74,(J<A). Close beside the bridge (on the west of the London end)

is a large arched sewer, which is all that now represents the old river

Fleet, thus converted into an immense drain ;
but in the olden time it

*^

W^ 'JF-

was a stream wide enough to allow barges to go inland as far as IIol-

born, and spanned by a bridge near the Thames, " after the manner of

the Rialto, at Venice." There is preserved in the library at Ciuildhall

a curious painting, executed in the early part of the last century (attri-

buted to Ganaletti, but most probably by IL.garth's friend, Scott), which

preserves a view of the " River Wells," as it was anciently called, but

which had obtained an unsavoury reputation at that time, not a little

aided by the severe lines of Pope, who summoned the heroes of his

" Dunciad"

—

" Where Fleet ditcli, with disemboguing streams,

Rolls the large tribute of dead dngs to Thames."

3 L
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This little river, in its days of purity, obtained its name from the

Jhetiicss -with Avhich its waters ran toward the Thames. The stream

comprised the waters of certain '•'wells," or springs, to the northward of

tlie city, and obtained a large accession about Clerkenwell ; thence they

continued down Turnmill Street, a name very simple in its etymology,

and derived from the mills on the baid^s of tlie rivulet, which widened

at Holborn (literally "old bourne," or " old broolc"), where a bridge was

erected ; another was opjiosite Fleet Street ; and a third nearer Lridc-

well, which is that represented in our engraving.

,,.^ «t

The Fleet river became a nuisance in the days of Elizabeth, when it

was little better than an open drain. Occasional attempts were made to

improve it, particularly after the Great Fire, when it was railed off, and

wharves constructed, so that vessels might come again up to Holborn, and

unload their cargoes. This good intention failed from want of patron-

age ; the wharves became ruinous, the trades carried on in them still more

objectionable, and the nuisance increased till 1765, when the stream was
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arclieJ over, and Fleet Market, a lane of shops and slieds, erected over

it. In 1829 the market was removed. The '' river " still runs down

Farringdon Street, invisible in its course.

The number of church steeples that now appear above the city

wliarves, compared with the few seen farther west, recalls to memory

the remark of Sir Roger de Coverley, who argued therefrom on the

morality of the two districts. Grandly above all rises St. Paul's

Cathedral, the noble work of Sir Ghristo})her Wren, to whose genius we

are also indebted for the greater number of the churches whose steeples

are so conspicuous. Unfortunately we do not look upon the great

metropolitan cathedral as Wren designed it. His first plan did not in-

clude the long aisle and side chapels now a part of it, and which are more

fitted for the Romish ritual than our own. Wren bad determined to

omit them, and so construct the only great Protestant Cathedral ; but the

Duke of York, afterwards James IT., obliged him to alter the design.
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which caused the great architect many bitter tears. Thus, to gratify the

wish of one who sat upon our throne but two short years, and was then

banished for ever, we lost a magnificent idea, peculiarly fitted for us

of England. Wren's original design we here engrave. The dome is

much more graceful than that we now see completed ; the architect

made his entire design converge to that grand centre. The wooden

model is still in the possession of the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's;

OLD '^T PALLS CATHEIIAI

and such are the grandeur and beauty of its arrangements, within and

without, that all who study it must dee]ily regret to find that ^^'ren's

ideas have been so unfortunately rendered inoperative.

The older cathedral, " the great glory " of ancient London, avc also

liicture from Hollar's careful view. It shows the steeple entire, before

its destruction by lightning in loiil ; it was never afterwards restored.

In the davs of James I. its great state of decay obliged some
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measures to be adopted to preserve tlie building. It was patched up in

a slovenly manner, and so remained till Charles I. set a vigorous example

of restoration, and built the famous portico from the design of Inigo

Jones. The royal example was followed by the noble and wealthy, and

in KJ-iij the renovation was completed at a cost of one hundred thousand

pounds. Desecration damaged it in the civil war, and the good work

had to be done over again at the Picstoration ; but it went on slowlv,

and the Great Fire completely destroyed the ancient edifice.

Wren furnished a noble plan for the restoration of London after this

event. His mode of operation is detailed by his son in his "Paren-

talia." He says, that after his appointment as surveyor-general and

principal architect for rebuilding tlie city, he immediately "took an

exact survey of the whole area and confines of the burning, having

traced over with great trouble and hazard the great ]>lain of ashes and

ruins ; and designed a plan or model of a new city, in which the

deformity and inconveniences of the old town were remedied, by the

enlarging the streets and lanes, and carrying them as near parallel to

one another as might be ; avoiding, if compatible with greater conve-

niences, all acute angles ; by seating all the parochial churches con-

spicuous and insular ; by forming the most public places into large

piazzas, the centre of six or eight ways; by uniting the halls of the

twelve chief companies into one regular square annexed to Guildhall;

by making a quay on the whole bank of the river from Blackfriars to

the Tower." In his clear-sighted plans and useful improvements he

designed " the streets to be of three magnitudes; the three principal

leading straight through the city, and one or two cross streets to be at

least ninety feet wide ; others sixty feet ; and lanes about thirty feet,

excluding all narrow dark alleys without thoroughfares or courts." An
examination of his plan (engraved in page -iiiij) will make these improve-

ments apparent, and show how much London has lost by not adopting

\A'ren's views. They were opposed by the vested interests of the

citizens, which then, as now, too frequently dei)recated changes that were

evident advantages. They had insurmountable prejudices in favour of

rebuilding in old localities and in old styles, and hence the architect lost
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his plan will show liow well lie liad laid out main streets, and studied

the proper position of public buildings, with an eye as well to utility as

to architectural effect. A shows the position of St. Paul's, which would

have been the first grand object that claimed attention when the western

side of the city was entered. At B is Doctors' Commons, in clo.-e and

proper proximity. The letter C refers to the piazzas with which AYren

intended to ornament London where the principal streets met. At D

we have the principal buildings sacred to trade and commerce ;
E is the

Post office; F, the Excise office; G, Insurance office; II, the :Mint;

while at I are the Goldsmiths' shops. K shows the position of Guild-

hall ; L that of the Custom House. At M are the public markets

;

N, the strand entrance to the city ; is Smithfield ; P, the Temple
;

Q, a quay along the entire bank of the Thames ; R is the debouchcmcnt

of the Fleet river at Bridewell ; S, Qucenhithe ;
T, Dowgate

;
U, London

Bridge ; and V, Billingsgate. W shows the position of the Tower

;

X, that of Moorfields ; and Y, the circuit of the City ^Yalls. The

small black blocks, which are isolated, represent churches which he had

intended to place in prominent positions in the main thoroughfares, but

alxA-ays free of the houses. It is only necessary further to remark, that

that portion of our plan which is covered by lines of tint represents that

part of London which was destroyed by the Great Fire.

The river-banks at " Paul's ^Yharf" are now lined with tall ware-

houses, where once stood Bayxard's Castle, an antique editice, so

called from a follower of \YilHam of Normandy, its original occupant.

It was a strong but gloomy pile, the occasional residence of many

remarkable people, and the scene of some few historic events, one of

which is immortalized by Shakspere, in his " Richard III.," and in which

he has closely followed the narrative of Sir Thomas I\Iore. The Duke

of Gloucester was residing at that time in Baynard's Castle, and here

his creature, the Duke of Buckingham, induced the citizens to visit him

and offer him the crown. On many occasions of formality it was used

as a royal palace, until the reign of Queen Elizabeth ;
and was ultimately

destroyed in the Great Fire of London. It still gives its name to

the ^Yard in which it stood. The City of London is divided into
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twentjT'-six "SYarcls, cacli governed hy nu alderman and one or more

deputies; the mayor is eliosen from the aldermen ; ho must lie a member

of one of the twelve groat livery companies of morcliantmon or traders
;

and if he be not a member of any of these companies, he is chosen into

one of them. Until recently he had the uncontrolled conservancy of

the river Thames and the waters of the IMedwav, from London Bridge

;i.d CASTLi:.

to Eoehester down the river, and from Tjondon Bridge to Staines up the

river. He held Courts of Conservancy whenever he saw a necessity for

them, and had tlie power of summoning juries in Kent and Middlesex,

whose business it \'\ as to go on the river in boats to view the state of it,

make their presentments, and furnish their report to his lordship. On

some occasions these courts were held in the state barge, which was

brought to that spot in the river witli which the inquiry was connected,

for the convenience of witnesses attending from the neighbouring villages.

The Lord INIayor's and Companies' barges are the last relics of the old

water-pageantry of London. In the olden time each noble who resided

on the banks of the river kept his state barge, and had watermen, dressed

in the livery of the family, bearing its badge on their sleeve. On the

9tli of November it is the custom of the IMayor and citizens to go, in
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their gaily gilt and decorated barges (generally from Blackfriars Bridge),

to the Court of Exchequer, in Westminster, and take the necessary

oaths. The effect on the Thames is singularly picturesfiuo.

TUE LOUD MAYOU rf BARGE.

A short distance onward, and we arrive at the old haven, known as

QaEENiiiTiiE.* It retains more of the characteristic features of the

Thames bank during the last century than are to be seen in any other

])art of London. The old wooden wharves, the boats in the little dock,

the high steps leading from the water, and the picturesque tree over-

shadowing them, seem to belong to the days of Anne, when the traftic

in boats on the river was considerable, and the rich citizen and his wife

would " take water " here for Vauxhall or Ranelagh. It probably

obtains its name from the gift of it by King John to his mother,

Eleanor, queen of Henry II. ; but it was known in Saxon times as

' Edrid's llithe," and has been a common quay for nearly nine hundred

years.

Immediately after passing the Hithe, we reach Southwark Bridge ;
it

We engrave a penny of Alfred the Great, founJ in the mud of the Thames near this spot, and

which is of immediate interest here, as it is his

" London type," and contains on the obverse the

monogram " Londinium," the letters forming part of

each other — a convenient mode of getting a long

name in a small compass. These early coins, though

excessively rude, are of value in history, nnd tell of

the very low state of general art at the era when they

were executed. Many are remarkable for their rude

imitation of the superior works of the Romans.

3 H
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was designed by Rennie, and built by a company at a cost of £800,000.

It has three cast-iron arches, the span of the central arch being 240 feet,

tliat of each side being 210 feet; the piers and abutments are of stone.

It was opened ^March 22, 1810.

"We cross the river to visit the Surrey bank of the Thames, for the most

interesting points of its early history are comprised between the two

bridges—Blackfriars and Southwark. The Surrey side was " fashionable
"

in the reign of Elizabeth, the Londoners being ferried across to the places

of popular amusement there thickly located. The Blackfriars Road now

passes over the site of " Pauis Garden," where bear and bull-baiting

rejoiced the citizens, the gala days being usually Sundays. Our print

is copied from the rare woodcut map of Loudon in the time of Henry

VIII., now in the library at Guildhall ; it exhibits in the foreground

the kennels for the dogs, and the tanks in which they were washed.

A graphic description of the place has been given by Paul Ilentzner, a
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German, who visited it in 1598. He says it was " built in the form of

a theatre, for the baiting of bulls and bears : they are fastened behind,

and then worried by great English bull- dogs; but not without great

risk to the dogs, from the horns of the one, and the teeth of the other

;

and it sometimes hajipens they are killed upon the spot ; fresh ones are

immediately supplied in the place of those that arc wounded or tired.

To this entertainment there often follows that of whipping a blinded

bear, which is performed by five or six men, standing circularly with

whips, which they exercise upon him without any mercy, as he cannot

escape from them because of his chain. lie defends himself with all his

force and skill, throwing down all who come within his reach, and are

not active enough to get out of it, and tearing the whips out of their

hands, and breaking them. At these spectacles, and everywhere else,

the English are constantly smoking tobacco. Fruits, such as apples,

pears, and nuts, according to the season, are carried about to be sold, as

w^ell as ale and wine." The same writer mentions the theatres for dra-

matic representation on this side the water : the most westerly was the

Swan, which seems to have gone to decay in the early part of the

seventeenth century. Near that part of Southwark crossed by the road

from the iron bridge, stood that most famous building

—

Tue Globe, of
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which Shakspere was part proprietor, and for which he wrote his

greatest plays. Its aspect will be best iniderstood from our cut, copied

from Yisscher's map, ICIC). lie.side it were " tlie Rose" and "the Hope"

playhouses, receiving? their titles from the signs or figures painted or

sculptured over their doors.

Hose Alley and Hope Alley

still mark the sites of these

theatres: the more cele-

brated " Globe" is believed

to have stood where the iron-

works of iMessrs. Sheercs

are now located, close be-

side the bridge.

The Globe theatre ob-

tained its name from the

T.,,.; .,u,.. niK.iKE.
^^^,,^^.^ ^^.j^.^^^ ^^.^^g ^^^^^^^^

over the entrance, and which represented Atlas suj^jiorting a large

globe, under which was written, " Totus INIundus agit Histrioncm"

— a sentiment the great dramatist has finely worked out in one of his

most famous solilurpdcs. Shakspere became part proprietor of the

theatre soon after it was constructed, in 1593.* It was burnt down

June 2'.», IGlo, while Shakspere's jilay of "King Henry VIII." was

being performed. In the scene of the masque at York Place, some of

the wadding, shot from the cannon fired at the king's entry, set fire to

the thatch of the roof, and so destroyed it. It was a mere frame-

work of timber and plaster, open to tlie sky, and covered with thatch.

Sir Henry Wotton, in one of his letters, describes the conflagration :

—

" It kindled inwardly, and ran round like a train, consuming within less

than a hour the whole house to the very ground. Yet nothing did perish

therein but wood and straw, and a few forsaken cloaks." In the year

11)14 it was rebuilt of stronger material, as represented in our cut, and

* lie is noted as " one of the inhabitauts of SouthwarU " in a paper at Dulwicli College, dated 1596
;

and in 1C03 James I. granted liim and his feUows licence to act " at tlieir now usual! house called the

Globe."
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lines liy Toylur, " thethe fact is amusingly recorded in the follo^^

Water-Poet :" •''

—

" As gold is better that in fire 's tried,

So is the BanUside Globe tliat late was bura'd

For where before it had a thatched hide,

Now to a stately theatre 'tis turn'd :

Which is an emblem that great tilings are won
By those that dare through greatest dangers run.

It ceased to he popular after the time of James I., and was " pulled

down to the ground hy Sir ^latthew Brand, on ]\[onday, the loth of

April, IGi-i, to make tenements in the room of it." f

Crossing to the London side of the bridge, our attention is again

directed to the busy wharves and the trading boats near them : one of

these we engrave; it is of a peculiar kind, termed a "Billv-boy,"—the

* He was so called from having been originally a Thames waterman. '\Vaterm?n at that time

formed a numerous body: Stow says, ia his " Survey of London," 1603, that "there appertained to

the cities of London, Westminster, and Southwark, above the number, it is supp ised, of two thousand

wherries, and other small boats, whereby three thousand poor men, at the least, bo sot on vrork and

maintained."

t Collier's "Life of Shaksiiorc."
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sailors' name for a round l)Ow and stern coasting schooner : it is an

excellent sea boat, and, from its box-like form, carries a large cargo.

These vessels usually come from Yorkshire, but are generally found

on most parts of the English coast : their masts '• lower," like the London

barges, for passing beneath bridges.

We meet with no important building until we reach the Fish-

mongers' Hall, at the foot of London Bridge, which is a modern structure,

built on the site of the old hall, in 18;U. AVe engrave the original

stone-fronted hall that existed on the same spot before the Great Fire of

London, as depicted by Hollar, in 1047, including also some of the

wharves and buildings of that era, to com^ilete as nearly as we can our

l)icture of the banks of the Thames. This view completely realizes

the idea we should form from D'Avenant's description of the aspect

of the Thames banks. It occurs in " The First Day's Entertainment at

Rutland House" (IGoG), in AAdiich a Frenchman and an Englishman dis-

pute concerning the state of the rivers of Paris and London. The former

comiDlains of the confused buildings on its banks— '"' Here a lord, there a

dyer, and places of the worst kind between both ;" but the Englishman

triumphs in asserting the Thames possessed greater purity than the (Seine.
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We have thus arrived at London Bridge, having been compelled to

limit our descriptions to a mere enumeration of the various objects of

interest the voyager will encounter on his way.

The various houses from Southwark Bridge to " the turn " leading to

Barclay's brewery have nothing to recommend them to notice, but that

they stand on the spot where the disreputable "garden-houses" of the

Shaksperian era were located, and the " stews " that were rented from

the Bishop of \Yinchester. Amid the wharves close to the river-side

may still be traced some of the Avails of the bishop's palace, which, with

its gardens, occupied a large piece of ground : the old hall was burnt

down in 1814; the gardens had been previously built upon. Along the

banks are closely "congregated" the coal barges; and a busy scene is

^^^ '^'

there when the colliers unload their freights, by aid of numerous "coal-

whippers" employed by dealers. A small creek, called "St. Saviour's

Dock," comes neaidy up to the principal door of " St. Saviour's," or, as

it is sometimes termed, " St. Mary Overy's church," one of the finest
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edifices on the banks of tlie Thames, but which has been unfortunately

"restored," and i)artly rebuilt. Twenty years ago it was remarkable

for the variety of its antique architecture, all of which has been de-

stroyed : the Lady Chapel at the back would have suffered the same

fate, but for the strenuous exertions of the parishioners. It has many

curious monuments, the most remarkable being that of the poet Gower,

the friend of Chaucer, and the favourite poet of the unfortunate

li-ichard II. Here are also buried Edmund Shakspere, the youngest

brother of the immortal William, and his friend Henslowe, the great

theatrical manager; Fletcher, the ally of Jieaumont; and, greater than

all, Pliili]) i\[assinger, who died poor, without a mark by which to know

his grave, his interment being simi)]y noted in the parish register as that

of " a stranger."

A strongly-embattled gate protected the entrance from Southwark to

Old Ijondon Bridge in the reign of Elizabeth, and was usually garnished

with traitors' heads in " rich

abundance," as may be seen in

our cut, copied from Visschcr's

view, in lolO. The bridge

was at that period covered

with houses, a narrow road

passing through arcades be-

neath them ; and they abutted

on props over the river on

either side. The open spaces

on the bridge were few ; its

general aspect is exhibited in

our view, as delineated by Hol-

lar, in 1«)47, It was proudly

s]ioken of by our ancestors ; thus, in the translation of Ortelius, published

by J. Shaw, in 1(jO?>, he says of the Thames,—" It is beautified with

statelye pnllaces, built on the side thereof; moreover, a sumptuous bridge,

sustayned upon nineteen arches, with excellent and beauteous housen

built thereon." Camden, in his great work, the " Britannia," says,
—

" It

<UUN BUIOGE.
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may worthily carry away the prize from all the bridges in Europe," being

" furnished on both sides with passing faire houses, joining one to another

in manner of a street." Two of these buildings we may briefly describe :

the first of these was a i)icturesfine wooden gate and tower, erected in

lo79; the second, a little further, on the seventh and eighth arches from

the Southwark side, was the far-famed " Nonesuch House," a term

applied to it from its supposed unique character ; it was built entirely of

OLD LONDON 1111

wood, cut and carved in IluUaud, brought over in pieces, and fastened,

when erected on the bridge, with wooden pegs only. The other houses

do not demand particular notice ; they were allowed to incommode the

structure till IToS, when, for considerations of public safety, they were

removed. In Scott's view of London Bridge, IT.-.C, (uow in the Vernon

Gallery), we can trace the ruinous remains of the old Nonesuch House,

as well as fragments of the Southwark Gate, and the squalid buildings

that were heaped on the ancient structure. The arches were rendered

still narrower by protecting them from the wear of water by wooden

" starlings," which may be seen in our cut above, liy this means many of

3 N
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tliem were impassable, and others only afforded passage for very small

boats ; this contraction jirodnccd a fall of water of several feet, and at

every change of tide it rushed through with great noise and foaming

velocity, carrying boats beyond Lillingsgate. ]\Iany lives and much

property were lost yearly, and ultimately this bridge (erected by Peter

-^-^m.

i;ou.-;:-.s ox lo.ndon buidge, 1T56.

of Colechurcli in 1200) ceased to be used, after the opening of the now

bridge in 18:U ; soon afterwards it was entirely removed. In tlio

process of clearing away the foundations, many antiquities were dis-

covered ; it had been the great highway over the Thames from the

Roman era, and numerous relics were obtained, varying in date from

that period to our own.""-'

]Much of the ancient history of England is connected with this famed

old bridge, which, for so many centuries, was a great highway over the

* We engrave such specimens of Roman coins found liere as belong to tlio Britannic scries. Tlio

large central coin is one strucli by Uadiian, and remarkable for the fi^'ure of Britannia, tlie first time
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Thames. Its "Chronicles" have been written by Mv. Richard Thomp-
son, of tlie London Institution, in a portly volume of nearly seven hundred

pages. We cannot in our brief notice do more than point out a few

of its suggestive " memories." The old inns that once lined the

High Street of tSouthwark, and chief among them Chaucer's "Tabard,"

would alone furnish many pages of interesting narrative ; we content

ourselves \\ith a brief notice of one which stood close to the bridge,

and for which wc are indebted to our friend, G. R. Corner, Esq.,

F.S.A.

The " Bear," at the Bridge-foot, was a noted house of entertainment

during the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, and it remained

until the houses on the old bridge were pulled down, in or about the

year ITGO. This house was situate in the parish of St. Olave, South-

wark, on the west side of the High Street, and between Pepper Alley

and the foot of London Bridge.* The next mention of the " Bear" is

in a deed in my own possession, dated ll'th December, Liiol, in the first

and second years of Philip and Mary, whereby Edmonde Wythipolle,

iiiicrsnnafrd as an aniicil fciiirilc seatc.l cm a rock. It is tlic prototype of tlic more mndern Britan-

d wliicli ^tiU appears on our copper money. Tlie smaller coinstn.duced by Charlc;

are such as were struck, during the rci-n of ConstanUno (he Oreaf, in the city of London, and arc

marked witli tlie letters P. LON., for " Tecunia Londincnsis," money of London.
* For the earliest noficc of the "Bear" at the Bridge-foot, I am indebted to the notes of

Mr. Jacob Ilcnry Burn, in his Catalogue of the London Traders', Tavern, and Coffee-house Tokens,

current in the seventeenth century, presented to the libro,ry of the Corporation of London by Henry
Benjamin Ilanhury Bcaufoy, Esq. Mr. Burn tells us that the "Bear" at Brid-e-foot was a house < f

considerable antiquity, and that among the disbursements of Sir John Howard, in his steward's accounts

yet e-xtant, are noticed, "March 6, 1463-4. Item: payd for red wyn at the Bero in Sowthenerkc,
iij<l." And again, "March 14 (same year). Item: payd at dyucr at the Bere in Sowtliewerke, in

costys, iljs. iiijd. Item : that my mastyr lost at shotynge, .\.\J."
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of Gwypiswiche (Ipswich), gentleman, conveyed to Henry Leke, of

Suthwark, beer-brewer (with otlier premises), tlie yearly quit rent of two

shillings, going out of a tenement, being a tavern called tho " Eeare," in

Soutlnvark aforesaid, and in the parish of 8t. (Jlaf (St. Olave) ; and

another deed of the same date, and to the like effect, is witnessed by

" Roger Hyepy," wlio, I find by the parish books, was at that time

landlord of the " Bear," which was a house much frequented by the

inhabitants of Southwark.^' It is frequently mentioned in the accounts

of the churchwardens of St. Olave's : for instance :
—

[ viijl. xiijs

"15'J^ tu 1070.

Itm, f.ir iii.i diruiors at the Visitations, wliereof one at tlic

Cliurcli hows and three at tlie Beare
j

Itm, p'd for di-inkiiigo at ye Beare, with Mr. Korryes, par- ]

son, and certainc of the auncicnts of the pari^-li . . . J
''^ ' '"•' '

Itm, p'd another tymc at tho same place for the Ivke 111 c vs viiiu "
drynkyrifre J

There arc extant two tradesmen's tokens of the seventeenth century,

issued by occupiers of the '• Bear." f One has on the obverse a bear

with a chain, and the inscription—" Abraham Browne, at y'," and on

the reverse— *" Bridg foot, Soutlnvark :"

in the centre— " Ilis Halfpeny;" and the

other has on the obverse a bear passant,

with collar and chain, and the inscrip-

tion
—

" Cornelius Cooke, at the ;" re-

verse, " Beare at the Bridgefut ;" in the centre, C. C. A.

Cornelius Cooke was a man of some note in his time. I find him

mentioned in the parish accounts of St. Olave's, as overseer of the land

side, as early as IGoO. He afterwards became a soldier, and was a

captain of the Trained Bands. He rose to the rank of colonel in Crom-

well's army, and was ajipointed one of the commissioners for the sale

of the king's lands. After the restoration of King Charles II. he seems

to liave settled down among his old friends in St. Olave's, as landlord of

* It may probably be shown in one of the tliroe gabled houses to the left of our view of the South-

waik Gate.

+ Manning and Bray's " Surrey," vol. iii. Appendix. Akcrman's " Tradesmen's Tokens."
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the "Bear," at the Bridge -foot, where he doubtless frequently fought

o'er his fields again, and told his tales of the civil wars.

Gerrard, in a letter to Lord Strafford ([irinted among the Strafford

papers), dated January, 103:], intimates that all back doors to taverns

on the Thames were commanded to be shut up ; only the "Bear" at the

Bridge-foot is exempted, for the convenience of passengers to Gireenwich."'-'

The " Bear," at London Bridge foot, is twice mentioned by Samuel

Pepys in his amusing Diary:—"24 February, KWIG-T. Going thro'

bridge by water, my waterman told me how the mistress of the

' Beare' tavern, at the Bridge-foot, did lately fling herself into the

Thames, and drown herself; which did trouble me the more Avhen they

told mc it was she that did live at the 'White Horse' tavern, in

Lombard Street, A\hich was a most beautiful woman as most I have

seen. It seems she has had long melancholy upon her, and hath endea-

voured to make away with herself often.

" 3 April, 1007. Here I hear how the King is not so well pleased

with this marriage between the Duke of liichmond and ^Irs. Stewart

as is talked : and that he, by a wile, did fetch her to the ' Beare,' at

the Bridge -foot, where a coach was ready, and they arc stole away into

Kent, without the King's leave; and that the King hath said he will

never see her more : but people do think that it is oidy a tiick." "j"

The " Bear" continued to afford hospitable entertainment to all who

• The " Cavaliers' Ballad" on the magnificent funeral Iionrjurs rendered to Admiral Dean (killed

June 2nd, lGo3) while passing by water to Henry the Seventh's Chapel, has the fulluwing allusion

—

" From Greenwich towards the Bear at Bridge-foot,

He was wafted with wind that had water to 't."

In another ballad, "On banishing the Ladies out of Town" by the comm:.nwealth authorities, the

notoriety of the " Bear" at Bridge-fout is again manifest :
—

" Tarewell, Biidgefoot, and Bear thereby,

And those bald pates that stand so high ;

We wish it from our very souls

That other heads were on those piles."

BiKN'd Cutalor/ite of Bcaufoy Tokens.

The allusion to bald pates refers to the traitors' heads exposed on the Bridge-gate.

t There is yet another poetical reference to the " Bear " at Bridge-foot, in a scarce poem entitled

" The Last Search after Claret in Soulhwark; or, A Vi^itation of the Vintners in the Mint; with the

Debates of a Committee of that profession, thither fled to avoid the cruel persecution of their unmcr-
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couki pay, nntil the year 17G1, when it was pi;llod down, on the hridge

being widened, and tlie houses thereon removed. In the PuhJic

Advertiser of Saturday, December 2<'), ITCil, is the following announce-

ment :

—
" Thursday last the workmen employed in pulling down tlic

' Bear' tavern, at the foot of London Bridge, found several pieces of

gold and silver coin of Queen Elizabeth, and other monies to a con-

siderable value." *

A group of clippers and sharp-bowed steamers, all busily taking in

cargo or passengers, arrests our attention on the left after passing the

cit'iil creditors: a rocni. London: printed for E. Ilankins, 1601," quarto ; in wliicli tiie " Bear " is

tlius mentioned by tlie autlior, after landing at Tepper Alley ;
—

" Through stinks of all sorts, both the simple and compound,

Which throngli narrow alleys our senses do confound,

AVe came to the Bear, which we soon understood

Was the first house in Southwark built after the Flood,

And has such a succession of vintners known,

Not more names were e'er in Welsh pedigrees shown
;

But claret with them was so much out of fashion,

That it has not been known there a whole generation."

* " Chronicles of London Bridge," p. 54S.
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bridge : this is at Fresh Wharf. The vessels are unloaded by porters,

provided with a number of metal tickets, denoting the quantity each

man brings as he delivers his load and his ticket to tlie warehouseman.

By this means fraud is prevented, the work is fairly apportioned to

each, and they are paid by reckoning the number of tickets delivered

to the superintendent. These vessels present a strong contrast in their

more graceful outlines to the bluff-bowed colliers and barges that lie

so thickly in the vicinity, and serve to indicate the rapid iin})rovement

made in ship-building of late years.

i"ffTF« r I'll

A few hundred yards from this wharf, and we arrive at Lillixgsgate,

now a fine and convenient market, but a few years since a collection of

dirty hovels and stalls, disgraceful to a civilized community : it was

built and enlarged from the designs of the city architect, Mr. J. P..

Banning, between the years IS-iO and ISoo. It is a ])icturesque

erection, in the Italian style, of red brick, Avith stone arcades and
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dressings. The central l)cll-to\ver is a striking feature of the design.

The fishing-boats are moored to a floating quay in front of the market

during the night, and the business commences every morning at five,

by ring of boll. The fish is brought ashore in baskets, and sold by

" Dutch auction " to the fishmongers, whose carts crowd Thames Street,

and distribute their freight over London. It has been a market from

the earliest times, and the tull on fishing-boats is noted in the laws of

.l-:thulstan, who died a.d. 940.* It was first made a " free and open

market for all sorts of fish," by an act of William III., bearing date

IGO'.I. Ojiposite the nu^rkct, in Thames Street, is the New Coal

CO\I IXLlUNOt

Exchange, a noble building, also erected by Mr. Cunning. The circular

hall is decorated with figures of fossil plants found in coal strata, and

the whole of the ornament is similarly appropriate ; it is surrounded by

three tiers of galleries, and lighted by a glass dome. In digging for

* The name is said to have been deiivcd from Belin, King of the Britons 400 years before Christ;

but upon no lietfer evidence than that of Geoffrey of Monmouth, which is of not the sliglitest value; it

more proljably obtained a name from the spot being owned by some of the old Saxon tribe of

lieliugas, whose jiatronymic occurs in other kicalitics.
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the foundation in the month of January, ISiS, the fragments of a

EoMAX House were discovered, about thirteen feet below the present

level of Thames Street; it was built upon piles, and provided with

drains to carry off the waste water. The portion of this house thus

uncovered consisted but of two rooms, the greater part of the building

running beneath the adjacent warehouses. The extreme length of the

ruins was about fifteen yards. The walls were composed of the ordi-

nary flat Roman tiles in regular layers, varied occasionally by a course

of plain yellow tiles, and were about three feet four inches in thickness.

The rooms were on different levels ; the square tesseraj which floored

the lower room (a portion of which is seen on the right of our cut) were

formed from fragments of the ordinary tiles used by builders at the

period of its erection, and were laid upon a concrete composed of quick-

lime, sand, and pounded tiles, with a mixture of small stunes. The

upper floor is composed of concrete only; beneath the fluor was a

hypocaust for warming the apartment, and open flues were continued

therefrom up the walls. This inteSesting fragment has been arched

over and preserved, and is the only portion of a Roman house existing

in London, though traces of many such have, from time to time, been

discovered. A descent of several stairs leads to the ruins now preserved,

which consist of the principal fragment.', exhumed, com})risiiig parts ot

the hypocaust and walls, and a seat funned of Roman tile. Other por-

tions of the building have not been retained, as they consisted of walls

only. The visitor now treads upon the pavement where once the Roman

inhabitant walked. The hypocaust, supported by blocks of red square

tiles, flrnily compacted with mortar, is nearly filled with pure spring-

water, fur which a drain has been provided, so that the same necessity

for preventing an overflow is obliged to be adopted now as was adopted

in the days of the Caesars,

The long facade of the Custom-house next attracts the eye, witli its

noble esplanade, adjoining Billingsgate Market. It is from the design

of Sir Robert Smirke, in lS2o, the old Custom-house having been

destroyed by tire February 12, 1814. The long room is one of the

largest in Europe, being 199 feet by CJ], and nearly -10 feet in height.
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Hero is transacted tlic princi})al business of our enormous London trade,

and no more striking picture of tlie vast importance of our city can be

given than this always busy scene presents.

-^^^

The Tower of London is the next great leaturc on tlie Thames. The
csphxnade, now closed to the public, once formed an agreeable promenade.

We see from the water the Traitors' Gate, with its round towers at each

angle, and the deep stone stairs that led to the prison from the water-

This gate exhibits a specimen of the most ancient part of the fortifica-

tinns, being surrounded by a covered way, and provided with looi^holcs,

by which archers might defend it from external assailants, or harass

them within if they obtained entrance. Above it rises the Bloody

Tower, so named from the traditionary story of its being the scene of

the murder of the young princes, sons of Edward IV. It has no

doubt been

—

" With many a foul and midiilj^ht murder i'ud."

Above all rises the square mass of the White Tower, the oldest part of

the buildings, and a conspicuous object from many points of the river.
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It was evecteil by Guiululpli, the clerical arcliitect to the founder,

^Villial^ the Conquon)r, aiul was Ik'-uu iu loTS; the walls are from ten

to twelve feet in thickness. It has been occasionally repaireil, and the

external features somewhat altered by the insertion of windows, and tlie

addition of cupolas in the time of AN'illiam ill.; but it is substantially

ancient : the staircases and rooms are all anti-pie. The council-chamber,

Mac-

THK TOWER.

and the vaulted rooms on the first tluor, are of mu.di interest
;
but the

great feature of the interior is the small Chapel of St. John, the most

perfect piece of Norman architecture the metropolis can show, and whudi

was used for centuries by our ancient kings when the Tower was their

chief royal London residence. It is supported by massive round columns,

witli capitals simply decorated, and has an ambulatory outside them
;

the end is apsidal, and it is lighted by deeply-recessed, round-headed
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•windows. It -was for a long time iised as a repository for records,

Avliich have now all been removed.

The history of the Tower must be sought in the portly volumes which

antiquaries of note have devoted to the important theme. It is not

possible for us to descant upon the thick-coming memories which crowd

the mind as we contemplate the old building. There is, however, one

curious anecdote of its use in ciirbino: insurrections, in the olden time,

CIIiPEL IN THE TOWER.

so characteristic of the age, that we give it as narrated in " Hall's

Chronicle." A cross fire of ordnance between the Tower and South-

wark would be a startling occm'vcnce at the present day. In the

turbulent reign of Henry YI., in the year l-iCiO, " on the news of

the landing of the Yorkist army, commanded by the Earls of March,

Salisbury, and Warwick, from Calais, which was afterwards joined by

Lord Cobham and the Archbishop of Canterbury (Bourchier), Lord

Scales was dispatched by the king, with the Earl of Kendal and Lord

Lovel, and a considerable body of troops, for the protection of London

;

but the citizens being decidedly in favour of the opposite party, refused

their assistance, Avhereupon Lord Scales entered the Tower with his
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forces, and omitted no opportunity to revenge the disloyalty of the

citizens : but he was shortly afterwards besieged in the Tower by the

Earl of Salisbury, Lord Cobham, and Sir John Wenloke ; the latter

carried on the siege on the eastern side of the fortress, Lord Cobham,

with certain of the aldermen of the City, kept the west side, and on the

south artilleri/ uas planted on the opposite side of the river. By these

means the Tower was so vigilantly watched that no person could issue

out or enter in, to the great displeasure of the Lord Scales and his com-

pany, who daily shot their ordnance, and had likewise great ordnance

shot at them, to the hurt and no pleasure of both parties."* Some of the

stone shot tired from the battery in Southwark against the Tower on this

occasion were found in the Tower ditch a few years since, and were

exhibited by Robert Porrett, Esq., F.S.A., to the Society of Antiquaries

in November, 1843. A stone 8 lb. shot has recently been found at

IMark Brown's Wharf, Southwark, \Ahich is immediately opposite to the

Tower, and is now being rebuilt by C. Leach, Esq. This was doubtless

one of those fired from the Tower against the battery in Southwark.

From the Tower Stairs the view, looking either way, is very striking
;

the river is crowded with shipping and steamers, and from this point

begins that succession of vessels which affords the voyager so grand an

idea of the vast trade of the British metropolis. There are, perhaps, few

sights in the world more striking—certainly none more calculated to

make an Englishman proud of his country. Here are not only the

merchantmen of every part of the Queen's dominions, but the ships that

bear " to and fro " the wealth of every civilized nation and people.

" The Pool of the Thames "—for so is named that portion of our noble

river that runs between the Isle of Dogs and the Tower— is truly a

grand and glorious sight ; the proudest " station " in the world : where

gather vessels of all sizes, of every form and character, from every

seaport of the globe.

The Surrey side of the river, from London Bridge to Eotherhithe, is

now covered with warehouses and buildings : anciently it was open fields

* Brayly's "History of the Tow£
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and grazing grounds ; it is only in comparatively recent time it has

been densely populated. The Church of St. Olave, with its low square

steeple, is first noticed after passing London Bridge ; the church at the

foot of the bridge on the City side is also dedicated to the same saint.*

Near it in olden time stood the mansions of the Earls of Warren and

AT TOWEK STAIKS.

Surrey, of the Prior of Lewes, the Abbots of St. Augustine's, Canterbury,

and other important personages. Then came an open space, still known

by its old name, Ilorslydown, where the parish butts were set up for

archery in the days of Henry VIII. ; a mill belonging to the Knights of

St, John of Jerusalem was close by the river-side, and the large monas-

tery of Bermondsey at about half a mile distant from it. Towards the

• St. Olave was the first Christian king of Norway, and was martyred hy Iiis rebellious subjects

A.D. lOCO. lie assisted King Ethelrcd, his godfather, in driving tlie Danes from London and South-

wark, coming up the Thames witli a strong fleet, and planning the destruction of London Bridge,

which thus cut off Uie two bodies of invaders, and made them an easier victory. The dedication of

these two churches, on the scene of his prowess, is generally thought to have originated in gratitude

for his timely aid. Tooley Street is a modern corruption of St. Olave's Street.
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middle of the seventeentli century building commenced in tliis quarter;

it has increased, until Rotherhithe has been joined to Southwark by

streets.

Rotherhithe is a town of very ancient foundation, and some etymo-

logists derive its name from two Saxon words, signifying " the Sailor's

Haven." It was originally part of the royal manor of Bermondsey, and

the residence of some of our early kings. Edward III. here fitted out

one of his fleets. It is now chicflv remarkable for the Commercial

KOTIILRlllTHE CULRCH TL^NEL PIER

Docks, which are said to occupy the trenches first cut by Canute in the

eleventh century, and which extended to Battersea, thus turning South-

wark into a sort of island, as a defence against attacks in that quarter.

The docks are five in number, and comprise about sixty acres of water and

forty of land, and they have immense granaries near them. Close beside

Rotherhithe Church is the entrance to the Thames Tunnel, which unites

the banks of the river by an underground communication, consisting of a
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double passage, conjoined by a central arcade lit with gas, with footways

on each side for pedestrians, and a carriage-way; but as it would

require a very lengthy inclined j^lane to the mouth of the Tunnel on

each side, that part of the scheme has never been carried out : foot

passengers descend by a well-staircase. Each archway is about 20 feet

in height; the entire width of the Tunnel is oh feet, and at high water

it is To feet below the surface. It was planned by the late Sir Isambart

Brunei in 1823 ; and on the 2oth of March, 1843, it was first opened to

passengers. It is kept open day and night, the toll being one penny
;

and, on some occasions, a kind of fancy fair has been held in it.

From the Tower to the entry to this Tunnel, at AYapping, the Thames

is lined with warehouses, wharves, and docks. Of the latter, the most

important are St. Katherinc's Docks, in close contiguity to the Tower.

They take their name from the old hospital dedicated to St. Katherine,

which once stood on this site, and which was founded by IMatilda, the

wife of King Stephen, a.d. 1148. When the old building was pulled

down in 1827, the hospital and church were rebuilt in the llegent's

Park. The docks were begun in May, 1827, and finished in October of

the following year—a gigantic Avork, completed in an incredibly short

time, by the continuous labour of 2oOU workmen. The lock from the

Thames has greater depth of water than any other dock-entry ; it is

28 feet at some tides, and ships of 700 tons burthen can always enter.

The warehouses surrounding it are on a gigantic scale, and are specially

secure, owing to the lofty walls surrounding them. These docks were

l)lanned by the great engineer, Telford, and constructed by Hardwick,

at a cost of £1,700,000.

The London Docks adjoin St. Katherinc's, and have three entrances

from the Thames. They were constructed by John Rennie, and opened

in 180o. The larger docks can accommodate more than 300 vessels.

There is warehouse -room for 220,000 tons of goods, and cellarage for

80,000 pipes of wine. These cellars are one of " the sights " of London,

and a " tasting ticket " for Avines is a privilege strangers are generally

anxious to obtain through merchants who keep stock here. A small

dock is exclusively devoted to vessels laden with tobacco, and a very
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large waveliouse is consigned to its exclusive use, with a furnace near,

where damaged or forfeited tobacco is destroyed. To a stranger there

is no more curious and instructive sight than the London Docks, and
nothing can give a better idea of the vast wealth and trade of the

British Islands.

Wajiping, Shadwell, and Limehouse (and the hamlets of llatclifte and
Pujilar) are the parishes in which these docks are situate. Their

churches maybe seen from the river, but they are comparatively modern,
and call for no especial remark. The tower of St. Anne's, Limehouse,

is most conspicuously seen whore the river widens to the well-known
'• Pool of the Thames/' and is crowded with craft of all kinds—a more

striking scene than can be elsewhere viewed between London and

the Xore. The river here sweeps round " Cuckold's Point," where the

gates of the Regent's Canal may be seen ; those of the City Canal,

which cuts across the Isle of Dogs to save the circuit made by the

3 p
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river opposite Green^Yicll ; and the ExTnAXCE to the "West India

Docks. These are said to be the largest in the world. They are nearly

three times as extensive as the Loudon Docks, and include about 2'JO

acres. TJie Import Doch, to the north, can accommodate 2oO vessels of

300 tons each ; and the southern, or Export Dock, can hold I'Jo. They

were commenced iu the year 1800, Jessop being the engineer, and

opened two years afterwards. They occupy the whole length of the

back of the Isle of Dogs, from Limehouse to Blackwall ; their tall

warehouses and tiers of ships rise boldly above its level, and form a

striking background as we j'tass them on the Thames. The canal which

cuts across it is nearly three quarters of a mile long, with lock-gates at

each end 45 feet in width ; it is now chiefly used as a dock.

The river bank of the island is generally known as Millwall, a namo

derived from the embankment, once surmounted by windmills, of which

one still remains, and is seen in our engraving.
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At Deptford, opposite, we arrive at tlie first town in Kent. Its name
has little altered in the course of ages, so that its original meaning, deep

ford, may still be traced. This manor was given by William the

Conqueror to one of his followers, Gilbert de Maignent, who erected a

castle here. It is chiefly remarkable as the place of residence * of

Peter the Great, when he lived here to learn the art of ship-building
;

and as containing the Eoyal Dockyard, established as early as the

time of Henry VIII., and continued with improvements to the present

day. The whole is immediately under the inspection of the Xavy
Board : about loOO labourers are constantly employed here.f The

* Unfortunately, this interesting structure lias been recently taken down, and no vestige of it now
remains.

t Deptford Dockyard is famous for its liaketiouses and biscuit factory, wliich are most admirably
constructed, and make some of the best bread her Majesty's service is supplied with. It is considered
as one of the chief victualing establishments for the navy ; but has also some very large slips, where
many of our finest vessels have been built. The whole is under the inspection of a captain superin-
tendent.
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whole extent of the yavd includes about thirty -one acres. Many convicts

are employed at the works, and the whole presents generally a very

busy and well-ordered scene.

Queen Elizabeth visited the celebrated Captain Dralce in his ship at

Deptford, after he had completed his famous voyage round the world.

She dined with him on board the vessel, and afterwards conferred on

him the honour of knighthood, allowing him to assume the figure of a

globe in a ship in his coat of arms, in memory of his having been the

first circumnavigator of the world. The vessel in which he had per-

formed the feat, and nobly entertained the Sovereign, was, by her

Majesty's orders, preserved in the Royal Dockyard ; and, when it went

to decay, its timbers were formed into various relics. An elbow chair

made of this wood is still preserved at Oxford.

The old church at Deptford is appropriately dedicated to St. Nicholas,

the patron of seafaring men. The tower, of flint and stone, is embattled.

In the church is the monument of Captain Edward Fenton, who accom-

panied Frobisher in his voyages, and was afterwards engaged in the

action with the Spanish Armada. He died 1G03. Another monument

is to the memory of Peter Pett, master shipwright in the King's Yard

here, who died 1652, and who first invented the war-ship known as a

frigate. His family had long been distinguished for superior talent in

ship-building, and his father, Phineas Pett, built, in IGoT, the Sovereign

of the Seas, the largest ship ever built before, and mounted with

100 guns. The meetings of the corporation of the Trinity House were

originally held in Dcptford ; the hospital for old mariners still adjoins

the church.*

* "The society of the Trinity House, founded by Sir Thomas Spert, Comptroller of the Navy to

Henry VIII., was first established at this place, and incorporated by the name of ' The Master, Warden,

and Assistants of the Guild or Fraternity of the most glorious and undivided Trinity, and of St.

Clement, In the parish of Deptford, Stroud, in the county of Kent.' This company consists of a

master, deputy-master, thirty-one elder brethren, and an unlimited number of inferior members, out

of whom the elder brethren are elected. Among- these are always some of the great officers of state
;

the remainder are captains either in the royal navy or of merchantmen. This corporation, having for

its object the increase and encouragement of navigation, the good government of seamen, an the secu-

rity of merchantmen on the coasts, is invested with the powers of examining the mathematica classes

in Christ's Hospital; of examining and licensing masters of ships; appointing pilots both for the

royal navy and for merchant ships ; settling the rates of pilotage ; erecting, ordering, and main-
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At Deptford, if we are journeying by land, we have just passed the

boundary of the county of Surrey and entered that of Kent, which we

do not again leave, inasmuch as it continues to border the right bank of

the river all the way to its junction with the sea. Deptford is made

famous by its connection with many great men in naval history ; but it

boasts also of the residence of one philosopher. Sayes' Court (so called

from the name of the family who long inhabited it) was once the

residence of John Evelyn ; and in 1598 he lent it to the Czar Peter the

Great, at that time studying the art of ship-building in the dockyards of

Deptford. It stood on the site of the old workhouse; it is now entirely

gone : but tradition is yet active in the locality, and in the writings of

" the lover of trees " may be found much curious matter concerning the

Muscovite, who had sadly disturbed the harmony and tried the temper

of him who, at all times and in all places, was a worshipper of Nature,

—

the czar was a " hedge-breaker,"' who ruined his garden,* and who had

"a house full of people right nasty;" and it was a joy to the gentle old

man when the time of imperial tenancy—and but a short time it was

—

expired, and he had again his garden, "most boscaresque, being, as it

were an exemplar of his book of forest trees." A small river, the

Ravensbourne, joins the Thames at Deptford. f Rising out of a pure

stream on Keston Heath, it pursues its j)leasant course,

—

" Wanders in Hayes and Bromley, Beckingham vale,

And straggling Lewishara, to where Deptford Bridge

Uprises, in obedience to its flood."

taining light-iiouses, buoys, beacons, and other sea-marks for the better security of ships
;
granting

license to seamen to row on the Thames in time of peace, or when past service; licensing aliens to

serve on board English ships ; hearing and determining complaints of officers and seamen in the mer-

chant service, subject to an appeal to the Admiralty. The revenue of the company, which arises

from tonnage, ballastage, beaconage, &c., and from contingent benefactions, is applied (after defraying

the expenses of light-houses, &c.) to the relief of decayed seamen, their widows, and orphans. The
members of this corporation enjoy various privileges and immunities. The ancient Hall at Deptford,

where their meetings were formerly held, was pulled down about the year 1787, and an elegant building

erected for that purpose in London, near the Tower. The arms of this corporation are Argent,

a cross Gules between four ships of three masts in full sail, proper."

—

Lijsons.

* Evelyn laments most pitifully the damage done to his garden, and speaks of it as " my now ruined

garden of Sayes' Court, thanks to the Czar of Muscovy ;" Peter is traditionally asserted to have

delighted in being driven through Evelyn's much-prized and neaUy-trimmed hedges in a wheelbarrow I

t " The name of this place was anciently written Depeford, signifying the deep ford, where the

bridge now is over the Ravensbourne."

—

Lijsons.
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In the river a little below was placed, as a hospital ship for all nations,

the Dreadnought, which had been famous in many sea-fights of Nelson's

era. It was used for a charitable institution, supported by voluntary

contributions, and the old vessel, now broken up, was granted for the

purpose to the Seamen's Hosi»ital Society by the Government. Another

line-of-battle ship, formerly the Caledonia, has been lately altered at

Woolwich, and admirably fitted to receive a larger number of patients.

Here also is at present moored the great ship-building marvel of the age

and the world,—the Leviathan, or the Great Eastern.

\Ye now arrive at Greenwich : that town has been famous since the

days of the Saxons, who named it Grenewic, a name it has retained, with

very slight alteration, to the present day. Its park is a favourite resort

for Londoners ; its hospital the pride of England.

^Ye have been voyaging among the ships of all nations, with huge

store-houses, quays, and wharves on either side; the river now, however,
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widens out, and begins to clear somewhat ; tlie steam-boat has a freer

pathway, and may proceed with less hazard of running down some barge

or row-boat, of w'hich there seems to the inexperienced eye a peril

perpetual, all the way from the Tower, through " the Pool," and in the

over-crowded highway that leads from London dowuiwards. A sudden

turn brings us within view of Greenwich. Those who approach the

hospital by driving through any of the pleasant villages that divide it

from London—nominally so, indeed, for the road is now a continuation

of houses all the way—will see with exceeding delight the glory ot

England,— the pride of every Englishman! Taken from any point of

view it is "a palace"—beautiful in construction, graceful in all its pro-

portions, as grand and imposing a structure as any nation of the modern

world can show. But it is especially striking when seen as we voyage

the Thames, either upwards or downwards ; and dead must be the heart

of him who does not share the sentiment—if he cannot repeat the lines—

of the poet :-

Hail I noblest structure, imaged on tlio wave

.

A nation's grateful tribute 1 1 the brave

:

Hail : blest retreat from war ami shliiwreck, hai
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It is not because liere many monarclis had tlieir chosen seat, that as a

" royal " pahace it was famous for centuries—it is not even because it

"gave Eh'za birth " that we

" Kneel and kiss the consecrated earth ;"

but because here three thousand veterans repose after years of tempest

and battle—maimed many of them, aged all of them ; they have done

their work ; they have earned repose as the right of toil, and honour as

the meed of victory.

The Old Palace at Greenwich, commenced by Duke Humphrey,

cidarged by the fourth Edward, added to by Henry VI T., embellished

by Henry VIII., by whom it was named Placentia, or "the Manor of

Pleasaunce," * and subsequently a favourite residence of Edward VI.,

Mary, Elizabeth, and the four kings of the tStuarts, and one of the

dwellings of the Lord Protector—that is not the palace our brave sea-

men inhabit as their own " for ever." The present hospital stands

partly on its site, and during the reign of Villiam and Mary it was

dedicated to its high and holy i:)ur2wse—the good and merciful sug-

gestion emanating from the queen. Although principally the work of

the architect Wren, it was added to by successive sovereigns, and finally

completed by George II.—large sums having been supplied for its

" finishing " out of the forfeited estates of the Earl of Derwentwater

(in 1715}, during the reign of George I.'\ From these estates, the

hospital still derives a revenue, augmented from other sources—a small

tax upon all seamen, duties arising from certain lighthouses, market-

rents in the town, and forfeited and unclaimed prize-money.

The "old sailors'" have their library, their reading-room, their pic-

ture-gallery (the famous Painted Hall, which contains a series of pictured

records of glorious sea-fights), their walks in piazzas, under shelter in

foul weather, and their park for promenade when the sun is shining
;

* Henry VIII. made Grecnwicli, as Lambard says, "a pleasant, perfect, and princely palaice
;"

keeping his state here "with great noblcnesse and open court," " wilh revels, masques, disguisings,

and Ijanquets royal."

t Tlie hospital was opened for tlie reception of pensioners in the month of January, 1705.
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their doctors, their nurses, their spiritual guides, and, above all, their

memories of the victories they have aided to win, and the knowledge

that duty and gratitude have provided for casing their ailments and

comforting their old age.

At the entrance to the parlc, fronting it, and immediately behind the

hospital, is the Naval School, where m;mhers of happy boys may be seen

THE NAVAL SCHOOL, GKEENWICIT.

during play-hours. The long colonnade on each side was constructed

for their use in wet weather. The whole was built in 1783, from

the designs of "Athenian Stuart." The boys arc fully educated fur

sea-service, and are bound to it for seven years on leaving the school
;

many sailors have been trained here to fight their country's battles, and

afterwards repose upon their laurels, in their old age, close to the scene

of their earliest education.

The terrible experience of the past few years has taught us to esti-

mate our soldiers almost as highly as they deserve : our "brave fellows"

in the Crimea, our wonder-working troops in India, have aroused us to

the necessity of a " standing army," as well as of a " lloating armament."

3 Q
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The change, certain as unavoidable, that has followed our colonial

increase, renders us no longer in fact an island ; our head still wears the

crown of Neptune, hut our body and its members have continental

requirements. The " tight little island " is not our boundary. Despite

the well-intentioned but feeble remonstrances of the " peace party," and

the ultra "moderation" that would govern and protect the people by the

people, and make bonfires of gun-stochs, we are conscious that if we are

to keep what we have got, we must be ready to fight for it on land as

well as on sea.

It is somewhat remarkable that the two palaces of refuge—one for the

worn-out soldier, the other for the worn-out sailor—should stand so

bravely on the banks of our royal river. There is no need to tell John

Bull he ought to keep up his navy, and provide "like a Briton" for his

old Jack-tars Avhen their

" Last sea-fight is fought,

Theii' task of glory done."

lie is as proud of Gueexwich Hospital as he is of his own estate,

hereditary or acquired ; or of his handsome wife, or half dozen or dozen

of fair-haired children, or any particular happiness or glory that belongs

exclusively to himself. There is something grand in seeing the way in

which a regular Englishman wakes up after his "night's discomfort" in

an Antwerp or Iiotterdam boat when it comes in sight of Greenwich

Hospital ; he seems to have an instinctive knowledge of the fact, and

you see his broad white forehead, and firm masculine features, at the

right moment, as he thrusts himself among a troop of black-browed,

]"»allid men, whiskered and bearded—the " 3Iussoos "—whose gaze is

fixed on the solid, well proportioned, elaborate mass of masonry, with

its lawns and its arches, its courts, its magnificent entrance, its compre-

hensive beauty and dignity, forming such a noble whole. Our genuine

John Bull of the middle class does not speak French or German suffi-

ciently well to be mistaken for a " native," but he gives forth the

information warmly and gratuitously in a mingling of the three lan-

guages ; he tells them that no continental king has so fine a palace as

that, nor so fine a river to build it by : and he perplexes them by the
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assurance that, properly speaking, it is not a palace now, but a hospital—

a home for the old sailor-men of England—the " Jack-tars " who man

"the wooden walls" they hear so much—and know so much—about.

There they are for the rest of their days—well taken care of—with

goose at Michaelmas, and roast beef and plum-pudding at Christmas :

and there isn't a man in England who would not spare sixpence out of

his shilling to keep them there—such fine, brave old fellows 1
And the

" Mussoos " wonder at his enthusiasm, and ask a few questions, which

are willingly answered, for he loves the theme : he advises them to go

and see Greenwich the first thing, for there is no home like it in the

world for old sailors—nor any other old sailors that deserve such a home.

About this there can be no dispute ; and without bating an atom of our

love for the sons of the ocean, we may surely hope that we are learning

to legislate as well for our soldiers as we have done for our sailors.

There is a better feeling also growing up between the two bulwarks of

our safety and liberty: scenes of the most tender and affectionate

brotherhood have passed between sailors and soldiers during the fearful

w^ars of the last five years, and many a fine sailor now laid by remembers

with affection the help rendered him by a soldier during dreary and

disastrous sacrifices in the Crimea.

A friend of ours, who lives near Greenwich, and is as proud of the

"Palace Hospital" as an Englishman ought to be, told us a little inci-

dent which it gratifies us to repeat. It is quite impossible not to observe

that oldJack-tars have their favourite "runs" about Greenwich; you

meet the same wooden leg at a particular corner, and at the same hour,

almost (fair weather or foul) every day in the year, the same old tri(j

" chaffing
" and " yarning " on the same bench ;

the same " lot," with

their pipes, of an afternoon in the park; their weather-beaten, broken-

up faces, and their broken-up limbs, become your " familiars." They

are not cordial at first with strangers, but our friend considers^ them

worth knowing, and whenever he approaches a bench where trios or

duos of the old fellows meet, there is immediately a courteous recognition

of the " gentleman " who carries a snuff-canister always, and a roll of

pigtail sometimes, for their especial comfort. You may coax a soldica-
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with a cigar, but a sailor scorns it, and remains true as the needle to the

pole to his " (|uid."

^^"heu the Crimean ^^ar was at the hottest, and hands trembled to

unclose the lists of killed and wounded, our friend, on his morning walk

down to " the boat," which he prefers as a mode of transit to the great

Bab}don, observed a somewhat stately old sailor walking by the aid of a

W'ooden leg and a stick, sometimes beside the park wall when it was

shady, at other times sitting on the grass in the sun. His habits w^ere

different from those of his messmates ; he had no particular " run," but

seemed to study the pleasure and cajirice of a small Skye terrier, who

was his constant companion. The dog was as shapeless and ragged as

even ^' a Skyo " can be ; his large, bright, intense eyes glared from

beneath his shaggy brows, and his short, stumpy legs were terminated

by masses of blackish hair. He was what "the fancy" call "blue," and

his broad black nose and sweeping tail constituted him a perfect

" beauty." Sometimes he chose to walk by the park wall, and then his

master followed ; then " Skye " would take to the common, and, without

a word, the obedient master would steer after him ; then he would

converse with other little dogs, and the old sailor would wait until the

conversation was over. He never interfered except when " Skye

"

desired to attack donkeys or dolikej*-boys ; then his protector would

hook him up (he could not weigh more than four pounds) with his stick,

tuck him under his arm, and disappear with him altogether. There was

something so odd in the old sailor reversing the order of things, and

following the dog instead of the dog following him, that our friend

desired to make his acquaintance ; but the old man evidently chose to

keep out of every one's way. One evening, however, our friend suddenly

came upon him at a turn in the park ; the dog had taken a fancy to a

tuft of fiorn grass, which dogs have the sagacity to know is good for

them ; and while he was picking off its long narrow leaves, the old man

rested against a tree, patiently waiting the little beast's pleasure. Our

friend opened the acquaintance by praising " Skye's " beauty ; but

instead of the courteous reply he expected, the old tar caught up the dog,

and then turning sharply round, surveyed the gentleman from head to foot.
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" You cannot suppose," said our kindly friend, " that I would deprive

you of your dog ?"

In reply to this he laid him gently down.

"No, sir, now I see you clear, I don't think jjou would
;
but you, as

well as others, often cast an eye at him, and some come and offer me

money for him, thinking that such as I woukl sell love for monej !

Why, bless your heart, selling that dog would be like selling my own

flesh and blood !

"

" It certainly is a beautiful little creature."

" ^Yell, so everybody says. I wish it wer'n t, for the dog-stealers are

after it, and if I lost it, it would kill me. It seemed to take a deal to

kill me, too. I don't think there's six square inches of my body without

a scar, and I wish I had a dozen bodies to give to the same service
;
but

though thei/ didn't send me to the locker, if I lost that dog I should

never leave my bed again." He was about to follow the dog. who had

finished his frugal repast, but our friend tempted him with a " quid."

For once a low whistle intimated that he requested the dog's return, and

Skye came, and laid him meekly down at his foot. A pinch of snuff

cemented the acquaintance ; and though they parted immediately after,

at their next meeting he told our friend why he so loved the dog.

His grandson was a soldier in the oOth regiment : he would rather, he

confessed, he had been a sailor, but his fancy was for the scarlet instead

of the blue. No matter ! his heart and his life were his Queen's, and a

finer or handsomer lad was not in the regiment. He went out as lance-

corporal. Before he went he brought him his little dog ;
and, though

contrary to regidations, they let the old man keep his grandson's dog

until his return—only, of course, until his return. No wonder he was

so careful of Jamie's little dog. Here he paused : and then asked our

friend if he saw the papers daily.

" Certainly."

The hard cordage of the veteran's face twitched and moved convul-

sively, and his hand appeared as if knotted to his stick. " Was there

anything about the 50th regiment ?
"

" Nothing yesterday, but an engagement was expected ?
"
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" Of course, sir, he kno\YS Ins duty, and will do it, and lias as good a

chance of his life as another. I used always to spend an hour or two at

the 'Anchor,' hearing the news, and the talk that followed ; but now I

can't bear it I The sight, sir, of a newspaper sets me all of a tremble I

Isn't that quare for an old hulk like me, whose masts have gone by the

board, and who hasn't a rag of canvas left ? But it's true, sir. I steer

clear of all my comrades, for it shakes me worse than the wind of a

twelve -pounder to hear their talk. I have been ankle deep—ay, ankle

deep in blood, sir, before now, on the deck of a ' seventy-four,' and

never heeded it—the more death the less care ;—and now If I could

read the paper myself I should not mind it, I think; but I am no

scholar, and the dread of hearing But I have one comrade who reads

the news every day, and we hit on a signal, lie comes over there, just

at post-meridian, and as long as all 's well, why, he steers up and down

a bit, and then gets under way ; but if there should be anything wrong

— if the boy was badly hurt—he'd tie his black neckerchief to his

crutch, and put it over his shoulder—a black flag, you know. There I

he 's heaving in sight ! that 's my old comrade."

The stick fell to the ground as he pointed him out ; he throw back

his hat, shaded his eyes from the sun, and, grasping our friend's arm,

pointed to where his " comrade " moved slowly on—the black handker-

chief floating behind him like a pennon I

What followed must be imagined, not described : it was too true—the

brave sailor's grandson was returned amongst the list of " killed " as

having " fallen in the trenches.'

The old man remained rigid as marble, fixed in a state of coma long

after he was laid on his bed, surrounded by his old comrades, and

tenderly cared for by the physician. The first symptom he gave of

returning consciousness was putting out his hand to feel for the dog.

The fond animal was then permitted to follow its own will ; it crept up

and licked his face : this had the happy effect of causing a heavy burst

of tears; and while he wept he pressed " Skye" closer and closer to

his bosom.

There was no harm in su2;i?esting that there might be an error ; that
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men were frequently returned dead wlio had been only badly wounded or

missing ; that such had been the case even with officers. He did not

seem to heed or to hear, but wept on.

In the strength and blessing of his hopeful spirit, our friend went to

the Horse Guards, but there they could only refer to the list as it was

in the last despatch. The next was long in coming : but when it

did arrive there was more than usual excitement among the Greenwich

pensioners ; many of " the maimed and the halt" cheered as in the days

of their youth ; and as to the old bearer of the hlach flag, he see -sawed

into the ward—which our friend's friend had never quitted since his

bereavement—\^ath a small snowy window curtain depending from his

crutch ; and then came a convulsed cry and trembling words—" He is

not dead!" "Not dead?" "No; badly wounded—doing well—com-

l^limented—coming home I" And he did come home too, the brav e

gallant soldier, with three stripes on his arm; and his grandfather— ay,

and his little dog—saw him receive his medal from the hand of his own

honoured Queen.

The Observatory at Greenwich occupies the site on which formerly

stood " a tower," which tower was " sometimes a habitation for the

younger branches of the royal family, sometimes the residence of a

favourite mistress, sometimes a prison, and sometimes a place of de-

fence." It was founded by Charles II., for the benefit of his "pilots

and sailors," " for the purpose of ascertaining the motions of the moon,

and the places of the fixed stars, as a means of discovering that great

desideratum, the longitude at sea."

The town of Greenwich * is busy, populous, and prosperous ; its

church contains many interesting monuments ; it is, however, compara-

tively modern, having been consecrated in 1718, occupying the site of a

very venerable edifice, the old Church of St. Alphege. Here, as will

be supposed, rest many of our naval heroes. There is one object,

fronting the palace on the waterside, that will attract the eye of all

' Grenewic, or Grenevic, as this place was called by the Saxons, is lit-erally the green village
;

ing, perhaps, the village on the green."—Zyiowi.
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passers ; it is a monument, erected by puLlic subscription, to the

memory of a young and gallant French ofificer. Lieutenant Bellott. who

died a volunteer in the service of England, the companion and friend of

our Arctic voyagers.

While at Greenwich, \\e may visit Blaclcheath,
—

" so called, as some

think, from the appearance of the soil, or, as others suppose, from its

hleah situation,"—the picturesque villages of Lewisham and Sydenham,

and the venerable mansion of Eltham, concerning which the history of

many periods is full. Nor may we pass unnoticed an object seen from

many parts of the river, and from the adjacent country, as well as from

the heights and house-roofs in and about London, that wonder of the

modern world, the Crystal Palace.

On the shore opposite to Greenwich, after passing the extremity of

the Isle of Dogs, is Blackwall, famous chiefly for its fertility in pro-

ducing the tiny fish known as whitebait, concerning which a few parti-

culars will not be unwelcome to the reader.

There are few denizens of London unacquainted with this tiny frsh,"^'

as it appears daily during the season, dressed, at Blackwall and Green-

-\^ich, where alone it is obtained "in perfection;" for i;nless "cooked"

within a very brief space after removal from the water, it undergoes a

change which the "nice" palate can at once detect. It would be

curious to ascertain how many millions arc taken daily during the

* It may be well to note here tliat our cut represents the " tiny flsh " of its full size, the only instance

ia which that size has been adopted for the piscatory engravings of our volume.
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months of June, July, and August of eacli year. It is unquestionably

a delicacy, and is relished greatly by tens of thousands who can afford

to buy luxuries; "a \vhitebait dinner" being a treat peculiar to the

metropolis, and enjoyed accordingly, even by those who believe and

maintain that the fish is engendered by London mud, and that, when

the Thames is cleansed and purified, the whitebait will vanish altogether

from the river.

An idea prevails that it is the young of some larger fish. Yarrell,

whose authority on such matters is universally accepted, says " it is a

distinct species," and in its habits differs materially from all other Britisli

species of Clupea {Ciaj.cidcc, the family of the herrings) that visit our

shores or our rivers. From the beginning of Ajiril to the end of

September they are caught in abundance; in April, they are small,

"apparently but just changed from the albuminous state of very yuung

FISIIIXG FOK

fry; in September specimens four or five inches long are not uncommon,"

but mixed, even at this late period of the season, with others of very

small size, " as though the roe had continued to be deposited throughout

the summer." Yet the parent fish are not caught, and are believed by

the fishermen not to come up higher than the estuary, where nets suffi-

ciently small to stop them are not much in use. The largest whitebait

3 n
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Mr. Yarrell Lad seen was in length six inches. " The colour of the

sides is uniformly white ;" " the length of the head, as compared with

that of the body, alone is as two to five ; the eye large ; the irides

silvery ; the upper part of the Lack pale greenish ash." In their habits

they appear to be similar to the young of the herring, always keeping

in shoals, and swimming occasionally near the surface of the water.

Mr. Yarrell thus describes the mode of fishing for whitebait :
—

" The

mouth of the net is by no means large, measuring only about three feet

sfpiare in extent ; but the mesh of the hose, or bag-end of the net, is

very small. The boat is moored in the tide -way, -where the water is

from twenty to thirty feet deep, and the net, with its wooden framework,

is fixed to the side of the boat. The tail of the hose, swimming loose, is

from time to time handed into the boat, the end untied, and its contents

taken out. The wooden frame, forming the mouth of the net, does not

dip more than fuur feet below the surface of the water." There is no

doubt of their being found in other waters besides the Thames.

Passing the East India Docks, with another " forest of masts," we

reach the estuary of the river Lea; here it enters the Thames, having,

after its rise in Leagrave ]Marsh, near Luton, in Bedfordshire, adorned

the lordly demesnes of Luton IIoo, Brocket Hall, and Llatfield, and

watered and refreshed Hertford, Ware, Hoddesdon, Broxbourne, Ches-

hunt, \Valtham Abbey, Enfield, Edmonton, Tottenham, Walthamstow,

and Bow. It is ''the gulfy Lea, with sedgy tresses," of Pope; and

" the wanton Lea, that oft doth lose its way," of Spenser.

The Lea is, and has long been, in high favour with the angler; it is

the river made famous by honest Izaak Walton ; all readers of his book

are familiar with the places which adorn its banks, from "Theobalds"

and Amwell Hill to Bow. Sitting here on one of its banks, arranging

his hook or trimming his fly, the good old man may be supposed to have

uttered that sentiment so dear to every brother of the gentle craft
—

" No

life, my honest scholar, no life so happy and so pleasant as the life of a

well-governed angler ; for when the lawyer is swallowed up with busi-

ness, and the statesman is preventing or contriving plots, then we sit on

cowslip banks, hear the birds sing, and possess ourselves of as much
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quietness as these silent silver streams, which we now see glide so gently

by us. Indeed, my good scholar, we may say of angling as Dr. Boteler

said of strawberries, ' Doubtless God could have made a better berry, but

doubtless God never did:' and so (if I might be judge) God never did

make a more calm, quiet, innocent recreation than angling."

" The old course of the Lea affords many a charming picture. An

old pollard willow, with an angler under its shadow, a few cows, perhaps,

standing in the water, and enjoying with philosophic quiescence the

cooling luxury,—perchance a punt in the middle of the river,—a bright

l)lue sky overhead, reflected with a softened lustre in the clear stream,

an abundance of yellow water-lilies at our feet, and the low banks

decked with all gay flowers,—these are the materials of the picture; and

he who has not his heart gladdened as he gazes on them, has yet to

learn that there are tilings in Heaven and earth not dreamt of in his

philosophy. Walton was not one of these :

—

" ' The meanest flowrctot'the vale,

The simplest note that swells the gale,

The common sun, the air, the skies,

To him were opening raradise.'

And only such as, in a measure, can participate in these feelings and

sympathies, are fitted to wander along Izaak ^Ya]t(nl's ' Lea.' " •^"

For a mile, and often more, in breadth, the river Thames in Essex is

bordered by a low swampy }ilain ; upon which, however, a range of

smaU hills look down and form an agreeable background; but for beauty

of scenery, and those interests which arc derived from "history, tradition,

and places populous," we must refer to Kent, which not unjustly claims

pre-eminence as "the garden of England."

\Ye must pass the somewhat distant village of Charlton, with its old

manor-house of the time of James I.—keep in sight, as a most pleasant

* We extract this passage from the concluding volume of a very charming series of books, " Rambles

by Rivers," by James Thorne, published by Charles Knight, whose name is so honourably associated

witli the highest ard best order of English topographic works. To Mr. Thome's volumes we have been

often indebted during the course of our tour ; we record our debt with gratitude. The " Rambles by

Rivers" is the work of a scholar, a gentleman, a close observer, and an intense lover of nature.
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view, the far-famed Shooter's Hill—and rest awhile at Woolwich, to

visit, if we can and may, the noblest dockyard of the world,—its foun-

dry, its arsenal, its schools, and its barracks.* It is the most ancient of

those magazines of our national strength and glory, and has furnished

our country with most of its largest ships during the course of several

reigns,—from that of Henry VIII., when the big Ilarrij Grace clc Dicu

was launched here, to that of Queen Victoria, when it may be said to

have achieved its highest glory.

It is not our jmrpose to describe Woolwich ; to do so would require

a volume, and not a page. It is the great school of our artillery—

a

branch of the service in which officers and men are alike eminent for

that educated intelligence which gives the soldier true strength. The

Arsenal is one of the chief wonders of England : science has here carried

machinery to perfection. The Academy is admirably governed : hence

* Woolwich is, in Doomsday, called Iliilriz, or " tlio dnelHng on a creek of the river. The records of

succeeding periods mention it under tlie title of Wulewick, and afterwards Woolwiclie."
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issue the cadets, who obtain rank according to ability and desert. The

dockyards give employment to thousands of artizans, shipwrights, and

labourers. The war-ships here created bear tlie flag of England over

the waters of everv sea and ocean of the world,—

Fnr as the breezes Mow, the liillows roam,

Survey our emi'ire and beliold our home."

From North ^Yool\vich the Dockvard * may best be seen, with its

lon-^ sea or river wall, extending from Charlton to the lower part of the

)L\MeH DOCKYARD.

town ; and this surface being covered with sheds, factories, and basins

(containing many of our war-steamers, with several ships building of

the first class), it assumes a singularly interesting appearance. The

* Visitors are admitted by signing their names in a book at the dockyard gates, and the wonders of

the great steam liaramer, and the interesting process of boring a cylinder for a steam engme, with the

lathes, where metal shavings are cut twenty to thirty feet long, are certainly worth the trouble and

expense of "a return ticlict" from London.
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river here is also dotted -svith picturesque hulks, reminding one of olden

times and fights long past ; they loom large against the de])arting sun-

light, with the dockyard shears rearing up, endeavouring to compete

with the great factory funnel for height. In the distance may he seen

many of the numerous shipping dropping up the river witli tlie last of

the flood-tide.

Greenwich and ^^'ool\vich are neighhours. I low large a volume of

thouglit is suggested hy tlie union of two such names I

The extensive marsh land at I'hnnstead, adjoining Woolwich, is now

much used by the ^Military Academy fa- gunnery practice of all kinds,

for \\hich it is admirably adajited. The Thames partially encircles it,

like a bent bow, and the chief roads cut it off from general traffic. It

is a large tract of grass land, lying by itself in comparative solitude,

used as grazing ground, or market gardens.

On the eastern side of the cheering village of kith, the Darent

contributes its waters to the Thames,

—

" The silver Durent, in who.'^c- waters clear,

'ieii tliou-and li-bcs play aud deck his pleasant stream ;"

it is joined by the Cray, another " faire " river, in the marshes near the

L'rayfnrd Saw 31 ills ; the former rising near Westerham, the latter near

Orpington, in Kent, and both flowing through districts famous in the

annals of tlic kingdom,— majestic mansions, pictures<|ue churches, his-

toric sites, fertile plains, rpiiet villages, and busy towns—the busiest of

which is Dartfurd—happily intermixed. The conjoined rivers enter the

Thames very near "' Long l^each Tavern."

Our sketch of Erith Avas taken from the pier, looking up the river ; the

limited space only represents the few houses nearest the water, with the

pretty church and the rising woodland at the back. The sun was

passing through a cloud, which cast a shadow over the background,

giving all tlie near objects that glittering light so peculiar to the water.

It is certainly one of the most charming spots on the river.

Xor is the coast opposite, low and uninviting and unhealthy as it

seems, without its interest. Here the river Iloding pays its tribute
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to the Thames ; the spire of Barking Church is seen in the distance
;

Dagenham Reach, Hornchurch Marshes, and " the Eands," indicate the

nature of tlie low-lying fields and sheets of water that shirt the great

i

fe*^^

^m

river's banks. ALout Purfleet, however, there is a gradual rise of

chalky cliffs, on one of which was placed the standard of England when

our island was threatened by that Spanish invasion which Providence

" set at nought." ''

The once -renowned abbey of BAraciXG must not be passed without a

word of notice, as it is now the parish church, and is a conspicuous

object on the Essex side of the river, nearly opi)Osite \'\'oohvich, stand-

ing as it dues on an elevation among the flat lands. It is of very

ancient foundation, and was a monastic establishment well endowed in

the middle ages. It was dedicated to the Vii-gin ]Marv, and is said

* At Purfleet is the great depot of gunpoivder ; and the voyay

in the river, wliich are also used as floathig niagaziucs.

ill observe several vessels moored
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to liave been the first nunncvy for -women established in this kingdom.

"It was founded about the year (j7(>, by St. Erhenwald, Bishop of

London, in coni])liance with the earnest desire of his sister, Ethelbnrg,

who was apjioiuted the first abbess." ]\[any of her successors were of

liiyh rank, and some of them of the blood-royak In S7(>, the abbey

was burnt Ijy tlie Danes, and the nuns were either shiin or disjiersed.

About the middle of the tenth century it was rebuilt by King Edgar.

The nuns were of the Benedictine order. It was surrendered to

Henry VI [I. on llth of November, 1530,

y^a <p=ft YHi'—^ •'^^ -HI "Dorothy Barley" being the last abbess,

\h
^^

l" rW There is scarcely a vestige remaining of the

once magnificent pile, which a succession

of sovereigns delighted to honour. But at

the entrance of the churchyard stands an

ancient gateway, over which is " the chapel

of the holy rood lofte atte gate edified [as is

expressed in an old record] to the honor of

Almighty God, and of the holy rood that is

there, of right great devocion, as it sbeweth

by great indulgens graunted to the same

chapel and place by divers of our holy

faders, Popes of Borne." It is also known

as the Curfew Tower :* and from thence

the bell rang out at morning and evening, sometimes to the great safety

CURFEW TOWER, BARKING.

* The curfew bell was rung-, according to ancient

custom, as a warning- for the inhabitants of towns and
villages to put out their fires and retire to bed; it was

a simple policy for general safety in ancient times ;

and though usually considered to be a vexatious law

enacted after the Norman Conquest, is certainly as old

as the days of Alfred. We have already noted it as

still rung in some of the towns of England ; and that

the curfew, or coiirrefeu, used to extinguish the fire

on the sound of tl'.e warning bell, was an implement of

metal, which covered in the ashes raked together on the

hearth, and brought them in a heap to the back of the

grate, and so extinguished them. Our cut will fully

exhibit its peculiarities.
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of travellers in winter niglits. There are records of gifts to tlic

monastery of many who were guided over tlie lonely marsh hinds

through the winter fogs by

the tolling of the curfew '-_=^ _ _

alone. In the old time, the

roadway between this place

and London was singularly

disagreeable : the land was

only partially drained ; the

pathways were bad, and they

were constructed on raised

embankments, which made

them dangerous to tra-

vellers in dark nights. The

parish church, dedicated to

St. Margaret, contains many

interesting and venerable mo-

numents ; a singularly pic-

turesque piscina we thought

it desirable to copy.

Greenhithe and Northfleet

follow Erith, as we descend

the river, on the Kentisli side

THE PISCINA

They are large and populous villages,

approaching the size and character of towns. On the high land above the

former are modern villa residences, commanding extensive views of the

river and the opposite county of Essex. Xear it is Stone Church, one of

the finest and most interesting of the Kentish churches. It is in the

early English style, and abounds with beautiful architectural details. It

stands on a commanding eminence, and is clearly seen from the

Thames as we approach Greenhithe. At Xortlifleet is one of the

largest churches of the diocese of Canterbury, possessing some fine old

brasses, some ancient oak stalls, and other curious relics of ancient

date. The chalk pits, which first appear a little west of Greenhithe,

may be best studied at Northfleet.
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While reverting to the many records of past goodness and past great-

ness wliich, in the course of our tour, -we have noted as crowding the

environs of our royal river, we have a word to say concerning a daily

increasing evidence of the sympathy of the rich for the poor. \Ye see,

at intervals not "far between," there a sanatorium, here an aged asylum

-— a church— schools for the education of every denomination of

Christian childhood, hospitals for the cure of tlie sick, and dwel-

lings for the protection of the helpless. These temjilcs of charity

are erected by a liberal public ; and, from the stately building to

the humble almshouse, all tell of an earnestness in well-doing which

elevates England more even than her victories by sea and land, and

loudly proclaims that though great sins do spring up in her streets, like

foul weeds from a luxuriant soil—she makes great atonement I

Tliey are glorious words we see so continually in England—producing

a just and holy pride, while exciting the admiration of all foreigners

—

" SuPrORTED BY VoLUNTAUY CoNTniUUTIOXS !

"

But there are cases of individual charity standing forth in all their

dignity and purity, as incentives to others to whom God has given much,

to '• do good and to distribute," which move us even more than charities

of association. It would be a singular record of well-doing, if a history

of the charities founded and endowed by persons out of their own mcavs

could be compiled and published ; it Avould strengthen many a faint-

hearted worker, and stimulate still more the strong, to see what has been

thus effected for the good of suffering fellow -beings.

One of these "Rests" is remarkable even in this liberal age. A gen-

tleman—whose name we do not mention, for we think it might be

distasteful to him to do so—has built a number of villa-homes adjacent

to Northfleet, where the waters of the Thames flow broadly on, and

where they may be seen by all voyagers, to shelter some of the helpless

many who, well born and well educated, have been beaten into poverty

in the great battle of life, and would have been prematurely crushed

into graves but for the generous protection afforded by these asylums,

—

we use the plural, because each recipient of this good man's bounty has

a separate dwelling, where he or she may dwell, without being subject
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to the interruption or observation that, to a certain extent, must be a

restraint where numbers are collected into one common home.

We have not seen the internal arrangements of these " homes," erected

at the sole exjDense of the gentleman we have alluded to, but we have

heard one of the inmates gratefully describe their blessings. "SYe

know not how the beneficent ''founder" has determined the '"future"

of his dependents, but in addition to the shelter he gives, he visits '" his

charges " once in each week, and bestows, delicately, with his own hand,

the boon he knows will secure their comforts during the ensuing week.

If we could envy any living man, it would be the founder of such a

true, high, and holy, charity. He did not wait, as many do, until he

had " shuffled oft" his mortal coil," and then leave to his executors the

task he has so ha])})ily accomplished : he felt it a privilege to do himself

the work so emphatically " his own," and has thus raised a monument

to his memory better than any ever built by human hands. His name

may not be the most euphonious ; but it will be honoured as it ought

to be wherever his good deed is known,—from the day on which his

merciful task w^as a thought, to the moment when he hears the words,

" Forasmuch as ye did it unto one of these my little ones, ye did it

unto me."

Of this good and generous benef^^ctor we know nothing but his name,

—whether old or young, very wealthy or only comparatively rich, we

cannot say,—but we may not finish our task without adding one blessing

to the blessings of those he has healed, solaced, and comforted, oflering,

with them, a fervent prayer that God may lengthen his days in happiness

and in health!

Between Greenhithe and Northfleet, on the Essex side of the river,

stands the lonely Churcu of Grays, or Grays Thurrock. The river

bends round here, and forms a reach known as South Hope. The

marshy lands resemble the scenery of Holland ; and the numerous

ditches, pollards, willows, and groups of cattle, remind the spectator of

pictures that have made the Dutch school of x\rt famous. This church

stands close to the Thames, the marshes being protected from overflow

by embankments. It is surrounded by trees, but no house is near it.
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caud its isolation is very striking when approached over the dreary marsh

land by which it is environed.

The embankments of the Thames, which 23i'event the water from

overflowing the low banks on both sides of the river, are by some

authors attributed to tlie Piomans, and liy others to the Saxons ; but the

latest writer on tlie subject inclines to consider them a work of the

twelfth century ; and tliat before that time the Thames spread over the

low lands to the hills on each side, among hillocks and sand hills formed

from its own deposits."-'' Lambarde relates that the abbot of Lesnes, in

127'J, enclosed a part of these marshes at Plumstead, completing the

rest in the course of twelve years ; so tliat between 1270 and 12'Jl the

wall of the Plumstead level, enclosing a large tract of good arable land,

was rescued from the river, and so continues to this day.f The

importance of this Avork on the Thames banks, led to the employment

* Tlie iiractice of draining is fully dcsci-ibed during the Roman rule in oilier parts of England,
particularly in the fen lands ; such works are mentioned, a.d. 85, by Tacitus ; and the severe labour

exacted from the British serfs in their construction.

t The banks and ditches at the back of the Isle of Dogs, in what was then called Stcbbcnhctho
Marsh, and which is now known as Stepney, are noted in very early records. The wliole of the

island in the days of William the Conqueror was a woody marsh, upon which the Bishop of London
fed more than five hundred hogs. In excavating for the Blackwall Docks a large deposit of ancient
trees, Ac, was discovered, the remains of the wood which once thickly covered the island. Lysons
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of commissioners to superintend and keep tliem in repair ; tlie earliest

effort of the kind being in tlie eiglith year of Edward III.

Tlie rights and profits of the passage by water between London and

Gravesend had been granted, from a very early period, to the inhabitants

of the latter town. This water-passage was termed " the long ferry,"

and was under the management of a portrcve, jurats, and barge pro-

prietors, all the latter paying a fine of £o yearly to the portreve for the

use of the corporation. The fare for each person by the tilt-boats, from

Gravesend to London, or vice -veisd, was settled, in 1573, to be "not

more than sixpence ;" but there was a cheaper conveyance by open

barge without a tilt or covering, for which " twopence and no more "

was to be charged. These more ancient barge-owners had exclusive

rights, and no tilt-boat was alloAVod to take any passengers till they had

secured theirs, and fairly started on their journey. Towards the end

of Elizabeth's reign the covered boats gained a victory ; and in the

early part of the next reign a compromise of interests was effected

between the owners of each kind. The oijen barges were disused in

the reign of Charles I., and the tilt-boat became the ordinary convey-

ance. It was provided with loose straw under the tilt for passengers

to sit or lie upon ; and it was no unfrerjuent thing for them to be unable

to reach Gravesend in one tide, when the passengers were landed

wherever the boat might be, to shift for themselves. In 1737 it was

enacted that no tilt-boat should be of less burthen than fifteen tons
;

and the passengers were limited to forty, including three chance passen-

gers to be taken by the way. A bell was rung at Billingsgate to give

notice of their departure at high tide, and another at Gravesend at

low-water, when they proceeded to London. In 173S five tilt-boats

were licensed, and to this number they were limited until their discon-

tinuance a few years afterwards, when larger boats with decks were

and other local liiiturians allude to this covered forest : by one author this ancient deposit is described
as being 8 feet below the surface, "a mass of decayed trees, leaves, and branches, accompanying huge
trunks, rotted through, yet perfect in every fibre ; tlie bark vcas uninjured, and the whole evidently
torn up by the roots." This subterranean forest, which from time to time has been disturbed, is of
considerable extent, and is traced from the river side opposite the dockyard at Deptford, across the East
India Dock, and reappears in Essex.
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employed ; these wove called by the old name of tilt-boat, though

\vithout the tilt. One of the last of the ,<;cuuiiic old boats is represented

ill our engraving, and very clearly exhibits its |ieculiarities, with the

steersman managing the princi])al sail, the ca}itaiii and men in front,

and the passengers under the tilt or awning in the centre. The last

GKAVESEXD TILT-BOAT.

tilt-boat was named the Duke of York, and was withdrawn from the

service as recently as 1884, as its earnings did not pay its expenses.

Soon the spires of populous Graveseud come in sight ; it is the first

port on the river, and directing the eye to the shore opposite, we obtain

a view of the time-honoured fort of Tilbury,

The threatened invasion by the Spanish Armada first led the govern-

ment of Elizabeth to consider the necessity of fortifying the river here.

rialduyt tells us :
—

" As it was given out that the enemy meant to

invade the Thames against Gravesend, a mighty army encamped there ;

and on both sides of the river fortifications were erected, according to

the prescription of Frederick Genebelli, an Italian, and there were

certain ships brought to make a bridge, though it were very late first."

A letter of the Earl of Leicester speaks of " lighters and chaynes that

sholde be provided and sent down to stoppe the river at Tilburye ;" but
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the work seems to have been as badly done as any more recent govern-

ment contract. The earl visited both places 23rd Jnly, 1588 ; and his

report, in a letter to Sir Francis Walsingham, states that at Gravesend,

" I did peruse the fort, and find not one platf(jrme to bear any ordnance,

neither on the ground nor aloft. I went after to this fort at Tilbury,

which I fmde farther out of order than the other." By great exertions

TILBlIiV FUl

the forts were put in order, and the vessels disposed across the river,

and connected by chains to make a bridge or barrier. The Gravesend

fort seems to have been the most important, and just beyond it was a

block-house, which protected the river to the turn of the stream at

Tilbury Hope; at the angle there, on the p]ssex side, another block-

house commanded the river. The army was posted in the camp close

to West Tilbury Church, as appears from a survey made at the time;*

so that the popular tale of Queen Elizalieth reviewing her troops at

Tilbury Fort is evidently a fallacy. "The fort seems to have l)een

completed for defence u])on future occasions of alarm and dauger, rather

than in time for defence against the Spanish Armada." The fort was

* Engraved in Cnuien's valuable " History of Gravesend," to which excellent example of local litera-

ture we have been iadc'bted for these details.
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then only a small earthworlv ; but there the Queen landed from her

barge, and was escorted thence to the camp by a thousand horsemen
;

going there and back in a state -coach, staying the night in the camj),

seeing a sham fight next day, and dining afterwards at noon, returning

in great state to the royal barge. The fort, as completed, was small,

but surrounded by ditches and outworks of some extent. In cases of

emergency it was generally found to be in a very neglected condition,

and was only properly attended to in the reign of Charles II., when the

Dutch fleet entered the Medway, and burnt the ships at Chatham. The

jiresent fort was constructed after 1687, from the designs of the

Engineer-General, Sir Bernard de Gomme ; in which the newer prin-

ciples of design introduced by Coehorn and Vauban were adopted ; the

cost of the stone gateway, the most striking feature of the edifice, is

estimated at £G3-i in the contract then made.

The best spot to view Tilbury Fort is from a long wooden pier which

runs some way out into the river; but the half-military-looking indivi-

duals located there (only recognised by their caps), appeared terrified at

the bare idea of a pencil and paper—they have, we imagine, orders not

to allow any one to sketch. The artist was therefore obliged to make

his drawing from a green plat near the railway-station,* from whence he

courd just see the old gateway rising above one of the bastions, and a

wooden pier, where some large flat boats were landing stores. The

present fort appears to be a small military station, with a few guns

mounted on the bastion, but it by no means conveys the idea of an

important fortification. It is, however, much stronger than it seems to

be ; and commands the whole of the extensive turn of the river known

as Tilbury Hope. Its form is pentagonal; and its outworks and ditches

add greatly to its strength. The stranger who judges of it by its

appearance as he passes on the river, without going over it, will form a

very erroneous idea of its strength or utility.

While we are " putting " ashore at Gravesend, or at any of the

landing-places below it, let us give a (e\x minutes' consideration to the

* This is the terminus of the London and Gravesend Kaihvay, which starts from Fenchurch Street ;

steamboats meet every train to cross tlie river to Gravesend with passengers.
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only remaining object of the class to which M-e deem it expedient to
direct the reader's attention.

Bare and unpromising- as this region may appear in general to the
naturalist, the conchologist may find an interesting field in the study of

GUAVESEND riEIi.

the fresh-water shells which abound here, both in the waters of the
Thames and in the adjacent marshes and canals. We figure three of
the most noticeable species which are found associated together in great
numbers, adhering to submerged piles, walls, &c. The most remarkable
of these is the Zebra Dreissena (Drecssena PoIj/nio7-pha), originally an
inhabitant of the Volga and other Eussian rivers

; but having been
imported with timber, it has i-ropagated itself to an immense extent and
become completely naturalized in the Thames, and the specimens are
even finer than those from the original habitat. In shape it resembles
the marine muscles, and, like them, attaches itself to the surface of other
bodies by a strong hemp-like '• hjjssus." The colour of the shell is olive

3t
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elegantly marked with brown and black stripes. The two smaller shells

of the group are those of the fresh-water Xeritiue (ycritiiia jiavlatUis),

another shell seldom met with out of this district, but most abundant in

situations similar to those of the last-described species ; it is an extremely

pretty shell, the surface being beautifully variegated with white and

purple-brown markings.

The remaiiiin.; sptcies of oui ^loup cbsth iesenil>ling in shape the

common periw inkk, is the ^Mii^h "^IkII (Paladma Liiipara), found very

generally with the hst It is espeuall} intLiLstin^ to the naturalist,

^.'-^t'

from the fact of it being vivijiarous— the young shells being perfectly

develo]ied before quitting tlie ]>arent shell, the mouth of which may

sometimes be found crowded with minute shells about the size of peas.

The earliest notice of Gravesend occurs in Domesday Book, where it

is termed Gravesham ; but early in the next century it is termed Graves-

hende ; the name is ])robably derived from the Graaf (Port-reeve, or

Governor's) ham (or home). The port is of very ancient date, but its

history is not fertile of incident. It has risen into its present importance

very rapidly, and increased enormously within the last thirty years.

Steamboats and railways have conspired to do this, and the cheapness

and quickness of these modes of transit have made Gravesend a favourite

place for Londoners to spend tlieir leisure time. The fields in the

neighbourhood of the town have been covered with streets, and Wind-

mill Hill with houses ; the old mill, however, remains, v.diere a mill has

been since the days of Elizabeth ; before which time a beacon was placed
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there to warn the country—a use for which this hill was well adapted, as

it is 17!» feet a1)ove the level of the river at high-water mark.

In the fields, a little beyond the terrace-pier, are the fortifications

constructed to aid Tilbury Fort in the protection of the river. They
consist of earthworks and ditches of the form prescribed by Vauban,

and are mounted with cannon ; the fort is connected with the history of

the last of the royal house of Stuart who ruled in England— King

James II. During the reign of his brother, and while Duke of York,

James was Admiral of England. The gateway of the old house in

fOI.TIflCATIONS AT GKAVESEXD.

which he resided is still in existence, enclosed by a modern porch ; it is

of ornamental brickwork, and bears over it the date IGGo, an anchor,

and a semi-sphere above it.--'

Milton Church is now in the suburbs of Gravesend ; it is plainly

descried from the river, and is a stone building with some few remains

of the decorations of the fourteenth century, but having the prevailing

characteristics of the fifteenth. It is supposed to have been constructed

by the Countess of Pembroke, wife of Aymer de Valence, between the

* AVhen James fled first from England, April 20, 1G48, in tlie troublous time of the great civil war,
he escaped from Gravesend in girl's attire to a vessel in ilie river, a short distance beyond the town.
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years 1323 and 1377, wlien the manor of Milton devolved npon her as

part of her dowry. In the village are the remains of an ancient chantry,

dedicated to the Virgin Mary

and the Apostles Peter and

Paul. It was founded and en-

dowed in the reign of Edward

II. by Aymer de Valence. All

that remains of it now are a

few ivy-covered walls near the

road-side—the "Great Dover

Road," which railways have

now deprived of its largest

amount of traffic.

At the " top" of the flood-tide

many vessels usually accumu-

late at Gravesend, and anchor

during the ebh ; on the com-

mencement of the next flood

all are getting under weigh.

This is a most animating scene,

of which the artist has endeavoured to convey an idea in his sketch of

Gravesend Peach. One or two of the vessels have fairly started, and

are sailing up the river, heeling over to the breeze ; others, with their

sails braced in the usual manner for casting, while some have only just

loosed the white canvas. The mist is rising olT Gravesend. showing the

town at the back of this collection of animated river life, and assisting to

make up a most charming picture.*

GATEWAY TO UOL'SE OF JAMtS U.

• The water of the Thames at Gravesend is salt, but is turbil, for it is composed of the sea-water and

water from the source, which is charged with the alluvi.al matter brought from the lands through

which it runs, and with the drainage of the metropolis. The Thames water is preferred to purer

spring water for use on board ships in long voyages; because it is believed to liave a singular power of

self-purification. Dr. Bostock has explained the process by which this is effected in a paper in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1829, in which he shows, by an analysis of its component parts, that

during a long voyage, " the more foul the water, the more complete will be the subsequent process of

depuration ;
" and hence an explanation of the popular opinion that the Thames water U i)cculiarly

valuable for sea-store, its extreme impurity inducing the fermentative process, and thus removing

from it all those substances which can cause it to undergo any further alteration.
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In the low lands at Milton is the entrance to the Thames and Medway

Canal, which is now only navigable to Higham ; it was continued thence

for some miles through a tunnel opening to the IMcdway opposite

Kochester. It is now drained, and used by the North Kent Eailway.

On the rising ground above the marsh lands we can distinguish Chalk

Church, a lonely building in the midst of a few weather-beaten trees; it

is chiefly remarkable for a curious sculpture over its door, representing

a grotesque figure in a short doublet, holding a flagon of drink, and

S^

gazing upward at a still more grotes(|ne figure of a tumliler. It is sup-

posed to commemorate the festivities known as Church Ales, in the olden

time—annual feasts of ale and bread, be<[ueathed by some parishioner as

a religious festival, and which was converted into a sort of county fair, or

holiday, by the people.*

The high lands above are part of the woody domain of Cobham, and

we can distinguish Gad's Hill, rendered memorable by Shakspere.

There can be no pleasanter ramble than the few miles down green lanes

to Cobham Hall, its fine collection of pictures, and the old church near

it, containing the largest and most important collection of brasses in

* William May, of this pirisli, directed ia his will (dated May, 1512) that his wife should make " in

bread six bushels of wheat, and in drink ten bushels of malt, and in cheese twenty pence, to give to

poor people for the health of his soul " every year on the anniversary of his decease.
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the kingdom. The views of the Thames, and the variety of hill, dale,

wood, and Avater, wliieh meet the eye on all sides, make tlie road

between Gravesend and Cobham one of the pleasantest in England.

That part of the Thames known to seamen as "the Lower Hope" is

formed by the Gravesend and Milton marshes, and those of Higham and

Cliffe, and the Essex shore.

The bold promontory stretching forth on the Kentish shore beyond

these marshes is Cliffe, or Bishoi)'s Clive, as it Avas anciently termed.

y

CLIFFE CHURCH.

The village and church occupy the summit, and the view of the winding

of the Thames from Gravcsend to the sea is very striking from this

point ; a long tongue of marsh land is at its foot, which causes an ex-

tensive curve in the river. The turn is known as Lower Hope Point,

the water beyond as Sea Reach. This commanding height was ren-

dered available in ancient times for " watch and ward" to the river.

Beacons were ordered to be erected in the time of Richard II. at Cliffe,

and the watchmen who were appointed to take charge of them were

enjoined to light them whenever they saw hostile vessels approach,

" and make besides all the noise by horn and by cry that they can
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make, to warn the country around, to come with their force to tlie said

river, each to succour the other, to withstand their enemies." Our cut

will exhibit their form at that period.

The village of Clifle is a lonely primitive place. The

church is a large and handsome fabric, dedicated to

St. Helen, and stands on the brow of the chalk cliff.

It is cruciform in its plan, having an embattled tower

at its west end. In the windows are remains nf the

early painted glass which once filled them. In the

chancel are three very elegant stone seats, and some

very ancient monuments. Throughout it still retains

many interesting vestiges of antirpiity, one of which

we engrave in a note. It is an enamelled patine of

silver-gilt, part of the ancient church furniture in

use before the great changes produced by the

Reformation.*
BEATdX.

The Thames now flows rapidly to the sea, passing l)e-

tween the flat lands of Essex, and the higher, but not more interesting,

Kentish shore. Canvey Island, scarcely to be distinguished from the

other lowlands of Essex, is on our left ; it comprises about oi)00 acres of

pasture land, and is the '"Convennos" of Ptolemy and the ancient authors.

» It was Hsetl to cover the chalice, antl hold the bread at the communion ; it is a work of the latter

part of the fourteenth century, and in the centre is a

representation of the crucified Saviour in the arms of

the Father, surrounded by a glory. On the edge is in-

scribed, in old Gothic letters, separated by flowered

ornament, " Benedicamus patrem et filium cum spiritu

sanctu." It has been since used as an alms dish, and

the ancient enamelling injured in consequence. It

affords an interesting illustration of a passage in Shak-

.••pere's "Merchant of Venice,'' Act v. scene 1, wliere

Lorenzo, in the garden at Belmont, directs Jessica's

attention to the beauty of the stars :

—

" Look how the floor of heaven

Is tliick inlaid with patines of bright gold
;

There 's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st,

But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubim.'

As an example of ancient Art, and church decoration, it is ot considerable rarity, interest, and beauty.
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As Sea Reach is entered—the last grand expanse of its waters—we

notice the church and viUage of Leigh, a port much frequented by hoys

and small craft, and used as a depot for lobsters brought from Norway

and Scotland ; and a little beyond is the stone, marking the boundary of

the jurisdiction of the city of London, ^^'e then descry the rising town uf

Southend, situated at the debouchenient of the I'iver, and which is now

united to London by a railway, a continur.tion of that at Tilbury, It is

quite possible in little more than an hour to reach this pleasant spot, and

it has, therefore, recently beci me much more largely populated. Tbe

-Si^:;^

SHEEIlXESS.

houses are in many instances good, and the terrace commands a delightful

and extensive view of the sea, the Nore, the Medway, Sheerness, and the

ever-varying shipping of all nations so continually crowding the mouth

of the Thames.

Sheerness, with its important dockyard, is situated at the mouth of
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the Medway, and is the principal town in the Isle of Sheppey.* It owes

its greatness to the dockyard and fort erected there. The fort was

established in the reign of Charles II., and due regard was given to its

strength after the Dutch ships had entered the Medway. The fortifica-

tions were then greatly strengthened, and docks and storehouses were

also erected. These occasioned the building of a large town, chiefly for

workmen employed in the dockyard, now one of the most important

E9S®r^i~

THAMES AND MEDTVAT.

in tlic kingdom. At the mouth of the river here are generally moored

many noble men-of-war, — '•' the fleet at the Nore " being always

an attraction to steamboat voyagers. Sheerness is, however, only a

chapelry to the parish of Minster, in which it is situate, and in which are

performed all ecclesiastical rites of importance. It is estimated that there

are more than three thousand inhabitants within the limits of the dock-

yard and town.

The Island of Grain, opposite Sheerness, is only kept from being

* The Saxon Sceajnye, a name given it from the great quantity of sheep then constantly bred upon

it. It is still a primitive agricultural district, and contains a few villages of very charming cliaracter.
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siibmerged by strong embankments of earth. It is separated from the

marsh hinds of the Hundred of I loo (which succeeds those at Cliffe) by

a cliannel from the mouth of the Medway, named Yeidet (or the Inlet),

or sometimes the Seray, and wliich was anciently of sufficient width to

allow vessels to use it, as a short cut from the Medway to the Thames.

The extent of the island is about three miles and a half in length, by

two and a half in breadth. It contains only one parish, and a church

dedicated to St. James. It consists chiefly of pasture land.

The neighbouring land is particularly low ; and a novice in pilotage

would hardly notice the junction of the Thames and iMedway, sur-

NOEE LIGHT \ ESbEL.

rounded as it is by low lands, Avere not his attention attracted by the

masts of the guard and advanced liue-of-battle ships, dockyard sheds,

etc., rising above the projecting point that forms the entrance of the

Medway. The water here is known as the Xore, and a vessel is moored

in the centre, which bears a light to direct vessels at night, or during

fog, into the Thames.
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On reaching the Nore Light we arrive at the principal anchorage for

ships during the change of tide or wind, previous to advancing up the

river. The old red light vessel is associated with many ideas of the best

and happiest feelings of the sailor, on his arrival from ahroad after a

long cruise,

—

\\ith his sadder sensations, also, upon his final departure

from his native country. It has been the scene of many a wreck, and,

in the old war time, of many a fight, when French privateers used

to lurk about our coasts in foggy weather. In a picturesrpie point of

view it is most striking ; the red sides of the vessel, pitching at her

moorings, while the many different craft passing in every direction give

variety and contrast.

After passing the Nore, there is one prominent object on the Kentish

coast that will attract the attention of the voyager down the river before

he reaches the open sea : two somewhat low square towers surmounted

by spires, generally known as " the Eeculvers," form a well-known

sea-mark. Thev are all that remains of the ancient Church of licculver.
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now an insignificant village, but formerly an important Roman station,

called Regulhium} it is situated about three miles from Heme Bay, and

ten from Margate. Owing to the constant encroachment of the sea, the

church towers stand at the present time close to the edge of the low cliffs,

and the bones of those interred in the old churchyard may be distinctly

seen protruding through the earth by all who resort to the spot. The

ancient Roman castnmi surrounded the church; parts of the walls on

the east, south, and west sides are yet to be seen ; many Roman anti-

quities have been discovered here, and imperial coins are even now

sometimes found after heavy rains.

The voyager is now on " the open sea :" he has left the Thames, but

he is still, so to speak, on the territory of England :

" Far as the breezes blow, the billows roam,

Survey our empire, and behold our home ;"

The ocean Avavcs that roll around our coast are the fortifications that

protect us :

" Biitannia needs no bulwark,

Kg towers along the steep ;

Her march is o'er the mountain-wave.

Her home is on the deep I"

Here, then, we close our pleasant task, trusting that our readers will

be no more weary than we are of records associated with the bountiful

and beautiful River Thames.

ralXTED BV JAMES S. VIRTUE, CITY KOAD, LONDON'.
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